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Preface

Traditionally, Internet Protocol or IP networks have only offered a
“best effort” delivery service for IP traffic; in these best-effort net-
works all traffic is treated equally. The service requirements – or
more specifically service level agreement (SLA) requirements – of,
voice, video, and mission critical data applications, for example, are
not the same. Consequently, “best effort” IP networks have not been
able to provide optimal support for multiservice applications with
different SLA requirements.

Broadly speaking “quality of service” or QOS (either pronounced
“Q-O-S” or “kwos”) is the term used to describe the science of engi-
neering a network to make it work well for applications by treating
traffic from applications differently depending upon their SLA
requirements. In the 5–10 years preceding this publication there
have been significant developments in IP QOS to the point where
the mechanisms, architectures, and deployment experience are now
available to enable optimized support for multiservice applications
on an integrated IP network. IP is becoming the convergence tech-
nology for multimedia services and consequently QOS is one of the
hottest topics in IP networking, and yet currently it is still one of the
least well understood from a practical perspective. Ten years ago, 
the design and implementation of large IP networks using routing
protocols like OSPF and BGP was seen as a very specialist subject,

xiii
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restricted to the gurus of the networking community. Today, however,
with the proliferation of the Internet and large IP networks, much of
the mysticism associated with these technologies has gone, and an
understanding of them has moved into the mainstream. IP QOS today
is seen as a specialist subject, much as OSPF and BGP were ten years ago.

In this book we hope to help to bring IP QOS more into the main-
stream, through bridging the theory of QOS with the practice of
deployment, from SLA definition to detailed design and configura-
tion. We describe the key application SLA requirements, QOS func-
tions, and architectures to help readers understand the concepts of
IP QOS; case studies and examples are used to show how these con-
cepts are applied in practice. In the process, we address some of the
most common QOS questions:

● What’s the difference between QOS, COS, and TOS? (Chapter 2,
Section 2.1.1)

● Why use IP QOS rather than using layer 2 QOS capabilities?
(Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4)

● What’s the difference between a queue and a buffer? (Chapter 2,
Section 2.2.4.2)

● What’s the difference between a shaper and a policer? (Chapter 2,
Section 2.2.4.3)

● Which QOS architecture should be used? (Chapter 2, Section 2.3)

● How do you assure an end-to-end SLA for Voice over IP (VoIP)
traffic? (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.1.1)

● How many Diffserv classes should be used? (Chapter 3, Section
3.2.2.6)

● What packet marking scheme should be used? (Chapter 3, Section
3.2.2.7)

● Why isn’t ECN widely deployed? (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4.4)

xiv Preface
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● How do you convert between TOS, IP precedence, and DSCP?
(Chapter 2, Appendix 2.A)

● How do you tune RED and WRED? (Chapter 3, Section 3.4)

● What options are there for admission control? (Chapter 4)

● How do you manage an IP QOS deployment? (Chapters 5 and 6)

In addition, we debunk some common IP QOS myths including:

● Jitter is more important than delay for VoIP. (Chapter 1, Section
1.3.1.2)

● The maximum VoIP load that can be supported on a link is 33%.
(Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.8)

● If a design does not use the recommended Diffserv marking
scheme it is not Diffserv compliant. (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.7)

● IPv6 provides better QOS than IPv4. (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.5)

● MPLS provides better QOS than IPv4 or IPv6. (Chapter 2, Section
2.3.6)

Audience

We have tried to make this book accessible to a wide audience and 
to address beginner, intermediate, and advanced IP QOS topics. We
hope it will be of value to anyone trying to design, support, or just
understand IP QOS from a practical perspective. This includes, but is
not limited to, network designers, engineers, administrators, and
operators, both in service provider and enterprise environments,
together with students looking to gain a more applied understand-
ing of QOS. This book also serves as a general technical reference
guide to IP QOS.

Previous knowledge or understanding of QOS is not a prerequisite
to reading this book; however, we have assumed that readers have a

Preface xv
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basic level of knowledge of data networking in general, and of the
basic concepts of IP, IP routing, and MPLS, in particular. There are
already many good books on these subjects.

Approach

The approach that we have taken in this book is one where we
describe both theory and practice, linking them, wherever possible,
through the use of case studies and examples.

From a theoretical perspective, we start by describing application
SLA requirements, and then explain the range of QOS functions and
features that can be used to support such SLAs, within the context of
an overriding QOS architecture. Where we address theory and stan-
dards, we have aimed not to blindly reproduce information that is
freely available in published standards, but rather we reference avail-
able standards and augment them with explanation, description,
and context which are not available from these sources. The infor-
mation here will make it easier to understand the technical detail
provided in standards documents, such as Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) drafts and Requests for Comments (RFCs), and the liter-
ature provided by network equipment vendors.

Where we use case studies, they are generally based upon real-life
networking scenarios, and show how theoretical SLA requirements
are translated into practical network designs, which are defined in
terms of example configurations. To describe the example configura-
tions we use a Diffserv meta-language. The meta-language provides
abstraction from vendor specific configurations, thereby allowing it
to be understood by readers that are not familiar with particular ven-
dor QOS implementations and configuration. The meta-language
can be easily translated into most vendors’ specific configurations.
The case studies presented are examples, and as such do not repre-
sent the only way of doing things; rather, they aim to describe possi-
ble methodologies and to bring out the key considerations.

In focussing on IP QOS, this book centers on the network layer, or
layer 3, of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 7 layer reference
model. Hence, where we refer to network nodes or devices, in general
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we are referring to IP routers and where we refer to lower layers, we
mean with respect to layer 3. As no two networks are exactly the same,
throughout this book we use a generalized network model to explain
the application of QOS features and functions. This model is in line
with the way in which many networks are designed, consisting of a
hierarchy of core, distribution, and access routers; core routers (CRs)
provide connectivity between distribution routers (DRs), which in
turn aggregate connections to routers at remote sites, each of which
have local access routers (ARs). When deploying QOS, there is often
a difference between the functionality applied at the edge of the net-
work compared to that applied in the core; in the context of the gen-
eralized network model, the edge of the network is represented by
the connectivity between the ARs and DRs, while the core of the net-
work provides the interconnectivity between DRs and CRs.

Throughout this book, where we use the terms service provider and
customer, we use them generically. These terms are not intended to
infer applicability only to network service provider environments,
such as virtual private network (VPN) service providers; the network-
ing department of an enterprise organization is also service provider
to their enterprise. The terms are instead intended to distinguish
between the provider of the service and the user of the service.

Content and Organization

The organization of the chapters is as follows: 

● Chapter 1: QOS Requirements and Service Level Agreements. Service
level agreements (SLAs) provide the context for IP quality of service.
Application and service SLA requirements are the inputs and also
the qualification criteria for measuring success in a QOS design.
Chapter 1 considers the SLAs metrics that are important for IP
service performance, reviewing the current industry status with
respect to the standardization and support of these metrics, and
then describes application SLA requirements and the impacts that
these metrics can have on application performance.

Preface xvii
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● Chapter 2: Introduction to QOS Mechanics and Architectures. Chapter 2
provides an introduction and overview to the subject of QOS. In
practical terms, QOS involves using a range of functions and fea-
tures (e.g. classification, scheduling, policing, shaping), within
the context of an overriding architecture (e.g. Integrated Service,
Differentiated Services) in order to ensure that a network service
delivers the SLA characteristics required by applications. This
chapter describes and discusses the key QOS functions, features
and architectures.

● Chapter 3: Deploying Diffserv. Diffserv is by far the most widely
deployed IP QOS architecture; it is widely deployed in both pri-
vate enterprise networks and in service provider networks provid-
ing VPN services to enterprises. Hence, in Chapter 3, we build on
the foundations set by Chapters 1 and 2, to show how the Differ-
entiated Services architecture (Diffserv) can be practically
deployed at the network edge and in the network core in order to
satisfy defined application SLA requirements. This is achieved
through the use of end-to-end Diffserv design case studies, which
are based upon experience gained from real-world deployments.
These case studies show how SLA requirements are translated into
practical network designs, which are defined in terms of example
configurations using the Diffserv meta-language.

● Chapter 4: Capacity Admission Control. Capacity admission control
is the process that is used to determine whether a new flow can be
granted its requested QOS without affecting those flows already
granted admission. There are a number of approaches to capacity
admission control, and some technologies for admission control
are still evolving. Hence, Chapter 4 describes the requirement 
for admission control and presents a taxonomy and review of 
the mechanisms available for capacity admission control in IP
networks.

● Chapter 5: SLA and Network Monitoring. After a network design has
been deployed, the ability to ensure that a network service con-
tinues to deliver the required SLAs is dependent upon SLA and
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network monitoring. Chapter 5 discusses the technologies and
techniques available for monitoring IP QOS enabled networks,
considering both passive and active network monitoring.

● Chapter 6: Core Capacity Planning and Traffic Engineering. Capacity
planning is the process of ensuring that sufficient bandwidth is
provisioned to assure that the committed SLA targets can be met.
IP traffic engineering is the process of manipulating traffic on an
IP network to make better use of the network capacity, by making
use of capacity that would otherwise be unused, for example.
Hence, capacity planning and traffic engineering are related,
where traffic engineering is a tool that can be used to ensure that
the available network capacity is appropriately provisioned. This
chapter describes a holistic methodology for capacity planning of
the core network, and describes the theory behind traffic engineer-
ing in general, and analyses some of the options and deployment
considerations for the possible approaches for traffic engineering
in IP networks.
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QOS Requirements and
Service Level Agreements

1.1 Introduction

When sending a parcel, the sender can generally select from a range
of contractual commitments from the postal courier service provider;
that the parcel will arrive within two working days of being sent, for
example. The commitments may include other parameters or metrics
such as the number of attempts at redelivery if the first attempt is
unsuccessful, and any compensation that will be owed by the courier
if the parcel is late or even lost. The more competitive the market for
the particular service, the more comprehensive and the tighter the
commitments or service level agreements (SLAs) that are offered.

In the same way, within the networking industry the increased com-
petition between Internet Protocol (IP) [RFC791] service providers
(SPs) together with the heightened importance of IP applications to
business operations has led to an increased demand and consequent
supply of IP services with better defined and tighter SLAs for IP per-
formance. These SLAs represent a contract for the delivery of the serv-
ice; in this case, it is an IP transport service. The SLA requirements of
a service need to be derived from the SLA requirements of the appli-
cations they are intended to support; customers utilizing the service
rely on this contract to ensure that they can deliver the applications
critical to their business. Hence, SLA definitions are key and it is essen-
tial they are representative of the characteristics of the IP transport
service they define.

1

1
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For an IP service, the service that IP traffic receives is measured using
quality metrics; the most important metrics for defining IP service
performance are:

● delay

● delay variation or delay-jitter

● packet loss

● throughput

● service availability

● per flow sequence preservation.

“Quality of service” or QOS (either pronounced “Q-O-S” or “kwos”)
implies providing a contractual commitment (SLA) for these quality
metrics. This contract may be explicitly defined; it is common for an
IP transport service to have such an explicit SLA, for example. Alterna-
tively, SLAs may be implied; for example, if you upgrade from a 2 Mbps
DSL Internet connection to an 8 Mbps connection then you might
expect that the service that you receive improves; however, this need
not necessarily be the case. In this example “2 Mbps” and “8 Mbps”
define the maximum rates for the service and as DSL services are com-
monly delivered using contended access networks, the actual usable
throughput that users experience may be less than this maximum
rate. Hence, the way in which the network has been engineered to
deliver the service will determine the throughput that users receive,
and it is possible that even though the user’s maximum rates are dif-
ferent, their attained usable throughput may be the same. Clearly,
there is no incentive for end-users to upgrade from a 2 Mbps service
to an 8 Mbps service if they do not perceive a difference between them.
Hence, in reality there is an implied SLA difference between the two
services even if it is not explicitly specified – that the 8 Mbps service
will offer a higher attainable throughput than the 2 Mbps service.

Application and service SLA requirements are the inputs and also the
qualification criteria for measuring success in a network QOS design; a

2 Chapter 1 QOS Requirements and Service Level Agreements
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network which provides a 500 ms one-way delay would clearly not be
able to support a voice over IP (VoIP) service requiring a worst-case one-
way delay of 200 ms. Similarly, a network that provides a one-way delay
of 50 ms may be over-engineered to support this service, and over-
engineering may incur unnecessary cost. In price-sensitive markets,
whether customers will be prepared to pay for the facility that QOS pro-
vides may depend in part on whether they can detect the effects of QOS;
SLAs can provide a means to qualify the difference between services.

Although it is common for SPs, who provide virtual private net-
work (VPN) services to enterprise organizations, to offer an explicit
SLA to their enterprise customers, it is less common within enter-
prise organizations to define explicitly the SLAs that they engineer
their networks to support. Nonetheless, enterprise networks support
business-critical applications that have bounded SLA requirements;
without an understanding of these requirements, it is not possible to
engineer a network to ensure that they can be adequately supported
without the risk of over- or under-engineering. An understanding of
application SLA requirements is therefore as important in enterprise
networks as in network SP environments.

In considering SLAs and SLA metrics, because they define a service
contract, as with any contract the detail of the contract definition 
matters. In terms of SLAs for IP service performance, it is important
to understand how the SLAs are numerically defined; SLAs may be
defined in absolute terms, e.g. a worst-case one-way delay of 100 ms,
or may be defined statistically, e.g. a loss rate of 0.01%. In the case of
the statistical definition, defining a network loss rate of 0.01% is not
sufficient information on its own to be able to determine if an appli-
cation or service could be supported on that network. How the loss rate
is measured and calculated needs to be defined in order to under-
stand what impact the 0.01% loss rate will have on the end applica-
tions; 1 lost packet in every one hundred packets may not have a
significant impact on a VoIP call, but 10 consecutive packets dropped
out of 1000 will cause a glitch in the call that is audible to the end-user.

In order to remove some of the potential ambiguity around SLA
definitions, the IP Performance Metrics [IPPM] Working Group (WG)
within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) was tasked with

1.1 Introduction 3
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defining a set of standard metrics and procedures for accurately mea-
suring and documenting them, which can be applied to the quality,
performance, and reliability of IP services. The intent of the IPPM WG
was to design metrics such that they can be measured by network
operators, end-users, or independent testing groups. Their aim was to
define metrics that do not represent a subjective value judgment (i.e.
do not define “good” or “bad”), but rather provide unbiased quanti-
tative measures of performance. [RFC2330] defines the “Framework
for IP Performance Metrics” within the IETF. It is noted, however,
that the SLAs provided by network service providers to customers do
not generally use the IPPM definitions; see Section 1.4 for a discus-
sion on “marketing” versus “engineering” SLAs.

In the proceeding sections in this chapter, we consider the SLA’s
metrics that are important for IP service performance in more detail,
review the current industry status with respect to the standardization,
and support of these metrics and then describe application SLA require-
ments and the impacts that these metrics can have on application
performance.

1.2 SLA Metrics

1.2.1 Network Delay

SLAs for network delay are generally defined in terms of one-way delay
for non-adaptive (inelastic) time-critical applications such as VoIP
and video, and in terms of round-trip delay or round-trip time (RTT)
for adaptive (elastic) applications, such as those which use the Trans-
mission Control Protocol (TCP) [RFC793].

One-way delay characterizes the time difference between the recep-
tion of an IP packet at a defined network ingress point and its trans-
mission at a defined network egress point. A metric for measuring
one-way delay has been defined by [RFC2679] in the IETF.

RTT characterizes the time difference between the transmission of an
IP packet at a point, toward a destination, and the subsequent receipt
of the corresponding reply packet from that destination, excluding
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end-system processing delays. A metric for measuring RTT has been
defined by [RFC2681] in the IETF.

Whether considering one-way delay or round-trip delay, the delays
induced in a network are made up of the four following components.

1.2.1.1 Propagation Delay
Propagation delay is the time taken for a single bit to travel from the
output port on a router across a link to another router. This is con-
strained by the speed of light in the transmission medium and hence
depends both upon the distance of the link and upon the physical
media used. The total propagation delay on a path consisting of a
number of links is the sum of the propagation delays of the constituent
links. Propagation delay is around 4 ms per 1000 km through coaxial
cable and around 5 ms per 1000 km for optical fiber (allowing for
repeaters).

In practice, network links never follow the geographical shortest
path between the points they connect, hence the link distance, and
associated propagation delay, can be estimated as follows:

● Determine the “as the crow flies” geographical distance D between
the two end points.

● Obviously, the link distance must be longer than the distance as
the crow flies. The route length R can be estimated from D, for
example, using the calculation from International Telecommuni-
cations Union (ITU) recommendation [G.826], which is summarized
in the following table.

1.2 SLA Metrics 5

D R

D � 1000 km R � 1.5 * D
1000 km � D � 1200 km R � 1500 km
D � 1200 km R � 1.25 * D

The only way of controlling the propagation delay of a link is to con-
trol the physical link routing, which could be controlled at layer 2 or
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layer 3 of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 7 layer Reference
Model. If propagation delays for a link are too large, it may be that the
link routing in an underlying layer 2 network is longer than it needs
to be, and may be reduced by rerouting the link. Alternatively, a change
to the network topology, by the addition of a more direct link for
example, may reduce the propagation delay on a path.

1.2.1.2 Switching Delay
The switching or processing delay incurred at a router is the time dif-
ference between receiving a packet on an incoming router interface
and the enqueuing of the packet in the scheduler of its outbound inter-
face. Switching delays on high-performance routers can generally be
considered negligible: for backbone routers, where switching is typi-
cally implemented in hardware, switching delays are typically in the
order of 10–20 µs per packet; even for software-based router implemen-
tations, typical switching delays should only be 2–3 ms.

Little can be done to control switching delays without changing
router software or hardware; however, as switching delays are generally
a minor proportion of the end-to-end delay, this will not normally
be justified.

1.2.1.3 Scheduling Delay
Scheduling (or queuing) delay is defined as the time difference between
the enqueuing of a packet on the outbound interface scheduler, and
the start of clocking the packet onto the outbound link. This is a func-
tion of the scheduling algorithm used and of the scheduler queue uti-
lization, which is in turn a function of the queue capacity and the
offered traffic load and profile.

Scheduling delays are controlled by managing the traffic load and
by applying appropriate queuing and scheduling mechanisms (see
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.1).

1.2.1.4 Serialization Delay
Serialization delay is the time taken to clock a packet onto a link and
is dependent upon the link speed and the packet size. Serialization
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delay is proportional to packet size and inversely proportional to
link speed:

Serialization delay can generally be considered negligible at link
speeds above 155 Mbps (e.g. STM-1/OC3) such as backbone links,
but can be significant on low-speed links. The serialization delay for
a 1500-byte packet at link speeds from 64 kbps to 10 Gbps is shown
in Figure 1.1, together with a line plotting indicative switching delay
and a line showing a propagation delay of 1 ms (e.g. a link distance
of �130 km).

Serialization delay clearly is more significant component of delay
for lower-speed links. Serialization delay is a physical constraint and
hence there is no way of controlling serialization delay other than
changing the link speed.

serialization_delay
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 �
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1.2.2 Delay-jitter

Delay-jitter characterizes the variation of network delay. Jitter is 
generally considered to be the variation of the one-way delay for two
consecutive packets, as defined by [RFC3393] in the IETF. In practice,
however, jitter can also be measured as the variation of delay with
respect to some reference metric, such as average delay or minimum
delay. It is fundamental that jitter relates to one-way delay; the
notion of round-trip time jitter does not make sense.

Jitter is caused by the variation in the components of network delay
previously described in Section 1.2.1:

● Propagation delay. Propagation delay can vary as network topology
changes, when a link fails, for example, or when the topology of a
lower layer network (e.g. SDH/SONET) changes, causing a sudden
peak of jitter.

● Switching delay. Switching delay can vary as some packets might
require more processing than others might. This effect may be per-
ceptible in software-based router implementations but is becoming
less of a consideration as routers implement packet switching in hard-
ware resulting in more consistent switching delay characteristics.

● Scheduling delay. Variation in scheduling delay is caused as sched-
ulers’ queues oscillate between empty and full. 

● Serialization delay. Serialization delay is a constant and as such
should not contribute to jitter directly. If during a network fail-
ure, however, traffic is rerouted over a link with a different speed,
then the serialization delay will change as a result of the failure
and the change in serialization delay may contribute to jitter.

Some applications, such as those which use TCP, are generally not
susceptible to jitter. Applications that are susceptible to jitter use dejit-
ter buffers in order to remove delay variation by turning variable net-
work delays into constant delays at the destination end-systems.
Considerations on de-jitter buffers and their tuning are discussed in
more detail in Section 1.3.1.2.

8 Chapter 1 QOS Requirements and Service Level Agreements
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1.2.3 Packet Loss

Packet loss characterizes the packet drops that occur between a defined
network ingress point and a defined network egress point. A packet
sent from a network ingress point is considered lost if it does not arrive
at a specified network egress point within a defined time period.

A metric for measuring the one-way packet loss rate (PLR) has been
defined by [RFC2680] in the IETF.

One-way loss is measured rather than round-trip loss because the
paths between a source and destination may be asymmetrical; that
is, the path routing or path characteristics from a source to a destina-
tion may be different from the path routing or characteristics from
the destination back to the source. Round-trip loss can be estimated
by measuring the loss on each path independently.

In addition to the measured loss rate, in some applications the loss
pattern or loss distribution is a key parameter that can impact the per-
formance observed by the end-users; the same loss rate can result in
significantly different perceptions of performance given two different
loss distributions. Consequently, [RFC3357] introduces some addi-
tional metrics, which describe loss patterns:

● “loss period” defines the frequency and length of loss (loss burst)
once it starts

● “loss distance” defines the spacing between the loss periods.

Packet loss can be caused by a number of factors:

● Congestion. When congestion occurs, queues build up and packets
are dropped. Loss due to congestion is controlled by managing the
traffic load and by applying appropriate queuing and scheduling
mechanisms (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4).

● Lower layer errors. Physical layer bit errors, which may be due to
noise or attenuation in the transmission channel, may cause pack-
ets to be dropped. Most link layer technologies and IP transport

1.2 SLA Metrics 9
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protocols, such as the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [RFC768],
have a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) or parity checksum to
detect bit errors; when bit errors occur and the checksum is incor-
rect, the impacted frames will be dropped. Hence, for packets tra-
versing networks with such capabilities, bit errors will normally
result in packet loss, i.e. each packet will either arrive correct or
not at all, although there are a few noted exceptions to this (see
Section 1.3.2.1.3). In practice, actual bit error rates (BER, also
referred to as the bit error ratio) vary widely depending upon the
underlying layer 1 or layer 2 technologies used, which is different
for different parts of the network:
●● Fiber-based optical links may support bit error rates as low as to

1 * 10�13

●● Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) or Synchronous Optical
Network (SONET) services typically offer BER of 1 * 10�12

●● Typical E1/T1 leased line services support BER of 1 * 10�9

●● The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) stan-
dard for local and metropolitan area networks [802-2001] spec-
ifies a maximum BER of 1 * 10�8

●● Typical Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) services
support BER of 1 * 10�7

●● Satellite services typically support BER of 1 * 10�6

For link layer technologies that are generally prone to high error
rates, it is usual to support some link layer reliability mechanisms,
such as Forward Error Correction (FEC), in order to recover from
some bit error cases. If, however, the underlying layer 1 or layer 2
technologies cannot provide the BERs necessary to support the
packet loss rates (PLRs) required by IP applications, then error cor-
rection or concealment techniques need to be used either by higher
layer protocols or by the application, or alternate layer 1 or layer
2 technologies are needed.

● Network element failures. Network element failures may cause pack-
ets to be dropped until connectively is restored around the failed
network element. The resulting loss period depends upon the
underlying network technologies that are used.

10 Chapter 1 QOS Requirements and Service Level Agreements
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With a “plain” IP (i.e. non-MPLS) deployment, after a network
element failure, even if there is an alternative path around the fail-
ure, there will be a loss of connectivity which causes packet loss
until the interior gateway routing protocol (IGP) converges. In well-
designed networks, the IGP convergence time completes in a few
hundred milliseconds [FRANCOIS]. If there is not an alternative
path available then the loss of connectivity will persist until the fail-
ure is repaired. While such outages could be accounted for by the
defined loss rate for the service, they are most commonly accounted
for in the defined availability for the service (see Section 1.2.6).

Where an alternate path exists, the loss of connectivity follow-
ing network element failures can be significantly reduced through
the use of technologies such as MPLS Traffic Engineering (TE) Fast
Reroute (FRR) [RFC4090] or IP Fast Reroute (IPFRR), which are
local protection techniques that enable connectivity to be rapidly
restored around link and node failures, typically within 50 ms.
Equivalent techniques may be employed at layer 2, such as Auto-
matic Protection Switching (APS) for SONET and Multiplex Section
Protection (MSP) for SDH.

● Loss in application end-systems. Loss in application end-systems can
happen due to overflows and underflows in the receiving buffer.
An overflow is where the buffer is already full and another packet
arrives, which cannot therefore be enqueued in the buffer; over-
flows can potentially impact all types of applications. An under-
flow typically only impacts real-time applications, such as VoIP and
video, and is where the buffer is empty when the codec needs to
play out a sample, and is effectively realized as a “lost” packet. 

Loss due to buffer underflows and overflows can be prevented
through careful design both of the network and the application
end-systems.

Depending upon the transport protocol or application, there are poten-
tially a number of techniques that can be employed to protect against
packet loss including error correction, error concealment, redundant
transmission and retransmission.

1.2 SLA Metrics 11
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1.2.4 Bandwidth and Throughput

IP services are commonly sold with a defined “bandwidth,” where the
bandwidth often reflects the layer 2 access link capacity provisioned
for the service; however, when used in the context of networking
the term “bandwidth” – which was originally used to describe a range
of electromagnetic frequencies – can potentially have a number of
different meanings with respect to the capacity of a link, network or
service to transport traffic and data. Hence, to avoid confusion we
define some more specific terms:

● Link capacity. The capacity of a link is a measure of how many bits
per second that link can transport; link capacity needs to be con-
sidered both at layer 2 and at layer 3.
●● The capacity of a link is normally constant at layer 2 and is a

function of the capacity of the physical media (i.e. the layer 1
capacity) and particular layer 2 encoding used. Some media,
however, such as ADSL 2/2� are rate-adaptive, and hence the
layer 1 capacity can vary with noise and interference.

●● Link capacity at layer 3 (i.e. the IP link capacity) is a function of
the link capacity at layer 2, the layer 2 encapsulation used and
the layer 3 packet sizes. The IP link capacity can be derived for
IP packets of a specified size, from the available layer 2 link capac-
ity in bits per second, where only those bits of the IP packet are
counted. The effect of layer 2 overheads on SLA definitions is
discussed in more detail in Section 1.2.4.1.

Link capacity is also referred to as link bandwidth or link speed.

● Class capacity. Where QOS mechanisms are used, an aggregate traf-
fic stream may be classified into a number of constituent classes,
and different QOS assurances may be provided to different classes
within the aggregate. Where a class has a defined minimum band-
width assurance, this is referred to as the class capacity, and may
also be known as the class bandwidth.

● Path capacity. Path capacity is the minimum link capacity on a path
between a defined network ingress point and a defined network

12 Chapter 1 QOS Requirements and Service Level Agreements
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egress point, consisting of a number of links interconnected by a
number of nodes or routers. [CHIMENTO] also provides definitions
for link and path capacity. Path capacity may also be referred to as
the path bandwidth.

● Bulk Transport Capacity. The Bulk Transport Capacity (BTC) is a
measure of the attainable user data throughput between a source
and a destination; [RFC3148] specifies a framework for Defining
Empirical Bulk Transfer Capacity Metrics. BTC is effectively a
measure of the long-term average data throughput rate (e.g. in bits
per second) a single congestion-aware transport layer connection
could achieve over the path from source to destination.
“Congestion aware” in this context refers to a transport layer
technology that adapts its rate of sending, depending upon what
is actually received, in order to try to maximize throughout; a TCP
session is an example of such a congestion-aware transport layer
connection. BTC is clearly limited by the path capacity, but is also
impacted by a number of other factors such as packet loss and
RTT (see Section 1.3.3.1), hence it is important to note that the
BTC may be significantly lower than the link capacity specified in
the SLA. BTC is a representation of the “goodput” available to a
user, where the goodput represents the usable portion of the
attainable throughput between a source and destination.

BTC is not applicable to non congestion-aware, i.e. non-adaptive
or inelastic, services; for such services, their attainable through-
put may not be a meaningful metric, but nonetheless may be derived
from the path capacity and the loss rate commitments for the service.

Hence, it is clear that the throughput attained for a service may not be
the same as the defined “bandwidth.” The following sections consider
additional factors that further complicate the relationship between
“bandwidth” and attained throughput.

1.2.4.1 Layer 2 Overheads
When considering the capacity of a service the available IP capacity
depends upon the layer 2 media, the layer 2 encapsulation used and
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upon the layer 3 packet sizes. Different layer 2 encapsulations add dif-
ferent sized headers and trailers to each packet; the headers and trail-
ers are an overhead from the perspective of IP services, in that they
use available layer 2 capacity, which is therefore not available at
layer 3. As the layer 2 headers and trailers are added to each IP
packet, the amount of layer 2 overhead incurred, and hence the IP
capacity available, is dependent upon the IP packet size. Figure 1.2
shows the relative IP capacity for Ethernet and ATM connections,
and how this relative capacity varies with IP packet sizes.

As can be seen from Figure 1.2, the available IP capacity can vary sig-
nificantly depending upon the overall layer 2 overhead. For Ethernet,
the layer 2 overhead in bytes per IP packet is constant, irrespective of
the packet size; hence the layer 2 overhead reduces relative to the avail-
able IP capacity as the IP packet size increases. This is not the case for
ATM, where an IP packet is segmented into cells and the per cell over-
head or “cell tax” depends upon the number of cells, which in turn
depends on the packet size. Hence, although the trend in the layer 2
overhead is to reduce relative to the available IP capacity as the IP packet
size increases, a one-byte increase in packet size can result in an addi-
tional ATM cell, which results in an increase in the relative overhead;
hence the saw tooth IP capacity characteristic for ATM in Figure 1.2.
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Some services use traffic shapers applied to the access links in order
to reduce the available capacity of the link; however, shapers, policers
and schedulers can also exhibit very different behaviors, depending
on whether they account for bandwidths in terms of layer 3 packet
sizes or whether they also include all layer 2 overheads, or even
account for something in between the two.

We discuss scheduling in detail in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.1; how-
ever, prior to that, consider for example, a simple two-queue (where
a queue is ostensibly a class) scheduler with per-queue minimum
bandwidth assurances defined at layer 3 of X � Y � 50%. With IP
packet sizes of 100 bytes for queue X and 1000 bytes for queue Y, and
assuming a layer 2 overhead of 26 bytes per packet (as is the case
with Ethernet v2), the measured bandwidth ratio X:Y at layer 3 is (10 *
100):(1 * 1000) � 50:50, whereas the ratio measured at layer 2 � (10 *
126):(1 * 1026) � �55:45. Conversely, assuming the same packet sizes
and overhead but with per-queue minimum bandwidth assurances 
of X � Y � 50% defined at layer 2, the resulting bandwidth ratio at
layer 3 � (100 * 1026):(1000 * 126) � �45:55.

In some cases, there are constraints imposed by the underlying layer
1 and layer 2 technologies, which naturally define the overheads that
are taken into account in a particular SLA definition. In other cases
there may be no definitive answer as to whether layer 2 overheads
should be taken into account:

● Accounting for all layer 2 overheads in actual router implementa-
tions can be difficult when, for example, layer 2 fragmentation
mechanisms (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5) insert additional bytes
after a packet has been enqueued.

● Some service SLAs are defined excluding layer 2 overheads; while
others to take layer 2 overheads into account; there is no de facto
industry approach.

● The IETF’s Integrated Services (Intserv) and Differentiated Services
(Diffserv) architectures (see Chapter 2, Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4) 
do not discuss or define the accounting of layer 2 overheads.

1.2 SLA Metrics 15
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● There is variation in the overheads accounted for by different ven-
dors’ scheduling, shaping, and queuing implementations; in some
vendors’ implementations the overhead accounting that is taken
into account by a QOS policy can be configured.

Whichever approach is adopted, the SLA specification must clearly
define which overheads are taken into account and to which layer the
bandwidth assurances apply. This has a consequent impact on the over-
heads that QOS functions such as scheduling, shaping, or policing need
to take into account.

1.2.4.2 VPN Hose and Pipe Models
Consider a network connecting four sites (#1, #2, #3 and #4); this
could be a layer 2 virtual private network (VPN) offered by a service
provider using a technology such as leased lines, Frame-relay or ATM,
for example. Whichever underlying technology is used the sites could
be interconnected in a hub and spoke arrangement with spoke sites
connected back to a hub site using leased lines or virtual circuits
(VCs), or they could be interconnected with a full mesh of leased
lines or VCs; both options are shown in Figure 1.3.1

In both cases shown in Figure 1.3, each leased line or VC may have a
defined SLA commitment; this type of point-to-point bandwidth
commitment was first termed a “pipe” by [DUFFIELD]; these point-
to-point commitments provide isolation between the performance of
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each “pipe.” The use of the “pipe model” is obvious for point-to-point
services such as leased lines, Frame relay, ATM or layer 2 “pseudo wires”
as defined by the Pseudo Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge Working Group
[PWE3] within the IETF. When layer 3 services are built on top of such
point-to-point pipes, however, as the number of sites within a VPN
increases, provisioning such point-to-point commitments can become
cumbersome. For example, a full mesh between n sites requires 
n (n � 1)/2 connections, e.g. 100 sites would require 100 * 99/2 � 4950
such pipes. In addition, such point-to-point commitments can be
inefficient with respect to the use of provisioned capacity. For exam-
ple, site #1 may have 1 Mbps VCs provisioned to each of sites #2, #3,
and #4 (i.e. 3 Mbps in total), yet if the VC to site #2 is not busy, this
unused capacity to/from site #2 cannot be re-used for traffic between
site #1 and sites #3 or #4, i.e. up to 1 Mbps of capacity to/from site #1
would go idle.

VPNs built using IP or MPLS technology, e.g. BGP MPLS VPNs 
as per [RFC4364], can implicitly provide “any-to-any” connectivity
between the sites within the VPN; however, this gives rise to the ques-
tion of how to define SLAs between sites within VPNs that provide
multipoint-to-multipoint connectivity, when you do not have a corre-
sponding pipe (or its SLA assurances) between those sites? [DUFFIELD]
addressed this by defining the “hose model” for multipoint-to-
multipoint VPN services. With the hose model, rather than defining
SLAs on a point-to-point basis between pairs of sites, the SLAs are
defined in terms of a “hose” from each site to and from the VPN
provider network. From a capacity perspective, the “hose” for each
site is defined in terms of the ingress committed rate (ICR) to the
provider and the egress committed rate (ECR) from the provider, as
shown in Figure 1.4.

Traffic between two sites that is within the ICR contract at the
source site, and within the ECR contract at the destination site is
assured end-to-end. ICR/ECR could be defined with a single class per
site, or in the context of a Diffserv enabled service, could be offered
on a per class per site basis.

Hose model SLAs can provide the benefits of statistical multiplex-
ing, where pipe model SLAs cannot. For example, if site #1 has an
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ICR and ECR of 3 Mbps, it could use that capacity to communicate
with any of sites #2, #3, and #4, i.e. if there were no traffic to site #2,
the unused capacity to/from site #2 could potentially be re-used for
traffic between site #1 and sites #3 or #4. A consequence of this is
that hose model SLAs also need to make provision for mediation
between the ICR and ECR between different sites. For example, the
ICR for site #1 may be 3 Mbps; however, the attainable capacity to
site #4 will be limited by the ECR of site #4, which is 1 Mbps. In addi-
tion, hose model SLAs need to take into account cases where the loss
of attainable throughput is due to customer-based traffic aggregation.
For example, if sites #2, #3 and #4 all attempt to send traffic at their
full ICRs (which totals 4 Mbps) to site #1, their aggregate attainable
capacity will be limited by the ECR of site #1, which is only 3 Mbps.

1.2.5 Per Flow Sequence Preservation

IP does not guarantee that packets are delivered in the order in which
they were sent. As defined in the IETF by [RFC4737], if the packets in
a flow were numbered sequentially in the order in which they were
sent, a packet that arrived with a sequence number smaller than that
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of their predecessor would be defined as out-of-order, or re-ordered. For
example, if packets in a sequentially number stream were received in
the order 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 then packets numbered 5 and 6
would have been re-ordered. The simplest metric by which to meas-
ure the magnitude of re-ordering is as a re-ordering ratio, which is
the ratio of re-ordered packets that arrived, relative to the total num-
ber of packets received. A number of other metrics for quantifying
the magnitude of re-ordering are defined in [RFC4737].

Due to the adverse impact that packet re-ordering can have on the
performance of some applications, it is accepted best practice in IP
network design to prevent packet re-ordering within a flow, although
it is not yet a universal component of IP service SLA commitments.
There are two key design best practices in order to prevent packet 
re-ordering within a flow:

● It is important that any IP load balancing across multiple paths
within the network is performed on a per flow level rather than
on a per packet level such that all packets within a flow follow the
same path. This load balancing is performed by Equal Cost
Multipath (ECMP) algorithms, where there are multiple IGP paths
with the same cost. ECMP algorithms commonly perform a hash
function to determine which of the paths a packet will take; where
the hash function uses the 5-tuple of IP protocol, source IP address,
destination IP address, source UDP/TCP port, and destination UDP/
TCP as inputs, and results in packets within a single flow consis-
tently hashing to the same path.

● QOS designs and scheduling algorithms must ensure that packets
from the same flow are always serviced in the same order and from
the same queue; this is a fundamental principle of both the Inte-
grated Services and Differentiated Services QOS architectures, which
are described in Chapter 2.

Re-ordering of packets within a flow is bad practice and designs or
implementations, which result in such re-ordering, should be con-
sidered broken!
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1.2.6 Availability

Availability for IP services is generally defined in one of two ways:
either as network availability or as service availability.

1.2.6.1 Network Availability
Network availability (sometimes referred to as connectivity) is defined
as the fraction of time that network connectivity is available
between a specified network ingress point and a specified network
egress point. Availability can be unidirectional or bidirectional; bidi-
rectional connectivity is what matters to the vast majority of IP
applications, i.e. that a source can send a packet to a destination that
elicits a response which is received by the source. A metric for meas-
uring connectivity has been defined by [RFC2678] in the IETF.

Network availability needs to take into account unavailability due
to planned outages, caused by scheduled network maintenance for
example, as well as outages due to network failures. The unavailability
that results from network failures depends upon the underlying net-
work technologies that are used, as discussed in Section 1.2.3.

The availability of the network can be estimated by calculating the
availability of each individual network element and then combining
the availabilities in series or in parallel as appropriate using the fol-
lowing formulae.
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Component availability

The availability (A) of an individual component is the proportion of the
time for which the device is working:

Where:
MTBF � mean time between failures
MTTR � mean time to restore
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MTBF MTTR
� �

�

time_working
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For most applications, however, simply having connectivity is not
enough. For VoIP for example, it is of little practical use if there is
connectivity between two VoIP end-systems but the VoIP packets
arrive so delayed that speech between the two calling parties
becomes unintelligible, hence service availability is often a more
meaningful metric.

1.2.6.2 Service Availability
Service availability is defined as the fraction of time the service is
available between a specified ingress point and a specified egress
point within the bounds of the other defined SLA metrics for the
service, e.g. delay, jitter, and loss. Service availability can be defined in
one of two ways: either it can be defined independently of network
availability, in which case the service availability cannot exceed the
network availability, or it can be defined as being applicable only
when the network is considered available. Service availability may
encompass application performance as well as network perform-
ance. For instance, the service availability may comprise hostname
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Component unavailability

The unavailability (U) of an individual component is the proportion of the
time for which the device is not working:

Availability of components in series

The availability of components (a,b,c, . . .) in series (As) is given by:

As � [A(a) � A(b) � A(c) � . . .]

Availability of components in parallel

The availability of components (a,b,c, . . . ) in parallel (Ap) is given by:

Ap � [1 � (U(a) � U(b) � U(c) � . . .)]
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resolution (DNS server) and transaction time, thereby depending on
network delay and web server performance.

There may be overlap between the definition of network or service
availability and the definition of other SLA parameters. For example,
consider two traffic classes, A and B, where Class A supports a tighter
delay SLA, which is specified with a 90th percentile (P90) delay for
Class A packets of 10 ms – meaning that 99 packets out of 100 were
delivered within this delay bound – and a P99 delay of 15 ms, while
Class B has a P75 delay of 10 ms with a P99 delay of 30 ms. These SLAs
could be expressed by a smaller delay bound for A than B but with the
same availability, e.g. Class A has a delay of 15 ms with 99% availability,
while Class B has a delay of 30 ms with 99% availability. Alternatively,
this SLA could be expressed by the same delay bound but with a higher
availability for A than for B, e.g. Class A has a delay of 10 ms with 90%
availability, while Class B has a delay of 10 ms with 75% availability. 

1.2.7 Quality of Experience

In addition to the metrics already described in this section, which
define the characteristics of the network, there are additional metrics,
which aim to quantify the performance experienced by the applica-
tions using the network. These metrics define the perception of appli-
cation performance, experienced from the perspective of the end-users,
which is also known as the user “quality of experience” (QOE).

For IP-based voice and video applications the QOE is a compound
metric dependent upon the quality of the encoder used, the quality
of the service delivered by the IP network, and the quality of the
decoder used. As such, QOE targets do not directly define the delay,
jitter, loss etc., characteristics that a network should provide, but rather
for a specified application, using a defined encoder/decoder, the net-
work characteristics may be implied given a particular QOE target.

QOE metrics can be measured subjectively or objectively. Subjective
measures rely upon end-user feedback of their perception of the quality
of the service. Objective measures use measurements of characteristics
of the received stream, and possibly also of the transmitted stream,
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in order to infer the subjective quality that would be experienced by
the end-user.

There are QOE metrics defined for voice, video and on-line gam-
ing applications:

1.2.7.1 Voice

● Subjective measures. The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is a well-
established scheme, which provides a numeric measure of the qual-
ity of a voice call at the destination. MOS is a formally tested subjec-
tive measure, which is defined by the ITU [P.800] and is determined
using a number of human listeners participating in a set of standard
tests, subjectively scoring the quality of test sentences read aloud
over the communications medium being tested using the scale:
excellent (5), good (4), fair (3), poor (2) and bad (1). The MOS for the
medium under test is calculated by taking the arithmetic mean of all
the individual scores. A typical Public Switched Telephony (PSTN)
voice service has MOS of 4.3, while mobile telephone services typi-
cally have a MOS of between 2.9 and 4.1.

● Objective measures. There are several recommendations provided
by the ITU, which provide methods for objective voice quality mon-
itoring, and that can also be used to estimate the MOS. These
schemes rely on characteristics of the received stream only.
●● ITU P.862 [P.862] defines the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech

Quality (PESQ, pronounced “pesk”), and is a full reference (where
full information about both the transmitted and received audio
signals are available when the audio quality is determined) objec-
tive method for predicting the subjective MOS quality of tele-
phony services.

●● ITU G.107 [G.107] defines the so-called “E model” which uses a
number of transmission level parameters to rate the quality of a
transmission system, in order to assess the effects on telephony
services. The primary output from the E model is the “Rating
Factor,” R, which can be transformed to give estimates of the MOS
(an objective MOS score) for calls which use that transmission
service.
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1.2.7.2 Video

● Subjective measures. The main concepts behind the subjective mea-
surement of video quality are the same as for MOS for voice. The
most established video subjective testing scheme in the broadcast-
ing world is the Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS)
method defined in ITU specification [BT.500]. An alternative
methodology that The European Broadcasting Union (EBU) [EBU]
has defined is called the SAMVIQ Subjective Assessment Methodol-
ogy for Video Quality [SAMVIQ].

● Objective measures. The most established objective measure of video
quality is defined in ITU-T standard J.144 [J.144]. This provides
guidelines on perceptual video quality measurement for use in
digital cable television applications when the full reference video
signal is available, i.e. both the transmitted and received video
signals are available for comparison when the video quality is
determined. It is still a subject of study as to whether reduced ref-
erence (where only partial information about transmitted video
signal and full information about the received video signal is
available when the video quality is determined) or no reference
(where only the received video signal is available when the video
quality is determined) can be used to accurately infer subjective
video quality, i.e. to correctly suggest that the video quality is bad
when, and only when, the end viewer also thinks it is bad.

1.2.7.3 On-line Gaming
[DICK] define a MOS metric to classify the player’s perceived game
quality.

1.3 Application SLA Requirements

Different applications have different SLA requirements; the impact
that different network services with different SLAs have on an appli-
cation is dependent upon the specific application:

● Excessive packet loss or delay may make it difficult to support
real-time applications although the precise threshold of “excessive”
depends on the particular application.
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● The larger the value of packet loss or network delay, the more 
difficult it is for transport-layer protocols to sustain high band-
widths.

To appreciate these impacts, there is a minimum level of understand-
ing required of how the applications, and the protocols they use,
behave as networks SLA characteristics change. It is only through such
an understanding that it is possible to engineer the network, using QOS
if necessary, to ensure that the specific SLA requirements that applica-
tions require can be adequately supported, without over-engineering.
Hence, this section aims to provide that minimum level of under-
standing, together with providing references to further detail on the
application and protocol behaviors.

Additionally, by having an understanding of how applications
and the protocols behave as networks SLA characteristics change,
it is possible to understand where deploying QOS mechanisms
may not be sufficient to be able to meet the application SLA require-
ments and application or network re-engineering may be required
instead.

Conversely, to understand the impact that an application has on
the network and on other applications, it is important to understand
the application’s traffic profile. To be meaningful a traffic profile
needs to define at least the average rate and the burst characteristic
of the application, over a defined time interval; this could be viewed
as a virtual simple token bucket (as described in Chapter 2, Section
2.2.3). It can, however, easily be shown that different traffic profiles
can share the same average rate and burst characteristics, hence
more complex traffic profile descriptors are possible. Some applica-
tions will have a constant bit rate (CBR), which means that the burst
characteristic of the traffic would relatively be the same over any time
interval. Other applications may be described as variable bit rate (VBR),
where the burst characteristic is relatively larger over smaller time
intervals.

While there are clearly too many applications to describe them
all, we consider the most common applications or application types,
which impose the tightest SLA requirements on the network. In prac-
tice, most applications that have explicit SLA requirements will fall
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into one of the following categories, or will have SLA requirements,
which are similar to one of those categories described:

● voice over IP

● video streaming

● video conferencing

● throughput-focussed TCP applications

● interactive data applications

● on-line gaming.

1.3.1 Voice over IP

Voice over IP (VoIP) is most commonly transported as a digitally
encoded stream using the Real-time Protocol (RTP) [RFC3550] over
UDP; RTP is the transport layer protocol, which deals with the deliv-
ery of the VoIP bearer stream from sender to receiver. Signaling pro-
tocols such as the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [RFC3261] may be
used to set up the RTP bearer streams and to determine the media for-
mats (i.e. codecs) that will be used. The key factors that determine the
impact that variations in networks SLA characteristics such as delay
and loss have on VoIP are the codec that is used to encode the signal
and the specific details of the end-system implementation. For exam-
ple, some codecs may be less tolerant to loss than others, while a
poor end-system implementation may be less tolerant to jitter.

VoIP codecs convert analog voice signals into a digital bit stream
at the sender and convert them back to an analog audio signal at the
receiver. The most widely used codecs are those defined by the ITU
G.71x and G72x standards. The simplest waveform-based codecs,
such as that defined by ITU standard G.711, use pulse code modula-
tion (PCM) where the analog signal is sampled at regular intervals;
the samples are quantized into a set of discrete values to produce the
encoded digital signal. More advanced codecs, such as that defined
by ITU standard G.726, use Adaptive Differential PCM (ADPCM).
ADPCM predicts the next sample from previous samples and then
quantizes only the difference between the actual sample value and
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the prediction; consequently, ADPCM produces a lower bit rate sig-
nal than PCM at equivalent quality.

Frame-based codecs, such as ITU G.729 and ITU G.723, use more
complicated techniques such as Algebraic Code Excited Linear Predic-
tion (ACELP). ACELP breaks a sampled input signal into blocks of sam-
ples; these blocks or frames, which are typically 20 ms, are processed
as whole units. In processing a frame, the encoder uses a technique
called analysis-by-synthesis to determine which input parameters,
when passed through a synthesizing filter, would result in recon-
structed speech closest to the original speech signal. The encoder then
uses a codebook to reference the inputs to the filter; the reference is
sent to the decoder, which shares the same codebook, and which
applies the respective inputs to the same synthesis filter to reconstruct
the speech. There are a number of algorithms that have derived from
ACELP, including Low-Delay Code Excited Linear Prediction (LD-CELP)
and Conjugate Structure ACELP (CS-ACELP).

The codecs available for VoIP vary in complexity, in the band-
width they need, and in the delivered call quality perceived by the
end-user. Algorithms that are more complex may provide better per-
ceived call quality, but may incur longer processing delays; Figure 1.5
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ITU-T Codec type Maximum Bitrate Packetization pps Payload IP pkt IP bps
Codec codec (bps) interval size size

delay (ms) (ms) (bytes) (bytes)i

(a1 d) (b)

G.711 PCM 0.375 64 000 10 100 80 120 96 000

G.711 PCM 0.375 64 000 20 50 160 200 80 000

G.711 PCM 0.375 64 000 30 33.33 240 280 74 659

G.723.1 ACELP 97.5 5 300 30 33.33 20 60 15 998

G.723.1 ACELP 97.5 5 300 15 16.67 40 80 10 669

G.726.16 ADPCM 0.375 16 000 10 100 20 60 48 000

G.726.16 ADPCM 0.375 16 000 20 50 40 80 32 000

G.726.16 ADPCM 0.375 16 000 30 33.33 60 100 26 664

G.726.24 ADPCM 0.375 24 000 10 100 30 70 56 000

G.726.24 ADPCM 0.375 24 000 10 50 60 100 40 000

G.726.24 ADPCM 0.375 24 000 10 33.33 90 130 34 663

G.726.32 ADPCM 0.375 32 000 10 100 40 80 64 000

G.726.32 ADPCM 0.375 32 000 20 50 80 120 48 000

G.726.32 ADPCM 0.375 32 000 30 33.33 120 160 42 662

G.726.40 ADPCM 0.375 40 000 10 100 50 90 72 000

G.726.40 ADPCM 0.375 40 000 20 50 100 140 56 000

G.726.40 ADPCM 0.375 40 000 30 33.33 150 190 50 662

G.728 LD-CELP 1.875 16 000 10 100 20 60 48 000

G.728 LD-CELP 1.875 16 000 20 50 40 80 32 000

G.728 LD-CELP 1.875 16 000 30 33.33 60 100 26 664

G.729A CS-ACELP 35 8 000 10 100 10 50 40 000

G.729A CS-ACELP 35 8 000 20 50 20 60 24 000

G.729A CS-ACELP 35 8 000 30 33.33 30 70 18 665

Figure 1.6 VoIP codec characteristics2

shows the functional components in VoIP end-systems, which con-
tribute to delay.

Some codecs use compression in order to reduce the bandwidth
required for a VoIP call, which inevitably results in the loss of detail
of the original signal, hence in general the better the call quality
required, the more bandwidth that will be required per call. The table
in Figure 1.6 compares characteristics of some of the more common
VoIP codecs.
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Ear-to-mouth delay (D) R factor Objective MOS

D � 150 ms 80–89 5
150 ms � D � 250 ms 70–79 4
250 ms � D � 325 ms 60–69 3
325 ms � D � 425 ms 50–59 2
D � 425 ms 90–100 1

The impact that different SLA metric parameters have on VoIP appli-
cations is considered in the following sections.

1.3.1.1 VoIP: Impact of Delay
For VoIP the important delay metric is the one-way end-to-end (i.e.
from mouth-to-ear) delay, in each direction. The main impact that end-
to-end delay has on VoIP is to the interactivity of conversational
speech. If the delay is too high, participants find it difficult to dis-
cern the difference between natural pauses in speech and the delays
introduced by the system. If they mistake system delays for pauses in
conversation and take these delays as their cue to begin to speak, by
the time their words arrive at the other end, the other speaker may
have already started to speak with the result that the normal proto-
col of conversation breaks down. Excessive end-to-end delay can also
impair the effectiveness of mechanisms used for echo-cancellation.

The goal commonly used in designing networks to support voice
over IP (VoIP) is the target specified by ITU-T recommendation G.114
[G.114], which uses the E-model (see Section 1.2.7.1) to estimate the
effects of delay on mouth-to-ear speech transmission quality. Recom-
mendation G.114 suggests that �150 ms of end-to-end one-way delay
is sufficient to ensure that users will be very satisfied for most appli-
cations of telephony. Higher delays may also be acceptable, but with a
consequent reduction in user satisfaction, with delays exceeding 400 ms
generally considered unacceptable, as shown in the table in Figure 1.7.

Network delay is only one component of the ear-to-mouth delay
that impacts a VoIP call. Hence, having determined what the maxi-
mum acceptable ear-to-mouth delay is for a particular VoIP service, a
network QOS design should take this budget and apportion it to the
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various components of network delay (propagation delay through the
backbone, scheduling delay due to congestion, and the access link
serialization delay) and end-system delay (due to VoIP codec and de-jitter
buffer). The example timeline in Figure 1.8 shows the components
of delay, which impact the ear-to-mouth delay of a VoIP service, using
typical values for each component. 

The codec delays are dependent upon the type of codec used. The
table in Figure 1.6 lists the maximum theoretical one-way delay
introduced by codec-related processing for a number of different
codecs; in practice VoIP end-systems may incur an additional 5–20 ms
of delay, depending upon the specific implementation. One-way
network delays of 35–100 ms are typically targeted for high quality
(“toll quality”) VoIP services, in order to ensure that an ear-to-mouth
delay of 150 ms can be achieved; an example VoIP delay budget is
given in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.1.1 QOS mechanisms are typically
employed to ensure these targets can be met. Higher delays may be
tolerated for lower quality services.
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1.3.1.2 VoIP: Impact of Delay-jitter
It is a common misconception that jitter has a greater impact on the
quality of VoIP calls than network delay. An understanding of how
VoIP end-systems deal with delay and jitter is needed to understand
why this is incorrect.

Applications which are susceptible to jitter, such as VoIP, use 
de-jitter buffers (also known as jitter buffers and play-out buffers) to
compensate for jitter in packet arrival and for out-of-order packets.
This is required because the decoding of the received signal is a syn-
chronous process, and hence data must be fed into the decoder at a
constant rate. De-jitter buffers remove delay variation by turning vari-
able network delays into constant delays at the destination end-
systems. If the de-jitter buffer play-out delay is set either arbitrarily
large or arbitrarily small, then it may impose unnecessary constraints
on the characteristics of the network or may affect the quality of 
the VoIP service. A play-out delay set too large adds unnecessarily to
the end-to-end delay, as shown in Figure 1.9, meaning that less of the
ear-to-mouth delay budget is available to be apportioned to the net-
work and hence that the network needs to support a tighter delay
target than practically necessary.

If the de-jitter buffer play-out delay is too small to accommodate
the network jitter then buffer underflows can occur; an underflow is
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where the buffer is empty when the codec needs to play out a sample,
and is effectively realized as a “lost” packet as shown in Figure 1.10.

Most VoIP end-systems use adaptive de-jitter buffers, which aim
to overcome these issues by dynamically tuning the play-out delay
to the lowest acceptable value, as shown in Figure 1.11. 

Well-designed adaptive de-jitter buffer algorithms should not impose
any unnecessary constraints on the network design if they display
the following characteristics:

● increasing the play-out delay to the current measured jitter value
following an underflow, and using packet loss concealment (see
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Section 1.3.1.3) to interpolate for the “lost” packet and for the
play-out delay size increase

● if the play-out delay can decrease then it should do so slowly when
the measured jitter is less that the current buffer play-out delay.

Where such adaptive de-jitter buffers are used, they dynamically adjust
to the maximum value of network jitter. In this case, the jitter buffer
does not add delay in addition to the worst-case end-to-end network
delay.

1.3.1.3 VoIP: Impact of Loss
Packet Loss Concealment (PLC) is a technique used to mask the
effects of lost or discarded VoIP packets; an understanding of PLC is
needed to understand the impact that packet loss has on the result-
ant quality of a VoIP call. The method of packet loss concealment
used depends upon the type of codec used.

A simple method of packet loss concealment, used by waveform
codecs like G.711 (PLC for G.711 is defined in G.711 Appendix I), is to
replay the previously received sample; the concept underlying this
approach is that, except for rapidly changing sections, the speech sig-
nal is locally stationary. This technique can be effective at concealing
the loss of up to approximately 20 ms of samples. The packetization
interval determines the size of samples contained within a single packet;
assuming a 20 ms packetization interval, the loss of two or more
consecutive packets will result in a noticeable degradation of voice
quality.3 From a network design perspective, it is important to note
that a design decision to use a 30 ms packetization interval, for a given
probability of packet loss, could result in worse perceived call quality
than a 20 ms packetization interval, as with a 30 ms interval PLC may
not be able to effectively conceal the loss of a single packet. Hence,
there is a network design trade-off to be considered; larger packetiza-
tion intervals may reduce the bandwidth of a VoIP call (there is less IP
overhead due to more samples being carried in a single packet) but
may also result in lower call quality for a given loss rate.
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Low bit rate frame-based codecs, such as G.729 and G.723, use
more sophisticated PLC techniques, which can conceal up to 30–40 ms
of loss with “tolerable” quality, when the available history used for
the interpolation is still relevant. Concealment becomes problematic
with short phonemes – the smallest phonetic unit in a language – where
30 ms of samples can be over half of a phoneme and previous and
subsequent samples may not provide enough information about the
lost sample to allow it to be effectively concealed. With frame-based
codecs, the packetization interval will determine the number of frames
carried in a single packet. Similarly as for waveform-based codecs, if
the packetization interval were greater than the loss that the PLC
algorithm can interpolate for, then PLC would not be able to conceal
the loss of a single packet effectively.

Hence, to summarize the impact that packet loss has on VoIP, with
an appropriately selected packetization interval (20–30 ms depending
upon the type of codec used) a loss period of one packet may be con-
cealed but a loss period of two or more consecutive packets may
result in a noticeable degradation of voice quality. The loss distance
targeted for a particular service is a choice for the service provider.

In supporting VoIP services, it is essential to understand what impact
these targets have on the network design in practice; consider the
impact of the possible causes of packet loss previously defined in
Section 1.2.3:

● Congestion. When congestion that impacts VoIP traffic occurs,
queues build up and VoIP packets are dropped. If congestion
occurs, it is not practically possible to engineer the network to
ensure that consecutive packets from a single VoIP call are not
dropped, nor to ensure that if they are dropped that it is with a
controlled distribution. For this reason, networks supporting VoIP
are designed to be congestionless from the perspective of the VoIP
traffic; that is the available capacity for VoIP traffic is able to cope
with the peak of the offered VoIP traffic load. QOS mechanisms,
admission control techniques and appropriate capacity planning
techniques are deployed to ensure that no packets are lost due to
congestion.
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● Lower layer errors. As described in Section 1.2.3, physical layer bit
errors may cause packets to be dropped due to link layer or transport-
layer checksums. Hence, bit errors will generally result in packet
loss, meaning each packet will either arrive correctly or not at all.
QOS mechanisms cannot have any impact on loss due to lower level
errors; hence, where the underlying network transport infrastruc-
ture cannot meet the loss distance targets required for the VoIP
service, PLC techniques will be required.

Consider for example a typical BER offered for a leased line service
of 1 * 10�9 and assume a random error distribution, that each error
causes a lost packet, and that a G.711–20 ms codec is used which
produces 200-byte packets at 50 pps; the resultant PLR would be 
1 * 10�9 * 200 * 8 � 1.6 * 10�6. Without PLC this would result in an
effective loss distance of 1/(1.6 * 10�6 * 50pps * 60) seconds � �208
minutes, which is better than typical service targets, which are in
the order of 1 audible artifact every 30 minutes. PLC would further
increase the attained loss distance.

As an alternative example, consider a typical BER offered for an
ADSL service of 1 * 10�7; this would equate to a PLR of 1 * 10�7 *
200 * 8 � �1.6 * 10�4 which, without PLC, would result in a loss
distance of �2 minutes, which is an order of magnitude less than
typical service targets. With PLC interpolating for the loss of a sin-
gle packet, the probability of an audible impairment (due to two
consecutive packets lost) would be (1.6 * 10�4)2 � �2.6 * 10�8, i.e.
an effective loss distance of 1/(2.6 * 10�8 * 50pps * 60 seconds * 
60 minutes * 24 hours) � �9 days! Hence, even for ADSL services,
the impact on VoIP services of bit errors is unlikely to be significant.

● Network element failures. Network element failures may cause packets
to be dropped until connectivity is restored around the failed net-
work element. The resulting loss period depends upon the underlying
network technologies that are used, as discussed in Section 1.2.3.

In a “plain” IP (i.e. non-MPLS) deployment, even in a well-
designed network where the IGP convergence time is 100s of mil-
liseconds, the packet loss following a network element failure is
too significant to be concealed and an audible glitch will result.
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Where MPLS TE FRR or equivalent techniques are deployed, reduc-
ing the loss of connectivity following network element failures to
within 50 ms, PLC may be able to interpolate for the resultant packet
loss, but this is not guaranteed.

● Loss in the application end-systems. Loss due to buffer underflows
and overflows can be prevented through careful design both of the
network and the application end-systems, as discussed in Section
1.3.1.2.

Therefore, in practice, networks supporting VoIP should typically be
designed for very close to zero percent VoIP packet loss. QOS mecha-
nisms, admission control techniques and appropriate capacity plan-
ning techniques are deployed to ensure that no packets are lost due to
congestion with the only actual packet loss being due to layer 1 bit
errors or network element failures. Where packet loss occurs, the impact
of the loss should be reduced to acceptable levels using PLC techniques.

1.3.1.4 VoIP: Impact of Throughput
VoIP codecs generally produce a constant bit rate stream, with band-
widths as shown in Figure 1.6; that is, unless silence suppression is
used. Silence suppression, which is also known as voice activation
detection (VAD), prevents the transmission of packets carrying “silent”
samples. Silence suppression becomes active when it detects periods
of silence from the microphone that exceed defined thresholds; when
silence suppression is active it prevents the encoder output from
being sent to the far end. When silence suppression is active for a leg
of a VoIP call, the bandwidth used for that leg of the call is almost zero.
As most conversational speech contains approximately 50% silence,
this can significantly reduce the average bandwidth used for a call;
however, the peak bandwidth used for the call remains unchanged.

As discussed in Section 1.3.1.3, networks supporting VoIP should
typically be designed for very close to zero percent VoIP packet loss,
and hence are designed to be congestionless from the perspective 
of the VoIP traffic. This means that the available capacity for VoIP
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traffic must be able to cope with the peak of the offered VoIP traffic
load. Further, in order to ensure that the service availability is main-
tained, this peak load must be able to be supported without loss
while maintaining the required delay and jitter bounds for the VoIP
traffic. The bandwidth provisioning required to achieve this is dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.8 and Chapter 6,
Section 6.1.3.

Even if VoIP capacity is provisioned to support the peak load, the
VoIP service may be statistically oversubscribed. For example, assum-
ing that a link could support a maximum of 30 concurrent VoIP calls
while ensuring that the delay, jitter and loss targets are still met, as
only a portion of the total number of end-users will have an active
call at any particular time, many more than 30 end-users may be sup-
ported, resulting in bandwidth efficiencies from statistical multiplex-
ing. If more than 30 users were supported and at peak times, the
VoIP load may exceed the available VoIP capacity, then the service to
all calls in progress may be degraded. If the probability of this occur-
ring is high enough, then an admission control system may be needed
to limit the number of VoIP calls that can be concurrently set up
such that the available capacity is never exceeded in practice; admis-
sion control is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

It is further noted that lower bit rate codecs typically incur greater
codec delays, hence when opting for lower bit rate codecs to save
bandwidth it should be understood that there may be a consequent
increase in terms of ear-to-mouth delay.

1.3.1.5 VoIP: Impact of Packet Re-ordering
VoIP traffic is not commonly impacted by packet re-ordering, as the
magnitude of re-ordering would need to be very significant to affect
a VoIP flow whose inter-packet gap is a multiple of 20 ms, for example.
It is, however, noted that in addition to the impact that it has on appli-
cation throughput, per-packet load balancing, which is a common
cause of packet re-ordering, can also increase the jitter that is experi-
enced within a flow due to the different delays of alternate paths;
this effect can impact VoIP services.
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1.3.2 Video

1.3.2.1 Video Streaming
With video streaming applications, a client requests to receive a video
that is stored on a server; the server streams the video to the client,
which starts to play out the video before all of the video stream data
has been received. Video streaming is used both for “broadcasting”
video channels, which is often delivered as IP multicast, and for
video on demand (VOD), which is delivered as IP unicast.

IP-based streaming video is most commonly transported as a data
stream encoded using standards defined by the Motion Picture Expert
Group (MPEG) and transported using RTP over UDP. MPEG defines
the encoding used for the actual video stream, while [RFC2250, RFC
2343, and RFC3640] define how real-time audio and video data are
formatted for RTP transport. RTP is the transport layer protocol, which
deals with the delivery of that stream from sender to receiver. Proto-
cols such as the Real-time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [RFC2326] may
be used to set up the RTP streams. While other encodings and trans-
port protocols may be used, as this case is the most widespread we
consider it in more detail and note that the principles discussed are
generally applicable to other encoding schemes and transport layer
protocols also.

The MPEG committee [MPEG] is a working group of the Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization/International Electrotechnical
Commission (ISO/IEC) working on the development of standards
for digital audio and video. MPEG have been responsible for produc-
ing a number of standards that can be used for IP-based services
including MPEG-2 [MPEG-2] (the video part of which is the same as
ITU-T standard H.262), which is used for broadcast quality video
encoding including digital television services, and the newer MPEG-
4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [MPEG-4] (which is also known as
MPEG-4 Part 10, and which is technically identical to ITU-T standard
H.264) standard which was designed for Internet audio and video
encoding. MPEG-2 encoding is most widely used today for television
applications; however, newer encoding schemes such as MPEG-4 and
the Society of Motion Picture Television Engineers (SMPTE) VC-1
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[VC-1] (which was previously known as VC-9 and is the standard-
ized version of Windows Media™ 9) are likely to become more wide-
spread as they offer a potential bit rate reduction by two times over
MPEG-2, for comparable quality.

An MPEG encoder converts and compresses a video signal into a
series of pictures or frames; as there is generally only a small amount
of change between one frame and the next it is possible to compress
the video signal significantly by transmitting only the differences.
There are three different types of MPEG frames that are used:

● “I”-frames. Intra or “I”-frames carry a complete video frame and
are coded without reference to other frames. An I-frame may use
spatial compression; spatial compression makes use of the fact that
pixels within a single frame are related to their neighbors. There-
fore, by removing spatial redundancy, the size of the encoded frame
can be reduced and prediction can be used in the decoder to recon-
struct the frame. A received I-frame provides the reference point for
decoding a received MPEG stream.

● “P”-frames. Predictive coded or “P”-frames are coded using motion
compensation (temporal compression) by predicting the frame to
be coded from a previous “reference” I-frame or P-frame. P-frames
can provide increased compression compared to I-frames with a
P-frame typically 10–30% the size of an associated I-frame.

● “B”-frames. Bidirectional or “B”-frames use the previous and next
I- or B-frames as their reference points for motion compensation.
B-frames provide further compression, still with a B-frame typically
5–15% the size of an associated I-frame.

Frames are arranged into a Group of Pictures or GOP; for example,
the European PAL (Phase-Alternating Line) MPEG-2 video format
uses a GOP size of 15, while the North American NTSC (National
Television Systems Committee) format uses a GOP size of 18. As the
frame rate for PAL is 25 frames per second (fps) and for NTSC is
29.97 fps, each GOP will typically encode (15/25) � �(18/30) � �0.6
seconds of video. There are many possible GOP structures and the
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makeup of I, P and B frames within the GOP is determined by the
format of the source video signal, any bandwidth constraints on the
encoded video stream (which determines the required compression
ratio), and possibly constraints on the encoding/decoding delay. Each
GOP has one I-frame, and typically 2-to-14 P-frames and 2-to-10 
B-frames. A regular GOP structure can be described by the number of
frames in the GOP (the GOP size) and the spacing of P-frames within
the GOP. A typical GOP structure with GOP size of 15 frames and 
P-frame spacing of 3 (denoted as a 15/3 GOP structure) is shown
below:

B1 B2 I3 B4 B5 P6 B7 B8 P9 B10 B11 P12 B13 B14 P15

The GOP structure shown above is in the order of display; to allow
for backward prediction, the encoder re-orders the frames from dis-
play order so that B-frames are transmitted after the previous and
next frames it references. The resulting order of frames sent to the
decoder is:

I3 B1 B2 P6 B4 B5 P9 B7 B8 P12 B10 B11 P15 B13 B14

This re-ordering introduces a delay both on encoding and on decod-
ing dependent on the number of consecutive B-frames.

Unlike with VoIP where codec implementations are very specifically
defined, with streaming video there is significant scope for variation in
the specific way that an MPEG stream may be encoded, even for a sin-
gle type of encoding. The specific GOP structure used to encode a video
stream can have a major impact on the effect that network loss, latency
and throughput have on the video reproduction at the receiver. 

1.3.2.1.1 Video Streaming: Impact of Delay
For video streaming, the important delay metric is the one-way end-
to-end delay from streaming server to client. The main constraint
that end-to-end network delay and jitter have on streaming video is
on end-user “interactivity,” or the “finger-to-eye” delay. To understand
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this better we need to consider some of the different types of video
streaming applications separately:

1.3.2.1.1.1 Broadcast Video Services Broadcast television services
delivered over IP (also known as IPTV) commonly use IP multicast.
For IPTV services, the impact that end-to-end delay has is on the
time it takes for the end-user to change from one TV channel to
another, which is referred to as the “channel change time” or “chan-
nel zapping time.” Typically, channel change times of 1–2 seconds are
targeted (see Section 1.3.3.2 for requirements for interactive applica-
tions) although visual feedback is typically provided to the user indi-
cating that the command is being processed within a few hundred
milliseconds.

Assuming a broadcast video service being delivered using IP mul-
ticast to a receiver – which could be a set-top box (STB) for example –
where each channel is a separate multicast group, the overall channel
change time is made up of a number of components:

1. Remote control and STB processing. The remote control sends the
channel change signal to the STB; typically, this takes a few mil-
liseconds. The STB receives the channel change signal, processes
the command and issues IGMP group leave and join requests to
the network. This delay will be dependent upon the particular
STB implementation, but would typically take a few tens of mil-
liseconds; for this example, we assume a worst case of 50 ms.

2. Network transmission delay. This is the network transmission delay for
the IGMP messages from the STB to the first multicast aware device,
which needs to process the IGMP messages; this includes delays due
to serialization, switching, propagation and queuing. As the STB and
closest multicast aware device are usually physically located rela-
tively near to each other, and QOS mechanism are employed to con-
trol queuing delays and ensure IGMP messages are not dropped, this
network transmission delay is typically sub-100 ms.

3. Multicast processing. When the first multicast aware device receives
the IGMP group leave, assuming fast leave processing, it stops
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sending the multicast stream from the previous channel on the
respective port. When the IGMP group join is received, assuming
the multicast stream for the requested channel traffic already exists
at the router, the traffic is copied to the egress port. If this assump-
tion is not correct, additional latency may be incurred due to mul-
ticast signaling, while the multicast stream is populated to the
first multicast aware device.

Multicast processing is dependent upon the particular imple-
mentation in the multicast device, but typically takes a few tens of
milliseconds in a good implementation; for this example, we
assume a worst case of 100 ms.

4. Network transmission delay. This is the network transmission delay
for the multicast traffic stream to reach the STB; this includes delays
due to serialization, switching, propagation and queuing. As the STB
and closest multicast aware device are usually physically located
relatively near to each other, and QOS mechanism are employed
to control queuing delays and ensure that multicast video traffic
is not dropped, this delay is typically sub-100 ms.

5. STB Buffering/processing. The STB needs to buffer the received video
stream, and perform a number of functions before the video can
be played out; depending upon the specific STB implementation,
some of these functions may be performed in parallel:
● De-jitter buffer. As for VoIP, de-jitter buffers are used in IP-based

digital video systems in order to turn variable network delays
into constant delays at the receiver. If the de-jitter buffer play-out
delay is set either arbitrarily large or arbitrarily small, then it may
impose unnecessary constraints on the characteristics of the net-
work or may impact the quality of the video service. The delay
incurred by the de-jitter buffer in addition to the worst-case end-
to-end network delay depends upon the maximum network jit-
ter and the STB play-out buffer sizing. Considerations on jitter
for IP-based video applications are discussed in more detail in
Section 1.3.2.1.2. We assume a worst-case play-out delay of
100 ms. 
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● FEC or real-time retransmission delay. If the video system sup-
ports FEC or real-time retransmission to protect against net-
work packet loss, then this will incur a delay. This delay will
typically be 100–200 ms; see Section 1.3.2.1.3.

● Decryption delay. For encrypted streams, the per-channel decryp-
tion keys are delivered to each STB periodically as conditional
access table information in the transport stream packets; these
keys must be received before the channel can be decoded. The
frequency of the key distribution therefore has an impact on the
channel change time; this delay is typically 200 ms.

● MPEG decoder buffer. With MPEG, the amount of data required
to represent an image depends upon the image complexity and
therefore the output rate of the decoder buffer is not constant.
Hence, a buffer is required to ensure that the decoder does not
underflow. This buffer is typically 500–1000 ms.

● IBB frame delay. The decoder needs to wait until it has received an
IBB frame sequence before it can start decoding. For a 15/3 GOP
structure, typical for MPEG-2, at 25 fps the worst-case delay for
an IBB frame sequence would be (15 � 2)/25 � �680 ms. Longer
GOP structures may improve the compression achievable but
will also increase the worst-case delay for an IBB-frame sequence,
and hence have an impact on the channel change time.

For this example, we assume a total delay incurred at the STB of
1000 ms.

The timeline in Figure 1.12 illustrates the components of channel
change time delay described above.

1.3.2.1.1.2 Video-on-demand Services Video-on-demand (VOD) and
network personal video recorder (PVR) services are commonly deliv-
ered as unicast. For VOD services the end-to-end delay impacts the
finger-to-eye delay, i.e. the response time it takes for user requests 
to be translated into actions visible to the end-user; for example,
how long it takes after pressing play for a VOD to start. Typically,
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response times of approximately 1 second are targeted (see Section
1.3.3.2 for requirements for interactive applications), although
visual feedback is typically provided to the user indicating that the
command is being processed within a few hundred milliseconds.

Assuming a video-on-demand service being delivered over IP uni-
cast to a receiver, which could be a set-top box (STB) for example, the
overall response time is made up of a number of components:

1. Remote control and STB processing. The remote control sends the
control signal to the STB; typically, this takes a few milliseconds.
The STB receives the signal, processes the command, and issues
the appropriate control request to the video middleware, which is
responsible for managing the presentation and delivery of VOD
streams. This delay will be dependent upon the particular STB
and middleware implementations but would typically take a few
tens of milliseconds; we assume a worst case of 50 ms in this
example.
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2. Network transmission delay. This is the network transmission delay
for the control messages from the STB to the video middleware;
this includes delays due to serialization, switching, propagation and
queuing. QOS mechanisms are employed to regulate queuing delays
and ensure control messages are not dropped, and hence this net-
work transmission delay is typically sub-100 ms.

3. Middleware processing. This is the delay for the video middleware
application to process the received request and instruct the VOD
server to start streaming the requested VOD. The middleware pro-
cessing delay is dependent upon the particular middleware imple-
mentation, but typically takes a few hundred milliseconds. 

4. Network transmission delay. This is the network transmission delay
for the unicast VOD stream to reach the STB; this includes delays
due to serialization, switching, propagation and queuing. QOS
mechanisms are employed to regulate queuing delays and ensure
control messages are not dropped, and hence this network trans-
mission delay is typically sub-100 ms.

5. STB buffering/processing. The STB needs to buffer the received video
stream, and perform a number of functions before the video can
be played out; depending upon the specific STB implementation,
some of these functions may be performed in parallel:
● de-jitter buffer
● FEC or real-time retransmission delay
● decryption delay
● MPEG decoder buffer.
The above functions are the same as described for the broadcast
video example described in Section 1.3.2.1.1.1. It is noted, how-
ever, that for VOD services, unlike broadcast video applications
where the STB may need to wait for an I-frame before a stream
can start to be decoded, an IBB frame sequence is the first frame
that is sent in a VOD stream. Hence the STB buffering and process-
ing delay can be significantly less in the case of VOD, than the
channel change time in the broadcast video case. For this exam-
ple, we assume a total delay incurred at the STB of 500 ms.
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The timeline in Figure 1.13 illustrates the components of the VOD
response time described above.

Hence, for video streaming applications, one-way network delays
of 100 ms are typically targeted in order to try to achieve overall chan-
nel change times or VOD response times of 1–2 seconds. QOS mech-
anisms are typically employed to ensure these targets can be met. 

1.3.2.1.2 Video Streaming: Impact of Delay-jitter
Digital video decoders used in streaming video receivers need to receive
a synchronous stream, typically with jitter tolerances of only
�500 ns, in order to decode without visible impairments. Such jitter
tolerances are not achievable natively in IP networks, hence as for
VoIP, broadcast video services use de-jitter buffers (also known as play-
out buffers) in receivers to remove delay variation caused by the net-
work and turn variable network delays into constant delays such
that the tolerances required by the decoder can be met.
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To guarantee that no packet drops are caused by network jitter,
QOS mechanism are employed to control queuing delays and hence
bound jitter; an STB play-out buffer should be sized at least equal to
the resulting maximum possible value of network jitter. As for VoIP,
if the video play-out buffer was appropriately sized to the maximum
value of network jitter, jitter would not add delay on play-out in
additional to the worst-case end-to-end network delay. For stream-
ing video applications, however, unlike for VoIP, the size of jitter
buffers is often statically defined. Hence, if the play-out buffer is too
small to accommodate the maximum network jitter then buffer
underflows can occur; an underflow is where the buffer is empty
when the decoder needs to process a frame, and is effectively real-
ized as a lost packet, which may cause a video impairment. A play-
out buffer set too large adds unnecessarily to the end-to-end delay,
which may increase the channel change time or decrease VOD
responsiveness.

Hence, a holistic engineering approach is needed in order to opti-
mize channel change time or VOD responsiveness, employing QOS
mechanisms to control queuing delays and hence bound the maxi-
mum network jitter, while ensuring that the STB play-out buffer is
not set to significantly greater than this value. An STB play-out buffer
that is more than 100 ms greater than the maximum network jitter
can be considered excessive.

1.3.2.1.3 Video Streaming: Impact of Loss
Each MPEG frame is transported as a number of MPEG transport steam
(MPEG-TS) packets, which are typically 188 bytes long. Each IP packet
typically carries between 1 and 7 MPEG-TS packets, and an MPEG
encoded frame will span multiple IP packets, hence, without
employing techniques for loss concealment, the loss of a single IP
packet will result in the loss of a complete MPEG frame. Without
employing loss concealment techniques, the loss of a frame will gen-
erally result in a visible impairment, although the nature of the impair-
ment will depend upon the type of frame lost and on the GOP structure
used. The loss of an I-frame can result in a visual impairment until
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the next I-frame is successfully received; the loss of a P-frame may
impact several frames, while the loss of a B-frame may impact that
frame only.

Therefore, there is a trade-off to be considered when deciding on
which GOP structure to use to support a streaming video service; larger
GOP size will give greater compression, which results in more or higher
quality video content being transmitted for a given rate than a
smaller GOP size; however, the visual impact of packet loss may be
more significant for larger GOP, and there may be an impact on the
interactivity, e.g. finger-to-eye delay.

The loss distance targeted for a particular video service is a choice
for the service provider; however, targets of no more than one visi-
ble impairment per hour are typical, such as defined by the Digital
Video Broadcasting Project (DVB) in draft [ETSI Ts 102 034], which
specifies network requirements for the “Transport of DVB Services
over IP.” This bound on the rate of visible impairments directly trans-
lates into a bound on packet loss. Assuming a 3.7 Mbps MPEG
stream with 1356-byte packets (based upon an MPEG transport
stream carrying 7 � 188 bytes of video in each packet, plus 40 bytes
for RTP, UDP and IP headers), gives a stream rate of �350 pps. For
this stream, a loss period of one hour would result in a required PLR
of no more than 1/(350 pps * 60 seconds * 60 minutes) � �1 * 10�6.
We consider what effect targets such as this have on the network
design in practice by considering the impact on the possible causes
of packet loss previously defined in Section 1.2.3: 

● Congestion. For the same reasons as discussed in Section 3.1.3 for
VoIP, networks supporting streaming video are designed to be con-
gestionless from the perspective of the streaming video traffic; that
is, the available capacity for streaming video traffic is able to cope
with the peak of the offered video traffic load. QOS mechanisms,
admission control and appropriate capacity planning techniques
are deployed to ensure that no packets are lost due to congestion.

● Lower layer errors. As described in Section 1.2.3, physical layer
bit errors may cause packets to be dropped due to link layer or
transport-layer checksums. Where this is the case, bit errors will
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generally result in packet loss, meaning each packet will either
arrive correctly or not at all. Consider for example a typical BER
offered for a SONET/SDH service of 1 * 10�12, and assume a ran-
dom error distribution, and that each error causes a lost packet;
for the video stream described above, this would result in a PLR of
1 * 10�12 * 1356 * 8 � �1 * 10�8; this would result in a loss dis-
tance of over 79 hours, which is several orders of magnitude greater
than the target. As an alternative example, consider a typical BER
offered for an ADSL service of 1 * 10�7; this would equate to a PLR
of 1 * 10�7 * 1356 * 8 � �1 * 10�3, which would result in a loss
distance of less than 3 seconds, and which is several orders of
magnitude less than the target.

QOS mechanisms cannot have any impact on loss due to lower
level errors, hence where the underlying network transport 
infrastructure cannot meet the loss distance targets required for the
video service, loss concealment techniques may be required.
There are two main techniques for loss concealment for stream-
ing video:
●● Forward error correction (FEC). FEC relies on redundancy being built

into the transmitted content stream in order to be able to recon-
struct lost packets without the need for retransmission. The
Professional-MPEG Forum’s [PRO-MPEG] published code of prac-
tice (COP) number 3 recommends a scheme based on the
approach defined in RFC 2733 [RFC2733] which specifies a FEC
mechanism for protecting a RTP stream against lost RTP packets.
In the Pro-MPEG Forum scheme, XOR operations are performed
on a block of packets arranged in a matrix of D rows by L columns
to generate redundant parity packets. At the receiver, the FEC
information is used to recover from losses within a FEC block.

The structure of the matrix that forms the FEC block impacts
the loss burst size the FEC can protect against, the bandwidth
overhead associated with the FEC stream and the delay caused by
the FEC processing operation. Hence, it is important that the FEC
parameters be configured to match the requirements of a partic-
ular service, taking into account the characteristics of the under-
lying network.
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The Pro-MPEG Forum scheme allows for both one-dimen-
sional (1D) FEC, as shown in Figure 1.14, and two-dimensional
(2D) FEC, as shown in Figure 1.15. The FEC information is carried
in a separate stream (for 1D FEC) or streams (for 2D FEC) to the
video bearer.

One-dimensional FEC is able to recover from 1 error within
the FEC block and has an overhead of L/(L * D). The two-
dimensional scheme is able to recover from a burst of L errors
within a FEC block and has an overhead of (L � D)/(L * D). The
additional delay incurred by either scheme is the time to trans-
mit L * D packets. Larger D reduces the overhead at the cost of
increasing the additional delay.

For example, assuming a 3.7 Mbps MPEG-2 stream consisting
of �350 pps each with a 1356-byte payload:
– Using a one-dimensional FEC with L � 4 and D � 6 provides

the ability to recover from 1 error in 24 packets, while incurring
4/(4 * 6) � �17% overhead and 24/330 � �72 ms of additional
delay due to the FEC processing operation.4

Assuming a PLR of 1 * 10�3 (the previously calculated typical
PLR for ADSL), with a random packet loss distribution, the
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probability of an unrecoverable loss (i.e. 2 lost packets)
within a 24 packet block is (1 * 10�3 * 24) * (1 * 10�3 *
23) � �6 * 10�4; this results in a loss distance of �5 seconds,
which is still several orders of magnitude worse than the target.

– By comparison, using a two-dimensional FEC with L � 4 and
D � 6 provides the ability to recover from a burst of 4 errors in
24 packets, while incurring (4 � 6)/(4 * 6) � �42% overhead
and 24/330 � �72 ms of additional delay due to the FEC pro-
cessing operation.

Assuming a PLR of 1 * 10�3, the probability of an unrecov-
erable loss (i.e. 5 lost packets) within a 24 packet block is 
(1 * 10�3 * 24) * (1 * 10� * 23) * (1 * 10�3 * 22) * (1 * 10�3 * 21) *
(1 * 10�3 * 20) � �5 * 10�9; this results in a loss distance of
greater than �155 hours, which is several orders of magni-
tude better than the target.

●● Real-time retransmission. Media streams that use RTP are to some
extent resilient, in that receivers may use the mechanisms
defined for the RTP control protocol (also known as RTCP) 
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to report packet reception statistics and thus allow a sender 
to adapt its transmission behavior. Additional techniques are
being defined within the IETF which extend the basic capabilities
of RTCP to allow for faster feedback of packet loss from receivers
to senders [RFC4584], such that lost packets may be retransmitted
[RFC4588]. Within a defined time window, receivers can detect
sequence number gaps in the received stream indicating lost
packets and report these using RTCP negative acknowledgments
(NACKs) to the sender, which retransmits the lost packets.

Real-time retransmission is a reactive scheme, which resends
only those packets that are lost, hence it incurs minimal band-
width overhead. A disadvantage of this approach, however, is
that it adds delay equal to the RTT between the receiver and the
retransmission source, to the potential worst-case delay that a
packet may otherwise experience. Hence, real-time retransmis-
sion is only viable in cases where the RTT between the receiver
and the retransmission source can be kept small, in order to
avoid increasing the channel change time or decreasing VOD
responsiveness.

It is noted, however, that some video end-systems disable the
UDP checksum, or use “UDP-lite” [RFC3828], such that packets
with data bit errors will be received including the error bits, on
the premise that it can be better to receive a packet with a bit
error, than to receive no packet at all [SINGH]. Currently, how-
ever, there is insufficient data on the performance of such imple-
mentations to quantify what impact this has on the received
video service in practice.

● Network element failures. Network element failures may cause packets
to be dropped until connectivity is restored around the failed net-
work element; as discussed in Section 1.2.3 the resulting loss period
depends upon the underlying network technologies that are used.

In a “plain” IP (i.e. non-MPLS) deployment, even in a well-
designed network where the IGP convergence time is subsecond,
the packet loss following a network element failure is too signifi-
cant to be concealed using any of the techniques described above.
For example, assuming a 500 ms loss of connectivity and an
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impacted 3.7 Mbps MPEG-2 video stream at 350 pps, �175 packets
would be lost due to the outage. Even where MPLS TE FRR or equiv-
alent techniques are deployed, reducing the loss of connectivity
following network element failures to within 50 ms, the packet
loss may be too significant to be viably concealed using any of the
techniques previously described. For example, assuming a 50 ms
loss of connectivity and an impacted 3.7 Mbps MPEG-2 video
stream at 350 pps, �18 packets would be lost due to the outage.

Where the impact of network outages is such that the loss dis-
tance targets required for the video service cannot be met, tech-
niques using stream redundancy may provide a possible solution;
available techniques are either based upon spatial or temporal
redundancy:
●● Spatial redundancy. Techniques using spatial (physical) redun-

dancy send two streams between the sender and receiver over
diverse network paths; diverse path routing can be assured using
techniques such as MPLS traffic engineering. In normal work-
ing case network conditions, the receiver will effectively receive
two copies of each packet, from which one will be selected. If 
a network failure impacts one of the transmitted streams, the
receiver will continue to receive the other and the play-out of
the video stream at the receiver will be uninterrupted.

Schemes using physically redundancy incur a 100% band-
width overhead per stream, and also must incur a delay on the
received stream at least equal to the greatest difference in trans-
mission delays between the two paths, which is likely to be neg-
ligible in practice.

●● Temporal redundancy. Techniques using temporal redundancy
break the stream to be transmitted into blocks: each block is
then sent twice, separated in time. The block repetition pattern
is such that within a time window greater than the block sepa-
ration period the receiver should effectively receive two copies
of each packet, from which one will be selected. If a network
failure occurs, which causes a resulting loss of connectivity of
less than the block separation period, at least one packet should
be received and the play-out of the video stream at the receiver
will be uninterrupted.
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Schemes using temporal redundancy incur a 100% bandwidth
overhead per stream. Further, to be effective, temporal redundancy
must incur a delay on the received stream at least equal to the
block separation period, which in turn must be at least as great as
the period of loss of connectivity the technique is aiming to protect
against. The additional delay, however, need not impact finger-
to-eye delay if temporal redundancy is used only in the core net-
work, i.e. does not extend to the end-user.

● Loss in the application end-systems. Loss due to buffer underflows
and overflows can be prevented through careful design both of the
network and the application end-systems, as discussed in Section
1.3.1.2.

Therefore, in practice, networks supporting video streaming services
should typically be designed for very close to zero percent video packet
loss. QOS mechanisms, admission control techniques and appropriate
capacity planning techniques are deployed to ensure that no packets
are lost due to congestion, with the only actual packet loss being due to
layer 1 bit errors or network element failures. Where packet loss occurs,
the impact of the loss should be reduced to acceptable levels using con-
cealment techniques. Different concealment techniques may be
employed in different parts of the network. For example, in the core of
the network where bandwidth is relatively plentiful and diverse paths
exist, spatial redundancy may be used to transport video across the
core of a network from a source to distribution points; this would pro-
vide protection against both lower layer errors and against network ele-
ment failures. Other techniques such as FEC could then be used from
the video redistribution points to the video receivers, in order to pro-
vide protection against lower layer errors in the access network.

1.3.2.1.4 Video Streaming: Impact of Throughput
The bandwidth requirements for a video stream depend upon the
video format, the encoder and the specific GOP structure. There are
four main video formats used for IP-based video services:

● Standard definition (SD). Standard definition format is the conven-
tional format commonly used today for broadcast quality digital
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video encoding including television services such as cable and satel-
lite. The nomenclature used to refer to digital TV image definitions
defines the number of vertical lines and whether the image is inter-
laced (i) or uses progressive scanning (p); two of the main SD formats
are 480i and 576i:
●● 480i: 480 vertical lines (interlaced) � 720 horizontal pixels at

29.97 fps (NTSC-based, North America)
●● 576i: 576 lines by 720 pixels at 25 fps (PAL-based, Europe)

● High definition (HD). High definition has at least twice the resolu-
tion (in terms of total number of pixels) as SD and is used for pre-
mium broadcast quality digital video encoding including television
services. Two of the main HD formats are:
●● 720p: 720 � 1280 at 50 Hz and 60 Hz frame rates (progressive

scan) 
●● 1080i: 1080 � 1920 at 25 Hz and 30 Hz frame rates (interlaced)

● Common interchange format (CIF). CIF is a low definition (LD) for-
mat targeted for broadband Internet video delivery applications,
such as video conferencing. CIF has one quarter of the full resolution
of an SDTV picture (i.e. frame height and width are both halved),
which in turn is referred to as 4CIF. Two common 4CIF formats are:
●● 240i: 240 � 352 (NTSC-based)
●● 288i: 288 � 352 (PAL-based)

● Quarter CIF (QCIF). QCIF is targeted for mobile handset video appli-
cations and has one quarter of the resolution of CIF. Two com-
mon QCIF formats are:
●● NTSC-based: 120 � 176
●● PAL-based: 144 � 176.

MPEG allows for streaming video to be encoded either as variable bit
rate streams, where the quality of the resultant video is constant, or
as constant bit rate streams where the quality of the resultant video
is variable. The table in Figure 1.16 gives indicative average bit rates for
LD, SD and HD video stream rates using MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 AVC.

McCann observed [MCCANN] that due to the evolution of video
encoding implementations, from 1995 to 2002 there was an average
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Format MPEG-2 MPEG-4 AVC

LD QCIF 100–200 kbps 50–100 kbps

LD CIF 0–5–1 Mbps 0.25–0.5 Mbps

SD 4CIF �3–4 mbps �2–3 Mbps

HD �15–20 Mbps �10–15 Mbps
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of 15% improvement in MPEG-2 encoding efficiency and conse-
quent reduction in stream bandwidth per year. The MPEG-2 bit rates
shown in Figure 1.16 are nearing the end of this improvement cycle,
whereas there is still scope for reduction in MPEG-4 bit rates.

It is further noted that larger GOP structures, which result in
reduced bit rates for equivalent quality streams, have an impact both
when considering the effect that packet loss has on the stream and
on the channel change time for broadcast video services. Hence, when
opting for larger GOP structures to reduce bandwidth, it should be
understood that there might be a consequent trade-off in terms of
visual quality and channel change time.

From a network design perspective, as discussed in Section 1.3.2.1.3,
networks supporting streaming video should typically be designed
for very close to zero percent video packet loss, and hence are designed
to be congestionless from the perspective of the video traffic. This
means that the available capacity for video traffic must be able to
cope with the peak of the offered video traffic load. Further, in order
to ensure that the service availability is maintained this peak load
must be able to be supported without loss while maintaining the
required delay and jitter bounds for the video traffic. The capacity plan-
ning required to achieve this is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5,
Section 6.1.

As for VoIP, as discussed in Section 1.3.1.4, this does not mean that
the available capacity for streaming video cannot be oversubscribed.
Where oversubscription is used, admission control may be needed to
limit the concurrent number of video streams that can be set up;
admission control is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

Figure 1.16 Typical broadcast quality video stream IP rates
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1.3.2.1.5 Video Streaming: Impact of Packet Re-ordering
Many real-time video end-systems do not support the re-ordering of
received frames, hence packet re-ordering effectively results in higher
packet loss and should be avoided.

1.3.2.2 Video Conferencing
Video conferencing sessions are typically set up using the signaling
protocols specified in ITU recommendation H.323 [H.323] or SIP.
Whichever method is used to establish the connections, from an
SLA perspective, the fundamental requirements and principles remain
the same. Once the H.323 or SIP end points (also known as terminals)
have agreed that they are willing to communicate with each other
and have determined the media formats (codecs) that they will use,
they then set up the logical channels through which the bearer (media
streams such as VoIP and video) traffic itself will be transmitted.
Typically, separate logical channels are used for audio and for video,
and the setup of these logical channels consists of determining which
particular UDP ports the RTP transported media streams will use.

The audio streams will typically use codecs such as those defined
by the ITU G.71x/G72x standards. The SLA requirements with respect
to delay, jitter, loss, throughput and in-sequence delivery are there-
fore the same as those already described for VoIP in Section 1.3.1.

The video formats and encoding used for video conferencing appli-
cations are less constrained than for broadcast quality video services.
Codecs such as MPEG-2/H.262 or MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 are typically
used; where bandwidth is constrained, lower definition (e.g. CIF or
QCIF) and lower frame rates (e.g. 10 fps), potentially reduce the band-
widths required significantly compared to broadcast video services.

Although the bandwidth requirements for the video streams used
for video conferencing may be less than for broadcast video, the delay
and jitter requirements will depend upon the quality of the video
conferencing service offered. With lower quality services, it may be
acceptable for the video stream to have a less stringent delay commit-
ment than the voice stream, in which case participants may experience
a time lag between a remote user’s audible words, and their associated
lip movements. For higher quality services, where lip synchronization
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is required, one of the media streams may need to be delayed at the
receiver, however, subjective studies have shown that the two
streams do not have to be exactly matched. [STEINMETZ] shows that
the synchronization errors that can be tolerated by human perception
vary in different application scenarios; for video conferencing appli-
cations, a skew of less than 80 ms is below the limit of human percep-
tion. Therefore, even for higher quality services, it may be acceptable
for the video stream to be delayed by up to 80 ms with respect to the
audio stream, i.e. the end-to-end delay budget for the video stream
can be up to 8 ms greater than for the audio stream. Hence, extrapo-
lating from the G.114 targets for voice services, end-to-end (i.e. cam-
era to eye) delay targets of �250 ms are targeted for the video stream
of video conferencing applications.

As for discrete voice and video services, in practice networks sup-
porting video conferencing services should typically be designed for
very close to zero percent packet loss for both the VoIP and video
streams. QOS mechanisms and appropriate capacity planning tech-
niques may be employed to ensure that no packets are lost due to
congestion, with the only actual packet loss being due to layer 1 bit
errors or network element failures. Where packet loss occurs, the impact
of the loss on voice streams should be reduced to acceptable levels
using concealment techniques. The loss rates tolerated for video con-
ferencing are likely higher than those acceptable to broadcast video
services, such that the complexity of the video loss concealment
techniques may not be required.

1.3.3 Data Applications

QOE requirements for data application, which in turn drive network
level SLAs, are less well defined than for voice or video applications.
While there are multiple types of data applications that exist, from a
QOS perspective they can be broadly divided into interactive data
applications and applications that are targeted at data transfer with no
requirements on interactivity. An example of an application that is
targeted at data transfer, but has no requirements on interactivity, 
is a data backup application between data centers, where a defined
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averaged throughput is required in order to ensure that the backup
completes within a determined time period.

Throughput focussed applications in general use TCP as their trans-
port layer protocol, due to the reliability and flow control capabilities
that it provides. The impact that different SLA metric parameters have
on TCP session throughput is considered in Section 1.3.3.1. While
there may be some throughput focussed applications that use UDP
rather than TCP, such as the Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP)
[RFC783] for example, as UDP does not have any implicit reliability or
flow control mechanisms these need to be built into the application
implementation. Hence, a detailed knowledge of the specific applica-
tion implementation is required in order to understand what impact
different SLA metric parameters have on such UDP applications, which
would need to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis.

Interactive data applications require that a transaction be completed
within a certain period of time, to ensure that the attention of the
end-user is maintained or so that they do not consider that a fault has
occurred, for example. The impact that different SLA metric parame-
ters have on interactive data applications is considered in Section
1.3.3.2. 

1.3.3.1 Throughput Focussed TCP Applications
In order to understand the impact that metrics such as network delay
and loss have on TCP [RFC793], we first need to understand the
basic principles of TCP operation. TCP aims to provide a reliable and
efficient transport layer protocol on top of IP. Four key mechanisms
underlay TCP:

● bidirectional session establishment

● positive acknowledgment with retransmission

● sliding acknowledgment window for flow control between the
sender and receiver

● congestion control, for dealing with loss which occurs between
the sender and receiver.

The following sections provide an overview of these mechanisms.
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1.3.3.1.1 Bidirectional Session Establishment
TCP is a connection oriented transport protocol, which establishes a
session between two TCP end-systems before any data can be trans-
ferred. TCP session establishment relies on a “three-way handshake.”
Consider two TCP end-systems, A and B, where A is the initiator of a
TCP session to B;

1. A first sends a TCP segment to B with the synchronize bit (SYN) set;
this indicates that it is the first segment of the three-way hand-
shake. A segment is the TCP data unit transported in an IP packet.

2. To progress the establishment of the TCP session, B responds by
sending a segment back to A with both the SYN and acknowledg-
ment (ACK) bits set.

3. The final segment in the handshake is another ACK, which is
sent by A to B to confirm that the session has been successfully
established.

During session establishment, a number of parameters are negotiated
including the maximum segment size (MSS) and the window size,
which will be discussed in the following sections, and also whether
Explicit Congestion Notification will be used (see Chapter 2, Section
2.3.4.4).

1.3.3.1.2 Positive Acknowledgment with Retransmission
TCP uses a technique known as “positive acknowledgment with
retransmission” in order to ensure reliable and efficient data transfer
between the TCP end-systems, even if the underlying network may be
unreliable. In the context of TCP, positive acknowledgment with
retransmission requires that the receiver sends an acknowledgment
(ACK) back to the sender on receipt of a TCP segment. In the simplest
possible model, the sender keeps a record of each segment it sends and
waits for an ACK for the preceding segment, before sending the next.
The sender also starts a retransmission timer when it sends a segment;
if no ACK is received before the timer times-out the sender retransmits
the segment, presuming that the one previously sent was lost.
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TCP is a full duplex transport protocol, which means that a single
TCP session can support data transfer in both directions. Hence, ACKs
from one TCP end-system to another can be piggybacked with seg-
ments being sent in the opposite direction.

1.3.3.1.3 Sliding Acknowledgment Window
TCP extends the basic positive acknowledgment with retransmission
model by adding the concept of a sliding acknowledgment window,
which allows the sender to transmit multiple packets to the receiver
before waiting for an ACK. The sliding window acknowledgment
scheme is used by TCP for flow control, i.e. adjusting the rate of trans-
mission by the sender so that it does not exceed the receiver’s capacity
to accept data.

Each TCP end-system advertises the maximum window size
(awnd ) they are prepared to accept to their session-peer within the
TCP header. A window aperture or size of X packets means that the
sender can have up to X unacknowledged segments outstanding; if
the sender has received an ACK for segment Y, then the sender can
transmit up to segment Y � X before receiving the ACK for segment
Y � 1. There can be a number of packets in transit between sender
and receiver with the concept of a sliding window, hence in order to
track lost and duplicate segments TCP assigns a sequence number to
each segment. If one (or more) of the packets in transit are dropped
or resequenced it will appear to the receiver as an out-of-order seg-
ment; this causes the receiver to immediately generate an ACK
(called a duplicate ACK) for the last segment successfully received in
sequence.

1.3.3.1.4 Congestion Control
TCP also implements congestion control, to avoid network “conges-
tion collapse” [JACOBSON] by controlling TCP sessions to adapt to the
network and conditions in order to try to maximize throughput for
each session. This also maintains fairness between sessions.

To achieve this, the TCP window size is not statically defined but
rather a number of control congestion techniques [RFC2581] are used
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to adjust the window size dynamically. The main techniques used are
slow start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit and fast recovery:

● Slow start. The slow start algorithm aims to control the rate at which
a sender transmits segments into a network at the start of a ses-
sion, in order to reduce the probability that the session will send
too many segments and contribute to congestion at a network
element on the session’s path. To achieve this, slow start applies a
constraint to the window size, called the congestion window (cwnd).
When a new session is established, cwnd is set to one segment; for
each ACK that is received, cwnd is increased by one segment. A
sender can send up to whichever is the minimum of awnd and cwnd
(i.e. MIN[awnd, cwnd]), before another ACK is received. For example,
if a sender in slow start with cwnd set to one sends one segment;
when it receives the first ACK it increases cwnd to two and sends two
more segments; when each of those two segments are acknowl-
edged, cwnd is increased to four as shown in Figure 1.17.
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Therefore, slow start provides exponential growth of cwnd with
RTT as shown in Figure 1.18. You might then question why slow
start is so called? The reason is because it is slow relative to the
original implementations of TCP, which had no concept of cwnd
and sent using the maximum negotiated window size at the start
of the session.

● Congestion avoidance. At some point, the capacity of an intermediate
network element between sender and receiver may be exceeded, i.e.
congestion occurs and packets may be dropped as a consequence.
TCP (without support for ECN as discussed in Chapter 2, Section
2.3.4.4) effectively treats the network as a “black box,” in that it does
not rely on any explicit network behaviors when performing flow
control, in order to determine the status of available network band-
width and whether congestion has occurred, TCP relies on TCP
timeouts or the reception of duplicate ACKs to determine implicitly
when packets are dropped. When packet drops within a session are
determined, TCP reacts by invoking the following algorithm, which
uses an additional variable called the slow start threshold (ssthresh):
1. ssthresh is set to whichever is the greater of 2 segments or one-half

of the window size before the congestion occurred (i.e. MAX[2,
MIN[awnd, cwnd]]). The cwnd is then halved for every subsequent
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loss, hence if loss continues the rate of transmission effectively
decreases exponentially.

In addition, if the congestion is indicated by a timeout, cwnd
is set to one segment.

2. When the next ACK is received:
●● If cwnd is less than or equal to ssthresh, slow start is invoked

as described above until the window size equals ssthresh, i.e.
half of the window size when the congestion occurred.

●● When cwnd is greater than ssthresh, invoke the following
congestion avoidance algorithm.

The congestion avoidance algorithm defines that each time
an ACK is received cwnd is incremented by segment_size/cwnd.
For example, if a sender in slow start with cwnd set to one
sends one segment, when it receives the first ACK it increases
cwnd to two and sends two more segments; when the next two
segments are acknowledged, cwnd is increased to three as
shown in Figure 1.19.

The increase in cwnd is limited to at most one segment dur-
ing each RTT irrespective of how many ACKS are received in
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that interval, whereas slow start increases cwnd by the number
of ACKs received within a RTT. Therefore, congestion avoid-
ance provides linear growth of cwnd, compared to exponential
growth with slow start.

Consider the example shown in Figure 1.21; at time t � 0, an estab-
lished TCP session experiences a timeout when cwnd � 32 segments;
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ssthresh is set to 16 segments and cwnd is reduced to 1 segment. cwnd
then increases with slow start until it equals ssthresh, then congestion
avoidance is invoked. As can be seen from Figure 1.21, cwnd increases
exponentially with RTT until it equals ssthresh; above ssthresh cwnd
increases linearly with RTT.

● Fast retransmit. Fast retransmit is a performance enhancement to
the previously described mechanisms, which determines the sender’s
behavior when duplicate ACKs are received. When a sender receives
a duplicate ACK, it does not know whether the ACK was caused
by a lost segment or a re-ordering of segments, hence it waits for
a small number of duplicate ACKs to be received before reacting.
If two or less duplicate ACKs are received in a row it is assumed
that segment re-ordering has occurred. If three or more duplicate
ACKs are received, it is taken as an indication that a segment has
been lost, and fast retransmit defines that in this case the sender
should retransmit the missing segment, without waiting for the
retransmission timer to expire.

● Fast recovery. Fast recovery is a further performance enhancement,
which allows higher throughput under moderate congestion. Fast
recovery defines that after fast retransmit resends the missing seg-
ment, congestion avoidance should be performed rather than slow
start.

Support for the various congestion control techniques in TCP stacks
has evolved over time and there is a generally used naming scheme,
which derives from the BSD (Berkeley UNIX) TCP stack implementa-
tion, and which provides a taxonomy for TCP stack evolution:

● 4.2BSD (1983) was the first widely available release of TCP/IP.

● Tahoe: the 4.3BSD Tahoe release (1988) incorporates slow start,
congestion avoidance and fast retransmission.

● Reno: the 4.3BSD Reno release (1990) added support for fast recovery.

● Vegas: the Vegas TCP stack (1994) added support for the additional
enhancements described in [BRAKMO], which aim to improve TCP
throughput over previous stacks.
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● NewReno: the NewReno TCP stack (1999) adds support for the
enhancements to the fast recovery algorithm described in [RFC3782].

More recently, [RFC 3390] specified an increase in the permitted upper
bound for TCP’s initial window size from one or two segment(s) to
between two and four segments. This change reduces the number of
RTTs required to complete some transactions; many email and web
page transactions are less than 4 kbytes, hence the larger initial win-
dow would reduce the data transfer time to a single RTT.

There are additional subtleties to the implementations of TCP – see
[STEVENS, RFC2581] – however, the details provided above are suffi-
cient to understand the impacts that network characteristics such as
delay and loss have on TCP, and which are discussed in more detail
in the following sections.

1.3.3.1.5 TCP: Impact of Delay
For TCP, the important delay metric is the RTT between TCP end-
systems. The maximum number of unacknowledged segments that a
TCP sender can have outstanding is limited by the window size.
Therefore, for a particular RTT between sender and receiver, the 
maximum possible TCP session throughput will be determined by
window_size * MSS/RTT, where MSS is the maximum segment size.
This is the amount of data that has been sent, but not yet acknowl-
edged and is commonly referred to as the TCP “flight size”
[RFC2581] or the “pipesize.” Hence, the TCP session throughput is
inversely proportional to the RTT.

[MATHIS] shows that maximum theoretical attainable TCP through-
put for a single session varies as a function of RTT and packet loss using
the following relationship, where p is the probability of packet loss:

The graph in Figure 1.22 uses this relationship to plot how the theo-
retical maximum attainable TCP throughput for a single TCP session
varies as a function of RTT for a TCP maximum segment size (MSS)
of 1460 bytes.

TCP throughput
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RTT p
_ �

�
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It is noted that the attained TCP throughput will in practice depend
upon a number of additional factors, which vary network-by-network,
including:

● the life span of the TCP sessions; long-lived sessions will have more
opportunity to open up their maximum window sizes than short-
lived sessions

● if congestion occurs:
●● the specific behavior of the participating end-systems in the

presence of congestion; for TCP-based applications, this is depend-
ent upon the TCP stacks used

●● the dropping behavior of any routers along the path in the pres-
ence of congestion, e.g. tail drop or RED (see Chapter 2, Section
2.2.4.2).

Additionally, it can be seen from Figure 1.22 that even if the attained
throughput is close to the theoretical maximum, that at low RTTs and
low probabilities of packet loss, the session throughput is limited to
a few megabits per second. For some high bandwidth applications
these limits can be overly constraining; one such application is Grid
computing [BAKER], where geographically distributed computing
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Figure 1.22 TCP throughput as a function of RTT
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resources are networked to act as a single unified computer. Conse-
quently, there have been a number of efforts, although none of which
are yet widely deployed, to enhance TCP in order to achieve much
greater throughput with a single session; two such efforts are “Fast
TCP” [CHENG] and “HighSpeed TCP” [RFC3649].

1.3.3.1.6 TCP: Impact of Delay-jitter
Jitter has no explicit impact on TCP; jitter only has an impact on
TCP in that it is a component of delay, which can impact throughput
as discussed in Section 1.3.3.1.5.

1.3.3.1.7 TCP: Impact of Loss
As discussed in Section 1.3.3.1.3, TCP implicitly has mechanisms to
ensure that packets dropped are resent; however, [MATHIS] shows the-
oretically that maximum TCP throughput decreases as an inverse of the
square root of the probability of packet loss. The graph in Figure 1.23
uses this relationship to plot how the theoretical maximum attain-
able TCP throughput for a single TCP session varies as a function of
packet loss for a TCP maximum segment size (MSS) of 1460 bytes.

As previously noted in Section 1.3.3.1.5 there are a number of fac-
tors which will impact the attained TCP throughput in practice.
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1.3.3.1.8 TCP: Impact of Throughput
The previous sections have described how the achieved throughput
for a TCP session is dependent upon the probability of packet loss and
the achieved RTT, as well as a number of practical factors. In addi-
tion achieved throughput for a TCP session will obviously be gated
by the available capacity on the path between the source and desti-
nation. Hence, it is important to note that the actual achieved TCP
throughput for a single TCP session may be significantly less than
the contracted access bandwidth provided for a service.

1.3.3.1.9 TCP: Impact of Packet Re-ordering
Most deployed TCP implementations will support fast retransmit
behavior and hence will interpret the receipt of three consecutive
duplicate ACKS as an indication of packet loss and will retransmit
the next packet and slow down their rate of sending by invoking the
congestion avoidance algorithm. Therefore, re-ordering packets
within a TCP stream can have a significant impact on TCP throughput.
[LAOR] shows that for TCP traffic with a 0.04% rate of packet re-order-
ing, achieved application throughput can be reduced to 74% compared
to the throughput achieved with no packet re-ordering.

Hence, packet re-ordering should be avoided due to the potential
impact on TCP throughput.

1.3.3.2 Interactive Data Applications
Interactive applications depend on providing responses to an end-user
in real-time. As the specific implementations of interactive data appli-
cations can vary, the impact that network characteristics such as delay
have on them can also vary. Hence, it is not possible to provide defin-
itive guidance, but rather we consider the main factors that impact
the SLA requirements in support of interactive data applications.

The response time targets for such interactive applications are
dependent upon human factors; [DOHERTY] show the economic value
of rapid response times to interactive applications. Robert B. Miller’s
definitive paper from 1968 (when all computers were mainframes)
on “Response Time in Man-Computer Conversational Transactions”
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described three response time thresholds for human attention, which
are still generally accepted targets today:

● A response time of less than �0.1 second is the target where appli-
cations need to give the user the feeling that the system is reacting
instantaneously. This delay bound target is supported by more
recent research in a variety of fields aimed at determining the delay
above which performance for interactive applications becomes
impaired [G.114, BAILEY, MACKENZIE].

● A response time of less than �1.0 second is the target where the
applications need to keep the user’s flow of thought uninterrupted,
although the user will notice the delay.

● A response time of less than 10 seconds is the target where the
applications need to keep the user’s attention focussed on the dia-
logue; for longer delays, users will want to perform other tasks while
waiting for the computer to finish.

This target was also supported by Peter Bickford’s 1997 paper
[BICKFORD], which reported research in which half the users aban-
doned web pages after a wait of 8.5 seconds; the “8-second rule”
subsequently become a universal rule of web site design.

These targets relate to the time to complete a user transaction – that
is, the time between a user action, and the user receiving the response
to their action. For client/server applications which require a network
transaction, network delay is but one aspect of the total transactional
delay to which these targets refer, which may be comprised of the fol-
lowing components:

● Client-side processing delays. The user’s system may perform some pre-
processing before starting the network transaction, and may perform
additional processing on receiving the response from the server.

● Server-side processing delays. The server will need to perform some
processing before the response can be sent to the user. Some appli-
cations may involve a number of distributed server transactions as
part of the processing initiated by user request.
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● Network delays. Network delays will be incurred in sending the
request from the client to the server and in sending the response
from server to client. Further, some “chatty” applications may require
several network transactions between the client and server for a
single user transaction. For such applications, relatively small incre-
ments in network latency can have a noticeable effect on end-user
response times, or conversely, very small network delays may be
required in order to achieve the application response time targets.

Hence, for an application targeting a 1-second response time, even if
the network RTT may be well below a second, the user response time
may still exceed the one-second target. Hence, a good understanding
of the specific application behavior is required to understand what
impact different network delays have on the application and to be able
to translate application response time targets into the corresponding
network RTT targets.

Assume, as per the timeline shown in Figure 1.24 for example, that
a business-critical interactive application with a 1 second response
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Figure 1.24 Delay components: example interactive data application #1
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time target uses a single network transaction (e.g. an HTTP GET) per
user transaction, using a minimally sized request (a single packet),
with a total of 100 ms of client-side processing (actions 1 � 5) and
500 ms of total server-side processing (action 3). To meet the applica-
tion response time target requires a network RTT of approximately
400 ms (actions 2 � 4) or less.

If by comparison, as per the example timeline shown in Figure 1.25,
an application with the same total client-side, and server-side pro-
cessing delays, but which instead required two network transactions
(a DNS query and an HTTP GET for example) per user transaction, a
network RTT of approximately 200 ms or less would be required in
order to meet the target.
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Figure 1.25 Delay components: example interactive data application #2
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A badly designed application implementation may impose RTT
requirements on the network that are not viable; in this case 
re-engineering of the application should be considered. Application
re-engineering may require re-writing the application to reduce the
number of network transactions, or relocating the server to be closer
to the client, thereby reducing the network RTT.

Jitter has no explicit impact on interactive data applications; jitter
only has an impact on TCP in that it is a component of network delay.
Network loss and packet re-ordering can have an impact on interac-
tive data applications in that lost or re-ordered packets may need to
be retransmitted which may probabilistically increase the network
component of the total transaction delay. The impact of packet loss
and resequencing will depend upon the characteristics of the trans-
port layer protocol that is used; the impact of packet loss and rese-
quencing on TCP is discussed in Section 1.3.3.1. For UDP-based
interactive data applications, a detailed knowledge of the specific appli-
cation implementation is required in order to understand the impact
of packet loss and resequencing; this would require analysis on an
application-by-application basis.

1.3.3.3 On-line Gaming
Multiplayer on-line or networked games are the most popular form
of a type of application known as Networked Virtual Environments
(NVEs); other uses of NVEs include military simulation. Users in NVEs,
who may be in geographically separate locations, interact with each
other in a virtual world in real-time. The IEEE Distributed Interactive
Simulation (DIS) [IEEE1278] standard covers NVE; however, this is
not generally used by the software vendors that produce on-line
games who instead use proprietary implementations. The variation
in such proprietary implementations means that it is not possible to
provide definitive guidance on SLA requirements to support on-line
gaming applications, but rather we review the current research on
this subject.

Although there are different types of real-time on-line games – the
most common game types being: First Person Shooter (FPS), Real-
Time Strategy (RTS) and Multiplayer On-line Role-Playing Game
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(MORPG) – most use a client-server architecture, where a central server
tracks client state and hence is responsible for maintaining the state
of the virtual environment. The players’ computers are clients, uni-
casting location and action state information to the server, which
then distributes the information to the other clients participating in
the game. Most implementations use UDP as a transport protocol.

Most on-line gaming implementations have evolved to work over
the public Internet and have bandwidth requirements of less than
64 kbps and in-built mechanisms to deal with packet loss. However,
it is noted that these bandwidth requirements may increase over time,
with the prevalence of higher bandwidths available to end-users due
to broadband access. In addition, some games provide the capability to
tweak various network parameters, which can have a significant impact
on their bandwidth requirements.

It is commonly cited that low network delay is a requirement of
on-line gaming applications; players who experience higher delays
to/from the server than others may experience a relative “lag” in play
as they receive information from the server later than lower delay
users, and similarly the server receives information from them later
than from the lower delay user. Consequently, users with lower RTTs
may have a game-playing advantage. In terms of setting a bound on
the acceptable RTT for on-line gaming, research into FPS games sug-
gests that with delays above 100–250 ms, gamers are deterred from
playing and/or their playing performance is inhibited [HENDERSON1,
ARMITAGE, PANTEL], although different types of games might have
differing requirements. These findings are supported by research in a
variety of fields aimed at determining the delay above which perform-
ance for interactive applications becomes impaired [G.114, BAILEY,
MACKENZIE].

A more recent study by [HENDERSON2] examined the impact
that delay has on user behavior, rather than impact on game-play,
concluding that high network delay may dissuade a user from join-
ing a particular game server. However, when experiencing high delay
after having joined a game server, even when players could notice
the delay and their game-play performance was degraded, they were
not inconvenienced to the extent that they would leave the server.
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This may indicate that players are willing to tolerate higher levels of
delay than previous research indicated. In addition, a number of
techniques for lag compensation have been shown to be successful
[BERNIER].

Research into RTS games [SHELDEN] suggests that RTTs of up to
500 ms have minimal effect on the end-users; even though higher
latencies were noticeable to the user they had negligible effect on
the outcome of the game; this is attributed to the nature of RTS game
play, which is focussed more on strategy, rather than real-time aspects.

1.4 Marketed SLAs versus Engineered SLAs

In practice, there may be a distinction between marketing SLAs and
engineering SLAs. Marketing SLAs apply in SP environments, are con-
tracted between the SP sales channel and their customers, and are
aimed to be simple for the customer to understand, competitive for the
targeted customer market segment and easy to report against. Market-
ing SLAs may also define the bounds that represent SLA violation,
together with the service-credits/refunds that apply in the presence
of such violation. Marketing SLAs do not really have any context in
enterprise network environments.

Engineering SLAs apply in both network SP and enterprise envi-
ronments. In an SP context engineering SLAs are contracted between
the SP engineering and support team and their sales channel and are
aimed to support the requirements of the applications of the targeted
customer market segment; SPs will not normally disclose their engi-
neering SLAs. In an enterprise context, engineering SLAs are contracted
by the network engineering and support teams to the enterprise and
are aimed to support the requirements of the enterprise’s business crit-
ical applications. Engineering SLAs define the bounds used in design-
ing and operating the network and are not visible to the end customer.
They are necessarily more stringent than their equivalent marketing
SLA, to mitigate the risks of paying service-credits/refunds. As the focus
of this book is on engineering, the preceding sections and the rest of
this book focus on engineering SLAs; how an SP chooses to translate
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an engineering SLA commitment to a marketing SLA is a choice for
the particular service provider.

1.4.1 End-to-End SLAs vs Segmented SLAs

For ease of understanding, marketing SLAs are normally defined end-
to-end – that is, from customer premises equipment (CPE) to CPE –
in the context of services where the SP manages the CPE. End-to-end
SLAs, however, often need to be applicable across an amalgamation
of geographic locations and possibly link speeds; therefore, their def-
inition needs to be loose enough to encompass the worst case.

Consequently, to ease the problem of engineering the network,
engineering SLAs are most commonly defined in a segmented man-
ner: the access links are designed to meet an edge engineering SLA,
while the backbone is designed to meet a core engineering SLA. A
small and well-defined set of segmented SLAs could be used to sup-
port a larger and more complex set of marketing SLAs. The seg-
mented approach also maps well to use of active SLA monitoring,
where segmentation can aid scaling of the deployment of an active
SLA probing system (see Chapter 5, Section 5.3).

1.4.2 Inter-provider SLAs

When considering services which span multiple providers’ networks,
it might be assumed that from a SLA perspective, the end-to-end SLA
for a class (assuming there are congruent classes between the two
providers) is a simple aggregation of the individual SLAs offered by
the providers, e.g. SP A offers a loss rate of 1%, SP B offers a loss rate
of 2%, hence the end-to-end loss rate is 1 � (0.98 * 0.97) � �3%.
However, in practice, the marketing SLA definitions for the two
providers are likely to be very different: SP A might define packet-loss
by sending end-to-end probes every minute and then averaging daily,
while SP B might send probes hourly and average monthly. This illus-
trates how much scope there is for ambiguity with marketing SLAs.
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Marketing SLAs aside, as SPs will actually design their networks to
satisfy engineering SLAs with the objective that the target applications
for each class of service they offer will actually work across their own
network. Hence, although a VoIP service might be able to be supported
across SP A and across SP B individually, there is nothing to assure
that it will work end-to-end across both SP A and SP B’s networks in
series. Worse still, the VoIP service might work initially, because
both SPs’ networks are lightly loaded; however, when their networks
become more heavily loaded, the VoIP service may fail, even though
neither SP is exceeding their individual SLAs. This applies not just to
delay but also to jitter, loss, throughput and availability.

A benefit of using a solution where SPs have cooperated in pro-
viding an inter-provider service is that the network has been engi-
neered to support the target applications end-to-end across both
providers, and there is some recourse for the end customer if this
does not work. There are some current standards efforts, which are
looking to formalize the definitions of inter-provider services
[IPSPHERE].

1.5 Intserv and Diffserv SLAs

For completeness, Intserv and Diffserv both have their respective SLA
terminologies; however, in practice these terminologies are rarely
used in explicit SLA definitions:

● Diffserv. SLAs in Diffserv [RFC2475 updated by RFC3260] (Diffserv
is described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4) are defined in terms of
the Service Level Specification (SLS) and Traffic Conditioning Spec-
ification (TCS):
●● A SLS is a set of parameters and their values which together define

the service offered to a traffic stream by a Diffserv domain. The
SLS is effectively the engineering SLA that a service has been
designed to support.

●● A TCS is a set of parameters and their values, which together
specify a set of traffic classifier rules and a traffic profile. A TCS
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is an integral element of an SLS. The TCS effectively defines the
traffic (both in terms of classification and traffic profile) for
which the SLS is committed.

● Diffserv also defines the concept of “Per-Domain Behaviors” (PDBs)
which can be considered a definition of the “black box” forward-
ing behaviors experienced by a class of packets across a differentiated
services network, and can be considered to be the Diffserv defini-
tion of the end-to-end engineering SLAs described in Section 1.4.

Only a single PDB has been defined and that is the lower-effort
PDB.

● Intserv. With Intserv/RSVP [RFC 2210], SLAs are defined in terms
of the QOS service level (either Guaranteed Service [RFC 2212] or
Controlled-Load Service [RFC 2211]) and the traffic specifier
describing the level of traffic for which the service is assured. See
Chapter 4, Section 4.4 for more details on Intserv.
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Notes

1. Packet header overhead is calculated at 40 bytes comprising: 12
bytes due to RTP header, 8 bytes due to UDP header and 20 bytes
due to IP header.

2. The letters in square brackets refer to the components of delay
described in Figure 1.5.

3. [ROSENBURG] shows the impact on the Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) that loss of consecutive packets has when using a G.729
codec.

4. It is noted that the delay due to the FEC processing operation for
a matrix size of m * n reduces in absolute terms as the rate of the
encoded MPEG stream increases, because the time to transmit m
* n packets reduces accordingly.

5. This paper can be difficult to get hold of, but this advice with
respect to response times is also available in [NIELSEN].

6. The nature of the networking industry and community means
that some of the sources referred to in this book exist only on the
World Wide Web. All Universal Resource Locators (URLs) have
been checked and were correct at the time of going to press, but
their longevity cannot be guaranteed.
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Introduction to QOS
Mechanics and Architectures

2.1 What is Quality of Service?

In networking, the term quality of service (QOS) can mean many dif-
ferent things to different people, hence it is key that we start this chap-
ter by defining what “QOS” means in the context of this book.

Firstly, how do we define a “service” in the context of IP networking?
We consider that a service is a description of the overall treatment of a
customer’s traffic across a particular domain. A service is only practi-
cally useful if it meets the requirements of the end-user applications it is
intended to support. Hence, the aim of the service is to maximize end-
user satisfaction with the applications that the service is supporting.
Maximizing user satisfaction requires that the end-user applications
work effectively.

How then do we define “quality” in the context of a particular IP
service? We can define service quality in terms of the underlying
requirements for an application which can be defined in terms of
the SLA metrics for IP service performance defined in Chapter 1: delay,
jitter, packet loss, throughput, service availability, and per flow
sequence preservation.

QOS, however, implies more than just ensuring that a network ser-
vice is able to support the SLA requirements of the applications it is
aiming to support. The problem of ensuring that a network can meet
these requirements is fundamentally a problem of managing the
available network capacity relative to the service load, i.e. a problem of
managing congestion. If it is possible to ensure that there is always

2
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significantly more capacity available than there is traffic load then
delay, jitter and loss will be minimized, throughput will be maximized,
and the service requirements will be easy to meet. In practice, however,
ensuring that the network is always overprovisioned relative to the
actual traffic load is not always cost-effective. Hence, in engineering
the QOS of a network service there is implicitly another important
constraint, which is to minimize cost. If there is more traffic load than
there is capacity to support it, i.e. if congestion occurs, then some
traffic will either need to be delayed until there is capacity available
or it will need to be dropped. Minimizing cost may demand that mul-
tiple services are supported or multiplexed on the same network, by
classifying traffic into discrete classes, such that the problem of engi-
neering traffic load relative to capacity can be performed on a per-class
basis allowing per-class service differentiation.

In summary, at a high level we can describe QOS in terms of the
goals that it is trying to achieve, which effectively define an optimiza-
tion problem1 of trying to maximize end-user satisfaction (utility or
efficacy) while minimizing cost. Maximizing user satisfaction requires
that the end-user applications work effectively, for example, that a
voice over IP call quality is acceptable, which requires that the appli-
cation’s SLA requirements are met. Minimizing cost requires that we
do not overengineer the network in order to deliver that call quality,
which may require the need to differentiate the service levels offered
to different applications.

2.1.1 Quality of Service vs Class of Service or Type of Service?

The terms “class of service” (COS) and “type of service” (TOS) are
sometimes used interchangeably with quality of service; for the pur-
poses of this book, we explicitly define them here to avoid confusion:

● Class of service. As well as being used interchangeably with quality
of service, class of service is also sometimes used to refer to the layer
2 QOS capabilities provided by Ethernet or ATM. We prefer to use
neither of those definitions but rather use “class of service” or
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COS purely in the context of traffic classification. In Section 2.2.1
we define the concept of a traffic class as a set of traffic streams
that will have common actions applied to them. Hence, to avoid
confusion, we use the term “classes of service” to refer to the classi-
fication of an aggregate traffic stream into a number of constituent
classes, where different actions will be applied to each individual
“class of service.”

● Type of service. We use the term “type of service” to refer specifically
to the use of the Type of Service Octet in the IPv4 packet header as
described in Section 2.3.2.

2.1.2 Best-effort Service

Networks engineered to deliver a particular quality of service are often
contrasted to “best-effort” networks. “Best-effort” describes a network
service which attempts to deliver traffic to its destination, but which
does not provide any guarantees of delivery, and hence is without any
commitments for delay, jitter, loss, and throughput.

The term best-effort, however, is often misused. Where a network
supports multiple service classes simultaneously, best-effort is often
used to refer to the service which offers the lowest SLA commitments.
By definition, best-effort infers no SLA commitments and hence a serv-
ice which provides any SLA commitments cannot be defined as best-
effort, however lowly those commitments might be. Even if a network
supports only a single service class, i.e. where packet forwarding is
egalitarian and all packets receive the same quality of service, if that
service provides defined SLA commitments, we contend that it cannot
be considered a best-effort network service.

Confusion is also sometimes caused because IP can be referred to
as a “best-effort” network layer protocol, in that it does not implicitly
provide any capabilities to detect or retransmit lost packets. Despite
this, however, with appropriate network engineering, it is possible to
support IP services which have defined SLA commitments and hence
an IP service does not imply a best-effort service. Conversely, TCP is
sometimes considered to be a guaranteed transport layer protocol 
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in that it provides the capability to detect and retransmit lost pack-
ets. This capability, however, may be of no practical use if the under-
lying IP service cannot deliver the TCP segments with the SLAs
required by applications; the effective SLA of the TCP service is
implicitly constrained by the SLA commitments provided by the
underlying IP service.

In order to avoid any potential for confusion, we intentionally try
not to use the term “best-effort.”

2.1.3 The Timeframes that Matter for QOS

We find it useful to consider three timeframes relevant to engineering
the quality of service of a network; different QOS techniques are applied
in each timeframe:

● O(milliseconds). The first timeframe we consider is in the order of
milliseconds. Within this timeframe bursts of individual traffic
streams or the aggregation of bursts for different streams at network
aggregation points can cause congestion, where the traffic load
exceeds the available capacity. QOS mechanisms relevant to this
timescale include applying per-hop queuing, scheduling and drop-
ping techniques to provide differentiation and isolation between
different types of traffic, to prioritize some types of traffic over
others thereby managing delay, and to ensure fair bandwidth allo-
cations. These mechanisms are considered in Section 2.2.

● O(100 milliseconds). The next timeframe we consider is in the order
of 100s of milliseconds. This is the timeframe which defines network
round trip times (RTT; see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1). This is the
timeframe which is important to applications that used closed-loop
feedback between sender and receiver to apply flow control mecha-
nisms, such as TCP-based applications. QOS mechanisms relevant to
this timeframe therefore include active queue management (AQM)
congestion control techniques such as random early detection
(RED) (see Section 2.2.4.2.3).
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● O(10 seconds) or more. Timeframes of seconds and minutes are rel-
evant to the management of the long-term average network traffic
rates and capacity, which is achieved through capacity planning
and traffic engineering, which are discussed in Chapter 6.

2.1.4 Why IP QOS?

Layer 2 technologies such as ATM and Ethernet have their own defined
QOS capabilities, hence it is a valid question to ask: “why use IP QOS
rather than layer 2 QOS mechanisms?” The main reasons for using
IP QOS stem from the fact that IP is the end-to-end network layer
technology used by the vast majority of applications today. Added to
this QOS is an end-to-end discipline where the service that a partic-
ular class of traffic receives is limited by the element on the end-to-end
path which provides the worst service. Hence, in order to provide a
low-delay, low-jitter and low-loss service (thus maximizing user satis-
faction) the network must be engineered to remove all points of
congestion on the end-to-end path for that service; in order to assure
different SLAs for different classes of traffic (hence minimizing cost),
we must apply differentiation at all points of congestion. Different
underlying layer 2 technologies may be used for different legs of an
end-to-end layer 3 path. Therefore, as IP is the lowest common end-
to-end layer, it makes fundamental sense to use IP QOS techniques
where possible, and to map them to underlying QOS capabilities 
in lower layer technologies, where required (see Section 2.5), rather
than to attempt to map layer 2 QOS capabilities for one leg to 
the layer 2 QOS capabilities of the next leg. The SLAs provided at the
IP layer, however, are implicitly limited by the SLAs of the underlying
Layer 2 technology (see Section 2.5).

2.1.5 The QOS Toolset

In practical terms, QOS involves using a range of functions and features
(e.g. classification, scheduling, policing, shaping), within the con-
text of overriding architecture (e.g. Integrated Service, Differentiated
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Services) in order to ensure that a network service delivers the SLA
characteristics that the applications targeted by that service need to
work effectively. The mechanisms used for engineering the QOS in a
network can be broken down into data plane and control plane
mechanisms applied on network devices such as routers, as shown
in Figure 2.1 and which are introduced here and described in detail
in the proceeding sections.

● Data plane. Data plane QOS mechanisms are applied at network
nodes and can directly impact the forwarding behavior of pack-
ets. They are processing intensive functions; in high-performance
routers, they are typically implemented in hardware, along with
other data plane functions such as packet forwarding lookups
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and packet filtering. Such data plane QOS mechanisms can be
categorized in terms of the primitive behavioral characteristics
that they impart to traffic streams to which they are applied:
●● Classification. Classification (see Section 2.2.1) is the process of

categorizing an aggregate traffic stream into a number of con-
stituent classes, such that any of the following actions can be
applied to each individual “class of service.”

●● Marking. Traffic marking (see Section 2.2.2) is the process of explic-
itly setting the value of the fields assigned for QOS classification
in the IP or MPLS packet headers so that the traffic can subse-
quently be easily identified.

●● Maximum rate enforcement. Policing (see Section 2.2.3) and shap-
ing (see Section 2.2.4.3) can be used to enforce a maximum rate
for a traffic class.

●● Prioritization. Techniques such as priority scheduling (see
Section 2.2.4.1.1) are used to prioritize some types of traffic
over others thereby managing delay and jitter.

●● Minimum rate assurance. Scheduling techniques such as Weighted
Fair Queuing (WFQ) and Deficit Round Robin (DRR) can be used
to provide different traffic classes with different minimum band-
width assurances (see Section 2.2.4.1.2).

● Control plane. Control or signaling plane QOS mechanisms typi-
cally deal with admission control and resource reservation, and may
in some cases be used to set up the data plane QOS functions.
Control plane QOS functions are typically implemented as soft-
ware processes, along with other control plane functions such as
routing protocols. In practice, there is only one protocol widely
used for control plane QOS signaling; that signaling protocol is
RSVP. RSVP is used in several different contexts:
●● Integrated services architecture. RSVP is used in the context of 

the Integrated Services architecture to perform per flow resource
reservation and admission control (see Section 2.3.3).

●● MPLS traffic engineering. RSVP is used in the context of MPLS
traffic engineering, for admission control and to set up MPLS traf-
fic engineering tunnels (see Chapter 6).
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These QOS functions and mechanisms are, however, not generally
used in isolation, but rather they are used together in concert, within
the framework of an overriding QOS architecture, where mecha-
nisms are combined for end-to-end effect. There are two defined IP
QOS architectures: the Integrated Services architecture (see Section
2.3.3) and the Differentiated Services architecture (see Section 2.3.4).

2.2 Data Plane QOS Mechanisms

2.2.1 Classification

Classification in the process of identifying flows of packets and
grouping individual traffic flows into aggregated streams such that
actions can be applied to those streams; the actions that may be
applied after classification could be other than QOS actions, for
example packet filtering. To complete this definition we define the
terms flow, stream and class:

● Flows. An IPv4 flow is typically defined by the 5-tuple of source IP
address, destination IP address, source TCP/UDP port, destination
TCP/UDP port and the transport protocol (e.g. TCP or UDP). Frag-
mentation, encryption or tunneling can make some flows difficult
to classify, as some of these fields may be unavailable. For example,
assume that a flow is classified using this 5-tuple, but that the
sizes of packets in the flow exceed the size of packets that can be
supported (defined by the maximum transmission unit or MTU) on
some of the underlying links which the flow transits. Those packets,
which exceed the MTU of transit links, will need to be fragmented
using IP level fragmentation [RFC 791]. When a packet is frag-
mented, the TCP/UDP port information is included in the first
packet only; hence, it may not be possible to identify uniquely non-
first fragments of a packet as belonging to the same flow. IPv6
introduced a Flow Label field which can be used to overcome this
problem.
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●● More complicated criteria than this 5-tuple may also be used to
define a flow, such as using deep packet inspection/stateful inspec-
tion techniques (see Section 2.2.1.3).

●● Stream. A traffic stream is an aggregation of flows based upon
some common classification criteria. For example, all VoIP traf-
fic from a particular VoIP gateway could be identified just by
matching the source IP address of that gateway. A traffic stream
may consist of a single flow, or a number of flows.

●● Traffic classes. A traffic class is an aggregation of individual
traffic flows or streams, for the purpose of applying a common
action to the constituent flows or streams. For example, a class
may represent all VoIP traffic from a particular site, which may
consist of streams of traffic from a number of VoIP gateways. A
traffic class may consist of a single stream, or a number of streams.

In the following sections we define the concepts “implicit,” “com-
plex,” “deep packet/stateful” and “simple” when referring to classifica-
tion techniques.

2.2.1.1 Implicit Classification
From the perspective of IP QOS, we define implicit classification as a
broad brush classification approach, which requires no knowledge
of the packet header or contents, and may for example use Layer 1/
Layer 2 context such as the received interface, or received virtual cir-
cuit (VC) in order to classify traffic.

2.2.1.2 Complex Classification
Complex classification (also known as multi-field classification)
allows for more granularity than “implicit” classification and involves
identifying traffic based upon values of specific fields or combinations
of fields in the IP packet header, which were not explicitly intended
for QOS classification. This includes those fields previously defined
in the context of the 5-tuple for IP flow classification, i.e. classifying
a flow based upon the 5-tuple is an inception of complex classifica-
tion. Complex classification may also classify traffic using Layer 2
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criteria, such as source or destination MAC addresses, e.g. identifying
traffic from a specific host by that host’s MAC address.

2.2.1.3 Deep Packet Inspection/Stateful Inspection
Some systems have the capability to classify traffic based upon more
than the information contained in a single IP packet header. They may
be able to look deeper into the packet, at the underlying data; this is
referred to as deep packet inspection (DPI). They may also be able to
classify flows by keeping state of the information contained in sub-
sequent packets, rather than looking at each packet individually; this
is referred to as stateful inspection (SI). When DPI is combined with
SI, the combination can be useful to classify applications that cannot
be identified using other means, such as some peer-to-peer applica-
tions for example.

Due to the traffic demands that can be placed upon the network
by peer-to-peer applications, some peer-to-peer application developers
intentionally try to make their applications hard to classify, or make
them look like other applications, specifically so that they are difficult
to classify and hence difficult to control. This situation is comparable to
an arms race, where the application developers are constantly trying
to stay one step ahead of the DPI/SI capabilities to classify them.

2.2.1.4 Simple Classification
Classification based upon fields in the packet headers which have
been explicitly designed for QOS classification. We refer to it as “simple”
classification, as it requires no understanding of other fields in the IP
packet header or data, and need have no visibility of constituent flows
within the traffic stream which may represent an aggregate of flows.
The use of simple classification techniques makes QOS designs easier
and requires a less complex underlying classification implementation
on network equipment. The following schemes are defined for explicit
QOS classification in IP and MPLS:

● Type of service octet. The original IPv4 specification [RFC 791] defined
an 8-bit field to be used for IP QOS classification; this was called
the Type of Service octet and is highlighted in Figure 2.2.
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The type of service octet has since been obsoleted by the Differ-
entiated Services field. See Section 2.3.2 for more details on type
of service.

● IPv6 traffic class octet. [RFC2460] originally defined the 8-bit traffic
class field within the IPv6 header for QOS marking as shown in
Figure 2.3. The IPv6 traffic class octet has been obsoleted by the 
Differentiated Services field.

IPv6 packet headers also include a 20-bit flow label field. The
flow label helps to unambiguously classify a flow, where some
information used to identify the flow may be missing due to frag-
mentation, encryption or tunneling, for example. The 3-tuple of
the flow label and the source and destination IPv6 address fields
are used to classify an IPv6 flow [RFC 3697] uniquely.
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● Differentiated Service field. [RFC2474] obsoleted both the IPv4 type
of service octet and the IPv6 traffic class octet, by redefining them
as the Differentiated Services (DS) field. Of the 8 bits of the DS field,
6 were defined as the Differentiated Services code point (DSCP),
and the 2 low-order bits were initially undefined. See Section 2.3.4.1
for more details on the DS field.

[RFC3168] later defined the use of the low-order 2 bits for Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN). ECN is described in Section 2.3.4.4.

● MPLS EXP field. [RFC3032] defined a 3-bit field in each MPLS header
for “experimental use.” [RFC3270] went on to redefine the use of
this field for QOS marking. See Section 2.3.6.2 for more details on
the MPLS EXP field.

● Layer 2 marking. In an IP QOS network enabled network, there may
also be a need to make use of QOS marking at layer 2. The best
example of this is Ethernet, where IEEE 802.1D [802.1D] defines
the use of a 3-bit field for QOS marking. See Section 2.5 for more
details of QOS at Layer 2 including IEEE 802.1D.

A particular classification policy could contain logical combinations
of both complex and simple classification criteria, e.g. matching on
all traffic with a particular DS field marking AND which is from a spe-
cific source IP address.

Why do we differentiate between complex and simple classifica-
tion? Primarily because which classification technique you choose to
use and how they are applied can have an impact on the complexity
and scalability of the resulting QOS design. For example, using a 
particular server IP address may seem like a sensible way to identify
a traffic stream. If this were used as the only classification criteria for
that traffic stream, then classifiers would need to be configured
throughout the network, which would classify traffic in that stream
by matching the source or destination IP address to the address of
the server. This would require that every router in the network were
configured with this classifier. This may seem viable, but what if
there were one hundred servers rather than just one? Further, what
if the IP address of one or more of the servers changes? It quickly
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becomes apparent that manual configuration of complex classifiers
throughout a network to classify streams becomes unmanageable. It is
also noted that complex classification approaches may have an impact
on router platform performance. On software-based platforms, com-
plex classification may be more processor-intensive and have a conse-
quent impact on the packets per second forward performance of the
routers; on hardware-based platforms, there may be a limit to the
number of complex classifiers that can be supported by the hardware.

Consequently, and as we will discuss later in this book, the QOS
architectures used today do not use manually configured complex clas-
sification throughout networks. Instead, the Integrated Services archi-
tecture (see Section 2.3.4) uses a signaling protocol to set up per flow
classifiers, and the Differentiated Services architecture generally uses
simple classification, based upon matching aggregates of traffic iden-
tified by the marking of the DSCP field, where complex classification
is required it is limited to the ingress edges of the network.

2.2.2 Marking

IP packet marking, which is also known as coloring, is the process of
setting the value of the fields assigned for QOS classification in the 
IP or MPLS packet headers so that the traffic can easily be identified
later, i.e. using simple classification techniques.

Marking may use any of the schemes described in Section 2.2.1;
however, with the obsoletion of the IP precedence and TOS fields,
the DSCP and the MPLS EXP field are becoming the main fields used
for IP/MPLS packet marking and classification.

Traffic is generally marked at the source end-system or as close to
the traffic source as possible in order to simplify the network design:

● Source marking. Packet marking may be applied at the source end-
system itself; if the end-system is considered to be trusted then this
marking may be relied upon throughout the rest of the network,
subsequently requiring only simple classification to identify the
traffic steam.
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● Ingress marking. If the end-system is not capable of marking the
packets it originates, or cannot be trusted to do so correctly, then
on ingress to the network a trusted device close to the source may
use implicit or complex classification to identify a traffic stream
from the end-system and mark the traffic accordingly, such that it
can be subsequently identified using simple classification tech-
niques. If the source is not trusted to mark packets, then any
markings that have previously been applied may be overwritten;
this is sometimes termed “remarking.”

Such traffic marking can be applied unconditionally, e.g. mark
the DSCP to 34 for all traffic received on a particular interface. Traffic
marking can also be applied as a conditional result of a traffic policer
(see Section 2.2.3 for more information on policers), e.g. for traffic
received on an interface which conforms to a policer definition
mark the DSCP to 34, for traffic which does not conform to (i.e. is
in excess of) the policer definition, mark the DSCP to 36. This
conditional marking behavior allows the enforcement of a traffic
contract with an in- and out-of-contract concept, as described in
Section 2.2.3.1.

Even when a source end-system is trusted to mark the traffic it
originates, a policer may still be applied to enforce that the traffic
stream from the source conforms to the agreed traffic contract.
For example, a source may originate all traffic with DSCP 34; sim-
ple classification matching DSCP 34 may then be used on ingress
to classify the traffic stream, and a policer applied which leaves
the DSCP marking at 34 if the traffic conforms to a policer defini-
tion (i.e. is “in-contract”) and remarks (a.k.a. “demotes”) traffic
to DSCP 36 if it exceeds the policer definition (i.e. is “out-of-
contract”).

2.2.3 Policing and Metering

Policing is a mechanism which can be used to ensure that a traffic
stream does not exceed a defined maximum rate. A policer is normally
visualized as a token bucket mechanism – not to be confused with 
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a leaky bucket algorithm, which has different properties, and is more
commonly used for traffic shaping, as discussed in Section 2.2.4.3.

A simple one-rate token bucket policer has a defined maximum
bucket depth (normally in bytes), known as the burst B, and a defined
rate R (normally in bps) at which the bucket is filled with byte-sized
tokens; see Figure 2.4. Depending upon the particular policer imple-
mentation, tokens are added to the bucket at rate R either every time
a packet is processed by the policer, or at regular intervals, up to a
maximum number of tokens that can be in the bucket, defined by B.
The minimum number of tokens in the bucket is zero.

When a token bucket policer mechanism is applied to a traffic
stream, and a packet from that stream arrives, the packet size b is
compared against the number of tokens currently in the bucket. If
there are at least as many byte tokens in the bucket as there are bytes
in the packet, then we use the terminology that the packet has “con-
formed” to the token bucket definition; if there are less tokens in the
bucket than bytes in the packet, then the packet has “exceeded” the
token bucket definition. If the packet conforms then a number of
tokens are decremented from the bucket equal to the packet size b. This
simple policer behavior is described in the flowchart in Figure 2.5.
Different actions can then be applied depending upon whether the
packet conforms or exceeds the token bucket definition. The simplest
actions are to transmit the packet if it conforms and to drop the
packet if it exceeds; applied in this way the token bucket policer would
enforce a maximum rate of R and burst of B on the traffic stream.
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The conform and exceed actions of a policer need not only be to
transmit the traffic or to drop it; they could also include the marking
of traffic or a combination of these actions, hence policers may also
be know as markers. Marking is commonly used in conjunction with
policing to enforce a defined committed “in-contract” rate on a traf-
fic stream and to allow traffic in excess of this rate to be transmitted
but to mark it differently from traffic within the contracted rate (this
marking could potentially be to any of the fields described in Section
2.2.2) to indicate that it is “out-of-contract” such that it may poten-
tially be given a less stringent SLA than the in-contract traffic; a more
detailed description of applying the concept of in- and out-of-contract
marking is given in the following section.

It is important to note that a token bucket policer never delays
traffic, whereas a shaper does (see Section 2.2.4.3); there are no pack-
ets stored in the bucket; there are only tokens in the bucket! Hence,
as a policer does not delay traffic, it cannot re-order or prioritize traf-
fic as a scheduler can (see Section 2.2.4.1).

The simple token bucket policer described in this section is a sub-
set of the functionality of the most commonly used policers, which
are described in the following sections.

2.2.3.1 RFC 2697: Single Rate Three Color Marker
A commonly used policer is specified by the “single rate three color
marker” (SR-TCM) defined in IETF RFC 2697 [RFC2697]; although this
definition refers to a “marker” it can and is used to police traffic as
well as to mark traffic. The “three colors” refer to the three possible
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states that are outcomes of the SR-TCM, and which are described using
a “traffic light” color scheme.

SR-TCM uses two token buckets, as shown in Figure 2.6, rather
than the single token bucket described for the simple policer in the
preceding section. The buckets are defined as C and E (for committed
and excess, or conform and exceed) with maximum burst sizes CBS
and EBS respectively.

Both buckets are filled with tokens at the same rate CIR. When the
SR-TCM is applied to a traffic stream and a packet from that stream
arrives:

● The packet size b is compared against the number of tokens cur-
rently in bucket C. IF there are at least as many tokens in bucket
C as bytes in the packet, then the packet has conformed to the
SR-TCM definition and the C bucket only is decremented by tokens
equal to the number of bytes in the packet. Using the “traffic light”
color scheme from RFC 2697 to indicate traffic conformance, in
this case the packet is said to be green.

● ELSE IF there are not as many tokens in the C bucket as bytes in
the packet, then the packet has exceeded the C bucket of the
SR-TCM definition and is now compared against the E bucket.
IF there are at least as many byte tokens in the E bucket as there
are bytes in the packet, then the E bucket only is decremented by
tokens equal to the number of bytes in the packet. Using the traffic
light color scheme, in this case the packet is said to be yellow.
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● ELSE IF there were neither as many tokens in the C bucket or E
buckets as bytes in the packet, then we use the terminology that
the packet has “violated” both buckets of the single rate three color
token bucket definition. Using the traffic light color scheme, in
this case, the packet is said to be red and neither bucket will be
decremented. The flowchart in Figure 2.7 shows the operation of
the SR-TCM.

CIR and CBS must be set �0, or else all packets will be red. If
EBS � 0, then effectively the output of the marker has only two states,
and packets will be marked either green or red, and the effective
behavior of the SR-TCM is reduced to that of the simple one rate
policer described in Section 2.2.3, i.e. “a single rate two color marker.”

Different actions, such as transmitting, dropping, or marking the
packet can then be applied – possibly in combination – depending
upon whether the packet has been designated as green, yellow or red
by the SR-TCM:

● Green packets will be transmitted and may be marked also; it
makes no sense to apply a drop action to green packets.

● Yellow packets will be transmitted and may also be marked. It
makes no sense to apply a drop action to yellow packets if EBS � 0,
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as the effect would be that all packets which are yellow or red would
be dropped, i.e. there would be no differentiation between them.

● Red packets may either be transmitted, or marked and transmitted,
or dropped. You might query why there would be a need to trans-
mit red packets without remarking; this may be done if a policer
is applied to meter (measure) whether the received traffic exceeds
the defined rate (see Section 2.2.3.4).

An application of the SR-TCM could be to set EBS �0 and to apply a
green action of {transmit � mark to indicate this traffic is “in-contract”},
a yellow action of {transmit � mark to indicate this traffic is “out-of-
contract”} and a red action of drop. Applied in this way the SR-TCM
would enforce a maximum rate of CIR and a burst of (CBS � EBS) on
the traffic stream, and transmitted traffic would be marked as in- or
out-of-contract depending upon whether it conformed or exceeded
a burst of CBS. In practice, however, it is difficult to understand what
meaningful service benefit is offered by differentiating between in- and
out-of-contract traffic depending upon the level of burstiness of the
traffic. Alternatively the same marker could be applied with green
action of transmit, a yellow action of {transmit � mark to indicate this
traffic is out-of-contract} and red action of {transmit � mark to indi-
cate this traffic is “exceedingly-out-of-contract”} respectively; how-
ever, in practice it is similarly difficult to understand what meaningful
service benefit is offered by differentiating between in-, out-, and
exceedingly-out-of-contract traffic depending upon its level of bursti-
ness. Hence, the RFC 2697 “Single Rate Three Color Marker” is not
often used practically in this way; more commonly, it is used with
EBS � 0; common applications include:

● Enforcing a maximum rate for a voice class of traffic, with EBS � 0
and applying a green action of transmit and red action of drop.
Applied in this way the SR-TCM would enforce a maximum rate of
CIR and a burst of CBS on the traffic stream, and any traffic in
violation of this would be dropped, which is typical of the con-
ditioning behaviors used for the Differentiated Services Expedited
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Forwarding Per-Hop Behavior as described in Section 2.3.4.2.1. For
a more detailed example like this, see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.3.1.

● Marking a certain amount of a traffic class as in-contract, and every-
thing above that as out-of-contract, with EBS � 0 and applying a
green action of transmit (if not pre-marked this could be combined
with marking in-contract) and red action of {transmit � mark out-
of-contract}. Applied in this way the SR-TCM would enforce a
maximum rate of CIR and a burst of CBS on the traffic stream;
any traffic in violation of this would not be dropped but would be
marked out-of-contract, which is typical of the conditioning behav-
iors used for the Differentiated Services Assured Forwarding Per-Hop
Behavior as described in Section 2.3.4.2.2. For a more detailed
example like this, see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.4.5.2.

2.2.3.2 RFC 2698: Two Rate Three Color Marker
RFC 2698 [RFC2698] defines another commonly used policer/marker:
the “two rate three color marker” (TR-TCM). Similarly to the SR-TCM,
the TR-TCM uses two token buckets; however, a noticeable difference
between the behaviors is that in the case of the two rate marker, the
buckets – denoted in this case as C and P, with burst sizes of CBS and
PBS respectively – are filled at different rates. C is filled at the com-
mitted information rate (CIR), while P is filled at the peak informa-
tion rate (PIR), where PIR >� CIR and PBS >� CBS as represented in
Figure 2.8.
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When the TR-TCM is applied to a traffic stream and a packet from
that stream arrives:

● The packet size b is compared against the number of tokens cur-
rently in bucket P. IF there are fewer tokens in the bucket P than
bytes in the packet, then the packet has violated the TR-TCM def-
inition, and neither bucket will be decremented. Using the traffic
light scheme, in this case the packet is said to be red.

● ELSE IF there are at least as many tokens in bucket P as bytes in
the packet, then the packet is compared against the C bucket. IF
there are fewer tokens in the bucket C than bytes in the packet,
then the packet has exceeded the C bucket of the TR-TCM defini-
tion and the P bucket only is decremented by tokens equal to the
number of bytes in the packet. Using the traffic light scheme, in
this case the packet is said to be yellow.

● ELSE IF there are at least as many tokens in bucket C as bytes in
the packet, then the packet has conformed to the TR-TCM defini-
tion and both the C and P buckets are decremented by tokens
equal to the number of bytes in the packet. Using the traffic light
scheme, in this case the packet is said to be green.

The flowchart in Figure 2.9 shows the operation of the TR-TCM.
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As per the SR-TCM, different actions can then be applied, such as
transmit, drop, or mark – potentially in combination – depending upon
whether the packet has been designated as green, yellow, or red by
the TR-TCM.

An example use of the TR-TCM is to mark a certain amount of a traf-
fic class as in-contract, and everything above that as out-of-contract,
up to a maximum rate, by applying a green action of transmit (if not
pre-marked this could be combined with marking in-contract), yellow
action of {transmit � mark out of contract}, and red action of drop.
Applied in this way the TR-TCM would enforce a maximum rate of
CIR and a burst of CBS on the traffic stream; any traffic in excess
would then be marked out-of-contract up to a maximum rate of PIR
and a burst of PBS. Although it is possible to have a red action of
{transmit � mark}, for the same reasons as discussed for the SR-TCM,
in practice it is difficult to understand what meaningful service bene-
fit is offered by differentiating between traffic in terms of in-, out-, and
exceedingly-out-of-contract. Hence, in practice the TR-TCM is most
commonly used as a “two rate two color marker,” i.e. with a red action
of drop.

It is noted that if PIR � CIR and PBS � CBS then effectively the
output of the marker has only two states, green and red; in this case
the effective behavior would be the same as for the simple one rate
policer described at the start of Section 2.2.3. Setting PIR � CIR or
PBS � CBS may cause unpredictable results, where the same packet
may violate the P bucket, i.e. be designated as red, where it would
have conformed to the C bucket, i.e. be designated as green.

2.2.3.3 Color-aware Policers
The policing behaviors we have described so far have been color-
unaware or “colorblind;” that is, once the packets have been classified
into a stream that is being policed, the policer itself applies the polic-
ing actions indiscriminately of the packet markings. RFC 2697 and
RFC 2698, however, also define “color-aware” modes of operation.
When operating in color-aware mode, once the packets have been
classified into a stream that is being policed, the policer takes into
account any pre-existing markings that may have been set, by a policer
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at a previous network node for example, when determining the appro-
priate color-aware policing action for the packet, allowing different
actions to be applied depending upon the pre-existing marking.

The RFC 2697 SR-TCM uses exactly the same token bucket defini-
tions in color-aware mode as in colorblind mode. When applied to 
a traffic stream, the behavior in color-aware mode is as follows:

● IF the packet is pre-colored green and there are at least as many
tokens in bucket C as bytes in the packet, then the packet con-
forms to the C bucket, is designated green and the C bucket only is
decremented by tokens equal to the number of bytes in the packet.

● ELSE IF the packet is pre-colored green or yellow and there are at
least as many tokens in bucket E as bytes in the packet, then the
packet exceeds the C bucket, is designated yellow, and the E bucket
only is decremented by tokens equal to the number of bytes in the
packet.

● ELSE the packet violates the SR-TCM definition, is designated red
and neither bucket will be decremented.

The flowchart in Figure 2.10 shows the operation of the SR-TCM in
color-aware mode.

The SR-TCM, when operating in color-aware mode, ensures that
packets pre-marked as yellow or red are not accounted against the C
bucket and that packets pre-marked red are not accounted against
the E bucket.

The RFC 2698 TR-TCM also uses exactly the same token bucket
definitions in color-aware mode as in colorblind mode. When applied
to a traffic stream, the behavior in color-aware mode is as follows:

● IF the packet is pre-colored red or if there are fewer tokens in the
bucket P than bytes in the packet, then the packet violates the
TR-TCM definition, is designated red, and neither bucket will be
decremented.

● ELSE IF the packet is pre-colored yellow or if there are less tokens
in the bucket C than bytes in the packet, then the packet exceeds
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the C bucket definition, the packet is designated yellow, and the 
P bucket is decremented by tokens equal to the number of bytes in
the packet.

● ELSE the packet conforms to the TR-TCM definition, is designated
green, and both the C and P buckets are decremented by tokens
equal to the number of bytes in the packet.

The flowchart in Figure 2.11 shows the operation of the TR-TCM in
color-aware mode.

Color-aware policers are typically used at trust boundaries, where
a downstream node (Node A) is expected to have applied a particular
policer definition to condition a traffic stream to adhere to a traffic
contract before sending the traffic to an upstream node (Node B).
The color-aware policer is applied at Node B to ensure that traffic has
been appropriately conditioned by Node A, while also trying to
ensure that traffic is no indiscriminately re-marked. If a color-unaware
policer was applied both at Node B, then as the policers operate inde-
pendently, packets determined as green by the policer defined at
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Node A may be determined to be yellow or red at Node B; similarly
packets which A determined as yellow may be determined as green or
red at B, and packets which A determined as red may be determined
as green or yellow at B. The net effect of this may be that incorrect
amounts of traffic are marked as green, yellow, and red, and hence
the PIR and CIR commitments may not be met. Using a color-aware
policer at Node B in conjunction with a color-unaware policer at
Node A will overcome this problem and ensure that at Node B tokens
of a particular color are only spent on packets of the same color.

2.2.3.4 Metering
Traffic metering is the process of measuring the rate and burst char-
acteristic of a traffic stream for accounting or measurement purposes.
A simple metering function could consist of applying either a single-
rate or two-rate policer to a traffic stream, but with green, yellow and
red actions all set to transmit; if statistics are maintained for the
number of packets and bytes transmitted and dropped then these 
statistics could be used as a meter of a traffic stream. Alternatively,
metering could be performed simply by taking the statistics of packet
and bytes transmitted for traffic streams or classes, over a defined
time interval; while this approach would provide a means to meter
the average rate over the time interval, it would not provide any
capability to measure the traffic burst.
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2.2.4 Queuing, Scheduling, Shaping, and Dropping

In the most general terms, if the demands placed on any finite
resource exceed the resource’s ability to service them, contention
happens. Scheduling mediates between demands when contention
occurs, determining the time or order in which different demands
are serviced. www.dictionary.com defines a schedule as “A list of times
of departures and arrivals;” a scheduler is something that determines a
schedule. Scheduling may re-order the demands relative to their
arrival times; re-ordering is only possible if unserviced demands are
delayed or queued.

In IP QOS terms, when, for example, the arriving traffic demands
exceed a link’s bandwidth, contention occurs and some of the traffic
will need to be delayed or queued before it can be serviced. An IP
packet scheduler acts upon the queued packets to determine their
departure time (a real-time scheduler) or their departure order (a
relative-time scheduler), shuffling packet departures according to rules
derived from constraints of rates or priorities. Queues and schedulers
are used in conjunction to control queuing delays and give bandwidth
assurances to traffic streams.

2.2.4.1 Queuing and Scheduling
Queuing and scheduling in IP QOS has many close analogies in every-
day life. Consider a simple example of an airline check-in, where there
is single queue and a number of check-in counters, which service the
queue in a first-come first-served (FCFS) basis, which is also referred
to as first-in first-out (FIFO). The arrival rate at which the passengers
turn up, relative to the rate at which the check-in counters are able
to service the passengers, determines the length of the queue; arriving
passengers start queuing at the “tail” of the queue and are serviced
from the “head” of the queue. This is an example of the most basic
queuing structure, as shown in Figure 2.12.

Several hours before the plane is due to depart, the rate of arrival
of passengers at the check-in is relatively low; most passengers
checking in at this time will be serviced straight away. An hour or
two before departure, most people are checking in, the arrival rate of
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passengers at the check-in is faster than the rate with which they can
be serviced and a queue of passengers starts to form. The greater the
difference between the arrival rate of the passengers and the servicing
rate of the check-in desks, the longer the queue that will form and the
greater the potential for delay for passengers in the queue. This case is
analogous to a single service class IP network (we refrain from using
the term “best-effort” for the reasons described in Section 2.1.2),
where packet forwarding is egalitarian; all packets receive the same
quality of service, and packets are typically forwarded using a strict
FIFO queuing discipline.

If a check-in desk (or desks) is dedicated to business class passen-
gers, which have a dedicated queue, then if the difference between
the arrival rate and servicing rate for business class passengers is less
than for economy passengers, then the business class queue length
should be less than the economy queue and delay at check-in should
be less also. Now consider an additional check-in desk and queue ded-
icated for first class passengers; if the difference between the arrival
rate and servicing rate for first class passengers is less than for business
passengers, then first class passengers should have even less time to
wait. Hence, the queuing delays for the different classes can be managed
by controlling the servicing rate (the number of check-in desks) rel-
ative to the arrival rate of passengers traveling at that class. The queu-
ing delay for first class passengers could be further minimized by
applying a prioritization scheme such that whenever a passenger arrives
in the first class queue, they are serviced immediately by whichever
check-in counter (economy, business or first class) next finishes serv-
icing a customer. In addition, to make efficient use of resources and
ensure that no check-in desks are unnecessarily left empty, if ever a
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check-in desk (economy, business or first class) has an empty queue, it
should next serve a passenger from a non-empty queue.

This airline check-in queuing and servicing scheme is very close
to the basic IP scheduler implementations available today. In the same
way that an airline check-in desk is a point of aggregation for passen-
gers checking in for a flight, a router may be a point of aggregation
for traffic; packets arriving on multiple links may be aggregated onto
a single outbound link. Such aggregation can lead to congestion,
hence the requirement for queuing and scheduling. Figure 2.13 illus-
trates the components of a typical basic IP packet scheduler, scheduling
packets onto a physical link.

The components of such a scheduler are described in the following
sections.

2.2.4.1.1 Priority Scheduling
Typically, most basic IP packet schedulers available today support a
queue serviced with a priority scheduler for delay intolerant traffic such
as voice and video.

Considered generally, priority scheduling can be either pre-emptive
or non-pre-emptive. A pre-emptive priority algorithm would service a
priority queue as soon as it becomes active, whereas non-pre-emptive
priority algorithm would put the priority queue next on the list of
queues to be serviced. In this context, pre-emption could be either at the
packet level or at the quantum level. With packet level pre-emption,
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a non-priority packet currently being scheduled would be pre-empted
before it is completely serviced by the scheduler; this approach provides
the lowest delay characteristic for the priority queue, but results in band-
width inefficiencies as the partially sent pre-empted packet needs to be
resent in its entirety. With quantum level pre-emption, a non-priority
queue currently being scheduled would be pre-empted before its full
quanta (which may be a number of packets) has been serviced by the
scheduler, but any packet currently being serviced from that queue
would be allowed to finish; this approach is bandwidth-efficient, but
may result in a higher delay characteristic for the priority queue.

Practical implementations of priority scheduling use quantum level
pre-emption, i.e. if the priority queue is active, then the queue will be
serviced next after any non-priority packet currently being serviced.
This ensures that traffic in the priority queue receives bounded delay
and jitter; if a packet arrives in the priority queue and the queue is
empty, it should need to wait for at most one packet from another
queue, before it is serviced by the scheduler. In practice, the delay
impact on the priority queue may be more than just a single packet
due to the presence of an interface FIFO queue (as described in Section
2.2.4.1.3).

As the priority queue is serviced with priority above other queues,
if the priority queue is constantly active – that is, it always has pack-
ets to send – then the other queues may be starved of bandwidth. In
order to prevent this from happening, it is common practice to police
the traffic entering the priority queue, which enforces a maximum
rate for the traffic using that queue. If this maximum rate is less than
the available link rate, then there will always be bandwidth available
for re-use by the other queues, irrespective of the load in the priority
queue. Further, by controlling the offered load for the priority queue,
the delay, jitter and loss characteristic for the queue can be bounded.

2.2.4.1.2 Weighted Bandwidth Scheduling
If the priority queue is inactive – that is, there are no packets in the
queue – then there are a number of other queues which are each
serviced in FIFO order. These queues will generally be serviced in a
weighted fashion, where a weighting determines the service offered
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to one queue relative to another; the weightings effectively determine
the share of the link bandwidth to each queue. A scheduling algorithm
is used to ensure that the relative servicing between queues is achieved.
By controlling the relative differences between the traffic arrival rates
and servicing rates (determined by weightings) of different queues,
the impact of queuing delays can be controlled and the relative ser-
vice to those queues can be differentiated.

It is noted that queues can be assigned to discrete traffic flows (as
in the case of Integrated Services architecture; see Section 2.3.3) or to
traffic classes (as in the case of Differentiated Services architecture;
see Section 2.3.4). Due to the scaling challenges of having per flow
queues, it is more common to have per-class queues, where a class
aggregates a number of flows which have common SLA requirements.

2.2.4.1.2.1 Weighted Round Robin Weighted Round Robin (WRR) is
the simplest example of such a weighted bandwidth scheduling algo-
rithm. It is easiest to explain how WRR works by way of an example.

EXAMPLE 1: Weighted Round Robin

Consider a scheduler which has three weighted queues (in addition to any priority
queues), denoted as A, B and C with weights of 1, 2 and 4 respectively, as shown
in Figure 2.14.
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In a round of the scheduler, the scheduler visits each queue and services an
amount of traffic from that queue determined by the queue’s weights. Hence,
in this example, in each round, a WRR scheduler would service 1 packet, 2 pack-
ets and 4 packets from queues A, B and C respectively. If all queues were per-
manently full (i.e. their arrival rates constantly exceeded their servicing rates),
the scheduling order would be A, B, B, C, C, C, C, A, B, B, C, C, C, C, A . . .

In the above example, the weighting of service between the queues
is defined in terms of packets. If all packets in the different queues
are the same size, then the allocation of the available link bandwidth
is also weighted between the queues in the same proportion. In this
case, if the link bandwidth was 512 kbps, queue A would be allocated
1/(1 � 2 � 4) * 512 � �73 kbps, queue B would be allocated 2/(1 �

2 � 4) * 512 � �146 kbps, and queue C would be allocated 4/(1 �

2 � 4) * 512 � �293 kbps. In percentage terms, the link bandwidth
has therefore been allocated with approximately 14% to queue A,
29% to queue B and 57% to queue C. Hence, the scheduler is provid-
ing these minimum bandwidth assurances for the queues; they are
minimum bandwidth assurances as irrespective of the traffic load
(but in this particular case not irrespective of packet sizes as we shall
see shortly) in the other queues, each queue will be assured its respec-
tive bandwidth allocation at a minimum. Depending upon their par-
ticular equipment implementation, some vendors require that queues
are configured by their relative weights, others allow configuration
in terms of absolute (e.g. kbps) or relative percentage minimum band-
width assurances, which are then converted to weights in order to
program the scheduler.

In a WRR scheduler if any queues are inactive, then the scheduler
moves on to the next queue and hence the unused bandwidth for
the inactive queues is redistributed between the active queues in pro-
portion to their relative weightings, i.e. in proportion to the queues’
minimum bandwidth assurances. If queue B in the previous example
was inactive, then the 146 kbps minimum bandwidth assurance for
queue B would be redistributed between queue A and queue C in pro-
portion to their weightings, i.e. in ratio 1:4. Hence queue A would
now be allocated 73 � (146 * 1/5) � �102 kbps and queue B would
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be allocated 292 � (146 * 4/5) � �410 kbps. Schedulers that exhibit
this characteristic – allowing unused bandwidth to be re-used by
active queues – are called “work conserving” schedulers – they are only
idle when there are no packets to send in any queues; most IP sched-
ulers implemented today are work-conserving schedulers. In the pre-
ceding example, unused bandwidth is reallocated in proportion to
the minimum bandwidth assurances of the active queues; some more
advanced scheduler implementations support additional parameters,
which allow the redistribution of unused bandwidth to be configured
independently of the minimum bandwidth for the queue [CISCO].

A measure of the effectiveness of an IP scheduler is how closely
the scheduler achieves the intended bandwidth allocation; this is
referred to as the “fairness” of the scheduler. In the preceding example,
WRR is fair as long as the packet sizes in the different queues are the
same, and when considered over a complete round of the scheduler.
If the average packets sizes in the different queues are the same, then
WRR will be fair on average. If the average packet sizes of the differ-
ent queues are not the same, then the scheduler could potentially nor-
malize the weights of the queues according to the average packet
size of each queue.

EXAMPLE 2: Weighted Round Robin

Continuing from the previous example, assume that queues A, B, and C have
average packet sizes of 64 bytes, 1500 bytes and 300 bytes respectively and that
the link is 512 kbps. With the weightings previously used the queue bandwidth
allocations would be:

Queue A: 512 * (1 * 64)/((1 * 64) � (2 * 1500) � (4 * 300)) � �8 kbps

Queue B: 512 * (2 * 1500)/((1 * 64) � (2 * 1500) � (4 * 300)) � �360 kbps

Queue C: 512 * (4 * 300)/((1 * 64) � (2 * 1500) � (4 * 30)) � �144 kbps

If the intended relative bandwidth allocation between the queues is 1:2:4,
then this is clearly far from fair!
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Normalizing each queue’s weight by the average packet size for that queue,
and expressing as an integer would give the following queue weightings:

Queue A: weight � 1/64 � 15 � 10�3 → weight � 150

Queue B: weight � 2/1500 � 1.3 � 10�3 → weight � 13

Queue A: weight � 4/300 � 13 � 10�3 → weight � 130

In practice, however, the average packet size in a queue may be diffi-
cult to estimate, and may vary over time. In these cases, the limita-
tions of a simple WRR scheduler may be exposed as unfairness where
some queues do not get their desired bandwidth allocation.

More advanced schedulers are able to overcome this issue, and
some can be fair over time periods of less than a round of the sched-
uler. Fairness is measured by comparing the scheduler behavior against
an idealized Generalized Process Sharing (GPS) scheme [KLEINROCK].
A GPS scheduler services an infinitesimally small amount from each
queue on each round of the scheduler; hence, it visits all of the active
queues in any finite time interval and therefore is fair in any time
interval. Queues can have defined weights, and will receive service pro-
portional to this weight whenever they have data in the queue.

A GPS scheduler is idealized in that it assumes that queues can be
serviced in infinitesimally small amounts. This is clearly not possible
in practice and for IP schedulers; the smallest unit that can be serviced
from a queue is a single packet; in the timescale it takes to service a
single packet, the scheduler must be unfair to other queues. Hence, no
packet scheduler can be as fair as GPS, and in the following two sec-
tions we consider two practical scheduler implementations that are
commonly used today and which aim to emulate a GPS scheme.

2.2.4.1.2.2 Weighted Fair Queuing Weighted fair queuing (WFQ)
[DEMERS] computes the time that a packet would finish being serv-
iced if it was being serviced using a GPS scheme; it then services
packets in the order of their finish time, which in effect becomes a
sequence number. WFQ is effectively the packet-based version of GPS.

Consider the following example.
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EXAMPLE 3: Weighted Fair Queuing

Consider a scheduler that has three weighted queues (in addition to any priority
queues): A, B, and C with desired relative bandwidth allocations of 1:2:4 (or
14%, 29%, and 57%) respectively. Assume that queues A, B, and C are perma-
nently full and have packet sizes of 64 bytes, 1500 bytes, and 300 bytes respec-
tively and that the link is 512 kbps. Consider packets arrive back-to-back in the
order A1, A2, B1, C1, C2, C3, . . . faster than the scheduler can service the first
packet.

In order to determine the servicing time of packets, a WFQ scheduler keeps
track of a variable called the round number. If you considered a GPS scheduler
servicing each queue byte-by-byte rather than in infinitesimally small amounts,
the round number represents the number of complete rounds of byte-by-byte
service that the WFQ scheduler has completed.

When a packet arrives at a previously inactive queue, its servicing time
(i.e. sequence number) is calculated by taking the current round time and
adding the size of the packet multiplied by the queue’s weight; consequently
with WFQ the bandwidth share of a queue is inversely proportional to that queue’s
weight. In this case, to achieve the desired bandwidth share of 1:2:4, weights of
4, 2, and 1 are allocated to queues A, B, and C respectively. With WFQ, whether
a queue is active can be determined by whether there are any packets in the
queue that have a sequence number greater than the current round number.
When a packet arrives at an active queue, its sequence number is calculated by
adding the size of the arriving packet multiplied by the queue’s weight to the
highest sequence number of packets already in the queue.

Consider the current round number is 0:

● Packet A1 arrives; the sequence number for the packet is calculated as
0 � 64 * 4 � 256

● Packet A2 arrives and, as the queue is active, the sequence number for the
packet is calculated as 256 � 64 * 4 � 512

● Packet B1 arrives and, as the queue is inactive, the sequence number for the
packet is calculated as 0 � 1500 * 2 � 3000

● Packet C1 arrives and because the queue is inactive, the sequence number
for the packet is calculated as 0 � 300 * 1 � 300

● Packet C2 arrives and, as the queue is active, the sequence number for the
packet is calculated as 300 � 300 * 1 � 600

● Packet C3 arrives and, as the queue is active, the sequence number for the
packet is calculated as 600 � 300 * 1 � 900.
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The scheduler services the packet with the lowest sequence number first,
and updates the round to be the equal to the sequence number of that packet.
If we compare the sequence numbers of the received packets in this case, we
can see that the packets received in order A1, A2, B1, C1, C2, C3, are sent in
order A1, C1, A2, C2, C3, B1.

2.2.4.1.2.3 Deficit Round Robin Deficit Round Robin (DRR) [SHREE-
DHAR] modifies WRR such that it can be fair without knowing the
average packet sizes of packets in particular queues. This is achieved by
keeping track of a deficit counter for each queue. A DRR scheduler visits
each queue in a round and aims to service a weight or quantum’s worth
from each queue. Unlike WRR, the quantum is defined in bytes rather
than in packets. When it is a queue’s turn to be serviced, the scheduler
will attempt to service a complete quantum from the queue. In practice,
it is unlikely that the quantum will exactly equal the size of the next
packet, or the next few packets at the front of the queue. In this case as
many whole packets will be serviced from the front of the queue as can
be accommodated by the quantum; if the first packet is greater than the
available quantum, then no packets will be serviced from that queue in
that round. If there are more packets in the queue than can be accom-
modated by the quantum, any unused quantum for the queue on that
round of the scheduler will be carried forward to the next round, else
the deficit counter is reset. In this way, queues which did not get their
fair share in one round receive recompense on the next round. Consider
the following example.

EXAMPLE 4: Deficit Round Robin

Consider a scheduler, which has three weighted queues (in addition to any pri-
ority queues): A, B, and C, which have desired relative bandwidth allocations of
1:2:4 (or 14%, 29%, and 57%) respectively and have quanta of 100, 200, and
400 accordingly. Assume that queues A, B, and C are permanently full and have
packet sizes of 64 bytes, 1500 bytes, and 300 bytes respectively and that the
link is 512 kbps.

All of the queue deficit counters are initially set to zero. On the first round of the
scheduler, the quantum for queue A is 100, and the packets are 64 bytes, so there
is sufficient quantum to service one complete packet. As there are more packets in
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Queue Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round 6 Round 7 Round 8

A Quantum 100 136 108 144 116 152 124 100

Pkts sent 1 * 64B 2 * 64B 1 * 64B 2 * 64B 1 * 64B 2 * 64B 2 * 64B 1 * 64B
{A1} {A2, A3} {A4} {A5, A6} {A7} {A8, A9} {A10, A11} {A12}

Deficit 36 8 44 16 52 24 0 36

B Quantum 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600

Pkts sent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 * 1500B
{B1}

Deficit 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 100

C Quantum 400 500 600 400 500 600 400 500

Pkts sent 1 * 300B 1 * 300B 2 * 300B 1 * 300B 1 * 300B 2 * 300B 1 * 300B 1 * 300B
{C1} {C2} {C3, C4} {C5} {C6} {C7, C8} {C9} {C10}

Deficit 100 200 0 100 200 0 100 200

queue A, the remaining quanta will be carried forward as a deficit to the next
round; in this case, the deficit counter for queue A will be 100 � 64 � 36 bytes.
This will be added to the queue quantum on the next round of the scheduler.

On the first round, after queue A the DRR scheduler next looks at queue B;
the quantum for the queue is 200 and the packets are 1500 bytes, so there is
insufficient quantum to service any packets and the remaining quantum will be
carried forward as a deficit to the next round; in this case the deficit counter for
queue B will be 200 bytes. The deficit counter for queue B will continue to
increase until round 8, when the deficit counter � quantum will equal 1600 bytes
and hence a single 1500-byte packet will be serviced. As there are more 1500-
byte packets in the queue, the deficit counter will be set to 1600 � 1500 � 100
bytes and carried forward to round 9.

On the first round, after queue B the DRR scheduler next looks at queue C; the
quantum for the queue is 400, and the packets are 300 bytes, so there is sufficient
quantum to service one complete packet. As there are more packets in queue C,
the remaining quantum will be carried forward as a deficit to the next round; in
this case, the deficit counter for queue C will be 400 � 300 � 100 bytes. This will
be added to the queue quantum on the next round of the scheduler.

The table in Figure 2.15 shows the status of the queues, in terms of quan-
tum packets sent and deficit, at each round of the scheduler.
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Over the 8 rounds of the scheduler, the total number of bytes allocated to
each queue is as follows:

Queue A: 12 * 64 � 768

Queue B: 1 * 1500 � 1500

Queue C: 10 * 300 � 3000

If we add on the value of the deficit counter, we can determine the effec-
tive relative bandwidth allocation to each queue over the 8 rounds:

Queue A: � (768 � 36)/((768 � 36) � (1500 � 100)
� (3000 � 200)) � �14%

Queue B: � (1500 � 100)/((768 � 36) � (1500 � 100)
� (3000 � 200)) � �29%

Queue C: � (3000 � 200)/((768 � 36) � (1500 � 100)
� (3000 � 200)) � �57%

Hence, we can see that the DRR demonstrates fairness irrespective of the
packet sizes, albeit possibly over a number of rounds of the scheduler; the more
rounds it is considered over, the more fair it becomes, as the outstanding deficit
counter (which represents bytes not yet sent on that queue) has proportionally
less impact.

2.2.4.1.2.4 Which Scheduling Algorithm? There are a number of char-
acteristics which can be used to differentiate between scheduling algo-
rithms, and which impact where they are used:

● Fairness. As previously described, the fairness of a scheduler is a
measure of how closely the scheduler achieves the intended band-
width allocation. Clearly, fairness is a desirable characteristic of
any scheduler. Hence why DRR and WFQ are preferred IP packet
scheduling algorithms to WRR, which will only provide a fair
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bandwidth allocation between queues if the packet sizes in the dif-
ferent queues are the same, which will generally not be the case.

● Worst-case delay bounds. Some scheduler implementations may
attempt to support traffic which has low delay requirements from a
weighted bandwidth queue, which is serviced using a scheduling
algorithm such as WRR or WFQ. Different scheduling algorithms
acting on the same set of queues would result in different packet
dequeue orders, even when they may be configured to produce the
same desired bandwidth allocation. Consequently, the worst-case
delay bounds for a particular queue will depend upon the sched-
uling algorithm used and may also be dependent upon the num-
ber of queues used in the particular implementation. Further, for
some scheduling algorithms, the weighting applied to the queue
may need to be artificially inflated in order to reduce the worst-case
delay bound by increasing the effective queue scheduling rate. By
inflating the bandwidth of one class, the relative share of band-
width available to the other classes may decrease, which can result
in coarser relative granularity of bandwidth allocation to the other
classes. Hence, it may be a desirable scheduler characteristic that the
worst-case delay bound for a particular queue is as low as possible.

In practical deployments, however, traffic which has low delay
requirements is most commonly serviced using a strict priority
queue rather than a weighted bandwidth queue. Hence, if a partic-
ular weighted bandwidth scheduler implementation is augmented
with priority queues for low-delay traffic, the worst-case delay
bound characteristic for the weighted bandwidth queues may not
be critical when choosing the scheduling algorithm used for the
weighted bandwidth queues.

● Simplicity. From a platform implementation perspective, there are
benefits in an algorithm which is simple to implement; the fewer
cycles and less state needed to implement a particular algorithm, the
less processing power and memory required and hence the easier
it is to scale and the lower the cost impact on the platform. DRR is
less computationally intensive and simpler to implement than WFQ,
and hence is generally preferred where a high degree of platform
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scalability is required, either for high-speed links or for a large
number of lower-speed connections.

Although there are other scheduling algorithms used in IP net-
works, we have described those which are by far the most widely
implemented together with the key characteristics which determine
where the different algorithms are used. For a more detailed
understanding of scheduling theory, see [KESHAV].

2.2.4.1.3 Interface FIFO
For most practical router implementations, the scheduler will not actu-
ally schedule queues directly onto the physical link, but rather will
service its queues into the queue of the hardware line driver on the out-
going interface; this queue is designed to provide buffering before the
hardware line driver allowing the line driver to maximize interface
throughput. This queue is a FIFO queue, which is variously known as
the interface FIFO or transmit ring buffer (tx-ring for short) and which
is shown in Figure 2.16.

If the scheduler can dequeue packets into the interface FIFO faster
than they can be serviced (i.e. faster that the link rate) then the trans-
mit ring buffer may start to fill. It is common to implement a flow con-
trol mechanism to ensure that the interface FIFO does not continue
to fill uncontrollably, but rather when the number of queued packets
in the interface FIFO exceeds a defined threshold the flow control will
stop the scheduler dequeuing any more packets (this is known as a
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“flow off”). When the number of packets queued in the interface
FIFO buffer falls below a threshold (which must be equal to or lower
than the flow-off threshold) the flow control mechanism allows the
scheduler to send more packets into the interface FIFO again (this is
known as a “flow on”). This type of flow control is sometimes referred
to as “back pressure” exerted from the interface FIFO to the scheduler.
Therefore packets dequeued by the scheduler may be enqueued behind
packets already in the interface FIFO. Even a priority packet can at
best be enqueued at the tail of the interface FIFO and consequently
the interface FIFO size can impact the queuing delays of all of the
scheduler’s queues; hence it is important that the size of the interface
FIFO is not unnecessarily large.

The impact of even a reasonably sized interface FIFO on the delay
of the priority queue can be significant on low-speed access links; opti-
mally it would be tuned to 1-to-2 MTUs, where one packet is being
clocked onto the link, while another packet is being enqueued in par-
allel into the interface FIFO. If the perturbing delay introduced by
the interface FIFO exceeds the delay target for traffic in the priority
queue, then link level fragmentation and interleaving mechanisms
may be required, as described in Section 2.2.5. At higher speeds, i.e. for
core network links, the delay impact of a reasonably sized interface
FIFO will generally be negligible.

2.2.4.1.4 Advanced Concepts in Scheduling: Multi-level 
Strict Priority

Whilst the IP scheduler depicted in Figure 2.13 represents the de facto
implementation found today, some more advanced implementations
are adding support for more than one priority queue. The demand
driving this requirement is the concurrent support of voice and video
services. As described in Chapter 1, voice services generally have tighter
network delay requirements than streaming video services, although
the video services still require a delay-bounded service. In addition,
video streaming applications often use large sized packets for band-
width efficiency. Some vendors have implementations that allow
multiple subsets of traffic within a class queue to be discretely policed,
but to be serviced from the same queue; such implementations may
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limit the worst-case impact that the streams of traffic have on each
other, but there will be an impact nonetheless. Hence, if voice and
video are serviced from the same priority queue, large video packets
can increase the worst-case delay experienced by the voice traffic;
this effect can be significant on low-speed links.

In an alternative deployment approach, using the same scheduler,
one of the weighted bandwidth queues could be used to support the
video traffic. In this case, as described in Section 2.2.4.1.2.4, the delay
bound that the video traffic will experience may vary depending upon
the scheduler used, may also be dependent upon the number of other
weighted bandwidth queues used in the particular implementation
and the traffic in those queues, and at low-link speeds it may not be
possible to achieve the required delay targets. Further, for 
some scheduling algorithms, the weighting applied to the queue
may need to be artificially inflated in order to reduce the worst-case
delay bound. By inflating the bandwidth of one class, the relative
share of bandwidth available to the other classes decreases, which
can result in coarser relative granularity of bandwidth allocation to
the other classes.

In order to overcome these issues, some more advanced scheduler
implementations provide support for more than one priority queue
as shown in Figure 2.17.
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The priority queue with the highest priority is serviced at line rate
as soon as it becomes active; once this queue has been serviced, the
second priority queue is serviced next. Finally, after the second pri-
ority queue, weighted bandwidth queues are serviced. When sup-
porting voice and video, for example, using the highest priority
queue for voice traffic, and the next priority queue for video traffic
would enable the voice traffic to receive the lowest delay and jitter,
while the video traffic would have a bounded delay and jitter, inde-
pendent of the configuration and load of the weighted bandwidth
queues. With multi-priority scheduler implementations such as this,
the delay and jitter for the traffic at both levels of priority can be
bounded and hence both levels of priority queue are compliant with
the Differentiated Services (Diffserv) expedited forwarding (EF) per-
hop behavior (PHB) definition, as described in Section 2.3.4.2.1.

While multi-priority queue scheduler implementations are cur-
rently the exception, they may become the norm as concurrent sup-
port for voice, video, and data services on IP networks becomes more
widespread.

2.2.4.2 Dropping
At this point, before considering dropping, it is worth highlighting the
difference between buffers and queues. Buffers are the physical mem-
ory locations where packets are temporarily stored while they are
waiting to be transmitted. Queues on the other hand do not contain
packets although it is common parlance to refer to “packets in a queue;”
rather, a queue consists of an ordered set of pointers to the locations
in buffer memory where packets in that particular queue are actually
stored. Fast buffer memory is often an expensive component of a
router implementation and hence buffer memory may be shared across
all queues for more efficient buffer memory usage, rather than rigidly
partitioned between queues. Buffer memory may also be organized
in fixed sized chunks (which may be known as particles), which are
typically 256–512 bytes, in order to facilitate fast memory lookups
while making efficient use of buffer memory. For example, if a system
used 256-byte particles, a 576-byte packet would consume three par-
ticles of buffer memory.
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Considering the scheduler shown in Figure 2.13, if the traffic arrival
rate continually exceeds the available link bandwidth, then the num-
ber of packets in at least one of the queues must continually increase.
As the buffer memory used to queue packets must be finite, at some
point, the queue’s depth must exceed the available buffer memory, and
inevitably packets must be dropped. It is important that routers have
sufficient buffer memory to be able to buffer packets being queued
in accordance with the configured Diffserv policy; buffer memory
starvation can lead to “no buffer” packet drops that occur indiscrimi-
nately of class, resulting in violation of the class SLA commitments.
Applying limits on the depths of queues has a consequent limiting
impact on buffer memory usage.

While limiting buffer memory usage is one reason to drop a packet,
in practice today’s router platforms generally have sufficient memory
that it is not the constraining factor on queues’ depths. The main rea-
sons to limit or manage the depth of a queue are either to bound the
delay experienced by packets in the queue, or in an attempt to optimize
the throughput achieved for traffic in the queue; different dropping
techniques are applied depending upon the aim.

2.2.4.2.1 Tail Drop
A “tail drop” mechanism is used to place a hard limit on the number
of packets that can be held in a queue. Before a packet is to be
enqueued at the tail of a queue, the current depth of packets in the
queue is checked and if the depth of the queue exceeds the maximum
limit for the queue, which is normally specified in bytes, then the
packet will be dropped rather than enqueued. We can consider that the
probability of the packet being dropped on enqueue to that queue is
zero while the queue depth is less than the tail drop queue limit, qlimit,
but when the queue limit is reached the probability of being dropped
is 100%, as shown in the drop probability graph in Figure 2.18.

Setting the maximum queue limit for a queue can be used to
enforce a maximum delay bound on the traffic in the queue. Why
might we want to set such a delay bound on a queue? Is it not better
to send a packet if we possibly can, rather than to drop it? The answer
to these questions depends upon the application. If we return to the
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airline check-in analogy we introduced in Section 2.2.4.1, if the
queue at check-in becomes too long, then the queuing delay may
exceed the time to wait before the actual departure of the plane, in
this case, there is no point in the passenger queuing as they will miss
their plane. Similarly, with some applications such as VoIP, if a packet
is delayed too much, it will be of no use and it is better to drop it rather
than to consume bandwidth across the network and be dropped 
at the destination. Section 3.2.2.1.1 in Chapter 3 gives an example
delay budget for VoIP, which determines a maximum acceptable
delay at each hop in the network. Dropping can be considered the
most extreme case of delay; that is, a packet that is infinitely delayed
never arrives, and for all intents and purposes can be considered lost
or dropped.

If the servicing rate of a queue is known, and the maximum size
of the queue is also known, then the worst-case delay bound for a
packet in the queue can be determined. If, for example, the servicing
rate for a queue is 2 Mbps, and the maximum queue limit for the queue
is 4 kilobytes, then the worst-case delay bound for a packet that is
enqueued in the queue will be approximately 4096 * 8/2048000 �

�16 ms. Hence, if it is determined that the maximum per-hop delay
that an application can sustain is 16ms, then this may be an appropriate
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maximum queue depth setting. In practice, however, this is a simpli-
fied example, and there may be delays other than just the queuing
delay which need to be taken into account and a more thorough
analysis of these delays is provided in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.4.1.

Head drop (also known as “drop from the front” or DFF) is a possi-
ble alternative to tail drop; with head drop packets are dropped from
the head of the queue rather than from the tail, when the depth of 
the queue exceeds the configured maximum limit for the queue.
Lakshman et al. [LAKSHMAN] have shown that head drop improves
the performance of TCP by allowing the congestion indication signal
to reach the sender faster than waiting for the full queue to be trans-
mitted first. Head drop, however, has mostly been a subject of aca-
demic research and is not generally supported by router vendor’s
implementations, hence we do not consider it further.

2.2.4.2.2 Weighted Tail Drop
Some queuing implementations support more that one queue limit
within a queue; this is sometimes known as “weighted tail drop.”
The concept behind this is that if there is congestion in the queue –
that is, the traffic arrival rate Ra for the queue exceeds the servicing
rate Rs – and the queue depth starts to build, then some subset of the
traffic in the queue will be preferentially discarded; the arrival rate of
the traffic which will be preferentially discarded is Ra1, and the
remainder is Ra2, such that Ra � Ra1 � Ra2. The traffic that is to be
preferentially discarded may be classified by a different marking
from the remainder of the traffic; the traffic may have been differen-
tially marked as in- and out-of-contract using a policer as described
in Section 2.2.3. The preferential discard is achieved by applying a
lower queue limit qlimit1 to the subset of traffic which is to be dis-
carded first than for the remainder, which has a queue limit qlimit2. If
the arrival rate for the remainder of the traffic Ra2 is less than the
servicing rate of the queue Rs, and the burst of the remainder of the
traffic is less than the difference between the two queue limits
(qlimit2 � qlimit1), then in congestion of the queue, only traffic from
the subset to be preferentially discarded will be dropped. This scheme
is illustrated by the drop probability graph in Figure 2.19.
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2.2.4.2.3 Random Early Detection
Random early detection (RED) [FLOYD1] is an active queue manage-
ment (AQM) mechanism. AQM mechanisms detect congestion before
queues overflow (i.e. before tail drop is invoked), and provide feed-
back of this congestion to the end-systems with the aim of avoiding
excess packet loss due to congestion and maintaining high network
throughput while minimizing queuing delays. Hence, AQM mecha-
nisms are also known as “congestion avoidance” techniques. RED was
originally designed as an algorithm aimed at improving throughput
for TCP-based sessions, by aiming to prevent the observed behavior
of “global synchronization” [DORAN] between TCP sessions. Global
synchronization is a behavior which can occur where TCP sessions
are aggregated on a single connection (or queue); when congestion
occurs, the queue limit is exceeded, causing packet drops across mul-
tiple TCP sessions. Due to the adaptive nature of TCP (see Chapter 1,
Section 1.3.3.1), on realizing that packets have been dropped the
impacted sessions react by each slowing their rate of sending, hence
the congestion abates and the effective aggregate throughput drops
below line rate. As there is no congestion there are no packets dropped
and the sessions then all increase their rate of sending until congestion
occurs again and the cycle repeats, potentially creating a sawtooth
aggregate throughput characteristic, as illustrated in Figure 2.20.
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RED aims to try and break TCP global synchronization by keeping
track of the average depth of the queue and using it as an indication
of when congestion is approaching; the average queue depth is tracked
rather than the actual queue depth, which is used in tail drop, in order
to accommodate the bursty nature of TCP. This indication of conges-
tion is fed back to the end-systems by randomly discarding packets
from individual sessions as the average queue depth increases, rather
than dropping packets across all sessions. The aim of this approach
is to cause individual sessions to back off in order to reduce the aggre-
gate throughput in a controlled manner such that a higher aggregate
throughput is maintained on average.

RED makes a drop decision prior to enqueuing a packet into a queue
based upon the current average queue depth of that queue and a set of
four parameters, which are configurable in most implementations:

● The average queue (qavg) depth is calculated using the following
formula:
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where:

qavg_old � the previously calculated average queue depth

qcurrent � the current (not averaged) queue depth

w � the exponential weighting constant

RED uses an exponential weighted moving average; the expo-
nential weighting constant (w, which is normally configurable)
determines how closely the average queue depth tracks the actual
queue depth; the lower w the more closely the average queue depth
tracks the actual queue depth, i.e. the more sensitive the RED drop
behavior is to traffic bursts.

● If the current average queue depth (qavg) is below a configurable
minimum threshold (qminth), the packet is enqueued.

● If the current average queue depth (qavg) is above a defined maxi-
mum threshold (qmaxth) then the packet is always dropped; this is
referred to as a “forced drop.”

● If the current average queue depth (qavg) is above qminth and below
qmaxth, the packet may be dropped with an increasing, but random-
ized, probability; this is referred to as a “random drop” and the
probability of a random drop ( p) is determined by the following
formula:

where pmax is the probability of packet loss at qmaxth, which impacts
how quickly the probability of the packet being dropped increases
between qminth and qmaxth.

The RED dropping behavior is illustrated by the drop probability
graph in Figure 2.21, where the specific parameters chosen define a
particular RED drop profile.
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An enhancement to RED was proposed in “Red-Light” [ JACOBSON]
and is used in some implementations; RED-LIGHT does not have the
concept of a configurable exponential weighting constant. Further
enhancements to RED have been proposed in [FLOYD2].

The widespread use of RED was advocated in [RFC2309]; however,
the benefit of RED is difficult to quantify in practice. AQM has been
a favored subject in academic research and some research has recom-
mended against the deployment of RED [MAY]. There have also
been a number of new algorithms proposed for AQM; in [BITORIKA]
they note that more than 50 new algorithms were proposed between
1999 and 2003 alone. In practice, none of these schemes have been
widely implemented today and RED remains the most widely sup-
ported AQM algorithm implemented by router vendors, and most
widely implemented in networks. In the authors’ experience, with
appropriate tuning (see Chapter 3, Section 3.4), RED is not generally
worse than tail drop; however, the claims of both its benefits and its
disadvantages appear to have been overstated.

RED was designed for TCP and as such is used for queues that
carry TCP applications. RED is not intended for use with inelastic
applications such as VoIP or video, which commonly use UDP as these
applications cannot adapt to RED drops. Further, with applications
such as voice or video, it is generally preferable to have a bounded
worst-case delay for the queue enforced with a firm queue limit. With
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RED, however, the maximum queue depth is dependent upon the
maximum threshold and current average-queue depth, hence the
actual maximum queue depth may be significantly greater than
the maximum threshold and the worst-case queuing delay bound may
not be easily determined. There are some elastic applications that
use UDP rather than TCP, such as the Trivial File Transfer Protocol
(TFTP) for example. UDP does not have any implicit reliability or
flow control mechanisms built in, hence if they are required they
need to be built into the application implementation. For applications
such as these detailed knowledge of the specific application imple-
mentation is required in order to understand what impact RED would
have on them; however, in general the performance with RED should
not be significantly worse than with tail drop.

2.2.4.2.4 Weighted Random Early Detection
Weighted RED (WRED) extends the basic concept of RED, by allowing
a number of different RED profiles to be used for the same queue,
where each profile may be applied to a different subset of the traffic
destined for the queue. The concept is very similar to weighted tail
drop, in that if there is congestion in the queue, then some subset of
the traffic in the queue will be preferentially discarded; this is achieved
by having a more aggressive WRED profile (lower qminth and qmaxth

settings) for the traffic that will be discarded first. The traffic that is
to be preferentially discarded may for example be identified using a
different marking from the remainder of the traffic; the traffic may
have been differentially marked as in- and out-of-contract using a
policer as described in Section 2.2.3. The WRED dropping behavior
is illustrated by the drop probability graph in Figure 2.22.

2.2.4.2.5 Advanced Concepts in Dropping
A new breed of dropping algorithms has been defined [PAN1, PAN2],
which combine FIFO packet scheduling with differential dropping
on packet enqueue and are claimed to be capable of approximating a
variety of bandwidth allocation and control behaviors including those
traditionally supported by scheduling algorithms. Although such
mechanisms have yet to be generally implemented or deployed,
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they potentially offer the benefit of scheduling-like bandwidth allo-
cation behaviors with lower complexity implementations.

2.2.4.3 Shaping
Shaping, like policing, is a mechanism which can be used to ensure
that a traffic stream does not exceed a defined maximum rate. Also like
policing, a shaper can be visualized as a token bucket mechanism like
that shown in Figure 2.4, with a defined maximum depth (normally in
bytes), known as the burst B, and a defined rate R (normally in bps) at
which the bucket is filled with byte-sized tokens. Depending upon the
particular shaper implementation, tokens are added to the bucket
either every time a packet is processed by the shaper, or at regular inter-
vals, up to a maximum number of tokens that can be in the bucket,
defined by B. The minimum number of tokens in the bucket is zero.

The difference between a shaper and a policer becomes apparent
when considering what happens when a shaper is applied to a traffic
stream. When a packet from that stream arrives, the packet size b is
compared against the number of tokens currently in the bucket. If
there are at least as many byte tokens in the bucket as there are bytes
in the packet, then the packet is transmitted without delay. If there are
fewer tokens in the bucket than bytes in the packet, then the packet is
delayed (i.e. queued, hence shapers are implicitly used in conjunction
with queues) until there are sufficient tokens in the bucket; when
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there are sufficient tokens in the bucket, the packet is sent and the
bucket is decremented by a number of tokens equal to the number
of bytes in the packet. In this respect a shaper is significantly different
from a policer, which acts to drop or mark non-conformant traffic
rather than to delay; a policer can be thought of as a special case of a
shaper with a queue with a maximum queue length of zero packets.
Hence, while policing acts to cut the peaks off bursty traffic, shaping
acts to smooth the traffic profile by delaying the peaks.

It is noted that not all shapers need be implemented with a token
bucket mechanism. Another mechanism that is used for shaping is the
leaky bucket; leaky buckets and token buckets are often confused but
have significant and fundamental differences. With a leaky bucket algo-
rithm, it can be visualized that packets – rather than tokens – are stored
in the bucket; arriving packets are placed in a bucket which effectively
has a hole in the bottom. The depth of the leaky bucket, B, determines
the maximum number of packets that can be queued in the bucket (in
effect the same as a queue limit applied to the queue that the bucket
represents); if a packet arrives when the bucket is already full, the packet
is dropped. Packets drain from the hole in the bucket (i.e. they are trans-
mitted) at a constant rate R, thus smoothing traffic bursts. The best
known example of a leaky bucket algorithm is the Generic Cell Rate
Algorithm (GCRA) used in traffic shaping of ATM networks [GCRA].

Real-time schedulers, which determine packet dequeue times rather
than relative dequeue orders, can also be used to shape traffic streams;
such schedulers are non–work-conserving, in that they can be idle (i.e.
not sending traffic) even when there is traffic to send, in order to shape
the traffic stream. Most practical IP shaping implementations today,
however, are based upon token bucket mechanisms. It is noted that
while there are standardized definitions of shapers for ATM, and for
FR, there are no such standardized definitions for IP.

A shaper can be applied to enforce a maximum rate across all traf-
fic on a physical or logical interface as shown in Figure 2.23.

This could be used to offer a subrate service, for example, where 
a customer buys a service to provide connectivity to a site from a ser-
vice provider which defines an aggregate committed rate (i.e. across
all classes) for the access connection. The service provider could enforce
this service at the edge of their network, either by provisioning the
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access link to the contracted rate, or alternatively by provisioning a
higher rate access link and shaping the traffic on the link to the con-
tracted per-customer aggregate rate, which would be sub the line
rate; in this way the shaper can acts as an artificial bottleneck, limit-
ing the customer’s traffic.

Alternatively, a shaper can be applied to enforce a maximum rate
for an individual class of traffic, in which case the delayed traffic will
be queuing in the queue for that class. A shaper could also be applied
to an aggregate traffic stream which comprises a number of classes; in
this case, it is important that a shaper is combined with a scheduler,
as shown in Figure 2.24. Such that if the aggregate rate of the traffic
exceeds the shaped rate, traffic is delayed in queues per-class, and the
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scheduler defines the order in which those queues are serviced at the
shaped rate, assuring differentiation between different traffic classes.

The example shown in Figure 2.24 is the simplest form of a sched-
uling/shaping hierarchy; effectively, the shaper and scheduler have a
parent/child relationship, where the scheduling policy is a child to
the parent shaping policy. Some deployments may require additional
levels of shaping and scheduling.

2.2.5 Link Fragmentation and Interleaving

Even with a strict priority scheduler for delay sensitive traffic, such
as VoIP, a newly arrived priority packet can at best be enqueued after
the last packet to be scheduled. On relatively low-speed links, a single
1500 byte (the maximum transmission unit for Ethernet) non-priority
packet scheduled just before a priority packet arrives can have signifi-
cant impact on the priority packet delay. For a 512 kbps connection
this would be �23 ms which would exceed the 15 ms maximum
acceptable access link delay target for a VoIP class derived in the
example given in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.1.1. In practical implemen-
tations, the problem may be worse, with several non-priority packets
potentially being queued ahead of a priority packet due to the pres-
ence of an interface FIFO (as described in Section 2.2.4.1.3).

Consider, for example, that a particular queuing implementation
has been designed such that if a priority queue packet arrives when the
priority queue is empty, at most 2 non-priority packets can be serviced
before that priority queue packet, i.e. a maximum interface FIFO size of
2 packets, which is representative of practical implementations. If this
implementation was used on a 512 kbps link, and assuming non-
priority packets of 1500 bytes, then even if a priority packet arrives
at the priority queue when it is empty, the packet may be delayed by
up to (2 * 1500 * 8/512000) � �47 ms before the priority packet can
even start to be sent out of the interface. This would significantly
exceed a typical access link delay budget and consume a significant
component of an end-to-end delay budget.

In such cases, link layer fragmentation and interleaving (LFI) mech-
anisms – such as FRF.12 [FRF12], which is specific to frame-relay or
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mechanisms which rely on the Multilink Point-to-Point Protocol
(MLPPP) [RFC 1990] – are needed to reduce the impact of non-priority
packets on priority traffic delay. Link layer fragmentation breaks large
non-priority packets into smaller fragments with which priority
packets can be interleaved rather than having to wait for whole non-
priority packets to be transmitted. Link layer fragmentation therefore
reduces the impact of the delay induced by the non-priority packets.
The fragments are each transported as unique layer 2 frames, which
contain an identifier enabling them to be differentiated from prior-
ity packets, and a sequence number enabling the fragments to be 
reassembled into whole packets at the far end of the link. Typical LFI
implementations have a configurable fragment size such that non-
priority packets which are greater than the fragment size will be broken
up into fragments of at most that size. Consider the previous 
example: if an LFI technique were used with a fragment size of 300
bytes and a priority queue packet arrives in an empty priority queue it
would now be delayed only by 2 * 300 byte fragments in the interface
FIFO, i.e. 2 * 300 * 8/512000 � �9 ms before it could start to be sent
out of the interface, and the delay budget would be met. Although IP
layer fragmentation could be used to similar effect, it suffers many dis-
advantages [SHANNON] and is therefore generally not recommended.

Link layer fragmentation and interleaving mechanisms are proces-
sor intensive functions and hence they may have a performance impact
on software-based router implementations.

2.3 IP QOS Architectures

2.3.1 A Short History of IP Quality of Service

In order to understand the history of IP QOS architectures, we first
need to define what an architecture means in this context. QOS archi-
tectures define the structures within which we deploy QOS mecha-
nisms to deliver end-to-end QOS assurances or SLAs. To be completely
defined, they need to provide the context in which mechanisms
such as classification, marking, policing, queuing, and scheduling,
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dropping, and shaping are used together to assure a specified SLA for
a service.

The standards which define the different architectures for IP QOS
have been defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF, www.
ietf.org). Figure 2.25 shows a timeline for the publication of the major
IETF milestones in defining the QOS architectures for IP and MPLS.

The following sections describe the evolution of IP QOS architec-
tures from IP Precedence and Type of Service, through Integrated
Services and Differentiated Services, and also describe how IP QOS
architectures apply to MPLS.

2.3.2 Type of Service/IP Precedence

In 1981, the original IPv4 specification [RFC 791], defined an 8-bit field
to be used for IP QOS classification; this was called the Type of Service
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octet. The type of service octet subsequently went through several stages
of redefinition in [RFC 1122] and [RFC 1349], as shown in Figure 2.26.

Originally, in RFC 791 the type of service octet was subdivided with
3 bits used for the IP precedence field (bits 0–2), and 3 bits (bits 3–5)
used for the type of service (TOS) field; bits 6 and 7 of the type of
service octet were listed as “Reserved for Future Use,” and are shown
set to zero. We note that it is somewhat confusing that the TOS field
is a subset of the type of service octet; we explicitly differentiate
between them.

[RFC1122] went on to extend the TOS field to include bits 3–7,
although at that time the meaning of the low-order 2 bits (bits 6
and 7) was not defined.
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[RFC1349] explicitly defined the meaning of bit 6 of the type of
service octet as belonging to the TOS field and being used to indicate
a desire to “minimize monetary cost” for packets marked in this way.
The use of the low-order bit (bit 7) was redefined as “currently unused”
and labeled “MBZ” for “must be zero.” RFC 1349 also stated that “The
originator of a datagram sets [the MBZ] field to zero (unless participating
in an Internet protocol experiment which makes use of that bit).”

The specific meanings of the precedence and TOS fields are described
in Sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2. The definitions of the type of service
octet have since been obsoleted by “Definition of the Differentiated
Services Field (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 Headers” [RFC2474],
which is described in Section 2.3.4.1.

2.3.2.1 IP Precedence
The use of the IP precedence is only defined in RFC 791, which defines
the notion of precedence as “An independent measure of the importance
of this datagram.” Retrospectively, it is apparent that IP precedence
defined only a relative priority marking scheme, rather than an over-
arching QOS architecture.

RFC 791 defined a number of traffic denominations – indicating net-
work control traffic, routing traffic, and various levels of privilege – and
an associated marking scheme using the Precedence Field in order to
be able to identify to which denomination a particular packet belongs.
The bits of the Precedence Field have no individual meaning but rather
the field value is taken as a whole to determine the “IP precedence”
of a particular packet; hence as there are three precedence bits, there
are eight different IP precedence values. The IP precedence values
and their corresponding denominations are shown in the table in
Figure 2.26; the notation normally used when referring to particular
IP precedence values is either to use the decimal values or to use the
denomination names shown. Appendix 2.A provides a guide to con-
version between precedence, TOS, and DSCP values.

IP precedence provided a capability for marking packets, such that
simple classification could be used at later node to determine what
scheduling treatment, i.e. by which queue in the scheduler, the packet
should be serviced. As such, it allowed packets with different markings
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to receive different treatments; however, there was no definition either
in relative or absolute terms of how traffic with different IP precedence
values should be treated with respect to delay, jitter, loss, throughput,
or availability. There was no definition, for example, of how a packet
marked precedence 3 (“Flash”) should be treated compared to a packet
marked precedence 2 (“Immediate”). RFC 791 recognizes this: “Several
networks offer service precedence, which somehow treats high precedence
traffic as more important than other traffic.”

Hence, IP precedence did not define the architectural framework
of capabilities needed to support services with defined SLA require-
ments and consequently it did not achieve widespread deployment.
Nonetheless, the use of some IP precedence markings have become
de facto – e.g. most router vendors today mark routing protocol traf-
fic IP precedence 6 by default. Even though the use of IP precedence
has been superseded by the DS field, this de facto marking does not
provide any issues with respect to backward compatibility, as Diffserv
provides a backward compatibility mode through the use of the class
selector code points (see Section 2.3.4.1).

2.3.2.2 Type of Service
The definition of the type of service field evolved through RFC 791,
RFC 1122, and RFC 1349. RFC 1349 provides the most recent and com-
prehensive definition, hence we refer to that definition in this section.

RFC 1349 defined a scheme using the 4-bit TOS field (bits 3–6 of
the type of service octet) to indicate in each packet the service that it
required from the network. Unlike the precedence field, where indi-
vidual bits do not have a specific meaning, each bit of the TOS field
was set in a packet if that packet required the service represented by
that bit as shown in Figure 2.26; all bits set to zero indicates that a
packet requires normal service.

As defined in RFC 1349, TOS field marking was not intended to
determine which queue a particular packet would be queued in at a
network node – that was the function of the IP precedence field – but
rather the TOS marking of a packet was to be used to determine which
path that packet would take through the network. Specifications for
some routing protocols provided support for TOS routing, where a
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separate (and possibly distinct) set of routes could be calculated for
each IP TOS value, such that an IP packet could be routed based upon
both the packet’s destination IP address and its TOS field value.

While we have already differentiated between the type of service
octet and the TOS field, the terms “type of service” or “TOS,” when
used on their own, are generally referring to the use of the TOS field
for TOS routing. The notation generally used when referring to TOS
is to take the entire value of the type of service octet (including the
precedence field and bit 7 of the type of service octet) expressed in
decimal, where bit 0 is taken as the most significant bit; this is gen-
erally called the “TOS value.” For example, assuming a precedence field
value of 101 binary, and a TOS field value of 1000 binary, the TOS
value would generally be referred to as “176” decimal (i.e. 10110000
binary). This notation can sometimes cause confusion, because it con-
sumes the IP precedence value; hence even though a packet may have
a TOS field value of 0000 binary (i.e. normal service), if the packet has
a precedence field value of 101 binary, the TOS value would generally
be referred to as “160” decimal (10100000). Appendix 2.A provides a
guide to conversion between precedence, TOS, and DSCP values.

With type of service, the markings defined were subjective; it was
not defined, for example, how a packet marked with “minimize delay”
should be treated relative to one marked without; RFC 1349 goes as
far as to say “setting the TOS field to 1000 (minimize delay) does not
guarantee that the path taken by the datagram will have a delay that the
user considers ‘low’.” Similarly, with IP precedence, type of service did
not provide the facilities needed to support services with defined
SLA requirements and hence type of service was never widely imple-
mented or deployed. At one time, the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
[RFC 1583] interior gateway routing protocol specification supported
the capability to calculate separate routing topologies for each type
of service; however, this was never widely implemented and was
subsequently removed from the OSPF specification [RFC 2178].

The limitations in IP precedence and type of service were realized
and this led to the definition of the Integrated Services and Differen-
tiated Services QOS architectures, which resulted in the obsoletion
of the TOS field by the Differentiated Services field.
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2.3.2.3 IPv6 Traffic Class Octet
The IPv6 Traffic Class Octet existed only in theory and for a short
period of time, hence it is not worthy of lengthy discussion. The IPv6
Traffic Class was defined in [RFC2460] in December 1998, and then
was redefined in the same month by the definition of Differentiated
Services (DS) field, which is specified in [RFC2474] (see Section 2.3.4.1).

2.3.3 Integrated Services Architecture

[RFC1633] laid out the philosophy of the Integrated Services or
“Intserv” IP QOS architecture. It was designed to address the issues iden-
tified with IP precedence and type of service, providing the capabilities
needed to support applications with bounded SLA requirements, such
as VoIP and video. Intserv tackles the problem of providing services
level assurances to applications by explicitly managing bandwidth
resources and schedulers on a per flow basis; resources are reserved and
admission control is performed for each flow. The resource ReSerVation
Protocol (RSVP) is the end-to-end signaling protocol used to setup
Intserv reservations. Intserv and RSVP are described in more detail in
Chapter 4, Section 4.4.

2.3.4 Differentiated Services Architecture

Scalability concerns with Intserv lead to the definition of the Differ-
entiated Services (DS) or “Diffserv” IP QOS Architecture [RFC 2475].
Diffserv comprises the following key components, which are used
together to enable end-to-end differentiated delay, jitter, and loss
commitments to be supported on the same Diffserv-enabled IP net-
work – referred to as a Diffserv domain – for different types or classes
of service. These components are shown in Figure 2.27.

● Traffic classification and conditioning. The edge of the Diffserv domain
is the provider/customer boundary for the Diffserv-enabled services
being offered. This does not, however, infer that Diffserv is only
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applicable to network service providers; the networking department
of an enterprise organization is a service provider to their enter-
prise. On ingress to the Diffserv domain, the customer’s traffic is
classified using implicit, simple, or complex classification into a
limited number of traffic classes, which are also known as “behav-
ior aggregates” in Diffserv-speak. These aggregates are checked for
conformance against agreed profiles – referred to in Diffserv as
Traffic Conditioning Agreements (TCAs). QOS mechanisms, such
as shaping or policing, are used to “condition” the traffic to ensure
that traffic ingressing the Diffserv domain is conformant with the
TCA; non-conformant traffic may be delayed, dropped, or re-marked.
The TCA is derived from the SLA between the provider and the
customer and defines the characteristics of the offered traffic for
which the SLA is assured. For example, if a site is provided with a
128 kbps assured VoIP service, the TCA might be to police the
received VoIP traffic from that site to 128 kbps (with an appropriate
burst), dropping any excess traffic.
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● DSCP marking. Packets either are pre-marked using the Diffserv
Code Point (DSCP) within the DS field in the IP packet header, or
are marked on ingress to the Diffserv domain, in order to identify
to which particular class or behavior aggregate the packets belong.
The marking could be performed by a policer enforcing the TCA,
for example. Subsequent Diffserv nodes therefore only need to
perform simple classification using the DSCP in order to deter-
mine the class of a packet. The DS field and DSCP are described in
Section 2.3.4.1.

● Per-hop behaviors. The conditioning applied at the edges of the
network ensures that all traffic ingressing the Diffserv domain is
within the committed TCAs and is appropriately marked. Within
the Diffserv domain, the objective is then simply to ensure that the
per-class SLAs are met, for the limited number of classes supported.
Per-class scheduling and queuing control mechanisms are applied
to the traffic classes based upon the DSCP marking in order to
ensure per-class SLA differentiation. Diffserv is not prescriptive in
defining the scheduling and queuing control algorithms that should
be implemented at each hop, but rather, uses a level of abstraction
in defining the externally observable forwarding behaviors – termed
Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs) – that can be applied to traffic at each
hop. Diffserv PHBs are described in Section 2.3.4.2.

Unlike Intserv, Diffserv configurations are provisioned, either by man-
ual configuration or by an NMS system, rather than being set up by
a network signaling protocol.

End-to-end SLAs are assured with Diffserv by ensuring that per-class
resources are appropriately provisioned at each hop relative to the
traffic load within the class. Per-class traffic loads within the Diffserv
domain will change over time and hence performing per-class capacity
planning is an essential component of Diffserv to ensure that the
per-class resources are appropriately provisioned. Capacity planning
is discussed in Chapter 5.

Diffserv achieves scalability by performing complex per-customer
QOS functions and maintaining per-customer state (e.g. complex
classification criteria), only at the edges of the network. Distributing
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these functions at the edge of the network facilitates scaling, as the
edge of the network naturally expands as the network grows. Unlike
Intserv, within the Diffserv domain, there is no per flow or per-
customer state, but rather scalability is achieved through using only
a limited number of classes, which are simply classified using the DSCP
marking within each packet, hence only per-class state is required.

Diffserv can be applied equally to IPv6 as to IPv4. Diffserv can also
be applied to MPLS, although the limited size of the field available
for QOS marking in MPLS introduces some complexities, which are
discussed in Section 3.6.2.

Diffserv is by far the most widely deployed IP QOS architecture; it
is widely deployed in enterprise networks and in SP networks pro-
viding virtual private network (VPN) services to enterprises. Diffserv
is also being deployed to support the move toward so-called “Next
Generation Networks” (NGN), which support the migration of PSTN
telephony services to IP/MPLS networks. In NGN networks, IP-based
PSTN-replacement services coexist on the same network with “best-
effort” Internet access services and business oriented VPN services;
Diffserv is used to ensure that the SLA requirements for each service are
met and that there is isolation between the behaviors of the different
services.

SLAs based upon Diffserv are not generally committed for Internet
access services, i.e. services to the wider Internet, because services
accessing the Internet may transit a number of different service
provider networks, and unless they all provide aligned Diffserv capa-
bilities, there would be no benefit in a single provider supporting
Diffserv for such services. Further, as Internet access services are at
the commodity end of IP service offerings, there is no incentive for
service providers to incur the cost and complexity of providing
Diffserv-assured Internet access services to their customers.

2.3.4.1 DS Field
The Differentiated Services (DS) field, which is specified in [RFC 2474],
redefined the use of the 8-bit field, which had been the type of 
service octet in IPv4 [RFC1349] and the traffic class octet in IPv6
[RFC 2460]. The DS field definition specified that the first six bits of the
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field (bits 0–5) were designated as the Differentiated Services code point
(DSCP). The DSCP field is unstructured and the value of the field is
taken as a whole, i.e. there is no distinct meaning for each specific
bit. A particular combination of DSCP bits is referred to as a “code-
point,” which is set such that it can be used to select the PHB a packet
will experience at each node. The DS Field is shown in Figure 2.28.
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Codepoints can be expressed in binary or decimal notation. In
binary format the notation “xxxxxx” is commonly used, where “x”
may be equal to “0” or “1” and the left-most bit signifies bit 0 of the
DSCP. In decimal notation all 6 bits of DSCP are expressed in decimal,
where bit 0 is taken as the most significant bit; for example, a DSCP
of 010000 binary is represented as DSCP 16. Appendix 2.A provides
a guide to conversion between precedence, TOS, and DSCP values.

The DSCP is a 6-bit field and therefore it can be used to indicate
64 distinct codepoints. RFC 2474 partitioned this codepoint space into
three pools for the purpose of codepoint assignment and management:

● Pool 1 – standards action. The first pool consists of the 32 code-
points in the range xxxxx0 were defined to be assigned to stan-
dardized PHBs defined in the IETF.

● Pool 2 – experimental or local use. The 16 codepoints in the range
xxxx11 were reserved for experimental or local use (EXP/LU).

● Pool 3 – experimental or local use. The 16 codepoints in the range
xxxx01 were also reserved for experimental or local use (EXP/LU).
The difference between Pool 3 and Pool 2, however, is that the use
of this field may be subsequently redefined for standardized assign-
ments if Pool 1 is ever exhausted.

The DSCP codepoint space assignment is summarized in the table in
Figure 2.29.

Some, although not all, of the DSCP values in the Pool 1 codepoint
space have been assigned to particular PHBs standardized within the
IETF:

● DSCP 0 (000000 binary) has been assigned to the default PHB,
which is discussed in Section 2.3.4.2.3.

● The expedited forwarding (EF) PHB, which is discussed in Section
2.3.4.2.1, has been assigned DSCP 46 (101110 binary).

● A set of 12 codepoints, which are shown in Figure 2.28, have been
allocated to the AF PHB group, which is discussed in Section 2.3.4.2.2.
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Pool Codepoint Space Assignment Policy

1 xxxxx0 Standards Action

2 xxxx11 EXP/LU

3 xxxx01 EXP/LU

● A set of codepoints defined as the “Class Selector” (CS) codepoints
are any of the eight codepoints in the range “xxx000,” where “x”
may equal “0” or “1.” The notation commonly used for the CS code-
points is “CS” followed by the value of the first three bits of the
DSCP expressed in decimal, where bit 0 is taken as the most sig-
nificant bit, e.g. codepoint 101000 is expressed as CS5.

The CS codepoints only use the first three bits of the DSCP, which
are the bits that were previously defined for the IP precedence field
(as described in Section 2.3.2.1), hence use of the CS codepoints
provides backward compatibility with IP precedence, i.e. marking
or classifying a packet as CS5 is, to all intents and purposes the
same as marking or classifying a packet as IP precedence 5 (assum-
ing the TOS field is set to 0). The CS codepoints have an associated
PHB definition, which is described in Section 2.3.4.2.4.

As well as being specified in the documents which define a particular
PHB, there is a central DS Field Codepoints Registry [DSCR] maintained
by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).

Take note that the allocation of Pool 1 codepoints specified above,
for standardized PHBs defined in the IETF, are recommended rather
than being mandated. This means that while it may make sense to
use these values, if there are valid reasons to use DSCP values other
than those recommended, then it is up to the network designer’s
discretion to do so. Hence, contrary to popular opinion, using values
other than the recommended values does not mean that a particu-
lar IP QOS design is not “Diffserv compliant.” Further, while RFC
2474 says, “Recommended codepoints SHOULD map to specific, stan-
dardized PHBs,” it also says, “the mapping of codepoints to PHBs MUST
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be configurable” in order to allow for alternative configurations, where
codepoints other than the recommended codepoints are used.

It is further noted that all packets with the same DSCP should be
treated with the same PHB. If packets with the same DSCP were
treated with different PHBs, they may for example be placed in dif-
ferent queues, with the result that packets from the same flow may
be resequenced. Hence, it is essential to treat all packets with the same
DSCP with the same PHB in order to prevent resequencing within a
flow due to the adverse impact that packet re-ordering can have on
the performance of some applications (this is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.5).

Multiple codepoints, however, may be mapped to the same PHB. As
a consequence, even though the CS codepoints are defined as those
codepoints within the range xxx000, in order to be backward com-
patible with IP precedence, an alternative approach to be backward
compatible is to ignore the markings in bits 3–5 of the DSCP, and
classify packets based only on bits 0–2. If this approach were taken,
DSCP values of 101000 and 101001 would both be mapped to the
same PHB.

RFC 2474 originally defined bits 6 and 7 of the DS field as being
reserved and annotated them “Currently Unused” (CU) as shown in
Figure 2.28. The use of the field was subsequently redefined in [RFC
3168] for use with Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN), as described
in Section 2.3.4.4.

2.3.4.2 Per-Hop Behaviors
Diffserv is not prescriptive in defining the scheduling and queuing
control algorithms that should be implemented at each hop, but rather,
uses a level of abstraction in defining the externally observable “black
box” forwarding behaviors, termed Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs), that
are applied to traffic at each hop.

Four types of PHBs are defined which are described in the follow-
ing sections. The PHBs are formally defined, such that an implemen-
tation which complies with a particular PHB is assured to support the
behavioral characteristics intended by that PHB. Each PHB definition
consists of two components: a formal definition of the required
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forwarding behavior and a recommended marking scheme to be used
for classifying packets that will be subjected to that PHB.

2.3.4.2.1 The Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB
The EF PHB [RFC 3246]2 is used to support applications with low-
delay, low-jitter, low-loss, assured bandwidth requirements, such as
VoIP. The characteristics of an implementation which supports the
requirements of the EF PHB are that it is able to service the EF traffic
at a specified rate or higher, measurable over a defined time interval
and independent of the offered load of any non-EF traffic at the point
where the EF PHB is applied. If these characteristics are supported
and the EF class traffic rate and burst characteristics are controlled,
using a token bucket policer as described in Section 2.2.3 for example,
then the delay and jitter for the EF traffic can be bounded. Further, if
the available buffer space for the EF class traffic is greater than the burst
characteristic, then the loss can also be controlled (i.e. will be zero).

Some scheduler implementations may attempt to support EF traf-
fic using a scheduling algorithm such as WRR or WFQ; however, with
such implementations the worst-case delay bounds for the EF traffic
will depend upon the particular scheduling algorithm used and may
also be dependent upon the number of queues used in the particular
scheduler implementation as described in Section 2.2.4.1.2.4. Conse-
quently, the EF PHB is typically implemented using a strict priority
queuing mechanism, such as that described in Section 2.2.4.1.1. With
implementations that support multiple priority queues, typically they
all support the EF PHB as described in Section 2.2.4.1.4.

RFC 3246 also specifies that if the EF PHB is implemented using a
scheduler that allows the EF traffic to pre-empt other traffic (e.g. a
strict priority queue), then there must also be some mechanism (e.g.
a token bucket policer) supported to limit the EF traffic in order to
constrain the impact it can have on the other traffic, i.e. to prevent
the other traffic from being starved.

Hence, the application of a policer to an EF traffic stream serves two
purposes: firstly, to limit the EF traffic load such that when servicing
the traffic with an EF PHB, the delay, jitter and loss can be assured; sec-
ondly, to limit the impact that the EF traffic can have on non-EF traffic.
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The EF PBH is assigned a recommended DSCP of 101110 binary,
46 decimal.

2.3.4.2.2 The Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB
The Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB group [RFC 2597] defines a set of AF
classes, which are designed to support data applications with assured
bandwidth requirements, such as absolute or relative minimum band-
width guarantees, with a work-conserving property.

The key concept behind the AF PHB group definition is that a par-
ticular class could be used by a DS domain to offer a service, to a par-
ticular site for example, with an assurance that IP packets within that
class will be forwarded with a high probability as long as the class
rate from the site does not exceed a defined contracted rate. If the rate
is exceeded, then the excess traffic may be forwarded, but with a prob-
ability that may be lower than for traffic which was below the con-
tracted rate.

There are four defined AF classes denoted as AF1x, AF2x, AF3x, and
AF4x. Within each class a packet can be assigned to one of three levels
of drop precedence, for example AF11, AF12, and AF13 within class
AF1x. Within a particular class, the probability of forwarding AFx1
must not be less than for AFx2, which in turn must not be less than
for AFx3, i.e. AFx1 has a low drop precedence, AFx2 has a medium
drop precedence, and AFx3 has a high drop precedence. Within a
class, the drop precedence therefore indicates the relative importance
of the packet. A set of twelve recommended DSCP values have been
allocated to indicate the four classes and three drop precedence levels
within each class, as shown in Figure 2.28. Although only four AF
classes are defined, in theory there is nothing, apart from the size of
the DSCP field, to limit the number of classes serviced with an AF
forwarding behavior. If more than four AF classes are required then
as the recommended DSCP markings are only defined for four classes,
non-recommended DSCP values need to be used for the additional
AF classes.

A particular AF class is realized by combining conditioning behav-
iors on ingress to the Diffserv domain – where a particular AF class is
offered to a customer – which control the amount of traffic accepted
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at each level of drop precedence within that class and marks the traffic
accordingly. At that and subsequent nodes, the AF class bandwidth
is allocated to ensure that traffic within the contracted rate is delivered
with a high probability. If congestion within the class is experienced,
the congested node aims to ensure that packets of a higher drop
precedence are dropped with a higher probability than packets with
a lower drop precedence. Hence, at a DS node the forwarding assurance
of a particular packet depends upon the forwarding resources allocated
to the class, the current offered load for that class, and if congestion
occurs within the class, the packet’s drop precedence within the class.

The edge conditioning behaviors for an AF class will typically be
implemented using a one rate or two rate policer as described in
Section 2.2.3 respectively. Although both of these policers are capa-
ble of marking “3 colors” which can correspond to 3 levels of drop
precedence, in practice it is difficult to understand what meaningful
service benefit is offered by differentiating between traffic in terms of
a 3 color scheme, i.e. “in-contract,” “out-of-contract,” and “exceed-
ingly-out-of-contract.” Hence, it is more common for the policers to
be used to mark 2 colors only (“in-contract” and “out-of-contract”),
and hence typically use only 2 drop precedence levels, e.g. AFx1 and
AFx2.

An AF PHB class is typically allocated to a queue which is serviced
from a weighted scheduling mechanism such as WFQ (Section
2.2.4.1.2.2) or DRR (Section 2.2.4.1.2.3), where the weighting for the
queue and queue depths are configured to ensure that low drop prece-
dence packets within the class are forwarded with a high probability.
If congestion occurs within the class then WRED is commonly used in
order to drop, for example, AFx2 traffic with a higher probability than
AFx1 traffic; this is done by having a more aggressive RED drop profile
for the AFx2 traffic as described in Section 2.2.4.2.4.

As for all of the other defined Diffserv PHBs, it is a requirement
that in applying an AF PHB there is no possibility that packets from
a single flow will be resequenced, due to the impact that this can have
on application performance. Hence packets from the same flow should
always be assigned to the same AF PHB, although they may be assigned
different drop precedences, such that they will always be serviced from
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the same queue and hence will always be in sequence, even though
they may have different drop probabilities.

2.3.4.2.3 The Default PHB
The default PHB [RFC 2474] is defined as being the PHB used for pack-
ets not explicitly mapped to other PHBs. The default PHB is somewhat
ambiguously defined as a PHB which has no committed resources
and yet cannot be starved by other PHBs, but potentially can re-use
unused bandwidth from other classes when available, i.e. has an
implied work conserving property. RFC 2474 also says that the default
PHB could be supported “by a mechanism in each node that reserves some
minimal resources (e.g., buffers, bandwidth) for default behavior aggre-
gates.” Hence, in practice, the difference between the service pro-
vided to an AF PHB, which has a minimal but quantifiable bandwidth
assurance and the default PHB is semantic. Hence, to avoid confu-
sion we choose not to use the default PHB; if a class requires only a
minimal bandwidth assurance, we consider it as serviced with an AF
PHB, which has a minimal but quantifiable bandwidth assurance.

There can be confusion between the default PHB and the concept
of a default class for classification purposes. Most router implemen-
tations have the concept of a default class to which all packets that
are not explicitly classified into other classes are assigned; this default
class serves to simplify QOS configuration. The default class will be
assigned to a queue and the bandwidth assurances to this queue will
generally be configurable; RED will also generally be able to be con-
figured on this queue in order to optimize throughput for TCP. For
example, consider a case where traffic consisting of 5 distinct DSCP
markings is being classified into 3 separate classes, each being serviced
with AF PHBs. If discrete DSCP markings are individually mapped to
each of two classes, then the remaining DSCP could be explicitly
mapped to the third class, or alternatively if the concept of a default
class is supported, they could implicitly be mapped to the default class
without requiring explicit configuration.

2.3.4.2.4 Class Selector PHB
[RFC 2474] defines a set of PHB requirements associated with the
Class Selector codepoints (Section 2.3.4.1). The intent of the CS PHB
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requirements is to define a PHB group that could replace (and hence
provide backward compatibility with) the behaviors applied to pack-
ets based upon their IP precedence marking. In doing so, the CS PHB
requirements assume that packets with a numerically higher IP
precedence value were treated with a higher probability of forward-
ing (i.e. lower probability of drop) than packets with numerically
lower precedence values. Therefore, RFC 2474 specifies that packets
with a higher numerical CS codepoint value must not have a lower
probability of timely forwarding than packets with a lower CS code-
point value. The definition for the CS PHB requires a minimum of
two classes servicing the eight CS codepoint values; hence, in the
minimal case multiple CS codepoint values may need to be mapped
to a single CS PHB. Where multiple PHBs are used in this way, they
are referred to as a CS compliant PHB group.

In practice, as IP precedence was not really used in a consistent way
(as discussed in Section 2.3.2.1), there has been little need to deploy
the forwarding behaviors specified by the CS PHB requirements. If
this were required, this could effectively be achieved by classifying
them into classes based upon their CS codepoint values and config-
uring the AF classes with the appropriate bandwidth resources rela-
tive to class load, to achieve the relative differentiation required of a
CS PHB group.

A more common practical reason for using the CS codepoint mak-
ings is not to facilitate backward compatibility with IP precedence,
but instead to ease the process of mapping IP packet markings to the
MPLS experimental field (as described in Section 2.3.6.2.1). In cases
such as this, the EF or AF PHBs may be applied to classes where traffic
is classified into those classes based upon CS codepoint classification.

2.3.4.3 Per-Domain Behaviors
[RFC 3086] defines Diffserv “Per-Domain Behaviors” (PDBs); PDBs
are intended to define particular end-to-end behaviors delivered by a
Diffserv domain. PHBs can be considered to be the externally observ-
able “black box” forwarding behaviors experienced at a particular
hop in the Diffserv domain, and similarly a PDB can be considered
to be a definition of the “black box” forwarding behaviors experienced
by a class of packets across the Diffserv domain as a whole. As such,
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a PDB can be considered to be the Diffserv definition of the end-to-
end engineering SLAs described in Chapter 1, Section 1.4.1.

Only a single PDB has been defined and that is the lower-
effort PDB.

2.4.4.3.1 Lower effort PDB
[RFC3662] is an informational RFC which defines “A Lower Effort
(LE) Per-Domain Behavior (PDB).” The service provided by the LE PDB
can be characterized as one where all other traffic takes precedence
over LE traffic in consumption of network link bandwidth, but the
traffic supported by the LE PHB is able to use unused bandwidth from
other classes when available, i.e. it has a work conserving behavior.
Hence, if any congestion is experienced in the Diffserv domain, the
service provided by the LE PDB may be completely starved; that is,
the other classes can consume all of the available bandwidth such
that the LE PDB will get nothing. This is different to the end-to-end
service that would be provided by using the Default PHB, as the def-
inition of the Default PHB (Section 2.3.4.2.3) explicitly specifies that
it should not be starved. The LE PDB and the terms “scavenger class”
and “lower than best-effort” are synonymous.

RFC 3662 says of the LE PDB: “This behavior could be obtained, for
example, by using a [class-based queuing] scheduler with a small share
and with borrowing permitted.” Hence, in practice, there is little differ-
ence between the LE PDB, and the service provided by the Default
PHB. In turn, as discussed in Section 2.3.4.2.3, there is no significant
difference between the service provided to an AF PHB, which has a
minimal but quantifiable bandwidth assurance, and the default PHB.
Hence, as per the default PHB, we choose not to use the LE PDB; rather,
if the required bandwidth assurance for a class is negligible, we con-
sider it as serviced with an AF PHB, which has a minimal bandwidth
assurance.

2.3.4.4 Explicit Congestion Notification
As described in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.3.1, TCP effectively treats the
network as a “black box,” in that it does not rely on any explicit net-
work behaviors when performing flow control, in order to determine
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the status of available network bandwidth and whether congestion has
occurred. Instead, TCP relies on TCP timeouts or the reception of dupli-
cate ACKs to determine implicitly when packets are dropped. AQM
mechanisms such as RED are used to detect congestion before the
queues overflow (i.e. before tail drop), and selectively drop packets to
feedback indication of this congestion to the end-systems so that they
will reduce their rate of sending with the aim of avoiding excess packet
loss due to congestion and maintaining high network throughput
while minimizing queuing delays.

Explicit congestion notification (ECN) aims to further improve
throughput for TCP (and potentially for other transport protocols)
and reduce queuing delays by adding the capability for the network
to explicitly indicate to end-systems when congestion has occurred;
support for explicit congestion notification (ECN) was added to
Diffserv in [RFC 3168]. The main concept underlying ECN is that,
rather than using AQM mechanisms like RED to drop packets when
congestion is experienced, they are instead used to explicitly mark
packets; the end-system TCP stacks would then use the packet mark-
ing to determine when congestion has occurred and hence to slow
their rate of sending. ECN relies on the proactive indication of con-
gestion before packets are actually dropped, rather than reacting to
packet loss as with non-ECN TCP stacks, hence ECN reduces packet
loss and improves overall throughput.

This explicit indication is provided by marking the ECN field,
which RFC 3168 defined as bits 6 and 7 of the DS field, which were
previously undefined. The ECN field is set both by end-systems, to
indicate that they are using an ECN capable transport (ECT) layer pro-
tocol, and by routers, to indicate explicitly when congestion is expe-
rienced (CE). The possible markings (referred to as codepoints) of the
ECN field are given in Figure 2.28.

From Figure 2.28 it can be seen that there are two values of the ECN
field which indicate ECT; either can be used by end-systems and
routers should treat both values as equivalent. Thus although the ECN
field has four possible values, effectively it defines only three states.
The reason for having two values to indicate ECT is largely a legacy
from the first experimental definition of ECN in [RFC 2481]. RFC 2481
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defined that the first bit of the ECN field be used for ECT and the
second bit for CE, therefore the 01 codepoint was not undefined;
this was changed as per Figure 2.28 by RFC 3168, which obsoleted
RFC 2481.

ECN requires the following behaviors in ECN capable end-systems
and routers:

● Before using ECN, the transport protocol might employ negotia-
tion between the end-systems to determine that they are both
ECN capable. In the case of TCP, this is done during session estab-
lishment using two new flags in the TCP header, the ECN-Echo
(ECE) and Congestion Window Reduced (CWR) flags, which are
defined in RFC 3168 and are shown in Figure 2.30.

Negotiation of the use of ECN between two TCP end-systems,
A and B, where A is the initiator, requires that when A sends the
TCP SYN to B it sets both the ECE and CWR flags to indicate that
it is ECN capable. If B is also ECN capable, it responds with a SYN-
ACK with the ECE flag set and the CWR flag unset.

With ECN negotiation complete, both A and B can originate
packets on this TCP session with ECT set, indicating that they both
support ECN.

● A router which receives an ECT packet uses a mechanism such as
RED (see Section 2.2.4.2.3) to determine whether or not to set CE;
the modified RED behavior to support ECN is as follows:
●● When there is no congestion, i.e. if the current average queue

depth (qavg) is below the configurable minimum threshold (qminth),
the packet is enqueued. ECT packets received with CE already
set are left unchanged and the packet is enqueued as normal.
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●● If there is moderate congestion, i.e. the current average queue
depth (qavg) is above qminth and below qmaxth, the packet will be
marked CE (instead of being dropped as would be the case for a
non-ECT packet) with an increasing, but randomized, probability,
using the formula defined in Section 2.2.4.2.3.

●● If there is extreme congestion, i.e. the current average queue
(qavg) depth is above the defined maximum threshold (qmaxth)
then the ECT packet will always be dropped, as for non-ECT
packets.

● Upon receiving a packet with CE set the receiver sets the ECN-
Echo flag in its next TCP ACK sent to the sender.

● Upon receiving a TCP ACK with the ECE flag set, the sender applies
the same congestion control algorithms as would be applied by a
non-ECT end-system in the presence of a single dropped packet
(see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.3.1). The sender also sets the CWR flag
in the TCP header of the next packet sent to the receiver to
acknowledge its receipt of and reaction to the ECN-Echo flag.

Even though ECN was designed to be incrementally deployable, it
has not been widely deployed. End-users will not get any benefit from
ECN until it is supported both in the TCP stacks of their end-systems
and by the routers in the networks they use, and one reason often
cited for the lack of deployment of ECN is a chicken and egg problem
with respect to the availability of ECN capable implementations:

● Support for ECN by router vendors will inevitably require devel-
opment efforts and they are unlikely to undertake this development
unless they have requests for support from their enterprise or SP
customers.

● Enterprise or SP customers are unlikely to ask their router vendors
to add support for ECN until it is supported in end-systems’ TCP
stacks.

● There is no incentive for the vendors of TCP stacks to develop sup-
port for ECN, if there is no support by router vendors.
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Another oft-cited reason for the lack of deployment of ECN has been
concerns over the potential for subversion of the use of ECN capabil-
ities, where packets are falsely indicating ECN capability, for example.
If the falsely ECT marked packets encounter moderate congestion at
an ECN capable router, the router may set the CE codepoint instead
of dropping the packet. If the transport protocol in fact is not ECN-
capable or is not adhering to the defined ECN behaviors, then the
transport protocol may not reduce its rate of sending, as intended by
ECN. The consequences of this action are two-fold:

● The end-systems that are falsely claiming to be ECN-capable receive
a lower probability of packet loss when moderate congestion is
experienced than others which are correctly indicating that they
are not ECN-capable.

● If the end-systems that are falsely claiming to be ECN-capable do
not reduce their rate of sending when they should due to CE mark-
ing, the level of congestion may increase, thereby increasing the
rate of packet marking or dropping impacting all flows.

Hence, the benefits of ECN are only really gained when all end-systems
cooperate in adhering to the ECN behaviors; if this cannot be assured
the benefits of ECN also cannot be assured. Similar reasons are often
cited for the lack of deployment of equivalent layer 2 mechanisms
used for adaptive shaping such as forward explicit congestion notifica-
tion (FECN) in Frame Relay and Explicit Forward Congestion Indication
(EFCI) in ATM.

In comparing ECN in IP to FECN in frame-relay or EFCI in ATM,
other than the obvious difference that ECN is applied at layer 3,
the main difference is that frame-relay and ATM implementations
generally use a notion of the actual queue depths at a transit node
to determine when to set FECN/EFCI, whereas ECN relies on AQM
mechanisms such as RED, which set ECN based upon a measure of the
average queue depth at a transit node in order to try and achieve a
more stable network-wide behavior. Notionally, assuming that frame-
relay and ATM networks supported a REDlike capability, a router
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which received frames or cells with FECN/EFCI set, could also use
this as an indication to set CE in the corresponding IP packet. Where
ATM and frame-relay networks are used as links in an end-to-end IP
network, this would facilitate the mapping between IP QOS and the
layer 2 QOS provided by the underlying ATM and frame-relay net-
works. This is, however, somewhat of a moot discussion because like
ECN, neither FECN nor EFCI have been widely deployed in frame-
relay or ATM.

There are some proposals to re-use the capability to mark the ECN
bits for admission control; this is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4,
Section 4.6. [RFC4774] defines considerations on the re-use of the
ECN field.

2.3.4.5 Diffserv Tunneling Models
There are a number of ways to “tunnel” IP traffic within IP traffic, where
tunneling involves encapsulating a received IP packet within another
IP packet header at the tunnel source, such that packets within the
tunnel have two headers (actually at least two headers – as it is possi-
ble to have tunnels within tunnels). Such tunneling is commonly
used to create a virtual or simulated physical connection between two
networks across an intermediate network. Packets which are within
the tunnel, i.e. between the tunnel source and tunnel destination, are
routed using only the outer packet header. At the tunnel destination
the outer IP header is stripped off, revealing the underlying IP packet
(and possibly layer 2 headers), which is then forwarded as normal.
There are a number of IP tunneling techniques used including:

● simple IP-in-IP tunnels such as [RFC 2003] and GRE [RFC 2784]

● multi-protocol tunnels, such as IP in PPP [RFC 1661] in L2TP
[RFC 2661]

● secure tunneling techniques such as IPSec [RFC 2401].

Whichever particular tunneling technique is used, when used with
Diffserv, if a tunnel is not used end-to-end (i.e. from traffic source to
traffic destination) then as the DSCP of the underlying “tunneled”
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IP packet is not visible to nodes on the tunnel path, consideration
needs to be given to how the DSCP of the tunnel (outer) packet header
is set at the tunnel source, relative to the inner (tunneled) packet. In
addition, if the DSCP of the tunnel packet is changed (i.e. re-marked)
by an intermediate node somewhere between the tunnel source and
tunnel destination, consideration needs to be given as to if and how
the DSCP of the underlying IP packet is changed relative to the outer
(i.e. “tunnel”) DSCP at the tunnel destination, where the “tunnel” IP
header, which contains the re-marked DSCP value, is stripped off.

[RFC 2983] defines two conceptual models to describe how to deal
with the treatment of Diffserv in the context of IP tunnels, which
are described in the following sections.

It is noted that individual IP tunnels are unidirectional entities. If
bidirectional behavior is required then a tunnel will be required in
each direction and the respective tunneling models will need to be
applied to each tunnel.

2.3.4.5.1 IP Uniform Model
With the uniform model, any classification, marking, and re-marking
are performed using the DSCP field of the outermost IP packet header
only. At the tunnel source, the DSCP value of the underlying IP data
packet is copied into the DSCP value of the tunnel IP header, and then
at the destination of the tunnel the DSCP of the tunnel IP header is
copied back into the DSCP value of the underlying data packet IP
header. In this way, the DSCP value of the underlying IP packet prop-
agates up through any added layers of tunnel header and should the
outermost DSCP be re-marked, this re-marked value is similarly prop-
agated down to the underlying IP packet when the tunnel header is
stripped off at the tunnel destination.

Consider the example shown in Figure 2.31 and the following
description:

1. Before entering the IP tunnel, in this example, IP data packets are
marked with DSCP 34 (i.e. AF41).

2. At the tunnel source (Router B), the IP tunnel header is added and
the DSCP value of the data packet IP header (DSCP 34) is copied
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into the DSCP of the tunnel header, i.e. the DSCP of both the tun-
nel and data packet headers are 34.

3. On egress to Router B and intermediate routers between the tunnel
source and tunnel destination, e.g. at Router C, when classifying
tunnel packets by DSCP, they will look only at the DSCP value of the
tunnel header (the outermost tunnel header where multiple layers
of tunnel are used), which in this case is DSCP 34 and happens to be
the same as the DSCP of the underlying data packet.

4. Assume that some function at Router D re-marks some or all of the
tunneled packets to DSCP 36 (i.e. AF42); the re-marking only affects
the DSCP of the tunnel header, hence the DSCP of the (outermost)
tunnel header is now DSCP 36 (i.e. AF42), while the DSCP of the
underlying IP data packet header is still DSCP 34 (i.e. AF41).
Router D and any subsequent routers between the tunnel source
and tunnel destination, when classifying tunnel packets by DSCP,
will look only at the DSCP value of the tunnel header, which is now
DSCP 36.
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5. At the tunnel destination, the tunnel header is stripped off and DSCP
value of the tunnel IP header is copied back into the DSCP value
of the underlying data packet IP header, which is now DSCP 36
and which will be used by all subsequent routers when classifying
the packets by DSCP.

Effectively, with the uniform model, for each packet, there is one piece
of Diffserv information which is carried end-to-end, which may change
along the path and which is always represented by the DSCP of the
outermost IP header. Hence, when using the uniform model, with an
IP tunnel there is really no difference in the resultant Diffserv behavior
compared to where no tunnel is present; similarly, there is no difference
in the case that multiple layers of IP tunnels are used. Effectively with
the uniform model, tunnels are transparent to Diffserv operations.

2.3.4.5.2 IP Pipe Model
Unlike the uniform model, the pipe model treats the DSCP markings
on the inner (data) and outer (tunnel) packet headers as independent
(although possibly associated) entities. As for the uniform model, out-
side of the tunnel, as there is no tunnel header the IP data packet
DSCP is used; between the tunnel source and tunnel destination, the
DSCP marking in the tunnel header is used. The pipe model differs
from the uniform model in that DSCP value of the underlying IP
packet is not copied into the tunnel header DSCP at the tunnel source
(although the tunnel DSCP setting may be derived from the underly-
ing IP packet DSCP value), nor is the tunnel header DSCP copied
back into the underlying IP packet DSCP at the tunnel destination.
The pipe model behavior is the same where multiple layers of tunnel
are used, with each subsequent tunnel layer being treated indepen-
dently of the last.

Consider the example shown in Figure 2.32 and the following
description:

1. Before entering the IP tunnel, in this example, IP data packets are
marked with DSCP 34 (i.e. AF41).
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2. At the tunnel source (Router B), the tunnel header is added and
the DSCP value of the data packet IP header is set. The tunnel
DSCP value may be derived from (could be copied from) the DSCP
value of the underlying IP packet, or may be set independently
of that value. In this example, we assume that the tunnel DSCP
is set to DSCP 26 (i.e. AF31) independently of the underlying IP
packet DSCP.

3. On egress to Router B and to intermediate routers between the
tunnel source and tunnel destination, e.g. at Router C, when clas-
sifying tunnel packets by DSCP, they will look only at the DSCP
value of the tunnel header (outermost tunnel header where mul-
tiple layers of tunnel are used), which in this case is DSCP 26.

4. Assume that some function at Router D re-marks the tunneled
packets to DSCP 28 (i.e. AF32); the re-marking only affects the DSCP
of the (outermost) tunnel header, hence the DSCP of the underly-
ing IP data packet header is still DSCP 34 (i.e. AF41). On egress to
Router D and any subsequent routers between the tunnel source
and tunnel destination, when classifying tunnel packets by DSCP,
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they will look only at the DSCP value of the tunnel header, which
is now DSCP 28.

5. At the tunnel destination, the tunnel header is stripped off. In the
case of the pipe model, however, the DSCP value of the tunnel IP
header is not copied back into the DSCP value of the underlying
data packet IP header. Hence, the original DSCP value of the
underlying data packet IP header is preserved through the tunnel.

Effectively with the pipe model, there are two separate pieces of Diffserv
information which are used; one is used within the bounds of the
tunnel and another is used outside of the tunnel. Therefore, the pipe
model enables different marking schemes to be used within the tun-
nel than outside the tunnel. This capability can be useful where the
tunnel represents a different Diffserv domain than the networks on
either side of the tunnel. This could be in the context of a VPN ser-
vice provided by an SP, where for example the SP uses a different mark-
ing scheme within their portion of the network than their customers
do at the edge, while allowing their customers’ marking scheme to
be preserved end-to-end across the SP VPN service. This capability is
sometimes referred to as “QOS transparency.”

It is noted that a typical default router implementation would copy
the DSCP value of the underlying IP packet into tunnel DSCP value
at the tunnel source, but would not copy the DSCP value of the tunnel
IP header back into the DSCP value of the underlying data packet IP
header at the tunnel destination.

Although [RFC 2983] only considers IP tunneling technologies, the
concepts can also be applied to “tunnels” formed by encapsulation
in layer 2 (link) or MPLS headers. These approaches are not a form of
“IP tunneling” as they do not add an additional IP header, but nonethe-
less, they can be considered a form of “tunnel.” MPLS Diffserv
Tunneling modes are described in Section 2.3.6.2.3.

2.3.5 IPv6 QOS Architectures

There is a common misperception that IPv6 provides fundamentally
better QOS capabilities than IPv4, which is incorrect. The Intserv
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(Section 2.3.3) and Diffserv (Section 2.3.4) IP QOS architectures can
be applied equally to IPv6 as to IPv4.

The only practical difference between IPv6 and IPv4 from a QOS
perspective is that IPv6 packet headers also include a 20-bit flow label
field [RFC 3697]. The flow label helps to classify a flow unambigu-
ously, where some information used to identify the flow may be miss-
ing due to packet fragmentation or encryption (Section 2.2.1).

2.3.6 MPLS QOS Architectures

MPLS [RFC 3031] enables new forwarding paradigms from conven-
tional IPv4 or IPv6, allowing forwarding based upon criteria other than
the destination IP address. When a traffic stream traverses an MPLS
network (also known as an MPLS “domain”), the IP packets (or proto-
col data units [PDUs] from another protocol, as the “M” in MPLS
stands for “Multiprotocol”) are “labeled” at the ingress edge router of
the MPLS domain (referred to as an Edge Label Switched Router or
ELSR). The MPLS “label” is 32 bits long, is of local significance and is
most commonly “pushed” on top of (or imposed onto) the original IP
header as what is known as a “shim” header; in some cases (where
MPLS VPNs or MPLS traffic engineering are used, for example) more
than one label (a “label stack”) may be imposed. The label that is
pushed at the ELSR determines the path that the packet will take across
the MPLS domain; this path is termed a label switch path (LSP). Each
router within the MPLS domain – termed label switched routers or 
LSRs – will not look at the IP destination address or within the under-
lying IP header of labeled packets to determine how to forward the
packet but rather the label (or topmost label if there is a label stack) is
used to determine which interface and outbound label to use when for-
warding the packet onwards to the next hop on the LSP. At the egress
of the MPLS domain the labels are popped or stripped off the packet by
the egress ELSR and are then forwarded using the normal conventions
of IP. Where ATM switches are used as LSRs, they do not add a label
“shim” header to the IP packet, but rather encode the label stack into
the ATM VPI/VCI field; such ATM LSR deployments are no longer com-
mon and hence we do not consider this case in detail.
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The new forwarding paradigms made possible with MPLS enable
IP networks to support new functionality. Different techniques and
signaling protocols are used to determine and establish LSP paths,
depending upon the particular paradigm being used. MPLS is most
commonly deployed by service providers to provide one or more of
the following functions:

● To allow many virtual private networks (VPNs) to be built on top
of a single IP/MPLS network. These can be layer 3 VPNs, such as
using BGP MPLS VPNs as described in [RFC 4364], or layer 2 VPNs
such as those defined in the IETF L2VPN working group [L2VPN].

● To provide traffic engineering (TE) capabilities using MPLS
RSVP-TE as defined in [RFC 3209], and as described in Chapter 6,
Section 6.2.3.

● To provide fast recovery around network element failures using
MPLS TE Fast Reroute (FRR) as defined in [RFC 4090], as discussed
in Section 2.6.

With multi-protocol label switching (MPLS), there is a common per-
ception that MPLS provides fundamentally better QOS capabilities
than IPv4; as for IPv6, this is not correct. The Intserv (Section 2.3.3)
and Diffserv (Section 2.3.4) IP QOS architectures can be applied to
MPLS, but with some practical differences from “vanilla” IPv4 and IPv6.

2.3.6.1 MPLS and Intserv/RSVP
Intserv requires admission control and resource reservation on a per
flow basis – where a flow is identified by the 5-tuple of source and
destination IP addresses, source and destination UDP/TCP port num-
bers and IP protocol number. These fields are not visible to LSRs within
an MPLS domain, which forward labeled packets based upon the out-
ermost label only, hence support for Intserv would require that LSPs
are provisioned on a per flow basis, which is not a scalable approach.
In practice, Intserv/RSVP is supported in the context of providing
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reservations to aggregations of flows through the use of MPLS TE
tunnels, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.5.

2.3.6.2 MPLS and Diffserv
Diffserv can be applied in an MPLS network essentially in the same
way as a plain IP networks, as defined in [RFC3270]. Traffic condi-
tioning is performed at the edge of the Diffserv domain in exactly
the same way although it is noted that the router at the edge of the
MPLS domain (termed the provider edge or PE router) is not neces-
sarily also the router at the edge of the Diffserv domain, which may
be at the customer edge, or CE router. Packets are marked to indicate
the particular class of traffic to which they belong and then within the
core of the MPLS Diffserv network different PHBs are applied depend-
ing upon the marking.

There are, however, some differences between how Diffserv is
applied to plain IP packets compared to MPLS labeled packets and
these stem from the fact that within an MPLS network, all forward-
ing is done based upon the outermost label rather that the IP packet
header. As the DSCP value is in the IP packet header, which is not used
by an LSR, this cannot be used for PHB selection within an MPLS
domain. Instead, there is a 3-bit field within the MPLS label shim
header as shown in Figure 2.33 – termed the EXP field – which is used
for classification when Diffserv is used with MPLS.

[RFC3032] initially defined the EXP field for experimental use; this
was subsequently updated by [RFC3270] which redefined it for use
with Diffserv, although the field is still commonly referred to as the
“EXP” bits. There are two mechanisms by which the EXP field is used
for PHB selection within an MPLS Diffserv network; these are described
in the following sections.
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2.3.6.2.1 EXP Inferred PHB Selection
The most commonly used approach for PHB selection within an
MPLS network is to use the EXP field to determine with which PHB
a labeled packet should be serviced; this is referred to as EXP Inferred
PHB selection.

The EXP field is only three bits long, and therefore it can only rep-
resent 8 distinct values, whereas there are 64 possible DSCP values,
hence it is not possible to treat the EXP field in labeled packets as
directly equivalent to the DS Field in plain IP packets. Therefore, there
may need to be a many-to-one mapping of DSCP values to EXP val-
ues at the ingress ELSR such that a particular EXP value may need to
represent a group of DSCP values, in which case it is referred to as a PHB
scheduling class (PSC). LSPs where the EXP field marking is used to
determine a PSC are called as EXP-Inferred-PSC LSPs (E-LSPs).

The typical default behavior at an ingress LSR is to copy bits 0 to
2 of the DS field – which are the class selector (CS) codepoints (which
are functionally equivalent to the precedence bits) – into the 3 bits
of the EXP field in the MPLS label, as shown in Figure 2.34.

The typical default behavior applied at LSRs within the MPLS
domain is to copy the EXP field from label-to-label. If additional labels
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are imposed (i.e. a label stack is used), the typical default behavior is
to copy the EXP field up the label stack. Hence, where these behav-
iors are supported, by default the CS codepoint marking of the under-
lying IP packet is propagated up the label stack. If labels are popped
off, the typical default behavior is not to copy the EXP field down
the label stack or to the CS codepoints. Therefore if the EXP field
marking is changed within the MPLS network this change is not nor-
mally propagated down the label stack, but rather the underlying CS
codepoint and DSCP values are preserved across the MPLS domain.
Behaviors other than this are possible; these are discussed in Section
2.3.6.2.3 on Diffserv MPLS tunnel modes.

2.3.6.2.2 Label Inferred PHB Selection
The use of E-LSPs is the norm in MPLS Diffserv deployments; how-
ever, should 8 distinct PSC markings be insufficient to support the
number of PHBs required in an MPLS Diffserv network design – or
where ATM LSRs are deployed, where a shim header is not used – an
alternative approach is defined.

With E-LSPs, a single LSP can be used to carry labeled packets marked
with a number of different PSCs; however, [RFC 3270] also defines a
scheme where an LSP carries a single PSC only; LSPs that use this
scheme are referred to as label-only-inferred-PSC LSPs (L-LSPs). Where
a “shim” header is used, the EXP field can then be used to represent
the drop precedence to be applied by the LSR to the labeled packet
(see the AF PHB, Section 2.3.4.2.2).

ATM LSRs are not widely deployed and in practice there have not
been significant requirements for more than 8 distinct PSCs in MPLS
Diffserv networks (see the backbone Diffserv deployment case study
in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2). Hence, L-LSPs are not widely used.

2.3.6.2.3 MPLS Diffserv Tunneling Models
[RFC 3270] considers the application of the Diffserv tunneling mod-
els (as described in Section 2.3.4.5) and concepts specifically to MPLS.
There are a number of conceptual similarities between the Diffserv
tunneling models used for IP tunneling and those used for MPLS,
where MPLS LSPs are used instead of IP tunnels. As for IP tunnels,
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MPLS LSPs are unidirectional. In addition, comparably with IP tun-
nels, intermediate nodes on the path of an LSP look at the marking
of the outermost label only. There are also, however, a number of dif-
ferences due to the implicit differences between IP and MPLS. [RFC
3270] defines three MPLS Diffserv tunneling models, which are
described in the following sections.

2.3.6.2.3.1 MPLS Uniform Model The uniform model for MPLS is
conceptually similar to the IP tunneling case. Consider the example
shown in Figure 2.35 and the following description. In this example,
which describes an IP-to-MPLS forwarding case, only a single level 
of label is added, which could be assigned by LDP [RFC 3036] for
example.

1. Outside of the MPLS domain, e.g. at router 1, assume IP data packets
are marked with DSCP 34 (i.e. AF41).
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2. At the ingress ELSR (Router B), the initial LSP label is imposed and
the EXP value for the label is set. The EXP may be derived from the
underlying IP packet DSCP value; however, as the EXP field is only
3 bits and the DSCP is 8 bits, it is not possible to copy the whole
DSCP value to the EXP field (as would be the case with an IP tunnel).
In this example, we assume that bits 0–2 of the DSCP are copied
into the label EXP field as described in Section 2.3.6.2.1 with the
result that the EXP field would be set to 4. Alternative mappings
between the underlying DSCP and the EXP field are possible.

In an MPLS-to-MPLS forwarding case, where the uniform model
is used, the EXP value would be copied up the label stack, as addi-
tional layers of label are imposed.

3. Intermediate routers on the LSP, e.g. Router C, will label switch the
packet based upon the label value (outermost label value if there is
a label stack); as packets are labeled switched, the EXP is by default
copied from ingress label to egress label. Hence, in this example,
the packet would have an EXP value of 4 on egress to Router C. If
there is a label stack, when classifying packets by the EXP field,
LSRs will look only at the EXP field of the outermost label.

4. Assuming that some function at Router D re-marks the packets on
the LSP from EXP 4 to EXP 3, if there is a label stack, the re-marking
only affects the EXP value of the outermost label. Hence, the EXP
value of the label is now EXP 3, while the DSCP of the underlying
IP data packet header is still DSCP 34 (i.e. AF41). Router D and any
subsequent routers on the LSP, when classifying labeled packets by
the EXP field, will look only at the EXP field of the outermost label
only, which is now EXP 3.

5. In this case, we assume that penultimate hop popping (PHP) is
not used, and hence the label is stripped off at the egress ELSR
which is the final hop of the LSP, being Router E in this example.
The DSCP field value of the underlying IP packet may be re-marked
to a value derived from the EXP field value of the deposed label.
If the EXP field value were copied back to bits 0–2 of the DSCP
field, the resultant DSCP value of the exposed packet on egress to
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Router E would be DSCP 26 (i.e. AF31), although alternative map-
pings between the EXP field and the underlying packet DSCP value
are possible. As the label is popped off, on egress to Router E and
at subsequent routers the underlying DSCP may be used to classify
the packets.

Where PHP is used, the label is popped off at the penultimate
hop on the LSP, Router D, in which case as no label is present at
Router E, router D would need to perform any required mapping/
copying from EXP to DSCP.

The intent with the uniform model is that when used with MPLS,
there is really no difference in the resultant Diffserv behavior com-
pared to where MPLS is not used. However, the one factor which pre-
vents total transparency of MPLS to Diffserv operations (unlike the IP
tunneling case), is the fact that the MPLS EXP field is only 3 bits long
while the DSCP is 8 bits long; this may therefore demand a mapping
from DSCP values to EXP values and back to DSCP values, rather
than the simple copying which is used in the IP tunneling case.

In practice, it is not normal to apply re-marking within an MPLS
domain; rather, such conditioning functions are normally performed
at the edge of the Diffserv domain. Hence, the uniform model is
rarely used in the context of MPLS and it is defined as optional by
[RFC 3270].

2.3.6.2.3.2 MPLS Pipe Model The pipe model for MPLS is conceptu-
ally similar to the IP tunneling case, where MPLS LSPs are used instead
of IP tunnels, although implicitly there are some differences due to
the differences between IP and MPLS. Considering the case of a single
level of label (i.e. no label stack), the MPLS pipe model treats the DSCP
markings on an underlying IP packet and the MPLS EXP markings
on the LSP used by the packet as independent entities. At the start of
the LSP, the MPLS EXP field is set; this setting may be derived from
the marking in the DCSP of the underlying packet in the case of IP-
to-MPLS forwarding, or from the MPLS EXP field of the received label
in the case of MPLS-to-MPLS forwarding where a hierarchy of LSPs
result in a label stack. Along the path of the LSP, any classification,
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marking and re-marking are performed using the EXP field of the
outermost label only. Where the outermost label is stripped off, at
the end of an LSP (or at the penultimate hop, where PHP is used), the
MPLS EXP value of the deposed label is not copied down into the
underlying IP packet DSCP or underlying label EXP field.

Consider the example shown in Figure 2.36 and the following
description. In this example, which describes an IP-to-MPLS transition,
a label stack is used, which could for example represent an MPLS VPN
deployment [as per RFC 4364], where the inner label is assigned by
Multiprotocol BGP (MBGP) [RFC 2858] and the outer label is assigned
by LDP [RFC 3036]. The example also assumes that PHP is used:

1. Outside of the MPLS domain, e.g. at router 1, assume IP data pack-
ets are marked with DSCP 34 (i.e. AF41).

2. At the ingress ELSR (Router B), the label stack is imposed and the
EXP values for the labels are set. The EXP value for the inner label
may be derived from the DSCP value of the underlying IP packet
DSCP, or may be set independently of that value. In this example,
we assume that the EXP value is set to 2 independently of the under-
lying IP packet DSCP. As in this example, a label stack is used and
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the EXP value of the inner (e.g. MBGP, in the context of MPLS VPN)
label is copied up the label stack into the outer (e.g. LDP) label,
hence the inner and outer labels both have an EXP value of 2.

3. Intermediate routers on the LSP path, e.g. Router C, will label switch
the packet based upon the outermost label value; as packets are
labeled switched, the EXP is by default copied from ingress label
to egress label, hence in this example, the packet would have an
EXP value of 4 on egress to Router C. If there is a label stack, in clas-
sifying labeled packets by the EXP field, LSRs will look only at the
EXP field of the outermost label.

4. As PHP is used in this example, the outer (e.g. LDP) label is popped
off at the penultimate LSR on the LSP, which is Router D in this
example. Although the outer label is popped off, the inner (e.g.
MBGP) label still remains, hence when classifying labeled packets
by the EXP field, on egress Router D will look at the EXP field of
this remaining label.

5. Router E, the egress ELSR, will receive the packet with this single
(MBGP) label, which it will pop off. Even though it pops off this
label, the pipe model defines that Router E retains the value of
the EXP field in the received label, such that it can be used to
classify the (now unlabeled) packets on egress from Router E to
Router F.

Where a label stack is not used, and penultimate hop popping
is used, Router E does not receive a labeled packet, and has no EXP
information to retain and use for classification on egress to Router F;
therefore, the pipe model cannot be used where penultimate hop
popping is used without a label stack.

The pipe model is widely used in MPLS VPN deployments and hence
is defined as mandatory by [RFC 3270].

It is noted that the typical default behavior implemented on LSRs
is an inception of the pipe model. An ingress LSR will typically copy
bits 0 to 2 of the DS field into the 3 bits of the EXP field in the MPLS
label by default. The typical default behavior at the egress LSR is not
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to copy the EXP field down the label stack or to the CS codepoints,
as labels are popped.

2.3.6.2.3.3 MPLS Short Pipe Model The short pipe model is a varia-
tion on the pipe model; consider the example in Figure 2.37 and the
following description.

Steps 1–4 as per the MPLS pipe model described in Section
2.3.6.2.3.2.
Step 5: The short pipe model differs from the pipe model in terms
of the behavior applied at the egress ELSR; rather than retaining
the EXP value of the received label, the value of the underlying
DSCP is used to classify the (now unlabeled) packets on egress
from Router E to Router F.

2.3.7 IP Multicast and QOS

The Intserv (Section 2.3.3) and Diffserv (Section 2.3.4) IP QOS archi-
tectures were designed to support both IP unicast and IP multicast
[RFC1112] traffic from the outset.
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● IP Multicast and Diffserv. Support for the basic mechanisms of
Diffserv is no different for IP multicast than for IP unicast.
Multicast traffic is designated by the destination address of the
packets; other than that, the IP headers for multicast traffic are the
same as for unicast traffic. Multicast replicated packets have exactly
the same DSCP as the original packet, and therefore will be treated
with the same PHB as the incoming packets of their respective mul-
ticast group. Hence, the DSCP field can be used to mark and classify
IP multicast traffic exactly as for IP unicast and Diffserv PHBs can
be applied accordingly.

Implicitly, however, the impact of multicast traffic flows on a
network is different from the impact of unicast traffic flows; by
definition, multicast flows are point-to-multipoint or multipoint-
to-multipoint – a single multicast stream from a source may be
replicated to multiple destinations – whereas unicast flows are
point-to-point. Hence, the key differences between a unicast and
a multicast Diffserv deployment are two-fold:
●● Multicast capacity planning. Capacity planning in a Diffserv net-

work manages the provisioning of available capacity relative to
network load, potentially on a per-class basis. In a multicast
deployment, this needs to take into account the traffic matrix
(the matrix of ingress to egress flows) resulting from multicast
replication. Capacity planning is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

●● Multicast SLAs. Whereas a received unicast flow can be limited
on ingress to the network and the impact on the network thereby
constrained, a received multicast flow may be replicated to
many destinations within the network after it is received, and
hence the impact on the network may be significantly greater.
Any SLA definitions for Diffserv-enabled multicast services must
take multicast replication within the network into account.

● IP Multicast and Intserv/RSVP. Intserv [RFC1633] and RSVP
[RFC2205] were fundamentally designed to cater for multicast as
well as unicast reservations. As a consequence, RSVP gives flexible
control over the manner in which reservations can be shared
along branches of the multicast delivery trees, using “Wildcard Filter”
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and “Shared-Explicit Filter” reservation styles to allow for reserva-
tion state merging. Further, RSVP allows the elementary actions
of adding or deleting one sender and/or receiver to or from an
existing reservation. Intserv and RSVP are discussed in more detail
in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.

2.4 Typical Router QOS Implementations in Practice

Diffserv is the most widely deployed QOS IP QOS architecture and
hence most router QOS implementations are optimized for Diffserv
deployments. In Section 2.2 we described the main data plane tools
that are used in IP QOS: classification, marking, policing, queuing
and scheduling, dropping, and shaping. In practice, which of these
components are used and how they are combined to create a QOS
policy depend upon where they are being applied in the network –
at the edge or in the core – and whether they are being applied on
egress to an interface or on ingress. Many networks are built with a
hierarchy consisting of core routers (CRs), which provide connectiv-
ity between distribution routers (DRs), which in turn aggregate con-
nections to routers at remote sites, each of which have local access
routers (ARs). If, for example, we consider a Diffserv deployment in
this type of network, as shown in Figure 2.38, the access link will
normally be the edge of the Diffserv domain, with edge policies being
applied outbound on the access router core facing interface and on
the access facing interface of the distribution router (which may have
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inbound policies in some cases also); core policies are then typically
applied outbound on the core facing interfaces of the distribution
router and outbound on all core router interfaces.

As complex classification and conditioning is performed at the
edge of a Diffserv network, router QOS policies applied on routers at
the edge of the network (i.e. access routers and distribution routers)
are typically more complicated than those used on core routers.
Figure 2.39 shows how the different Diffserv QOS components are
used together in a typical AR QOS policy applied outbound on the DR
facing interface (i.e. policy A in Figure 2.38). Considering Figure 2.39:

● The traffic that is destined for the interface is first classified using
simple or complex classification. In this example, we show three
classes, although there could be more or less.

● The top traffic class (diagramatically) in Figure 2.39 is serviced
from a strict priority queue, for the lowest delay and jitter; this is
likely to include applications such as voice and video. An SR-TCM
policer with an exceed action of drop is applied to the class before
packets are enqueued into the strict priority queue, to enforce a
maximum rate for the class and in order to prevent this class from
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starving the other classes of bandwidth; packets which are dropped
by the policer are not enqueued in the class queue. Tail drop is
used to impose a maximum queue limit for the queue, hence
enforcing a maximum delay bound for traffic in the queue; the
tail drop queue limit may be somewhat redundant in the pres-
ence of the applied policer as the policer burst will also implicitly
limit the maximum queue depth, and hence delay bound.

● The middle traffic class in Figure 2.39 is serviced from a weighted
bandwidth queue. An SR-TCM policer may be applied to the class
before packets are enqueued in order to enforce a maximum rate
for the in-contract traffic within the class. This could for example
be achieved with a conform action of transmit (if the traffic is not
pre-marked this could be combined with marking in-contract),
and violate action of transmit � mark out-of-contract. WRED may
be used to maximize throughput for TCP-based applications within
the class and to drop in- and out-of-contract traffic differentially, 
by using a more aggressive WRED profile for the out-of-contract
traffic.

● The bottom traffic class in Figure 2.39 is serviced from a weighted
bandwidth queue. RED is used to maximize throughput for TCP-
based applications within the class.

● The scheduler ensures that the top class is treated with appropriate
priority, and that the middle and red classes receive minimum band-
width assurances due to their respective configured weightings.

● In most practical router implementations a hardware “line driver”
will deal with sending the packets onto the actual line and the sched-
uler will service its queues into the queue of the hardware line driver
on the outgoing interface, which is known as the interface FIFO.

From the above description, it can be seen that there is an implied
ordering of OQS actions:

1. Classification is performed first to determine which class packets
will be assigned to.
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2. Then policing and marking functions are applied to the respective
classes; packets dropped by the policer will not be enqueued and
will not be subject to tail drop or (W)RED drop decisions. Packets
should not be re-classified into other classes at this step, or else
there would be the possibility of a loop, where a packet is
remarked in one class, then reclassified into another class, where it
is also remarked, then reclassified into another class and so on.

3. Tail drop or (W)RED decisions are performed before packets are
enqueued into their respective queues. If policing/marking poli-
cies have been applied to the class in step #2, it is important that
an (W)RED profile selection and drop decisions are based upon the
resulting markings from that step, such that any in-/out-of-contract
marking will be effective for example. Note that, although (W)RED
profile selection should be based upon the result of step #2, packets
should not be re-classified into other classes at this step, or else there
would be the possibility of a classification loop.

4. Then scheduling decisions are performed and the packets are
enqueued in the interface FIFO.

The AR outbound QOS implementation described above could further
be augmented with the addition of an aggregate shaper, as described
in Section 2.2.4.3, where required to offer subline rate services, as
shown in Figure 2.40.
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Outbound DR QOS policies on AR facing interfaces (i.e. policy E
in Figure 2.38) will typically be similar, only with no policers applied
to the weighted bandwidth queues, as outbound traffic will have been
subjected to traffic conditioning on ingress to the Diffserv domain.

Depending on a particular deployment, QOS policies may be
applied inbound on the DR on the AR facing interface (i.e. policy B
in Figure 2.38) to perform conditioning on ingress to the Diffserv
domain. This is likely to be the case where the access link represents
a trust boundary between a network service provider and a customer.
While, conceptually, the egress access QOS implementation shown
in Figure 2.39 could also be implemented on ingress to a router, this
is not commonly done in practice. The ingress to an interface is less
commonly an aggregation point for traffic than the egress; if traffic
is not aggregated then congestion will not occur, and hence there
may be no need to implement scheduling or queuing on ingress to
a router. Instead, on ingress to a router interface it is more common
to support only per-class policing to perform conditioning, where
an SR-TCM or TR-TCM is applied to each class. Figure 2.41 shows a
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typical QOS implementation applied to traffic on ingress to a distri-
bution router AR facing interface (i.e. policy B in Figure 2.38).

A typical core router egress QOS implementation (i.e. policy D in
Figure 2.38), as shown in Figure 2.42, would generally be a simpler sub-
set of the access router implementation; without policers applied to the
weighted bandwidth queues, nor with support for aggregate shapers;
the reasons for the differences between core and access router capabil-
ities with respect to QOS are discussed in Section 2.3.4. The same
implementation would also typically be used on egress to the DR
core facing interfaces (i.e. policy C in Figure 2.38). There are not typic-
ally any QOS policies applied on ingress to core interfaces.

When considered as a whole, a typical distribution router QOS
implementation supporting a number of access interfaces is shown
in Figure 2.43.

Depending upon the architecture of the router, the QOS mecha-
nisms may be implemented centrally in the router, or on distributed
platforms, they may be implemented on the interface linecards. On
platforms which have a centralized switching fabric, the switching fab-
ric may be a point of aggregation of traffic and hence queuing and
scheduling mechanisms may be implemented toward the switching
fabric itself. If Diffserv EF/AF forwarding behaviors have an impact 
on router forwarding performance, the router will support less aggregate
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throughput with Diffserv enabled, and consequently, the per-port
cost of the network deployment will be higher. High-performance
routers typically implement the EF/AF forwarding behaviors in ASICs,
ensuring that there is no forwarding penalty associated with the sup-
port of the Diffserv functionality.

The case studies presented in Chapter 3 consider the definition and
application of specific QOS policies in more detail.

2.5 Layer 2 QOS

Although the focus of this book is on IP (i.e. layer 3) QOS, IP net-
works use underlying layer 1 and 2 technologies in order to provide
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connectivity between layer 3 nodes (i.e. routers). Therefore, in building
end-to-end IP services with contracted SLA commitments, it is essen-
tial that the underlying layer 1 and layer 2 technologies are able to
support the network requirements needed to deliver the contracted
SLAs. The SLAs provided at the IP layer are, however, implicitly lim-
ited by the SLAs of the underlying layer 2 technology; for example,
it would not be possible to deliver an IP service supporting VoIP with
a bounded delay, jitter and loss, using an underlying layer 2 net-
work, which did not provide SLAs for delay, jitter and loss at least as
good (generally better) as those required for the IP service, e.g. an
ATM ABR service.

Some point-to-point layer 2 technologies, such as leased lines deliv-
ered on underlying TDM or Synchronous Optical Network (SONET)/
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) networks, generally have well-
defined SLAs at layer 2, which are capable of supporting layer 3 appli-
cations with tight SLA requirements. Such connections generally have
a defined delay, a defined bit error rate (BER) and committed layer 2
minimum bandwidth, which is normally equal to the maximum band-
width for the service. In these cases, Intserv or Diffserv queuing policies
can be attached directly to the interface that represents the connec-
tion; in the case of Diffserv the policy applied would be similar to that
illustrated in Figure 2.40.

Other considerations can apply to multiaccess layer 2 technolo-
gies, such as ATM, Frame relay and Ethernet, which have some of their
own explicit QOS capabilities at layer 2; in such cases end-to-end IP
SLAs can be achieved by interworking between layer 3 QOS func-
tions and the underlying layer 2 QOS capabilities as described in the
following sections.

2.5.1 ATM

Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is a cell relay technology which
can be used to provide layer 2 connectivity in IP networks. ATM is a
connection-oriented technology in which virtual circuits (VCs) are
established between the end points of the connection before data
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can be exchanged. The ATM Forum Traffic Management Specification
Version 4.0 [af-tm-0056] defines the following five service categories
that determine the QOS that a particular VC receives:

● Constant bit rate (CBR). The CBR service category was designed to
support low delay (cell transfer delay or CTD), low jitter (cell delay
variation or CDV), low loss, constant bit rate applications such as
circuit emulation. CBR VCs have a specified peak cell rate (PCR); as
long as the PCR is not exceeded, the CTD and CDV will be assured.

● Variable bit rate – real-time (VBR-rt). The VBR-rt service category was
designed to support low delay, low jitter, low loss, variable bit rate
applications such as VoIP and video. VBR VCs (both VBR-rt and
VBR-nrt) have a specified sustained cell rate (SCR) but can burst at
rates above this up to their defined PCR as defined by the maxi-
mum burst size (MBS).

● Variable bit rate – non-real-time (VBR-nrt). The VBR-nrt service cate-
gory was designed to support bursty, non-real-time applications
that require a committed minimum amount of bandwidth but do
not have tightly bounded requirements for delay and jitter. With
VBR-nrt, the CTD and CDV are not assured and hence VBR-nrt is
unsuitable for real-time applications.

● Available bit rate (ABR). Similar to VBR-nrt the ABR service category
was designed to support bursty, non-real-time applications that
require a committed minimum amount of bandwidth while the
VC is active. In addition, however, ABR uses closed-loop feedback
conveyed via resource management (RM) cells from the network
to the end-systems in order to adapt their rate of sending based
upon the congested state of the network. This allows end-systems to
increase their transmission rates to take advantage of the available
bandwidth when the network is not congested. If the end-systems
correctly adapt their rate of sending based upon the network feed-
back, the network commits to a ratio of dropped cells to transmitted
cells defined by the cell loss ratio (CLR).
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With ABR, the CTD and CDV can be large and hence ABR is
unsuitable for real-time applications. ABR VCs have a specified
minimum cell rate (MCR) and PCR; the bandwidth available to a
VC at a particular point in time is defined as the available cell rate
(ACR), which is between MCR and PCR.

● Unspecified bit rate (UBR). UBR VCs have a specified PCR which
defines the maximum rate for the VC; VCs can use up to their con-
figured PCR when bandwidth is available, although no bandwidth
reservations are made for the VC within the ATM network. There
are no bounds with respect to the CTD or CLR, i.e. cell delivery is
not guaranteed; retransmission at higher layers is assumed and
hence UBR is unsuitable for real-time applications or applications
with committed loss requirements.

The UBR � variant of UBR allows end-systems to signal a
requested MCR to an ATM switch in a connection request, and the
ATM network attempts to maintain this as an end-to-end guarantee.

ATM traffic shaping is performed by ATM end-systems at the ingress
point to the ATM network (the user-to-network interface or UNI) in
order to ensure that the traffic on the VC adheres to the respective
VC traffic contract. If the traffic contract is exceeded then policing
within the ATM network may drop excess traffic or may set the cell
loss priority (CLP) bit within the cell header to 1. If congestion is
subsequently experienced within the ATM network cells marked
CLP � 1 are discarded in preference to cells marked CLP � 0. VCs may
be grouped together in a virtual path (VP), which may also be shaped.

Within the ATM network, schedulers are used to differentiate
between traffic from the different service categories. Typical ATM
schedulers service the different ATM service categories in strict prior-
ity order: CBR is serviced first with highest priority, then VBR-rt, next
VBR-nrt, and ABR with UBR last.

The different ATM service classes can be used when supporting
Intserv or Diffserv over an ATM connection. This “mapping” of Diffserv
to ATM QOS is described in the following section, while Intserv is
described in detail in Chapter 4.
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2.5.1.1 Mapping Diffserv to ATM QOS
There are two ways that Diffserv can be supported over an interme-
diate layer 2 ATM connection between two layer 3 nodes:

● Single VC approach. With this approach a single VC is used between
connected layer 3 nodes and a Diffserv IP QOS policy, i.e. a queuing
policy implementing Diffserv PHBs, is applied to that VC. The
service category and SLA commitments for the VC need to be suffi-
cient to support the sum of the tightest SLA requirements for con-
stituent Diffserv classes being transported.

For example, if 256 kbps of VoIP traffic and a minimum of
512 kbps of data traffic needs to be concurrently supported between
two sites using ATM, the VC would need to be of a service category
that can meet the delay, jitter, and loss requirements of the VoIP
service (i.e. typically CBR or VBR-rt), and the VC would need to be
provisioned for (512 kbps � 256 kbps) � 768 kbps. The ATM service
provider would only assure the delay, jitter, and loss commitments
for the VC for up to 768 kbps of traffic, and therefore ATM traffic
shaping would be applied to the VC at each of the L3 nodes at either
end of the VC. A Diffserv policy would also be applied to each
shaped VC, which would use an EF PHB (i.e. priority queue) to prior-
itize the 256 kbps of VoIP traffic, and an AF PHB (i.e. weighted band-
width queue) to assure a minimum of 512 kbps of data traffic. The
policy applied would be similar to that illustrated in Figure 2.40,
where the aggregate shaper was performing ATM traffic shaping. If
the VoIP traffic were inactive then the data traffic could potentially
re-use the unused bandwidth up to the 768 kbps VC maximum rate.

● Multi-VC approach. With this approach, a separate ATM VC is used
for each Diffserv PHB type between connected layer 3 nodes. Each
VC has a different ATM service category, where the service cate-
gory and SLA commitments for each VC need to be sufficient to
support the SLA requirements of the respective Diffserv classes being
transported.

Considering the previous example, a 256 kbps VC could be used
to support the voice (EF) traffic; this VC would need to be of a
service category that can meet the delay and jitter requirements
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of the VoIP service, i.e. typically CBR or VBR-rt. A separate 512 kbps
VC would be used to support the data (AF) traffic. The data VC
would need to be of a service category that can meet the delay and
loss requirements of the data service, i.e. typically VBR-nrt, but
potentially ABR or UBR� depending upon the specific service
requirements.

SLAs for ATM services available from ATM network service
providers are generally specified on a per-VC basis (unless ATM VPs
are used), rather than across a group of VCs. Therefore, this approach
can have the disadvantage that the SLAs for the service do not allow
for unused capacity on the voice VC to be directly available to be re-
used by the data traffic, for example. A potential benefit of this
approach, however, is that rental cost of 1 � 256 kbps CBR VC and
1 � 512 kbps VBR-nrt VC may be less than for 1 � 768 kbps CBR VC
(VCs with higher priority service categories tend to be more expen-
sive than lower priority categories). This approach may require that
the multiple VCs are effectively treated as a single routed connec-
tion, with the DSCP of each packet determining which particular
VC will be used for that packet.

Section 2.3.4.4 discusses the possible interworking of ATM explicit
forward congestion indication (EFCI) with ECN.

2.5.2 Frame-relay

Compared to ATM, the QOS capabilities provided with frame-relay
networks are rudimentary. Frame-relay, like ATM, is a connection-
oriented technology in which VCs are established between the end
points of the connection before data can be exchanged. The service
provided by a frame-relay VC is defined in terms of a token bucket
traffic shaper, as described in Section 2.2.4.3. The bucket has a spec-
ified maximum depth, which is the sum of the committed burst (Bc)
and the excess burst (Be) and is filled at a rate defined by the committed
information rate (CIR). CIR defines the average rate at which the frame-
relay network service guarantees to transport data on the VC during
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a time interval Tc. Bc defines the maximum amount of data that can
be transmitted during the interval Tc, i.e. Bc � CIR * Tc. Be defines
the amount of excess data in addition to Bc that can be sent during
the first interval after the token bucket is full, i.e. it contains Bc � Be
tokens. Therefore, if the bucket is full Bc � Be bytes can be sent in the
first interval; if these tokens are all used then Bc bytes can be sent in
the subsequent time interval.

Frame-relay traffic shaping is performed by frame-relay end-systems
at the ingress point to the frame-relay network (i.e. at the UNI) in order
to ensure that the traffic on the VC adheres to the respective VC traf-
fic contract. If the traffic contract is exceeded then policing within
the frame-relay network may drop excess traffic or may set the dis-
card eligibility (DE) bit within the cell header. If congestion is subse-
quently experienced within the network, the frames with DE set are
discarded in preference to frames where DE is not set. Frame-relay
provides explicit notification of congestion via forward explicit con-
gestion notification (FECN); if congestion is experienced along the
path of a VC, this bit is set in transiting frames; the destination frame-
relay end-system will set the backward error congestion notification
(BECN) bit in frames sent back to the source end-system. The explicit
congestion notification provided by BECN can be used to allow end-
systems to increase their transmission rates (through adapting their
traffic shaping rates) to take advantage of the available bandwidth
when the network is not congested, resorting to sending at CIR if BECN
is received.

When Diffserv is applied to frame-relay, a Diffserv IP QOS policy
is applied to a shaped frame-relay VC; the policy applied would be
similar to that illustrated in Figure 2.40, where the aggregate shaper
would be performing frame-relay traffic shaping. Unlike ATM, frame-
relay does not have the concept of different service categories and
therefore the SLA commitments for the VC assured by the frame-relay
service provider would need to be sufficient to support the sum of
the tightest SLA requirements for constituent Diffserv classes being
transported.

Section 2.3.4.4 discusses the possible interworking of frame-relay
forward explicit congestion notification (FECN) with ECN.
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2.5.3 Ethernet

The original IEEE 802.3 specifications for Ethernet included no pro-
vision for differentiated QOS, i.e. only supported a single service
class. The subsequent 802.1Q [802.1Q] project in the IEEE 802 stand-
ards process added support for VLAN trunking. The 802.1Q frame for-
mat added an extra 4-byte “VLAN tag” to the original Ethernet
header, 3-bits of which are defined as the user_priority field as shown
in Figure 2.44.

The use of the user_priority field, to assign a priority indication to
each frame, was defined by the 802.1P project (and hence is also
commonly referred to as the “802.1P” field), the results of which were
merged into 802.1D [802.1D] Annex G. The use of the user_priority
field is analogous to the use of the DSCP field in IP and the EXP field
in an MPLS network; the field is used to indicate the “priority” of the
frame, which is used to determine the forwarding behavior of that
frame at each bridging hop. As the field is 3 bits long it can be used
to present 8 distinct markings.

Annex G of 802.1D is considered as “informative” only, and pro-
vides only a high-level description of behaviors that should be applied
based upon user_priority markings. 802.1D Annex G acknowledges that
not all 8 markings may be used in any particular deployment and spec-
ifies strict priority behavior as the minimal implementation where
only a few classes are deployed. It acknowledges the need to support
schedulers which can provide minimum bandwidth assurances where
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greater numbers of classes are supported. In practice, in interpreting
the specification, most Ethernet switch vendors today support Diffserv
like scheduling, with a strict priority queue (i.e. EF-like) and a number
of weighted bandwidth queues (i.e. AF-like), to which different
user_priority values can be assigned.

Hence, in practice, it is often possible to use these capabilities and to
treat Ethernet networks, which are components of an end-to-end IP
network, almost like any other part of the Diffserv domain, but with
EF-like and AF-like behaviors being applied based upon classification of
the 802.1Q user_ priority field. As with MPLS EXP field, it is noted that
as the user_ priority field is 3 bits long and therefore it can only represent 
8 distinct values, whereas there are 64 possible DSCP values, hence
when used as a component in an end-to-end Diffserv network a partic-
ular user_ priority value may need to represent a group of DSCP values.

2.6 Complementary Technologies

Complementary to IP QOS technologies, there are a set of additional
techniques and technologies that have been developed within the IP
technical community and which further enable IP networks to be engi-
neered to support tightly bounded SLA commitments. While these
technologies are not covered in detail in this book, they are described
here in overview.

● Fast IGP convergence. Advancements and developments in the
implementation and deployment of IGPs have resulted in signi-
ficant improvements to the IGP convergence times that can be
achieved without any compromise in routing protocol stability.
This has resulted in convergence times of a few hundred millisec-
onds being realistically achievable in well-designed IP networks
today [FRANCOIS], which significantly reduces the loss of connec-
tivity experienced following network element (e.g. link or node)
failures. This reduction in convergence times allows higher avail-
ability targets and lower packet loss rates to be offered for SLAs
across all service classes. Consequently, fast IGP convergence is also
recommended as a foundation for multiservice IP network designs.
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● Fast reroute technologies. Developments in local protection
schemes for both IP and MPLS – generically termed fast reroute
(FRR) technologies – enable further reductions in the loss of con-
nectivity following network element failures.
●● MPLS traffic engineering fast reroute. The use of MPLS traffic engi-

neering (TE) for admission control is discussed in Chapter 4, and
for bandwidth management is discussed in Chapter 6. However,
there is another application of MPLS TE which is in the context
if MPLS TE Fast Re-route (FRR) [RFC 4090].

●● IP fast re-route. IP fast re-route [SHAND] is a recent development
which provides similar capabilities to MPLS TE FRR, but for IP
environments.
These FRR technologies are local protection schemes, unlike IGP

convergence which is a distributed computation process. With
FRR, on occurrence of a failure there are no delays associated with
the distribution of updated routing information or routing table
recalculation prior to IP connectivity being restored. Consequently,
the restoration times achieved with FRR are always likely to be
faster – typically within fifty milliseconds – and more determinis-
tic than those achieved with IGP fast convergence are. This allows
the highest availability of service to be offered in support of VoIP
services; for example, ensuring that link failures have minimal impact
on IP telephony users. Where such levels of protection are required,
a subsecond convergence IGP design should be complemented
with the deployment of FRR.

2.7 Where QOS cannot make a difference

In concluding this chapter, we highlight the fact that QOS is not a
panacea to all networking ills. There will undoubtedly be cases where,
even using QOS mechanisms the SLA requirements cannot be met
on a particular network, and hence techniques other than QOS may
need to be considered.

● Network engineering. In some cases, it may be necessary to 
re-engineer a network in order to ensure that the SLA requirements
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of an application can be met. For example, a satellite connection
could be replaced by a terrestrial link, in order to reduce the end-
to-end delay experienced by an application.

● Application engineering. There may be cases where it is more appro-
priate (cost-effective) to re-engineer an application, or rather
re-engineer how an application uses the network such that the
applications SLA demands on the network are reduced, than to
re-engineer the network to support the original requirements of
the application. For example, if the de-jitter buffer on a video end-
system is set unnecessarily large it may add unnecessarily to the
end-to-end delay, which may increase the channel change time
or VoD responsiveness above acceptable thresholds. In this case
the right approach to solving the problem is to reduce the de-jitter
buffer in the video end-system rather than trying to reduce the
network delay. Another example of application engineering is the
deployment of distributed application caches throughout the net-
work, which can both reduce the network traffic load due to the
application, and also reduce the end-user response times.
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Appendix 2.A: Precedence, TOS, and DSCP Conversion

It can be confusing trying to understand how to convert between
corresponding IP precedence values, TOS values, and DSCP values,
hence this appendix aims to help solve that problem.

2.A.1 Notation

The numeric notations most commonly used for IP precedence, TOS
and DSCP values are as follows.

● IP precedence. The notation normally used when referring to 
particular IP precedence values is to take the entire value of the
precedence field (bits 0 to 2 of the TOS octet) and express it in
decimal, where bit 0 is the most significant bit; e.g. an IP prece-
dence value of 010 binary is represented as Precedence 2.

IP precedence is discussed in detail in Section 2.3.2.1.

● Type of service. The notation generally used when referring to the
“TOS value” is to take the entire vale of the type of service octet
(including the precedence field and bit 7 of the type of service octet)
expressed in decimal, where bit 0 is taken as the most significant
bit; e.g. assuming a precedence field value of 110 binary, and a
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TOS field value of 0100 binary, the TOS value would generally be
referred to as 212 decimal (i.e. 11010100 binary).

Type of service is discussed in detail in Section 2.3.2.2.

● DSCP. When referring to DSCP values, all 6 bits of the DSCP are
expressed in decimal, where bit 0 is taken as the most significant
bit; e.g. a DSCP of 010000 binary is represented as DSCP 16.

The DS field is discussed in detail in Section 2.3.4.1.

● Class selector codepoints. The numeric notation used for the class
selector (CS) codepoints is exactly the same as for IP precedence.
When converting to/from the CS codepoints, use the same con-
version as for to/from IP precedence.

The use of the class selector codepoints is discussed in Section
2.3.4.1.

2.A.2 Conversion

Use the following formula when converting between the numeric
notations most commonly used for IP precedence, TOS and DSCP
values:

● DSCP_value � INT (TOS_value/4)

● DSCP_value � PREC * 8

● TOS_value � DSCP_value * 4

● TOS_value � PREC_value * 32

● PREC_value � INT (DSCP_value/8)

● PREC_value � INT (TOS_value/32)

The ready-reckoner in Figure 2.45 provides a quick reference for
conversion.
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Figure 2.45 Precedence, TOS, DSCP, and ECN ready reckoner
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Figure 2.45 (Continued)
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Notes

1. Whenever an octet represents a numeric quantity the left most
bit in the diagram is the high order or most significant bit. That
is, the bit labeled 0 is the most significant bit.

2. The EF PHB was first defined in [RFC2598], however, the formal
definition was subsequently determined to be incorrect and
hence was superseded by RFC3246.
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Deploying Diffserv

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 1, we defined the key service level agreement (SLA) param-
eters for IP applications and services as being: delay, delay variation or
jitter, packet loss rate, throughput, availability, and per flow sequence
preservation. In Chapter 2, we described the QOS component mech-
anisms and architectures that can be used in engineering a network
to meet SLA targets. In this chapter, we build on the context and
understanding created by Chapters 1 and 2, to show how the Differen-
tiated Services architecture (Diffserv) can be practically deployed at
the network edge and in the network core in order to satisfy defined
application SLA requirements. Diffserv is by far the most widely
deployed IP QOS architecture; it is widely deployed both in private
enterprise networks and in service provider (SP) networks providing
virtual private network (VPN) services to enterprises.

The edge of the Diffserv domain represents the provider/customer
boundary for the Diffserv-enabled services being offered; Diffserv
achieves scalability by performing complex per-customer QOS func-
tions and maintaining per-customer state, only at the edges of the
network. Hence, the policies applied at the edge of the network are
different from, and generally more complex than, those applied
within the core. Many networks are built with a hierarchy consisting
of core routers (CRs), which provide connectivity between distribu-
tion routers (DRs), which in turn aggregate connections to routers
at remote sites, each of which have local access routers (ARs). If, for
example, we consider a Diffserv deployment in this type of network,
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as shown in Figure 3.1, the access link will normally be the edge 
of the Diffserv domain, with edge Diffserv policies being applied
outbound on the core facing (i.e. upstream) AR interface and out-
bound on the access facing (i.e. downstream) interface of the DR,
which may have inbound policies in some cases also. Core Diffserv
policies are then typically applied outbound on the core facing
(i.e. upstream) interfaces of the DR and on outbound on all CR
interfaces.

In the network core where link bandwidths are high and traffic
is highly aggregated, the SLA requirements for a traffic class can be
translated into bandwidth requirements, and the problem of SLA
assurance can effectively be reduced to that of bandwidth provision-
ing, which may be on a per-class of service basis. At the network
edge, where bandwidth is lower and there is limited aggregation of
traffic, different considerations become significant, such as providing
isolation between applications. Further, the mechanisms employed
on the lower speed access links at the edges of the network to deliver
tightly bounded SLA commitments may be different from those used
in the core, because factors such as serialization delay become signifi-
cant at lower speeds.
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This chapter focusses on Diffserv designs for the network edge
and in the core; in considering Diffserv designs, we apply the follow-
ing three key design objectives:

● ensuring that the different SLA requirements for each respective
class can be met

● optimizing the use of available bandwidth

● keeping the design as simple as possible.

The following sections apply these objectives to Diffserv design case
studies supporting applications and services with tightly bounded
SLAs for IP service performance. The case studies presented are exam-
ples, and as such do not represent the only way of doing things; rather,
they aim to describe possible methodologies and the most important
aspects to consider with respect to Diffserv designs. In these case stud-
ies, where we use the terms service provider and customer, we use them
generically. This does not infer, however, that the case studies are only
applicable to VPN service providers – the networking department of
an enterprise organization is a service provider to their enterprise.

3.2 Deploying Diffserv at the Network Edge

3.2.1 Why is the Edge Key for Tight SLA Services?

In every network, there is a choice about whether or not to deploy
QOS mechanisms, such as those defined by Diffserv. Without such
QOS mechanisms, however, in order to support services and applica-
tions with tightly bound SLA requirements, the available capacity
needs to be over-provisioned relative to the peak of the aggregate
offered load; this needs to be ensured in the milliseconds timeframe
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.1.3). One school of though is that band-
width will become cheaper and more widely available and hence
over-provisioning will be a viable option. At the edge of the network,
however, even though access bandwidth speeds have increased and
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costs have reduced over time, demands for bandwidth from applica-
tions combined with end-systems’ capabilities to drive such band-
width has more than kept pace with the availability of bandwidth,
and such over-provisioning has not been viable in practice. Access
link costs are a significant component of network costs and to mini-
mize operational expenditure, customers will often delay upgrading
these links as long as possible; consequently, access links are often
under-dimensioned and prone to congestion.

This may change in the future; however, it is very unlikely that
this will change in the foreseeable term. Further, unless we provide
for the possibility of dealing with congestion (i.e. assuming that over-
provisioning is not always going to be possible) then supporting real-
time services with requirements for tight bounds on delay, jitter, and
loss, will be precluded in cases where congestion occurs. Hence, in
the rest of this section, we consider that peak over-provisioning of
access links is not a viable option to support services and applications
with stringent SLA requirements, as is the case in practice today, and
we consider how Diffserv can be deployed to achieve this end.

3.2.2 Edge Diffserv Case Study

In this section, we work through an example edge Diffserv case study,
defining the typical class SLA characteristics and describing how
Diffserv can be deployed at the network edge to ensure these SLA
characteristics are met. In this study, we refer to the access segment
SLA, adopting the segmented SLA approach as described in Chapter 1,
Section 1.4.1.

We note that Diffserv achieves scalability by performing complex
per-customer QOS functions and maintaining per-customer state,
only at the edges of the network; hence, implicitly the Diffserv edge
design is more complicated than the core design.

3.2.2.1 SLA Specification
We start by considering a simple case, where a leased line of bandwidth
Xkbps provides the connectivity between the AR and the DR, and
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where four service classes are supported, each with a different SLA. We
define the SLA characteristics for three “customer-facing” classes and
one class that is used by the service provider for essential network serv-
ice control functions, and which is not available to the end customer:

● VoIP class (VoIP). This class targets interactive applications with
requirements for defined bandwidth, low loss, and tight bounds
on delay, such as VoIP bearer traffic.

● Premium data throughput-optimized class (Prm-th). This class targets
business applications, that should receive priority access to the
available bandwidth over standard applications, but which do not
have a defined delay requirement; this might include business crit-
ical file transfer applications, for example.

● Standard class (Std). The Std class is used for all other “customer-
facing” traffic, which has not already been classified as VoIP or
Prm-th. This class may be used for email and web applications,
for example.

Note that the term “best-effort” has intentionally not been used
for this class, as best-effort infers no SLA commitments. Whereas
in this case, the Std class has defined SLA commitments, they just
represent the lowest of the SLA commitments for the classes
offered. 

● Control class (Ctrl). The Ctrl class is used by the service provider and
is dedicated for network control traffic, ensuring that bandwidth
on the access link is guaranteed for essential functions such as for
routing protocols and for telnet or SNMP access to the AR. This
ensures that congestion of the access link caused by the customer
cannot impact the SP’s ability to manage the delivery of the serv-
ice. It also ensures that customer traffic is protected from being
impacted by management traffic, such as large file transfers due to
router software upgrades, for example.

We start by considering these service classes, as illustrated by Figure 3.2,
because they represent the baseline of many Diffserv deployments
today. In subsequent sections, we consider additional variations to
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the design, capable of supporting the SLA requirements of the range
of applications described in Chapter 1.

The detail of the SLA definitions contracted for each class is defined
in the proceeding sections. A summary of the SLA definitions for all
of the classes is provided in Section 3.2.2.5.

3.2.2.1.1 VoIP Class (VoIP)
The SLA for the VoIP class is defined in terms of low delay, low jitter,
and low loss, and it has a specified bandwidth and availability; attain-
able throughput is derived from the committed bandwidth and loss
rate. The class may support a commitment for per flow sequence
preservation.

In agreeing to supply and receive the service, the SP and customer
respectively assent to a contract that defines an ingress committed
rate (ICR) from the customer site to the SP and an egress committed
rate (ECR) from the SP to the customer site (see Chapter 1, Section
1.2.4.2); normally, this relationship is specified symmetrically (i.e.
ICR � ECR). The SP enforces the contract by limiting the rate of VoIP
traffic to/from the customer site using a token bucket policer, with
rate Rv and committed burst size Bv; non-conformant traffic will be
dropped by the SP. The rate Rv will be selected by the customer and
will be offered by the SP up to a defined percentage of the access link
speed. The SP will normally limit the maximum percentage of the
access link bandwidth that is available for this class in order to ensure
that the class latency commitments can be met; for how that maximum
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percentage is defined, see Section 3.2.2.8. There will also normally
be a defined minimum link speed, below which the SP will not offer
this class, for example 256 kbps, because increased serialization delay
will mean that the delay target for the class is not achievable at lower
rates. Bv will be set based on the offered class delay commitment; the
maximum burst value effectively limits the maximum latency of traffic
in the class.

For conformant traffic, the SP will commit to a maximum one-way
edge segment latency, Lv. The edge segment latency is only one com-
ponent of the ear-to-mouth delay that impacts a VoIP call. Hence,
before defining the edge segment latency, the maximum acceptable
ear-to-mouth delay for the particular VoIP service must be defined.
A network QOS design should then take this budget and apportion
it to the various components of network delay (propagation delay
through the backbone, scheduling delay due to congestion, and the
access link serialization delay) and end-system delay (due to VoIP codec
and de-jitter buffer). Consider a typical example VoIP delay budget
allocation as follows.

● The end-to-end (ear-to-mouth) delay target is assumed to be 100 ms,
adding a significant 50 ms safety margin to the G.114 target of
150 ms to ensure that most users will be very satisfied (see Chapter 1,
Section 1.3.1.1). Note that in many situations there may be addi-
tional delays incurred due to tandem encoding (repeated encoding
and decoding of the signal), which need to be taken into account in
the overall delay budget. There may also be cases where a service
may span A multiple networks, and a particular network “owns”
only a portion of the overall end-to-end delay budget, hence in prac-
tice, it is often important to minimize the delay in all portions of
the network when supporting VoIP services.

Next deduct the significant contributors to the fixed com-
ponents of delay from the end-to-end delay budget, and deduce
the remainder to be apportioned to the variable components of
delay:
●● 25 ms is deducted for codec delay, assuming G.711–20 ms (see

Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1). Other codecs may incur larger delay
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and hence consume more of the end-to-end delay budget; lower
bandwidth codecs typically incur larger codec delays.

Note that the packetization interval clearly has an impact on
the codec delays, hence larger packetization intervals will implic-
itly result in larger codec delays.

●● Propagation delay is often budgeted for using the widest diame-
ter in the network, which for example, in a national fiber-based
network in the US would give a worst-case (coast-to-coast) of
approximately 6000 km or �6000 * 1.25 * 5/1000 � �40 ms of
one-way propagation delay (from Section 1.2.1.1 in Chapter 1).

●● In this example we assume that the minimum per-hop delay
(switching delay) is relatively negligible, which may not always
be the case; if not then it also needs to be included in the above
budget.
Hence, the remainder to be apportioned to the variable compo-
nents of delay is:

Mouth-to-ear budget 100 ms
Backbone propagation �40 ms (assumes �6000 km)
Example codec delay �25 ms (assumes G.711–20 ms)

Variable delay budget �35 ms

● We allocate 5 ms of the variable delay budget to the backbone,
where links speeds are higher than the access, and hence a smaller
portion of the end-to-end delay budget is consumed.

● This leaves 30 ms of the variable delay budget for the access links;
15 ms is allocated to ingress and 15 ms to egress.

Lv is therefore typically in the range 15 ms–50 ms, depending upon
the particular ear-to-mouth delay target, and the delay budgeting for
the specific network design. Lv is normally specified for a defined
packet size.

End-to-end loss rates of typically less than 0.1% (see Chapter 1,
Section 1.3.1.3) are offered for the VoIP class.
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The contract will stipulate the classification criteria that the SP
will use to identify the VoIP class at the network edge. Potentially,
the classification criteria for any class may use complex classification
(which may match on source or destination IP addresses, for exam-
ple) or simple classification if the end-system or a downstream ele-
ment is trusted to pre-mark the traffic. Once classified and policed,
conformant traffic will be marked with a defined Diffserv codepoint
(DSCP) value Dv, if it is not already pre-marked, such that within the
network core, traffic classes can be identified by their DSCP mark-
ings rather than requiring complex classification.

3.2.2.1.2 Premium Data Throughput-Optimized Class (Prm-th)
The SLA for the Prm-th class is defined in terms of a specified band-
width and availability with a commitment for per flow sequence
preservation. Jitter is not important for this class and thus it is not
defined.

The SP commits to a minimum class bandwidth, Rt, which is typ-
ically set to 80–90% of the remaining access link bandwidth after the
VoIP class has been serviced. As the Prm-th class has a higher band-
width allocation than the Std class, if there were the same offered
load in both classes, traffic in the Prm-th class should receive better
service. This gives the end customer the option of allocating some
applications to the Prm-th class, such that they receive better service
than applications in the Std class, dependent on managing the rela-
tive loads between the classes. The Prm-th class is able to re-use unused
bandwidth from any other class up to the available link bandwidth
and therefore the maximum rate for the class is not enforced with a
policer. Consequently, the class delay and loss are dependent upon
the customer’s actual offered traffic profile for the class, which is
outside of the SP’s control. Therefore, although the service for the
class may have an implied loss and delay commitment, the SP cannot
provide explicit commitments for delay and loss for this class at the
network edge, although they may provide such commitments across
the backbone. Attainable class throughput for TCP-based applications
is dependent upon the actual loss rate and RTT experienced by traffic
within the class, capped by the access-link bandwidth.
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The contract will also define the classification criteria that the SP
will use to identify the class and stipulate that conformant traffic
will be marked with a defined DSCP value, Dt.

3.2.2.1.3 Standard Data Class (Std)
The Std class SLA is defined in terms of a specified bandwidth, avail-
ability, and commitment for per flow sequence preservation. Jitter is
not important for this class and thus it is not defined.

The SP commits to a minimum class bandwidth, Rs, which is typ-
ically set to 10–20% of the remaining access link bandwidth once
the VoIP class has been serviced. This class can re-use any other class’s
idle bandwidth up to the available link bandwidth. As for the Prm-th
class, the SP does not provide delay and loss commitments for the Std
class at the network edge. Attainable class throughput is again depend-
ent upon the actual loss rate and RTT experienced by the class, capped
by the access-link bandwidth. The SP may provide a commitment for
loss and delay across the core.

The contract will also stipulate that Std class traffic will be marked
with a defined DSCP value, Ds.

3.2.2.1.4 Control Class (Ctrl )
The Ctrl class is assured a minimal share of the access-link band-
width, e.g. �1%, although normally with a minimum of �8–16 kbps.
The class also has the ability to re-use bandwidth from the other
classes that may be idle, up to the available link bandwidth.

3.2.2.2 Diffserv Meta-Language
In the following sections, we describe the detailed Diffserv design
required to support these SLA commitments. To ease the description
of the Diffserv design we use meta-language defined in Figure 3.3.

3.2.2.3 High-speed Edge Design
We consider “high-speed” access-links as those where the link rate is
high enough that link fragmentation and interleaving mechanisms
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policy <policy_name> Defines the start of a Diffserv policy, which may be applied
to a particular interface or logical connection.

class <class_name> Defines the start of the definition of the classification criteria
and actions applied to a traffic class within a Diffserv
policy.

classify [not] <criteria> Defines the classification criteria for the particular class; see 
Chapter 2 Section 2.2.1. Although a number of complex 
and simple criteria are possible, we define only the simple 
criteria “DSCP <D>” and “EXP <E>.” Where multiple 
classification criteria are applied, a logical OR operation is 
assumed between classification criteria.

EF Indicates that the class will be assigned to a queue 
serviced with an  EF PHB; see Chapter 2 Section 2.3.4.2.1.

AF (<m>) Indicates that the class will be assigned to a queue 
serviced with an AF PHB with an assured minimum rate m;
see Chapter 2 Section 2.3.4.2.2.

mark DSCP (<D>) Defines the DSCP marking that will be set for packets in
the particular class; see Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2.

SR-TCM (<cir>, <cbs>, <ebs>) Applies an RFC2697 single rate three color marker 
green-action <action> (SR-TCM) to the class with specified committed 
yellow-action <action> information rate (CIR), committed burst size (CBS), and 
red-action <action> excess burst size (EBS); see Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2.

Possible resulting actions are ‘drop’ or ‘transmit’ or 
‘transmit-and-mark DSCP (D)’.

TR-TCM (<cir>, <cbs>, <pir>, <pbs>) Applies an RFC2698 two rate three color marker 
green-action <action> (TR-TCM) to the class with specified committed information
yellow-action <action> rate (CIR), committed burst size (CBS), peak information 
red-action <action> rate (PIR) and peak burst size (PBS); see Chapter 2 

Section 2.2.3.2. Possible resulting actions are ‘drop’ or 
‘transmit’ or ‘transmit-and-mark DSCP (D)’.

drop This action will drop packets which match the particular 
condition.

transmit This action will transmit packets which match the particular 
condition, without changing the DSCP marking of the 
packets.

transmit-and-mark DSCP (<D>) This action will set the DSCP marking of packets which 
match the particular condition and transmit them.

shape (<r>, <b>) Applies a token bucket shaper to the class with specified 
rate r and burst b ; see Chapter 2 Section 2.2.4.3.
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Diffserv Meta-Language

Command Meaning

Figure 3.3 Diffserv meta-language
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are not required to mitigate the impacts of serialization delay when
supporting services with tight SLA bounds for latency; this is typi-
cally at link speeds of around 1 Mbps and above; see Section 3.2.2.4.1
for a discussion on low-speed edge designs.

The configuration in Figure 3.4 defines a design to achieve the SLA
specification described in Section 3.2.2.1 in terms of the Diffserv meta-
language defined in Figure 3.3. This configuration would typically
be applied outbound on the core facing (i.e. upstream) AR interface
and outbound on the access facing (i.e. downstream) interface of the
DR. With this baseline design, there are no inbound policies applied
to the AR or DR, although the application of inbound DR policies is
required in the design variation discussed in Section 3.2.2.4.3. 

Note that within a class the ordering of actions is assumed as
described in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.

The following sections describe the design considerations of each
class, in order to ensure they support their class SLA commitments.
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tail-drop-limit (<t>) Applies a tail-drop queue-limit to the class queue, dropping 
packets received for that particular class when the class 
queue length exceeds t bytes; see Chapter 2 Section 2.2.4.2.1.

RED (DSCP <D>, <minth>, Applies a RED profile to traffic with the specified DSCP 
<maxth>, <w>, <pmax>) within the class queue, with defined minimum threshold 

(minth), maximum threshold (maxth), exponential weighting
constant (w) and probability of packet loss at maxth (pmax);
see Chapter 2 Section 2.2.4.2.3. Multiple RED profiles can be 
applied to the same queue to effect WRED.

RED (EXP <D>, <minth>, Applies a RED profile to traffic with the specified MPLS 
<maxth>, <w>, <pmax>) EXP within the class queue.

<> Indicates required parameter or parameters.

[] Indicates optional parameter or parameters.

* Indicates that the parameter is wild-carded.

{} Indicates a hierarchy within the Diffserv policy.

Figure 3.3 (Continued )

Diffserv Meta-Language

Command Meaning
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3.2.2.3.1 VoIP Class (VoIP)
Considering the VoIP class Diffserv configuration in Figure 3.4 it is
assumed that VoIP traffic is pre-marked at the source to DSCP Dv,
which is used to classify the traffic.

The SLA latency commitment is assured through the following
aspects of the design:

● Defining this class as “expedited forwarding” (EF) in order to
request the lowest latency service from the scheduler, which would
typically be implemented with a strict priority scheduler.
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policy outbound-high-speed-edge-policy

class Voip

classify DSCP (Dv)

SR-TCM (Rv, Bv, 0)

green-action transmit

red-action drop

EF

class Prm-th

classify <criteria>

AF (Rt)

mark DSCP (Dt)

RED (DSCP(*), <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Ctrl

classify DSCP {Dc, 48}

AF (Rc)

RED (DSCP(*), <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Std

classify *

AF (Rs)

mark DSCP (Ds)

RED (DSCP(*), <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

Figure 3.4 High-speed edge design
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● Ensuring that the arrival rate enforced by the class policer, Rv, is
smaller than the servicing rate for the class so that no long-standing
buffering can occur. Assuming a strict priority queue EF implemen-
tation, the servicing rate for the class would equal the rate of the
link where the policy was applied. The class policer, for example,
could be the single rate three color marker (SR-TCM) defined in
RFC2697, with CIR � Rv, CBS � Bv, with EBS � 0 (i.e. the excess
burst is not used in this case) and applying a green action of trans-
mit and a red action of drop. Applied in this way, the SR-TCM
would enforce a maximum rate of Rv and a burst of Bv on the traf-
fic stream, and any traffic in excess of this would be dropped.

● Specifying the SLA contract such that the maximum allowed class
burst size, Bv, when serviced at the link rate (assuming a strict prior-
ity queue EF implementation) ensures that the burst is serviced
within the class latency commitment Lv, i.e. Bv/link_rate � Ls � Lv,
where Ls represents the worst-case delay impact on EF traffic due to
the scheduler and the interface FIFO (see Section 3.2.2.4.1). Bv will
in turn determine the maximum percentage of VoIP traffic that can
be supported on the access link, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.8.

● With the policer configured, a tail drop queue limit is not required
for the VoIP class queue. Some vendor implementations, however,
may require that one is configured and if so, the queue-limit must
be greater than or equal to Bv, to ensure that packets that are
within the permitted burst for the class are not dropped. Therefore,
the only actual packet loss that conformant traffic within the class
should experience is due to layer 1 bit errors or network element
failures, which accounts for the committed loss rate for the class
offered by the SP.

While this class is targeted at VoIP bearer traffic, there is a design
decision to be made as to whether VoIP signaling traffic will share
the same class. VoIP signaling traffic generally consists of a small
number of small sized packets, hence in some deployments it may
be viable to support both VoIP bearer and signaling traffic from the
same queue without one having a significant impact on the other.
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Some network providers have a policy of ensuring isolation between
bearer and signaling, which requires that they are serviced from sep-
arate classes, in this case VoIP signaling traffic could be serviced
from one of the other AF classes (such as Prm-th) or could potentially
be assigned its own class.

3.2.2.3.2 Premium Data Throughput-Optimized Class (Prm-th)
Considering the Prm-th class Diffserv configuration in Figure 3.4, it
is assumed that complex classification criteria (which are unspeci-
fied in the figure) are used to classify packets into the class. Such cri-
teria could be based upon source or destination addresses, or source
or destination UDP/TCP ports, or deep packet inspection/stateful
inspection (DPI/SI) for example. The DSCP of all packets classified
into the class is set to Dt.

The Prm-th class SLA commitment is ensured by treating the class
with an AF per-hop behavior (PHB), which provides a minimum
bandwidth assurance of Rt. Assuming that a work-conserving sched-
uler is used, the Prm-th class will have access to all unused interface
capacity once the VoIP, Std, and Ctrl data classes have been serviced.

The assumption is made that the majority of the Std class traffic is
TCP/IP [MCCREARY], and hence the random early detection (RED)
congestion control mechanism is used within the class queue rather
than tail drop to ensure that TCP throughput is maximized when
congestion occurs; RED tuning is described in Section 3.4. A
tail drop queue limit for the Prm-th class queue is not needed when
RED is used. Some vendors’ implementations, however, require that
a queue-limit must also be configured; if one is used, and tail drops
were to occur rather than RED drops, then the potential benefit of
RED would not be realized. To prevent this, if a queue-limit is used
in conjunction to RED, the queue-limit should be set sufficiently
greater than the RED maximum threshold so that tail drops do not
occur.

3.2.2.3.3 Control Class (Ctrl )
Traffic is classified into the Ctrl class by matching on the DSCP classifi-
cation, which is assumed to have been pre-marked at the source: either
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to DSCP Dc, by network management end-systems for operation, admin-
istration and maintenance (OA&M) functions, or to DSCP 48 by rout-
ing protocol end-systems. DSCP 48 is used for routing protocol packets,
which is equivalent to an IP precedence marking of 6 and which is the
de facto marking used by most routers for routing protocol traffic as a
result of being the marking originally specified for Internetwork control
traffic in RFC 791.

The Ctrl class commitments are assured by treating the class with
an AF PHB, with a minimal bandwidth assurance of 1% of the link
rate, although normally with a minimum of �8–16 kbps, to ensure
that management access to the AR is available even in the presence
of congestion of the access-link caused by the customer. A number
of applications used for network control and management use TCP
(e.g. BGP, SNMP, Telnet), hence RED is used within the Ctrl class
queue to maximize TCP throughput; RED tuning is described in
detail in Section 3.4.

Some designs may choose to engineer the SLA for the control class
more precisely. For example, the class bandwidth may be provisioned
to ensure that a defined number of routes can be advertised by a partic-
ular routing protocol within a specified time period; this effectively
provides an SLA for the propagation of routing updates across the
access-link.

Care should be taken to ensure that active SLA-monitoring traffic
(see Chapter 5, Section 5.3) is not classified into this class because
active monitoring traffic should report on the delay, jitter, and loss
characteristics of the actual customer-facing class it is monitoring.
Consequently, active SLA-monitoring traffic should be classified based
on the packets’ DSCP marking, which should be the same as for the
class it is monitoring.

3.2.2.3.4 Standard Data Class (Std )
The configuration in Figure 3.4 assumes that the ordering of the
classes within the Diffserv policy implicitly defines an ordering of
the classification criteria, i.e. in the case that a packet matches the
classification criteria of multiple classes, it will be classified into the
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first matching class listed in the policy. Therefore, the wildcard clas-
sification criteria used for the Std class ensures that all traffic that is
not classified into the VoIP, Prm-th, or Ctrl classes (which come first
in the Diffserv policy) is classified into the Std class. The DSCP of all
packets classified into the class is set to Ds.

The Std class SLA commitment is assured by treating the class with
an AF PHB with a minimum bandwidth assurance of Rs. Assuming
that a work-conserving scheduler is used, the Std class will have access
to all unused interface capacity once the VoIP, Prm-th, and Ctrl data
classes have been serviced. RED is used within the class queue to ensure
TCP throughput within the class is maximized when congestion
occurs; RED tuning is described in Section 3.4. 

3.2.2.4 Design Variations
In this section, we consider design variations to the baseline edge
design described in the preceding sections.

3.2.2.4.1 Low-speed Edge Design
The main difference between the Diffserv edge designs for low-speed
links compared to high-speed links relates to the additional use of
link layer fragmentation and interleaving mechanisms on low-speed
links, to ensure that the delay SLA for classes with tightly bounded
delay commitments, such as the VoIP class, can be met.

An edge SLA service usually targets a maximum one-way edge
latency for VoIP of 15 to 50 ms, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.1.1. Even
where a strict priority scheduler is used to implement an EF PHB for
delay-sensitive traffic such as VoIP, however, a newly arrived priority
packet must wait for any non-priority packet currently being serv-
iced, before it can be serviced by the scheduler (see Chapter 2, Section
2.2.4.1.1). In practical implementations, there may be additional delay,
with several non-priority packets potentially being queued ahead of a
priority packet due to the presence of an interface FIFO (see Chapter 2,
Section 2.2.4.1.3). The impact of the scheduler and interface FIFO on
the delay of a priority packet is more significant for lower-speed
access connections. Therefore, we define “low-speed” links as those
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in which the perturbing impact of non-EF traffic on EF traffic, due
to the characteristics of both the scheduler and the interface FIFO,
exceeds the latency commitment for the VoIP class, or more generally,
the class with the tightest delay commitment. The graph in Figure 3.5
shows the delay of a single 60-byte EF packet (which is the packet size
for a G.729A codec with a 20 ms packetization interval) for different
rates, with varying impacts due to the interface FIFO and scheduler
system, measured in maximum transmission units (MTUs), which are
assumed to be 1500 bytes.1 The actual delay experienced by a VoIP
packet may be greater in practice, due to self-induced queuing delay,
where there may be multiple VoIP packets in the priority queue, as
discussed in Section 3.2.2.8.

As can be seen from Figure 3.5, even where the impact of the inter-
face FIFO and scheduler on EF delay is only 2 * 1500 byte MTUs,
which represents a good low-speed implementation in practice, at link
speeds of less than 2 Mbps, the perturbing impact on EF delay
is sufficient to cause the 15 ms access segment delay budget to be
exceeded. In such cases, link layer fragmentation and interleaving
mechanisms, such as those provided by Frame-Relay Forum implemen-
tation agreement FRF.12 and the multilink point-to-point protocol
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Figure 3.5 Perturbing impact of (Interface FIFO � scheduler) on EF traffic
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(MLPPP) are needed to reduce the impact of non-EF traffic on EF traf-
fic delay. With link-layer fragmentation, large non-EF packets are bro-
ken into smaller fragments such that EF packets can be interleaved
with the fragments, rather than having to wait for (possibly multiple)
whole non-EF packets to be transmitted.

Where link-layer fragment is used, the fragment size F is chosen
such that the VoIP latency commitment Lv can be realized. This can
be expressed by the following equation:

where T is the number of packet buffers in the interface FIFO; (T � 1)
accounts for the worst-case scenario of scheduling an AF packet
immediately prior to an EF packet; V is the VoIP packet size; n repre-
sents the maximum number of concurrent VoIP packets in the VoIP
class queue, which accounts for the self-induced queuing delay due to
VoIP traffic contention; see Section 3.2.2.8. 

For example, with T � 2, n � 1, and V � 60 bytes, with a link rate
of 256 kbps and F � 1500 bytes the maximum EF latency could be as
high as �143 ms, which consumes most of an 150 ms ear-to-mouth
delay budget. Setting the fragmentation size to �130 bytes decreases
the maximum potential EF latency to �14 ms. Figure 3.6 shows the
EF delay versus fragment size for various link speeds where T � 2,
n � 1, and V � 60 bytes; as can be seen, even at 128 kbps it may be
possible to achieve an EF delay of �15 ms, albeit with a fragment
size of 100 bytes.

Link layer fragmentation and interleaving mechanisms are proces-
sor intensive functions that can have an impact on router forwarding
performance, hence, in practice for maximum performance the largest
possible fragment sizes should be used that can achieve a particular
edge segment latency commitment, which is determined by the 
following formula:
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Figure 3.6 EF delay vs fragment size

3.2.2.4.2 Hierarchical Shaping and Scheduling
Distribution routers may potentially aggregate thousands of cus-
tomer’s connections through frame-relay, ATM, TDM (leased line) or
metro Ethernet access networks. In the vast majority of deployments,
one physical interface will terminate many logical connections using
a multiaccess layer 2 technology; each customer site is assigned to
one or more virtual links, which would be identified by data link
connection identifiers (DLCIs) for frame-relay, virtual circuits (VCs)
for ATM, channels for time division multiplexed (TDM) services, or
virtual LANs (VLANs) for Ethernet. The distribution and access routers
enforce an aggregate rate per-customer site by shaping the virtual link
(or links) to a token bucket profile contracted in the SLA to rate Ra

and burst Ba. The underlying layer 2 access link virtual connections
must guarantee the availability of that traffic profile bidirectionally
between the access router and the distribution router with an SLA
that is capable of supporting the SLA requirements of the IP services
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.5). When the upstream or downstream
aggregate offered traffic load is larger than the contracted profile for
the access link virtual connections the access router or distribution
router shaper delays the packets in the EF/AF scheduler. This creates
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a hierarchy where the EF/AF scheduler acts as a child functional block
relative to the parent shaper (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4), ensuring
that the most important traffic from the customer site gets prioritized
access to the committed bandwidth for the logical layer 2 connec-
tion. The aggregate rate enforcement serves both to define an aggre-
gate bound on the contract between the SP and the customer, and
also to ensure isolation between different customers services which are
terminated on the same physical (although different logical) interfaces.
This concept is illustrated in the diagram in Figure 3.7.

The configuration in Figure 3.8 augments the design from Section
3.2.2.3 with a parent shaping function, shown in bold text. This
configuration would typically be applied outbound on the core facing
(i.e. upstream) AR interface and outbound on the access facing (i.e.
downstream) interface of the DR. The parent shaping function may
need to account for layer 2 overheads, depending upon the layer 2
access technology used, and upon any physical bandwidth constraints
(see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.4.1). Where ATM is used as the access

VoIP – EF
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Virtual
Connection 1

Virtual
Connection n

DR
access

circuit rate 

Access
router 1

Access
router n

Distribution
router

Access Network

Prm-th – AF

VoIP – EF

Std – AF 

Ctrl – AF

Prm-th – AF Aggregate
shaped
rate = x

Aggregate
shaped
rate = Y

Figure 3.7 Multiaccess DR connectivity: hierarchical shaping and scheduling
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network technology, for example, the shaping function will need to
take into account the ATM overheads, to ensure that the contracted
profile for the ATM VC is not exceeded.

3.2.2.4.3 Unmanaged Access Router Services
The designs discussed so far have been in the context of “managed
access router” services – that is, where the network provider (commonly

policy outbound-shaped-high-speed-edge-policy

class shaper

classify *

shape (Ra, Ba)

{

class VoIP

classify DSCP (Dv)

SR-TCM (Rv, Bv, 0)

green-action transmit

red-action drop

EF

class Prm-th

classify <criteria>

AF (Rt)

mark DSCP (Dt)

RED (DSCP(*), <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Ctrl

classify DSCP {Dc, 48}

AF (Rc)

RED (DSCP(*), <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Std

classify *

AF (Rs)

mark DSCP (Ds)

RED (DSCP(*), <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

}

Figure 3.8 High-speed edge design with aggregate shaper
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a VPN provider) owns and manages the access router device, in addi-
tion to the core and distribution routers, and consequently commits
to the SLA end-to-end from access router-to-access router. With
unmanaged access router service offerings, the network provider owns
and manages the core and distribution routers, but does not own and
manage the access router. This option is attractive as a wholesale
service offering where a network SP supplies a lowest common denom-
inator service to systems integrators who add their own access router
to the service, and offer customized access router configurations.
Unmanaged access router services are also attractive for end customers
who wish to maintain control of the access router.

There are two major differences with respect to the deployment of
unmanaged access router services, when compared to managed serv-
ice offerings. The first is that as the access router is neither owned nor
managed by the network SP, they cannot ensure that the correct con-
figuration and management is applied to the access router to be able
to commit to an SLA from the access router to the distribution router.
Secondly, in order to protect their network from access routers mis-
configuration, the network SP may now need to perform inbound on
the access facing (i.e. downstream) interface of the DR, the complex
per-customer classification and conditioning functions, in terms of rate
enforcement, which were distributed to access routers in the managed
service context. Conceptually, the hierarchical shaping with queuing
functionality, equivalent to that described in Section 3.2.2.4.2, may be
applied on ingress to the DR also; however, this functionality is not
widely supported on ingress by network equipment vendor’s devices
today. Alternatively, an example Diffserv conditioning policy, which
would be applied inbound on the access facing (i.e. downstream)
interface of the DR to the upstream traffic, is shown in Figure 3.9.

In this case, the classification criteria are the same as that used in
the managed AR service; however, if it is assumed that the access
router is correctly classifying and marking traffic, simple classifica-
tion based upon the DSCP marking set by the access router may be
used instead.

The policy shown in Figure 3.9 uses two instances of the SR-TCM
to condition the traffic received by the distribution router: one
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enforces an aggregate rate Ra for the received traffic, while the other
enforces a rate Rv, for the received VoIP class traffic. Note that the use
of two policing instances in this way has a fundamentally different
effect than the shaping/scheduling hierarchy used in Section 3.2.2.4.2.
Assuming that the two SR-TCM instances operate independently, if
the rate of one of the policers is exceeded, then the resulting behavior
is dependent upon the order in which the policers are applied. If the
aggregate policer is applied first then VoIP traffic may pass the aggre-
gate policer but may be dropped by the VoIP class policer, resulting
in underutilization of the aggregate rate. If the VoIP class policer is
applied first then VoIP traffic may pass the class policer but may be
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policy unmanaged-inbound-dr-policy

class aggregate

classify *

SR-TCM (Ra, Ba, 0)

green-action transmit

red-action drop

{

class VoIP

classify DSCP (Dv)

SR-TCM (Rv, Bv, 0)

green-action transmit

red-action drop

class Prm-th

classify <criteria>

mark DSCP (Dt)

class Ctrl

classify DSCP {Dc, 48}

class Std

classify *

mark DSCP (Ds)

}

Figure 3.9 Unmanaged AR service � ingress upstream distribution router policy
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dropped by the aggregate policer, resulting in underutilization of the
VoIP class. Hence, Diffserv policies are generally only applied in this
way to protect the SP network from misconfiguration of the AR; if the
customer owning the AR has configured the correct policy on the AR
(i.e. in this case as described in Section 3.2.2.4.2), this inbound policy
on the access facing (i.e. downstream) interface of the DR will have
no effect.

3.2.2.4.4 Add Premium Data Delay-optimized Class (Prm-delay)
The premium data throughput-optimized class (Prm-th) did not sup-
port an SLA for delay or loss because the maximum rate for the class
was not enforced with a policer and hence the actual class delay and
loss are dependent upon the customer’s offered traffic profile for that
class, which is outside of the SP’s control. Therefore, to offer a premium
data delay-optimized class (Prm-delay) with a defined SLA for loss and
latency, the maximum rate and burst for the class must be enforced
with a policer. Such a Prm-delay class targets business-critical interactive
applications with delay requirements such as SNA, SAP R/3, Telnet, and
market trading data feed applications.

3.2.2.4.4.1 Prm-delay SLA The Prm-delay SLA is defined in terms of
a committed delay and loss rate, with a specified bandwidth and
availability. Attainable throughput is derived from the loss rate. Jitter
is not important for this service class and is not defined. The class
may support a commitment for per flow sequence preservation.

As with the VoIP class, the SP and the customer agree to a contract
with a defined ICR and ECR, which are specified symmetrically in this
case study (that is, ICR � ECR), although that need not necessarily
be the case. The SP enforces the contract by limiting the rate of Prm-
delay traffic to/from the customer site using a token bucket policer of
rate Rd and burst Bd; non-conformant traffic in excess of the policer
will be dropped by the SP. The rate Rd will be selected by the customer
and will be offered by the SP up to a defined percentage of the access
link speed. As for the VoIP class, SPs will not offer the Prm-delay class
below a defined minimum link speed, and the value of Bd is set based
on the offered class delay commitment.
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For conformant traffic, the SP will commit to a maximum one-
way edge segment latency, Ld, typically in the range 30–80 ms (for
a defined packet size) and an end-to-end loss rate of typically less
than 0.1%.

The contract will also define the classification criteria that the SP
will use to identify the class and stipulate that conformant traffic
will be marked with a defined DSCP value Dd.

3.2.2.4.4.2 Prm-delay Design The configuration in Figure 3.10 aug-
ments the design from Section 3.2.2.3 with a Prm-delay class, which 
is highlighted in bold text. This configuration would typically be
applied outbound on the core facing (i.e. upstream) AR interface and
outbound on the access facing (i.e. downstream) interface of the DR.

Considering the Prm-delay class Diffserv configuration in Figure
3.10, as per the Prm-th class, it is assumed that complex classification
criteria (unspecified in the figure) are used to classify packets into
the class. The DSCP of all packets classified into the class is set to Dd.

The Prm-delay class latency commitment is met by treating the
class with an AF per-hop behavior (PHB), which provides a mini-
mum class bandwidth assurance Rd, and by enforcing an average
arrival rate of Rd with a policer, such that the arrival rate does not
exceed the servicing rate for the class. This could be achieved using
the SR-TCM with rate Rd, committed burst size Bd, with EBS � 0 and
applying a green action of transmit and mark DSCP and a red action
of drop. The SP specifies the SLA contract with the policer’s worst-
case admitted burst Bd, such that the burst is serviced within the class
latency commitment Ld, i.e. Bd/Rd � Ls � Ld, where Ls represents the
worst-case delay to service the AF traffic (which would be greater
than for EF traffic) due to the scheduler and the interface FIFO (see
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.1.3). A tail drop queue limit is not required
for the Prm-delay class queue, in addition to the policer. 

If a router implementation requires that a queue-limit is config-
ured, the queue-limit must be greater than or equal to Bd, to ensure
that packets that are within the permitted burst for the class are not
dropped. Therefore, the only actual packet loss that can occur for con-
formant traffic within the class is due to layer 1 bit errors or network
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element failures, which account for the loss rate for the class offered
by the SP.

An alternative design is possible using advanced scheduler imple-
mentations, which provide support for more than one priority
queue as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.1.4. This would allow
the possibility of using the highest priority queue for VoIP class, for
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policy high-speed-edge-policy

class VoIP

classify DSCP (Dv)

SR-TCM (Rv, Bv, 0)

green-action transmit

red-action drop

EF

class Prm-delay

classify <criteria>

SR-TCM (Rd, Bd, 0)

green-action transmit-and-mark DSCP (Dd)

red-action drop

AF (Rd)

class Prm-th

classify <criteria>

AF (Rt)

mark DSCP (Dt)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Ctrl

classify DSCP {Dc, 48}

AF (Rc)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Std

classify *

AF (Rs)

mark DSCP (Ds)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

Figure 3.10 High-speed edge design with Prm-delay class
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example, and the next priority queue for Prm-delay traffic, enabling
the VoIP class traffic to receive the lowest delay and jitter, while the
Prm-delay traffic would have a bounded delay and jitter, independ-
ent of the scheduler implementation and the configuration and load
of the other AF queues.

3.2.2.4.5 Add Premium Data Throughput-optimized Class with Loss
Commitment (Prm-loss)

The premium data delay-optimized class (Prm-delay) added a policer
to the premium Data throughput-optimized class (Prm-th) configura-
tion to enforce the maximum rate and burst for the class, dropping
excess such that an SLA for loss and delay could be supported. A con-
sequence of the way the policer was used with the Prm-delay class,
however, is that the class was unable to re-use unused bandwidth
from other classes within the same policy. Therefore, to offer a pre-
mium data throughput-optimized class which has a loss commit-
ment (Prm-loss) and which also has the ability to re-use unused
bandwidth from other classes within the same policy, a policer is
instead applied to mark a certain amount of a traffic class as in-contract,
and everything above that as out-of-contract; the SLA for loss is com-
mitted for the in-contract traffic only.

3.2.2.4.5.1 Prm-loss SLA The Prm-loss SLA is defined in terms of a
committed loss rate, with a specified bandwidth and availability.
Attainable throughput for TCP-based applications is derived from
the loss rate and RTT. Jitter is not important for this service class and
is not defined. The class may support a commitment for per flow
sequence preservation. Such a class targets the same applications as
the Prm-th class, but where an explicit loss commitment is required.
The practical differences between the Prm-loss class and the Prm-th
class are therefore really in terms of the way that the SLA is exposed
to the end-customer; this is most commonly provided in the context
of services offered by a network service provider, rather than in the
case of an intra-enterprise network.

As with the VoIP class, the SP and the customer agree to a contract
with a defined ICR and ECR; in this case study ICR � ECR. The SP
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enforces the contract by limiting the rate of Prm-loss traffic to/from
the customer site using a token bucket policer of rate Rl and burst Bl;
non-conformant traffic will be marked as out-of-contract by the SP.
The rate Rl will be selected by the customer and will be offered by the
SP possibly up to the access link speed.

For conformant (in-contract) traffic, the SP will commit to an
end-to-end loss rate of typically less than 0.1%.

The contract will also define the classification criteria that the SP
will use to identify the class and stipulate that conformant traffic
within the class be marked with a defined DSCP value Dlin and non-
conformant traffic will be marked with a defined DSCP value Dlout.

In practice, if this class was offered as a service, it would likely be
in lieu of the Prm-th class, i.e. there is little point in offering both a
Prm-loss and a Prm-th class.

3.2.2.4.5.2 Prm-loss Design The configuration in Figure 3.10
enhances the design from Section 3.2.2.3 with a Prm-loss class,
which is shown highlighted in bold, instead of the Prm-th class. This
configuration would typically be applied outbound on the core facing
(i.e. upstream) AR interface. A similar policy may be applied out-
bound on the access facing (i.e. downstream) interface of the DR,
only without the class policer, as the in- and out-of-contract condi-
tioning is performed on ingress to the network.

Considering the Prm-loss class Diffserv configuration in Figure 3.11,
as per the Prm-th class it is assumed that complex classification 
criteria (unspecified in the figure) are used to classify packets into
the class.

The Prm-loss class loss commitment is met by treating the class
with an AF per-hop behavior (PHB), which provides a minimum class
bandwidth assurance Rl, and by enforcing an average arrival rate for
in-contract traffic of Rl with a policer, such that the in-contract
arrival rate does not exceed the servicing rate for the class. This could
be achieved using the SR-TCM with rate Rl, committed burst size Bl,
with EBS � 0 and applying a green action of transmit-and-mark DSCP
Dlin and a red action of transmit-and-mark DSCP Dlout. Assuming that
most of the traffic within the class is TCP-based, Bl, should be set to
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be sympathetic to the behavior of TCP. If Bl is set too small, due to the
bursty nature of TCP, most traffic would be marked as out-of-contract,
and the rate commitment for the class may not be achieved in prac-
tice. If Bl is set too large, most traffic would be marked as in-contract,
and the loss commitment for the class may not be achieved in prac-
tice. Most TCP tuning focuses on the concept of the TCP “flight size”
[RFC2581] or the “pipesize,” which is the amount of unacknowledged
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policy high-speed-edge-policy

class VoIP

classify DSCP (Dv)

SR-TCM (Rv, Bv, 0)

green-action transmit

red-action drop

EF

class Prm-loss

classify <criteria>

SR-TCM (Rl, Bl, 0)

green-action transmit-and-mark DSCP (Dlin)

red-action transmit-and-mark DSCP (Dlout)

AF (Rl)

RED (Dlin, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

RED (Dlout, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Ctrl

classify DSCP {Dc, 48}

AF (Rc)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Std

classify *

AF (Rs)

mark DSCP (Ds)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

Figure 3.11 High-speed edge design with Prm-loss class
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data in flight between the TCP sender and the receiver, and is
defined by the bottleneck bandwidth * RTT product. For low-speed
access with small numbers of TCP flows, setting Bl, equal to Rl * RTT
should ensure that the rate and loss commitment for the class can be
met for TCP traffic. At higher speeds, as more flows are aggregated,
lower values of Bl may be acceptable due to the effect of statistical
multiplexing.

Weighted RED (WRED) is then applied to the class queue such that
if there is congestion in the queue, then out-of-contract traffic will be
preferentially discarded over in-contract traffic. This is achieved by
having a more aggressive WRED profile (lower qminth and qmaxth set-
tings) for the out-of contract traffic than for the in-contract traffic (as
described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.2.4) and by ensuring that suffi-
cient capacity is provisioned to service the in-contract traffic. The
WRED profile for in-contract traffic is set such that the in-contract
traffic should not be dropped in normal network operation; it may
therefore seem to be redundant; however, it is included in order to
maximize throughput for in-contract TCP traffic in the presence of
unforeseen in-contract load, due to network element failures, for
example. Hence, in normal operation, the only actual in-contract
packet loss that should occur is due to layer 1 bit errors or network
element failures, which account for the loss rate for the class offered
by the SP. WRED tuning is described in Section 3.4.

The TR-TCM may be used as an alternative to the SR-TCM, to mark
a certain amount of a traffic class as in-contract, and everything
above that as out-of-contract, but up to a maximum rate, with a green
action of transmit-and-mark DSCP Dlin and a yellow action of transmit-
and-mark DSCP Dlout, and a red action of drop. Applied in this way
the TR-TCM would enforce a maximum rate of CIR and a burst of
CBS on the traffic stream; any traffic in excess would then be marked
out-of-contract up to a maximum rate of PIR and a burst of PBS.

3.2.2.4.6 Add a Video Class (Video)
As discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2.1.1, worst-case one-way net-
work delays of 100–200 ms are typically targeted for streaming video
applications. If there were a requirement to add support for a video
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service class there are potentially a number of designs that could be
applied to support such a class.

● Service video from same class as VoIP. It may be possible to service
voice and video from the same class queue, using a design such as
that described for the real-time class in Section 3.2.2.3.1. In sup-
port of such designs, some vendors have implementations that
allow multiple subsets of traffic within a class to be discretely
policed to limit the worst-case impact that the subsets of traffic
have on each other. Nonetheless, if voice and video are serviced
from the same priority queue, large video packets can increase the
delay and jitter experienced by the voice traffic; this effect can be
significant on low-speed links, but may be acceptable for higher
speed access links.

● Distinct video class using AF queue. A video service class could be
supported using an AF PHB, as per the Prm–delay class described
in Section 3.2.2.4.4. With this approach, the delay bound that the
video traffic can experience may vary depending upon the sched-
uling algorithm used, may also be dependent upon the number of
other AF queues used in the particular implementation and the
traffic in those queues, and at low-link speeds it may not be possi-
ble to achieve the required delay targets with this approach.

● Multi-level priority scheduler. Some advanced scheduler implementa-
tions provide support for more than one priority queue as described
in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.1.4. When supporting voice and video
services concurrently, for example, using the highest priority queue
for voice traffic, and the next priority queue for video traffic would
enable the voice traffic to receive the lowest delay and jitter, while
the video traffic would have bounded delay and jitter, independent
of the scheduler implementation and the configuration and load of
the other AF queues.

Which option is chosen in practice will likely depend upon the nature
of the service being offered, and the capabilities of the network equip-
ment used.
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3.2.2.5 Edge SLA Summary
The edge SLA commitments for the different classes described in the
preceding sections are summarized in the table in Figure 3.12.

3.2.2.6 How Many Classes are Enough?
At the network’s edge, different classes are used for both SLA differen-
tiation and for providing isolation between applications, i.e. ensuring
that the behavior of one application cannot impact the SLA committed
to another. In the preceding sections, we have described the designs
for service classes in support of applications with a number of different
SLA requirements. To provide isolation between applications, there
may be a requirement to have multiple instances of the same class
even though the classes are supporting applications with the same
SLA requirements. This leads to the question: how many classes is
enough for an edge Diffserv design?

Several efforts in standardization bodies including ITU-T Recom-
mendation G.1010 [G.1010] and [RFC4594] have attempted to cate-
gorize applications into QOS services classes based upon their SLA
requirements. G.1010 identifies four different categories for user traffic:
interactive, responsive, timely, and non-critical; these classes loosely
map to the VoIP, Video, Prm-delay, and Std classes previously defined.
[RFC4594] identifies twelve service class categories, together with
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Class Maximum rate Minimum Delay Loss DSCP See
(and burst) bandwidth Section

assurance

VoIP Rv (Bv) Rv Lv Typically ~0.1% Dv 3.2.2.3.1

Prm-th X Rt n/a n/a Dt 3.2.2.1.2

Std X Rs n/a n/a Ds 3.2.2.1.3

Ctrl X 1% n/a n/a Dc, 48 3.2.2.1.4

Prm-delay Rd (Bd) Rd Ld Typically ~0.1% Dd 3.2.2.4.4

Prm-loss: In-contract Rl (Bl) Rl n/a Typically ~0.1% Dlin 3.2.2.4.5

Out-of-contract X n/a n/a n/a Dlout

Figure 3.12 Edge SLA summary
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recommended traffic forwarding treatments and codepoints for each
service class; however, in practice, typical edge Diffserv designs today
have less than eight classes [CARTER]. Further, it is not obvious that
the requirements for edge classes will naturally increase over time; at
some point, adding more classes provides a diminishing return, where
the added design and management complexity exceeds the benefit
provided. We recommend applying the maxim that the number of
classes supported “should not be multiplied beyond necessity”2 [RFC4594]
acknowledges: “[it] is expected that network operators will configure and
provide in their networks a subset of the defined service classes.” Hence,
the table in Figure 3.13 summarizes the service class categories from
[RFC4594] and maps them to the different class designs defined in
the previous sections.

There is no general answer to the question of how many classes
should be supported in a particular edge Diffserv design; the answer
is dependent upon the specific requirements. Some of the main
considerations that will drive the number of classes supported are as
follows.

● SLA differentiation. The need to differentiate SLAs between applica-
tions is the primary driver for supporting additional classes. Clearly,
there is no need to support a class if there are no applications that
will use that class in a particular deployment. Additional classes
can be added incrementally as the need arises for them.

● What level of application isolation is required? There may be a require-
ment to deploy different classes for reasons of application isolation
rather than SLA differentiation; this may require that multiple
classes are deployed supporting the same SLA.

● Separate classes for different real-time applications? As discussed in
Section 3.2.2.4.6, it may be possible to service different real-time
applications, such as voice and video, from the same class, thereby
reducing the number of classes needed.

● Separate classes for routing protocol and management traffic? Some
network designs may choose to use separate classes for routing
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protocol and management traffic, although in many cases a single
edge class is sufficient for this purpose.

● Separate classes for bearer and signaling? For applications such as
voice and video, there is a choice as to whether application sig-
naling traffic uses the same class as the bearer (media) traffic or
is potentially allocated its own class, as discussed in Section
3.2.2.3.1.
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Service class name Example applications Codepoint Class design used

Network control Routing protocols CS6 Ctrl (Section 3.2.2.3.3)

Telephony IP telephony bearer EF VoIP (Section 3.2.2.3.1)

Signaling IP telephony signaling CS5 VoIP (Section 3.2.2.3.1)

Multimedia H.323/V2 video conferencing AF41 Video (Section 3.2.2.4.6)
conferencing (adaptive) AF42 

AF43

Real-time interactive Video conferencing and CS4 Prm-delay (Section 3.2.2.4.4)
Interactive gaming

Multimedia streaming Streaming video and AF31 Video (Section 3.2.2.4.6)
audio on demand AF32

AF33

Broadcast video Broadcast TV CS3 Video (Section 3.2.2.4.6)

Low-latency data Client/server transactions AF21 Prm-delay (Section 3.2.2.4.4)
Web-based ordering AF22

AF23

OAM Operations, administration & CS2 Ctrl (Section 3.2.2.3.3)
maintenance traffic

High throughput data Store and forward applications AF11 Prm-th (Section 3.2.2.1.2) or
AF12 Prm-loss (Section 3.2.2.4.5.1)
AF13

Standard Undifferentiated applications DF Std (Section 3.2.2.3.4)

Low priority data Any flow that has no BW CS1 Std (Section 3.2.2.3.4)
assurance

Figure 3.13 Traffic service classes summary from [RFC4594]
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3.2.2.7 What Marking Scheme to Use?
Once a decision is made on the number of classes that will be sup-
ported, the DSCP marking scheme that will be used to distinctly
identify different classes and different drop precedences needs to be
decided; a unique codepoint needs to be assigned to each drop
precedence within each class.

Although there are recommended codepoints for the EF, AF and
default PHBs (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4.1), the use of these code-
points is not mandated, which means that while it may make sense
to use these values, if there are valid reasons to use DSCP values other
than those recommended, then it is up to the network designer’s dis-
cretion to do so. There is a perception that using recommended mark-
ing schemes will facilitate interworking between networks; however,
this tends not to be a significant benefit in practice, and the ability
to re-mark between different marking schemes at a boundary router
is common functionality on routers today. Further, even though two
networks may use common DSCP markings, if their SLAs are not
aligned for each respective DSCP marking, there may still be a need
to re-mark traffic at the network boundary.

There are a number of reasons why markings other than the rec-
ommended DSCP markings may be used in practice:

● The use of first three bits of the DS field – which are functionally
equivalent to IP precedence bits (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2) –
can facilitate and simplify mapping of DSCP markings from/to
the MPLS Experimental field (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.6.2), the
IEEE 802.1q user_priority field (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3), and
802.17 (resilient packet ring), all of which also support 3-bit
marking schemes only.

● A particular design may require more than the one EF and four AF
classes for which recommended codepoints are specified.

● Some markings, which are not the recommended markings, have
become de facto for some applications, and hence using these de
facto markings can simplify a design by not requiring that the
application’s traffic to be re-marked.
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When defining a marking scheme for a particular design, there are a
few simple rules which can help to avoid pitfalls:

● Only use DSCP 48 for network control traffic such as routing pro-
tocols. DSCP 48 is equivalent to an IP precedence value of 6 (i.e.
network control), which is the de facto markings used by net-
working equipment vendors for network control traffic.

● Use DSCP 46 for VoIP traffic, which is the recommended code-
point for EF traffic and is equivalent to an IP precedence value of 5
(i.e. critical), as this is the de facto marking used by VoIP end-system
vendors.

● Use DSCP 0 for the “standard class,” assuming that this is the
majority of traffic, as this avoids unnecessarily re-marking most
traffic.

[RFC4594] suggests recommended codepoints for the twelve service
classes that it identifies, as shown in Figure 3.13, with the intent of
fostering interoperability through consistency between different
deployments. It remains to be seen whether the recommendations
from [BARBIARZ1] will be widely adopted in networks and by applica-
tion end-systems; however, if they are, then using this scheme may
result in a simplification of designs.

A possible edge-marking scheme, for the different class designs
defined in Sections 3.2.2.3 and 3.2.2.4, which aligns with the recom-
mended codepoints in [RFC4594], is given in Figure 3.14.

As the Prm-loss and a Prm-th classes would not both be supported
at the same time, AF11 is used for both classes. Considerations on
mapping this edge-marking scheme to a core-marking scheme are
provided in Section 3.3.2.5.

3.2.2.8 VoIP – How Much is Enough at the Edge?
In the definition for the VoIP class, it was specified that the SP will
normally limit the maximum percentage of the access link bandwidth
that is available for this class; the reason for applying this limit is to
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ensure that the delay commitment for the class can be met. Even
though the VoIP class may be serviced with an EF PHB implemented
using a strict priority queue, there is a possibility that when a packet
within that class arrives, there may already be a packet (or packets)
from that class in the VoIP class queue waiting to be serviced. As the
VoIP class load increases, the probability that there are other packets
in the queue increases, and hence the probability of that packet expe-
riencing higher queuing delays, also increases. At some class load,
there will be a significant probability that this delay due to VoIP traffic
contention, i.e. the self-induced VoIP queuing delay, will be sufficient
that the access segment latency commitment is exceeded. Hence,
the percentage of the access link bandwidth that is available for this
class is limited to ensure that the delay commitment for the class can
be met. There are various commonly cited rules of thumb for what
this percentage should be, including 30%, 33%, and 50%; however,
these are generalizations, which are generally incorrect and in this
section we consider the factors that affect the maximum percentage
of VoIP traffic supported on an access link in practice.

For traffic which obeys a random packet arrival distribution (i.e. a
Poisson distribution), queuing theory can be used to determine the
queuing delay due to VoIP traffic contention, i.e. the delay due to the
fact that traffic from different calls can arrive at the same time. In this

Edge class Edge DSCP marking

VoIP Dv � 46 (EF)

Prm-th Dp � 10 (AF11)

Std Ds � 0

Ctrl: Routing protocols � 48 (CS6)
OA&M Dc � 16 (CS2)

Prm-delay Dd � 18 (AF21)

Prm-loss: In-contract Dlout � 10 (AF11)
Out-of-contract Dlout � 12 (AF12)

Figure 3.14 Edge-marking scheme
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case, the self-induced queuing delay due to VoIP IP traffic contention
is a function of two factors:

● the percentage of link utilization due to VoIP traffic

● The VoIP packet size. The serialization delay of a VoIP packet is
dependent on the packet size, which in turn is dependent upon
the VoIP CODEC used and the packetization interval.

The graph in Figure 3.15 was produced by simulation, where the
VoIP self-induced queuing delay was measured when multiple simulta-
neous calls were established over links of different sizes. The simulation
used a random call arrival distribution, with all calls using a G.729A
codec (without silence suppression), with a packetization interval of
20 ms (which results in 50 packets per second per call), and a VoIP
packet size of 60 bytes. Figure 3.15 shows the variation of the 99.9
percentile VoIP self-induced queuing delay with different levels of VoIP
load relative to the access-link rate (i.e. assuming VoIP traffic is serviced
from a strict priority queue) for different link rates.

As can be seen from Figure 3.15, for a given codec and packetiza-
tion interval, the self-induced VoIP queuing delay increases as the
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Figure 3.15 Variation of self-induced VoIP queuing delay with rate, assuming a random call
arrival distribution
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Figure 3.16 Variation of VoIP self-induced queuing delay with codec, assuming a random call
arrival distribution

average VoIP traffic increases as a percentage of the link rate. For a
given average VoIP traffic load as a percentage of link rate, the self-
induced VoIP queuing delay decreases as link rate increases. The graph
in Figure 3.16, which is also from simulation, shows the variation of
99.9 percentile VoIP self-induced queuing delay with different codecs
(all without silence suppression), for different average VoIP loads, at a
link rate of 512 kbps and assuming a random call arrival distribution.

As can be seen from Figure 3.16, for a given percentage of the VoIP
traffic average load, the self-induced VoIP queuing delays increase
for higher bit rate codecs and for larger packetization intervals.

Therefore, the maximum percentage of VoIP traffic that could be
supported on the access link for a particular design is dependent
upon the access-link delay budget, from which the worst-case delay
through an empty priority queue (i.e. the worst case due to the impact
of the interface FIFO and scheduler on EF delay as discussed in
Section 3.2.2.4.1, excluding the delay due to VOIP traffic contention
itself) should be deducted. The remainder is the delay budget available
to VoIP traffic contention, which determines the maximum percentage
of VoIP traffic that could be supported on the access link. For example,
consider a case where a VoIP class is offered with an access segment
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delay commitment of 15 ms, for a 2 Mbps link; if the worst-case delay
through an empty priority queue is 2 MTUs due to the impact of the
scheduler and the interface FIFO, i.e. 12 ms as per Figure 3.5, then
this leaves 3 ms of delay budget available to VoIP traffic contention
itself. If the VoIP traffic uses a G.729A codec with a 20 ms packetiza-
tion interval, then from Figure 3.15 the VoIP class load would need
to be less than �85% of the link rate (i.e. supporting a maximum of
�64 simultaneous calls), to ensure that the access segment delay
commitment could still be met.

The previous discussion is valid assuming a random (i.e. Poisson)
arrival distribution, which may be valid for a VoIP gateway con-
nected directly to an AR, for example, as telephony call arrivals are
well modeled with a Poisson process. If the VoIP traffic has been
through a number of levels of aggregation, however, the traffic may
no longer follow a random arrival distribution and the previous
guidance may not apply. In this case, at the edge of the network, the
only options to determine the maximum acceptable VoIP load are
either to determine the actual traffic distribution, or to assume worst-
case analysis, e.g. that packets from all concurrent calls may arrive at
the same time.

The question of how much VoIP traffic load can be supported
within the core of the network is discussed in Chapter 6, Section
6.1.3.

3.3 Deploying Diffserv in the Network Backbone

Even where Diffserv is deployed at the edge of the network, there is still
a choice as to whether Diffserv is deployed in the network core or not.

3.3.1 Is Diffserv Needed in the Backbone?

Unlike at the network edge where bandwidths are lower, in the back-
bone where there are high bandwidth links and traffic is highly
aggregated, SLA requirements for a traffic class can be translated into
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bandwidth requirements, and the problem of SLA assurance can
effectively be reduced to that of bandwidth provisioning. With the
aid of a suitable capacity planning process, as discussed in Chapter 6,
Section 6.1, designing an IP backbone network to ensure that com-
mitments for low delay, low jitter and low loss can be met can be rel-
atively simple; one simply needs to over-provision the bandwidth
compared to the measured average load.

For example, from Chapter 6, Figure 6.5, if we assume that
Diffserv is not deployed in the core network and want to achieve a tar-
get P99.9 queuing delay of 1 ms to support VoIP traffic on a 155 Mbps
link, then the provisioned link bandwidth should be at least 2 times
the 5-minute average link utilization. This means that the average link
utilization should not be higher than approximately 50% of the link
capacity or �77 Mbps, even if the VoIP traffic contributes a relatively
small proportion to the aggregate link load. This approach would actu-
ally ensure low-delay, low-jitter, and low loss service for all traffic on
the link, because with only a single service class, by definition there is
no differentiation between different types of traffic. Without core QOS
mechanisms, the network may be simpler to design; however, this ben-
efit comes with the cost of aggregate over-provisioning of the core
bandwidth. In addition, if the core capacity planning is not accurate
or is not reactive enough to new traffic demands, or in the presence
of denial of service attacks or network failure conditions, there may
be instances when congestion is unavoidable. In cases such as these,
without Diffserv, there would be no differentiation between premium
and standard services and in unforeseen congestion all traffic will share
the same fate and all services will be impacted.

Diffserv provides a solution to this problem, in that it allows
per-class virtual backbones to be built on a single physical backbone.
Diffserv simply extends the concept of over-provisioning to multi-
ple classes, giving designers the flexibility to have different over-
provisioning factors (the ratio of offered load to available capacity)
for each service class, thereby providing SLA differentiation and mak-
ing more efficient use of network capacity. Using the previous exam-
ple, this could allow the VoIP class capacity to be over-provisioned by
a factor of at least 2 relative to the average class load, hence ensuring
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that the class receives low-delay, low-jitter and low-loss service,
while the aggregate capacity could be over-provisioned by a lower
factor, such as 1.2, which is a realistic figure still giving good service.
This would result in a bandwidth saving over the non-Diffserv case.
In practice as core network links are provisioned in bandwidth incre-
ments, this may result in one lower bandwidth increment or one
less link being required, which clearly has an associated cost saving.
Diffserv also provides isolation between different services classes; in
unforeseen congestion; different services no longer need to share the
same fate as Diffserv ensures that issues in one service class are isolated
from impacting other classes.

Consideration obviously needs to be given to whether the cost of
deploying Diffserv outweighs the benefits it provides. There is no
generic answer to this question, and the benefits that will be gained
will vary deployment by deployment. In the previous example, if the
Diffserv deployment cost exceeds the cost of the bandwidth saved
(and the router ports, which may be required to terminate that band-
width) then there may be no sense in deploying Diffserv. For most
practical deployments, the maximum potential economic benefit
stands to be gained from Diffserv where the traffic requiring the
highest SLA targets represents a minor proportion of the overall capac-
ity. As in the previous example, the absence of Diffserv leads the
designer to provision capacity equal to the aggregate load across all
classes multiplied by the over-provisioning ratio of the class with the
tightest SLA; this can be extremely expensive when the tightest-SLA
class represents a low proportion of the aggregate traffic. Conversely,
when all classes require the same level of service, and hence the same
over-provisioning factor, there is no benefit to be gained from deploy-
ing Diffserv in the network core. Considering two classes with loads C1

and C2, and with over-provisioning factors of OP1 and OP2 respec-
tively, the link bandwidth required without Diffserv would be:

NoDiffserv_bandwidth � MAX((OP1,OP2) � (C1 � C2))

In comparison, with Diffserv, assuming that a work-conserving sched-
uler is used where class C1 is serviced with an EF PHB, from a strict
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priority queue, and class C2 is serviced with an AF PHB, from a
weighted bandwidth queue, the link bandwidth required with Diffserv
would be:

Diffserv_bandwidth � MAX((C1 � OP1), (C1 � (C2 � OP2)))

The first term of this formula is to ensure that the over-provisioning
factor for C1 is met; the class is serviced from a strict priority queue,
and therefore is serviced at the interface rate, hence the interface
bandwidth needs to be at least C1 * OP1. The second term is to ensure
that the over-provisioning factor for C2 is met; as the scheduler is
work conserving, this class is able to re-use all unused bandwidth
after class C1 has been serviced, therefore the interface bandwidth
needs to be at least C1 � (C2 * OP2).

The benefit of Diffserv can be realized either in terms of less band-
width being required per link to achieve the same SLAs when com-
pared to the non-Diffserv case, or in more aggregate traffic being
supported for the same provisioned bandwidth as the non-Diffserv
case. Figure 3.17 illustrates the Diffserv bandwidth gain expressed as
the bandwidth required without Diffserv divided by the bandwidth
required with Diffserv, to achieve the same SLAs, for different relative
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loads of two traffic classes C1 and C2, and for different ratios of class
over-provisioning factors (i.e. OP1/OP2), where OP2 � 1.

As can be seen from Figure 3.17, the most significant relative
benefits in terms of bandwidth savings from deploying Diffserv are
achieved when the proportion of Class 1 load (the class with the
tightest SLA commitment and therefore the highest over-provisioning
factor) is low relative to the Class 2 load, and when the ratio of
the over-provisioning factor for Class 1 is high relative to the over-
provisioning factor for Class 2 (i.e. OP1/OP2). Conversely, if all traffic
is of the tightest SLA class, intuitively there is no benefit in Diffserv.
Chapter 6, Section 6.1.3 discusses the question of what levels of band-
width over-provisioning are required at different link rates within the
core to achieve defined delay and loss commitments.

3.3.2 Core Case Study

We consider a core Diffserv deployment, capable of supporting the SLA
requirements of the edge Diffserv classes described in Section 3.2.2.

3.3.2.1 Core Classes of Service and SLA Specification
Clearly, where Diffserv is deployed in the core of the network, the
classes supported at the edge need to be able to be mapped to classes
in the core, which are capable of meeting the defined classes SLA
requirements. At the edge of the network, different classes are used
for SLA differentiation and for application isolation, whereas in the
core of the network different classes are used for SLA differentiation
and for service isolation, where one or more applications may map
to a service. Consequently, there may be fewer classes in the backbone
than there are at the network edge, with a many-to-one mapping of
edge classes to a core class.

Initially we consider support for four core classes, although support
for more classes is considered in Section 3.3.2.4, which considers
design variations.

● Real-time (RT). This class targets applications such as VoIP and
video. The backbone SLA for this class is defined in terms of low
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delay, low jitter and low loss. A typical SLA for such a class would
commit to a one-way delay across the backbone of less than 5 ms
(see VoIP delay budget example in Section 3.2.2.1.1) and an aver-
age end-to-end loss rate of typically less than 0.1%.

● Premium data (Prm). This class targets business-critical applica-
tions, which have requirements for bounded delay (albeit less
stringent than that of the real-time class) and low loss. An SLA for
such a class may commit to a one-way delay or RTT across the
backbone and an average loss rate of typically less than 0.1%.

● Control class (Ctrl). The Ctrl class is dedicated for network control
traffic, ensuring that bandwidth on the core links is guaranteed
for essential functions typically including routing protocols and
for network management traffic, such as telnet or SNMP.

● Standard class (Std). The Std class is used for all other data traffic,
i.e. traffic other than that which is classified as RT, Prm, or Ctrl.
The SLA commitment for such a class may commit to an average
RTT across the core and an average loss rate.

These four classes would allow a one-to-one mapping with the four
edge classes described in Section 3.2.2.1, as shown in Figure 3.18.

The detailed core network design supporting classes with these
SLA requirements is described in the following sections.

3.3.2.2 “Prioritized” Diffserv Core Model
In practice, most backbone Diffserv deployments today have adopted
a “Prioritized Diffserv” deployment model. To illustrate the concepts
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EDGE CLASS BACKBONE CLASS

VoIP (VoIP) Real-time (RT)

Premium data throughput optimized (Prm-th) Premium data (Prm)

Standard data (Std) Standard data (Std)

Control (Ctrl ) Control (Ctrl )

Figure 3.18 Edge to core class mapping
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underlying this model, consider a typical design consisting of the four
classes defined above, with each class being serviced from its own
queue, and serviced with a particular PHB. The RT class traffic is serv-
iced with an EF PHB, for example using a strict priority queuing treat-
ment, ensuring that it has the lowest delay and jitter service. The Ctrl
class is then serviced with an AF PHB, allocated with a minimal band-
width assurance; let us assume 1% of the interface bandwidth. The Prm
and Std classes are also serviced with AF PHBs, but are configured with
a minimum bandwidth allocation such that the remaining band-
width after the RT and Ctrl classes have been serviced is allocated
with �90% to the Prm class and �10% to the Std class respectively.

Capacity planning is used to ensure that the average measured
load for the RT and the Prm classes is less than their available capac-
ity, i.e. such that their required OP factors are met, hence these classes
experience zero packet loss due to congestion, with the only actual
packet loss being due to layer 1 bit errors or network element failures.
A holistic per-class capacity planning process is essential to ensure
this is actually the case; the capacity planning process may take into
account network working case conditions (i.e. normal operation) or
single or multiple network element failure cases, depending upon
the particular goals of the SP; such approaches to capacity planning
are discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.1. Assuming that a work-con-
serving scheduler is used, even though the standard class is allocated
only 10% of the remaining bandwidth, it will have access to all
unused interface capacity once the RT, Prm, and Ctrl data classes
have been serviced.

A characteristic of this design is that, if interface congestion
occurs, assuming the per-class capacity planning process is operating
correctly, the loss will be restricted to the Std class while the SLAs for
the RT and Prm class will be assured. Further, because the bandwidth
available to the RT and Prm classes is significantly over-provisioned
by the scheduler configuration, the scheduler does not need recon-
figuring as per-class loads change over time. Rather, when class load
thresholds relative to available class bandwidth are such that
required over-provisioning factors are not met, the problem is reduced
to one of increasing the link bandwidth.
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Assuming the per-class capacity planning process is operating cor-
rectly, the effect of such a core network Diffserv design is as follows:

● The RT class is serviced with priority; capacity planning ensures
that the RT load is below class thresholds, ensuring that it receives
the lowest delay and jitter characteristics and zero packet loss due
to congestion.

● The Prm class is serviced to its minimum bandwidth assurance;
capacity planning ensures that the Prm load is below class thresh-
olds, ensuring that it receives zero packet loss due to congestion,
and the delay for the class, while not as low as the RT class, may
be statistically bounded. The class also has the ability to re-use
bandwidth from the other classes that may be idle, up to the
available link bandwidth, however, if the capacity planning process
is operating correctly, it should not need to.

● The Ctrl class is serviced to its minimum bandwidth assurance; 
if the class load is less than the minimum bandwidth assurance for
the class it should receive good service with low loss and bounded
delay. The class also has the ability to re-use bandwidth from the
other classes that may be idle, up to the available link bandwidth,
however, it should not need to.

● Due to the work conserving scheduler behavior, the Std class is
able to re-use unused bandwidth from other classes, up to the
available interface rate. The loss and delay characteristics for the
class will depend upon the capacity planning load threshold (OP
factor) for the class, which need to be managed to achieve the
appropriate SLA for the class.

3.3.2.3 Detailed Core Design
The actual core Diffserv policies used to achieve such a design are gen-
erally very simple and require relatively minor changes to existing
router configurations. Figure 3.19 defines a backbone Diffserv policy
designed to achieve the SLA specification described in Section 3.3.2.1
in terms of the Diffserv meta-language defined in Section 3.2.2. This
Diffserv policy would be applied outbound to all links in the backbone.
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As can be seen from the meta-language design described in Figure
3.19, which is representative of real-world router configurations,
relatively few lines of configuration are required to implement the
Diffserv policy. In backbone Diffserv deployments, these configura-
tions are typically applied once, and then remain static. Furthermore,
migrating a backbone to Diffserv can be achieved seamlessly: the
backbone configuration can be undertaken independently of the
configuration required at the network edge to ensure that traffic is
appropriately conditioned and marked on ingress to the network.
The benefit of Diffserv for the backbone, however, will not be real-
ized until both edge and backbone components are complete.
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policy core-policy

class RT

classify DSCP (DRT)

classify EXP (ERT)

SR-TCM (RRT, BRT, 0)

green-action transmit

red-action drop

EF

class Prm

classify DSCP (Dp)

classify EXP (Ep)

AF (Rp)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Ctrl

classify DSCP (Dc, 48)

classify EXP (Ec)

AF (Rc)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Std

classify *

AF (Rs)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

Figure 3.19 Backbone Diffserv Policy
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The classification criteria used in Figure 3.19 include matching
either against DSCP values or against MPLS EXP values. Depending on
the particular network deployment and whether MPLS is used in the
core network, either or both classification criteria may be required.

3.3.2.3.1 Real-time Class (RT)
Considering the RT class Diffserv configuration in Figure 3.19, it is
assumed that real-time traffic has been marked either at the source or at
the edge of the network to one of the DSCP markings within the set DRT,
where DRT � {Dv, . . .}, or one of the EXP markings within the set ERT.

The per-hop latency commitment is derived from the backbone
latency commitment. For example, to achieve an EF backbone delay
of less than 5 ms (see VoIP delay budget example in Section 3.2.2.1.1),
we assumed 10 router hops through the backbone and apportion a
worst-case delay success criterion of 500 µs per hop to ensure that
the 5 ms delay target is not exceeded, assuming additive jitter. While
jitter might not be additive in practice (see Chapter 6, Figure 6.6,
this scenario represents the absolute worst case, and if the deployment
can achieve this worst-case per-hop budget, the 5 ms backbone budget
will be assured. The per-hop SLA latency commitment is assured by
servicing this class with an EF PHB, such that it receives the lowest
latency through the scheduler, and by ensuring that the arrival rate
enforced by the class policer, RRT, is smaller than the servicing rate for
the class.

This could be achieved using the SR-TCM with rate RRT, commit-
ted burst size BRT, with EBS � 0 and applying a green action of trans-
mit and a red action of drop. The SP specifies the SLA contract with
the policer’s worst-case admitted burst BRT, such that the burst is
serviced within the class per-hop latency commitment LRT, i.e. BRT/
link_rate � Ls � LRT, where Ls represents the worst-case delay impact
on EF traffic due to the scheduler and the interface FIFO (see Chapter 2,
Section 2.2.4.1.3). Results from [FILSFILS] show that in tests of high-
performance routers, Ls was constrained to 125 µs for a 2.5 Gbps
interface.

In the backbone, the function of the RT class policer is to ensure
that the RT class cannot starve the other classes of bandwidth,
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whereas, at the edge of the network policers are also used to ensure
that customers do not send more traffic than their SLA commitment
allows. In normal operation, and with correct core network capacity
planning, the RT traffic demands should be known, capacity should be
provisioned, and the policer set such that there is sufficient bandwidth
and RT traffic should not be dropped by the class policer. Therefore,
the RT policer is typically set higher than the anticipated class load,
at a rate whereby it acts as a safety precaution giving protection for
the other classes in the case of unplanned for failures, which lead to
adversely high RT load. Maximum acceptable RT rates are discussed
in Chapter 6, Section 6.1.3.

If a router implementation requires that a queue-limit is config-
ured, the queue-limit must be greater than or equal to BRT, to ensure
that packets that are within the permitted burst for the class are not
dropped. Therefore, the only actual packet loss that can occur for the
class is due to layer 1 bit errors or network element failures, which
account for the loss rate for the class offered by the SP.

3.3.2.3.2 Premium Data Class (Prm)
Considering the Prm class Diffserv configuration in Figure 3.19, it
is assumed that Prm traffic has been marked either at the source or
at the edge of the network to one of the DSCP markings within the
set Dp where Dp � {Dt, . . .}, or one of the EXP markings within
the set Ep.

The SLA for the Prm class is assured by treating the class with an
AF PHB, with a minimum bandwidth allocation of �80–90% of the
remaining bandwidth after the RT and Ctrl classes have been serv-
iced, inline with the prioritized Diffserv model described in Section
3.3.2.2. The RED congestion control mechanism is used within the
Prm class queue rather than tail drop to maximize TCP throughput.
RED tuning is described in detail in Section 3.4. 

Capacity planning is used to ensure that the Prm load is below
class thresholds, such that the required OP factor is achieved, ensur-
ing that it receives zero packet loss due to congestion, with the only
actual packet loss experienced by the class being due to layer 1 bit
errors or network element failures. This also ensures that the delay
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for the class, while not as low as for the RT class, may be statistically
bounded.

3.3.2.3.3 Control Class (Ctrl )
Considering the Ctrl class Diffserv configuration in Figure 3.19, traf-
fic is classified into the Ctrl class by matching on the DSCP which is
assumed to have been pre-marked at the source: either to DSCP Dc,
by network management end-systems, or to DSCP 48 by routing
protocol end-systems or one of the EXP markings within the set Ec.

The Ctrl class is assured a minimal share of the access-link band-
width, e.g. 1% is typically sufficient to support routing protocol and
management traffic on high bandwidth core links. The class also has
the ability to re-use bandwidth from the other classes that may be
idle, up to the available link bandwidth. As a number of applications
used for network control and management use TCP (e.g. BGP, SNMP,
Telnet) RED is used within the Ctrl class queue to ensure TCP through-
put within the class is maximized when congestion occurs. RED tuning
is described in Section 3.4.

3.3.2.3.4 Standard Data Class (Std )
There are two ways that the standard class could be classified:

● either explicitly, based upon DSCP, assuming that Std traffic has
been marked either at the source or at the edge of the network to
one of the DSCPs in the set Ds or one of the EXP markings within
the set Es.

● Or implicitly; as per Figure 3.19, assuming the ordering of classes
within the Diffserv policy defines a first match order for classifica-
tion criteria, the wildcard classification criteria used for the Std
class ensures that all traffic that has not been classified into the
Real-time, Bus, or Ctrl classes is classified into the Std class.

The Standard class SLA is assured by treating the class with an AF PHB,
with a minimum bandwidth allocation of �10–20% of the remaining
bandwidth after the RT and Ctrl classes have been serviced, in line
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with the prioritized Diffserv model described in Section 3.3.2.2. RED
is used within the Std class queue to maximize TCP throughput.

Capacity planning is used to ensure that the required over-
provisioning factor for the class is achieved and hence that the loss
and delay SLAs for the class are met.

3.3.2.4 Design Variations
In this section, we consider design variations to the basic core design
described in the preceding sections, which are needed to support the
variations in the edge design described in Section 3.2.2.4. It is noted
that the variations to the edge Diffserv design described in Sections
3.2.2.4.1–3.2.2.4.3 (Low-speed Edge Design, Hierarchical Shaping and
Scheduling, and Unmanaged Access Router Services) have no impact
on the core network design; these variations affect the edge only.
Enhancements to the core Diffserv design are required in order to sup-
port the edge Diffserv design described in Sections 3.2.2.4.4–3.2.2.4.6: 

● Premium data delay-optimized class (Prm-delay). There are poten-
tially a number of designs that could be applied to provide sup-
port for a Prm-delay class across the core:
●● The Prm-delay class could potentially be mapped to the real-time

class. It is noted that the impact of large data packets on the worst-
case delay experienced by other traffic in the same class, is very
much less significant on higher speed links, such as those in the
backbone. Nonetheless, the delay targets for the Prm-delay class are
typically less stringent than for VoIP traffic, for example. Hence,
for reasons of SLA differentiation and service isolation, it may be
required to service the Prm-delay service from another class.

●● The Prm-delay class could potentially be mapped to the core Prm
class, defined in Section 3.3.2.3.1, assuming that the class capac-
ity planning thresholds are set to ensure that the Prm-delay SLAs
for delay can be met.

●● Another core AF class could be added to provide support for the
Prm-delay class. The approach taken for the class would be similar
to that for the Prm class; however, this provides the capability to
offer service isolation, and SLA differentiation with different
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overprovisioning factors and hence capacity planning thresholds
for the new class. 

●● An alternative design is possible using advanced scheduler imple-
mentations, which provide support for more than one priority
queue as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.1.4. This would
allow the possibility of using the highest priority queue for RT
traffic, and the next priority queue for Prm-delay traffic, enabling
the RT traffic to receive the lowest delay and jitter, while the
Prm-delay traffic would have a bounded delay and jitter, inde-
pendent of the scheduler implementation and the configuration
and load of the other AF queues.

● Business data throughput-optimized class with loss commitment (Prm-
loss). An edge Prm-loss class, with in- and out-of-contract capabilities,
could be supporting by being mapped to the core Prm class, defined
in Section 3.3.2.3.1. This would require that WRED be applied to
the Prm class queue such that if there is congestion in the queue,
then out-of-contract traffic will be preferentially discarded over in-
contract traffic. This is achieved by having a more aggressive WRED
profile (lower minth and maxth settings) for the out-of-contract
traffic, as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.2.4. The WRED pro-
file for in-contract traffic should be set such that the in-contract
traffic should not be dropped (see Section 3.4); hence, the only actual
packet loss that in-contract traffic within the class can experience
is due to layer 1 bit errors or network element failures, which account
for the loss rate for the class offered by the SP.

● Video class. The possible design options for supporting a video class
across the core are ostensibly the same as those for supporting a
Prm-delay class described above. However, the latency requirements
may be tighter for a video class, and the requirements for service
isolation may be different, hence the final resulting choice made
for supporting a video class may be different from the Prm-delay
class. A common approach is to service VoIP and video from the
same class in the core.

By way of example, we consider how the design would change if sup-
port for these three additional classes were provided in the core: we
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assume that the edge video class is mapped to the core real-time class,
and that Prm-delay and Prm-loss classes are both mapped to the Prm
class, as shown in Figure 3.20.

The Diffserv policy in Figure 3.21 augments the design from
Section 3.2.3 with the modifications required to support these addi-
tional edge service classes highlighted in bold.

The changes from the previous design are as follows:

● The classification criteria for the real-time class are changed to
classify the DSCP and EXP values corresponding to both VoIP and
video classes.

● The classification criteria for the Prm class is changed to classify
the DSCPs corresponding to the Prm-loss, and Prm-delay classes.

● WRED, rather than RED, is configured within the Prm class queue,
to enable different RED profiles for in- and out-of-contract traffic
for the Prm-loss class.

Further discussion on considerations of mapping and aggregating
edge classes to core classes is provided in [BABIARZ].

3.3.2.5 Core-marking Scheme
There is a choice as to what marking scheme is used in the core, and
that choice depends upon the type of network technology used in
the core, IP or MPLS, and the type of network service that is used,
either a private network or a virtual private network (VPN) service
built on a public network. We consider the typical combinations:

● IP core/private network. If IP is used in the core of a private network,
then a consistent marking scheme can be used end-to-end as the full
6-bits of the DS field are available for use both at the edge of the net-
work and within the core. This is typical of private networks, e.g.
networks serving the needs of a single enterprise organization.

Even though a consistent marking scheme is used, there may
be fewer classes in the core than at the edge of the network and
hence several edge classes may be aggregated into a single core
class, with several DSCP values being classified into a single class.
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EDGE CLASS BACKBONE CLASS

VoIP (VoIP)
Real-time (RT )

Video

Premium data delay optimized (Prm-delay)

Premium data (Prm)Premium data throughput optimized (Prm-th)

Premium data with loss commitment (Prm-loss)

Standard data (Std ) Standard data (Std )

Control (Ctrl ) Control (Ctrl )

}

}
Figure 3.20 Edge to core class mapping: design variations

policy core-policy

class Real-time

classify DSCP (DRT)

classify EXP (ERT)

SR-TCM(RRT, BRT, 0)

green-action transmit

red-action drop

EF

class Prm

classify DSCP (Dd, Dlin, Dlout)

classify EXP (Ed, Elin, Elout)

AF (Rp)

RED (Dlin, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

RED (Dlout, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

RED (Elin, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

RED (Elout, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Ctrl

classify DSCP (Dc, 48)

classify EXP (Ec)

AF (Rc)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

class Std

classify *

AF (Rs)

RED (*, <minth>, <maxth>, <w>, <pmax>)

Figure 3.21 Backbone Diffserv Policy: design variation
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● MPLS core/private network. If MPLS is used in the core, a mapping will
be required from the edge-marking scheme to the core-marking
scheme; this mapping requires the edge label switched router (E-
LSR) to set the MPLS experimental (EXP) field as a function of the
received DSCP for upstream traffic. If more than eight class mark-
ings are used at the edge, then as the MPLS EXP field is only 3 bits,
and hence can represent only 8 values, there must be a many to one
mapping of some of the edge-markings to a single core-marking.

Careful selection of the edge class marking scheme can make
the mapping from edge to core classes easier, by making use of the
typical default behavior applied at E-LSRs, which is to copy the first
three bits of the DSCP (i.e. equivalent to the class selector code-
point values), into the MPLS EXP field when a label is imposed
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.6.2.1). If there were less than eight
edge class markings used, then by ensuring that the first 3 bits of
the DSCP are unique for each edge class, there would be a unique
MPLS EXP field value assigned to each edge class by default. A pos-
sible mapping of the edge DSCP markings from Figure 3.14 to a
core MPLS marking scheme is given in Figure 3.22.

From Figure 3.22, we note that there are 7 discrete DSCP values
used for marking at the edge, which allows a one-to-one mapping
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Edge class Edge DSCP Core class Core EXP Explicit 
marking marking mapping 

required?

VoIP Dv � 46 (EF) Real-time Ert � 5 No

Prm-th Dp � 10 (AF11) Prm Ep � 1 No

Std Ds � 0 Std Es � 0 No

Ctrl: Routing protocols � 48 (CS6) Ctrl: Routing protocols � 6 No

OA&M Dc � 16 (CS2) OA&M Ec � 7 Yes

Prm-delay Dd � 18 (AF21) Prm Ed � 2 No

Prm-loss: In-contract Dlin � 10 (AF11) Prm: In-contract Elin � 1 No

Out-of-contract Dlout � 12 (AF12) Out-of-contract Elout � 3 Yes

Figure 3.22 Mapping of edge to core marking schemes
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of edge class markings to core class markings. Further, we note
with this particular edge scheme the first 3 bits of the DSCP are
not unique for each edge class. Therefore, applying the typical
default E-LSR behavior, which is to copy the first three bits of the
DSCP into the MPLS EXP field, would result in some discrete edge
classes incorrectly receiving the same marking within the core.
The Ctrl class uses CS2 at the edge and the Prm-delay class uses
AF21; the first three bits of both CS2 and AF21 are 010, hence
applying the default E-LSR copying behavior, packets with these
markings would both be marked as EXP 2 within the core and
would therefore be indistinguishable. Similarly, the Prm-loss class
uses AF11 and AF12 to represent in- (Dlin) and out-of-contract
(Dlout) traffic at the edge of the network, with DSCP values of AF11
and AF12 respectively. The first three bits of both AF11 and AF12
are 001, hence applying the default E-LSR copying behavior, pack-
ets with these markings would both be marked as EXP 1 within
the core and would therefore be indistinguishable. There are two
possible ways of overcoming this issue:
●● Either explicit mappings can be applied at the ingress E-LSR,

rather than the default behavior of copying the first three bits
into the EXP field, such that classes can be appropriately distin-
guished within the core. This is shown in Figure 3.22, where
CS2 is explicitly mapped to an EXP marking of 7, so that it is
distinguishable from EXP 2, and hence the Ctrl class can be dis-
tinguished from the Prm class within the core. Similarly, AF12 is
explicitly mapped to EXP 3, so that in- and out-of-contract traf-
fic within the Prm class can be correctly distinguished.

●● Or the edge-marking scheme could be changed such that, when
applying the default E-LSR copying behavior, the resulting EXP
markings allow the core classes to be appropriately distinguished.
In this example, this could be achieved if the edge-markings
used for the Ctrl class (Dc) and for the out-of-contract traffic
within the Prm-loss class (Dlout) were changed to DSCP 56 (CS7)
and DSCP 28 (AF32) respectively.
If there are more than eight edge classes, then ensuring that the

first three bits of the DSCP of each edge class represents the core
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class that it will be mapped to, would allow the default E-LSR
copying behavior to be used, rather than requiring any explicit
class mappings.

Alternatively, explicit mappings may be used between edge and
core classes. This places less constraints on the markings used at
the edge, but requires explicit configuration at each E-LSR, to map
each edge class to a core class.

● MPLS core/virtual private network. When MPLS is used by a network
service provider to deliver VPN services, providing network serv-
ices to a number of enterprises, for example, there are two possi-
ble approaches to the core-marking scheme that the network
provide can take:
●● Universal edge-marking scheme. The network service provider

could impose a single edge-marking scheme on all VPN cus-
tomer networks. This would then allow a single mapping to the
core-marking scheme to be used and the options are effectively
no different than the “MPLS core/private network” model described
above, other than the fact that the network service provider
defines the marking scheme. This model may represent the
simplest solution for the network service provider, but may not
be attractive to enterprise organizations, which may have already
adopted their own marking scheme, which would have to be
changed in migrating to the VPN service.

●● Per-VPN edge-marking scheme. Alternatively, the network service
provider could support different edge-marking schemes per edge
customer. This would require mappings between edge and core-
marking schemes on a per VPN customer basis. Use of the Pipe
MPLS Diffserv tunneling model described on Chapter 2, Section
2.3.6.2.3.2 would allow the different VPN customer’s edge-marking
schemes to be preserved transparently across the core. This repre-
sents a more complicated model for the network service provider,
but can simplify the migration to a VPN for the customer.

● Some deployments may use both IP transport and MPLS transport
within the core; in these cases, classification by both DSCP and
MPLS EXP classification may be required.
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3.4 Tuning (W)RED

The random early detection (RED) congestion avoidance algorithm
was originally designed as an algorithm aimed at improving through-
put for TCP-based applications, by preventing “global synchroniza-
tion” between TCP sessions; the operation of RED described in detail
in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.2.3. Global synchronization is where
congestion occurs and queue-limits are exceeded causing drops in
multiple sessions, which each back-off, such that the effective aggre-
gate throughput drops below line rate. The sessions then all increase
their rate of sending until congestion occurs again and the cycle repeats
creating a sawtooth aggregate throughput characteristic. RED aims
to prevent this by randomly discarding packets from individual ses-
sions as the average-queue depth increases, such that a higher aggre-
gate throughput is maintained.

RED makes a drop decision prior to enqueuing a packet into a
queue, based upon the current average queue depth of that queue
and a set of configurable parameters, which hence define the charac-
teristics of RED. A particular set of RED parameters specifies a RED
profile, which is defined by a minimum queue threshold (minth),
maximum queue threshold (maxth), and probability of discard at
maxth (maxp). Weighted RED (WRED) simply extends the basic con-
cept of WRED, by allowing a number of different RED profiles to be
used for the same queue, where each profile may be applied to a par-
ticular subset of the traffic (normally identified by a specific DSCP or
MPLS EXP marking or markings) destined for the queue. This results in
different drop characteristics, and consequently probability of drop,
per profile. WRED is used for differentiation in the drop probability
between in- and out-of-contract traffic in support of classes such as
those defined in Section 3.2.2.4.5.2.

The goal of tuning RED is to maximize the link utilization while
minimizing the mean queue depth, hence minimizing delay. There
are many factors which can impact the tuning of RED, including the
number of active TCP sessions, whether those session are long-lived
or short-lived, what the RTT is for those sessions, what TCP stacks are
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used and the particulars of the specific RED implementation itself.
These factors vary network-by-network, site-by-site, and probably hour-
by-hour, hence optimal RED tuning is probably not achievable in prac-
tice. In this section, however, we propose some generic RED tuning
guidelines, derived from a number of sources including [FLOYD,
CHRISTIANSEN, HOLLOT] which can be fine-tuned as necessary based
upon operational experience acquired in the specific deployment
environment.

3.4.1 Tuning the Exponential Weighting Constant

The exponential weighting constant (w) determines how closely the
average queue depth tracks the actual queue depth. The lower w the
more closely the average queue depth tracks the actual queue depth;
this has two consequences: the RED drop behavior is more sensitive
to traffic bursts, and the closer the maximum instantaneous queue
size is to maxth, hence the easier it is to limit the maximum latency
via RED. For larger w, the converse is true. The following values for w
are suggested w � 1/B where B is the output rate expressed in MTU
sized packets, i.e.:

w � (BW/CMTU * 8)

The MTU used in these calculations should be the maximum
packet size, which is normally 1500 bytes (the MTU for Ethernet),
rather than the MTU of the particular interface, which can often be
greater than 1500 bytes. The bandwidth used in the calculations
should be the effective servicing rate for the class; for a single class
deployment, this would be the link rate.

Note that the enhancement to RED was proposed in “Red-Light”
[JACOBSON1], which has been implemented by some vendors, does
not have the concept of a configurable exponential weighting
constant.
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3.4.2 Tuning Minth and Maxth

The minth value should be set high enough to maximize the link
utilization; if too low, packets may be dropped unnecessarily, and
the link bandwidth will not be fully utilized. The difference between
the maxth and the minth should be large enough to avoid global
synchronization; if the difference is too small, many packets may be
dropped at once, resulting in global synchronization.

Most TCP tuning focuses on the concept of the “pipesize,” which
is the amount of unacknowledged data in flight between the sender
and the receiver, which is the bottleneck bandwidth * RTT product.
Where a single RED profile is used in a queue (i.e. no in-/out-of-
contract), the following settings (in packets) for minth and maxth
are suggested:

For rates � 10 Mbps:

minth � MIN [5, 1 * pipesize]
maxth � 3 * pipesize

[where pipesize � RTT * BW/(MTU * 8)]
i.e. minth � (ROUND(1*RTT*BW/(MTU*8),0))

maxth � (ROUND(3*RTT*BW/(MTU*8),0))

For rates > 10 Mbps:

minth � MIN [5, 0.15 * pipesize]
maxth � 1 * pipesize

[where pipesize � RTT * bw/(MTU * 8)]
i.e. minth � (ROUND(0.15*RTT*BW/(MTU*8),0))

maxth � (ROUND(1*RTT*BW/(MTU*8),0))

The RTT used in these calculations is the round trip time between
the TCP hosts. As this varies depending upon queuing delays, access
rates, propagation delays, etc., in the absence of other guidance a
value of 100–200 ms is suggested. The bandwidth used in the calcu-
lations should be the effective servicing rate for the class; for a single
class deployment this would be the link rate.
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3.4.3 Mark Probability Denominator

It is suggested that a mark probability denominator of 0.1 is used,
i.e. the probability of drop at maxth is 0.1.

3.4.4 In- and Out-of-contract

Where WRED is used for differentiation between in- and out-of-
contract traffic within the same queue it is suggested that the values
for RED recommended in the previous sections are used for the WRED
profile applied to the out-of-contract traffic that a “no-drop” RED pro-
file is used for in-contract traffic, i.e. a profile set high enough that
in-contract traffic will not be dropped (alternatively, no RED profile
or a queue-limit, could be used for out-of-contract traffic). The
intended characteristics of this approach are:

● If in-contract traffic is policed such that the arrival rate of the
class is not greater than the servicing rate of the queue, then the
maximum queue depth should not increase significantly beyond
maxth for the out-of-contract profile.

● As there could be both in- and out-of-contract traffic from the
same flow, dropping out-of-contract traffic first should reduce the
possibility of multiple simultaneous drops from the same flow,
and hence be more optimal for aggregate throughput, i.e. across
the sum of in- and out-of-contract traffic.

What about using more than two drop WRED drop profiles within a
queue, e.g. three drop thresholds as per Diffserv AF11, AF12, AF13?
Expressing this in the context of in- and out-of-contract, in practice,
it is difficult to understand what meaningful service benefit is offered
by differentiating between in-, out-, and exceedingly-out-of-contract
traffic. If the intent from such a configuration is to allocate different
proportions of bandwidth within a queue to subclasses of that queue,
then WRED is not a suitable mechanism to use. To quote [ JACOBSON2]: “It
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272 Chapter 3 Deploying Diffserv

is almost always better to run one instance of RED over each of these
x queues rather than multiple instances of RED over one big queue.”
Hence, it is not common practice to use more than two WRED drop
profiles within a queue, although there may be exceptional cases, where
this is warranted.
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Notes

1. 1500 bytes is the MTU size for Ethernet, which is generally the
constraining MTU in networks today.

2. This maxim, known as Ockham’s razor is a principle attributed to
the English logician William of Ockham (circa 1295–1349), which
is generally expressed in Latin as “entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter
necessitatem,” which translates as “entities should not be multiplied
beyond necessity.”
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Capacity Admission Control

This chapter presents a taxonomy and review of the mechanisms
available for capacity admission control in IP networks.

4.1 Introduction

Connection-oriented network technologies such as time division
multiplexing (TDM) and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) have
an implicit admission control capability, which is used in establish-
ing the path between sender and receiver, to ensure that there are
sufficient resources for the connection. In contrast, IP is connection-
less, and has no implicit admission control capability.

In Chapter 3, we described how to deploy the Differentiated Services
architecture (Diffserv); Diffserv is by far the most widely deployed IP
QOS architecture today, in both enterprise and SP networks. Diffserv
effectively provides the capability to manage network capacity on a
per-traffic type or class basis. In Chapter 1, we described that the SLAs
for IP services are defined in terms of delay, jitter, packet loss rate,
throughput, and availability; because the service level experienced by
a particular class of traffic is dependent both upon how much capac-
ity has been allocated to that class and upon the current offered load
of that class, Diffserv enables differentiated delay, jitter, loss, through-
put, and availability commitments to be supported for different classes
of traffic.

Diffserv, however, supports no explicit mechanisms for admission
control. In order to offer tightly bound service levels for real-time
traffic and to assure consistent service within the SLA bounds,
admission control mechanisms may be required to ensure that the

4
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actual load for a class does not exceed acceptable levels. Without
admission control mechanisms, if there is a chance that the avail-
able capacity for a real-time traffic class will be exceeded, then for
applications using that class which do not degrade gracefully in the
presence of congestion, such as VoIP and packet video, the service
for all calls or streams in progress may be degraded. Hence, where
admission control is not supported for traffic classes used for appli-
cations such as VoIP and packet video, the bandwidth for the class
must be over-provisioned with respect to the peak load, in order to
ensure that congestion does not occur. Such bandwidth over-provision
obviously incurs a financial cost. Further, in practice, it may not always
be viable to provision every segment of the network to cope for the
peak load. In addition, if network capacity planning and provision-
ing is not accurate or is not reactive enough to new traffic demands,
or in failure situations, there may be instances when congestion
is unavoidable; in these cases, all calls or streams in progress will be
degraded.

Admission control in general is the process of determining whether
a new traffic flow, stream or logical connection may be accepted, tak-
ing into account resource and policy constraints. Resource admission
control is the decision algorithm, which is used to determine whether
a new flow can be granted its requested QOS without affecting those
flows already granted admission, such that they continue to main-
tain their committed service. A resource admission control scheme
could potentially consider a number of different resource constraints
when processing an admission control decision, such as available CPU
resources or memory at devices on the path of the requested reserva-
tion, or available class bandwidth on the links on the path. In prac-
tice, however, from a QOS perspective the main driver for admission
control is to ensure that there is sufficient link or class capacity avail-
able at the required service level to accept a new request. It is this
aspect of admission control which is the focus of this chapter, and
we refer to it as “capacity admission control” as opposed to “call admis-
sion control” or “connection admission control.” Call admission con-
trol has voice specific connotations and could relate to policy-based
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admission control as well as resource-based admission control. Further,
“connection admission control” is associated with providing policy
or resource-based admission control for traffic “trunks,” where a
“trunk” is an aggregation of traffic from an ingress point to an egress
point. The capability provided by “connection admission control” may
not be one of real-time admission control, providing feedback to end-
system applications on a per-call or session basis, but rather one of
capacity management within the core of an IP or MPLS network, oper-
ating in the timescales closer to those of service provisioning, rather
than call setup; MPLS traffic engineering is used in this context and
is described in Chapter 6. Where the generic terms “admission control”
or CAC are used in the remainder of this chapter they refer to capacity
admission control.

There are a number of approaches to capacity admission control,
none of which is universally deployed today. Different deployments,
environments, services, and applications pose different requirements
and it is not clear that there is a “one size fits all” solution to the prob-
lem of capacity admission control. Further, some technologies for
admission control are still evolving. Hence, the rest of the chapter pro-
vides a taxonomy and review of the different approaches for capacity
admission control, with discussion on the applicability and deploy-
ment considerations with each approach.

4.1.1 When is Admission Control Needed?

Considered generally, admission control is only practically useful if
the following four conditions are met:

i. Without admission control, the offered load may exceed 
the available capacity

If there is always enough bandwidth for a flow or a class to support
the offered load then you simply do not need CAC. Therefore, one
approach to providing guaranteed support for services such as voice
is to provision sufficient class bandwidth throughout the network to
be able to ensure that the peak voice load can be serviced. However,
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consideration needs to be given to the limitations of guaranteed band-
width provisioning during different network failure conditions:

● Network working case conditions. If there were insufficient bandwidth
to support the peak call load in normal working case conditions,
then CAC would be required to cover both working and failure
cases.

● Single network element failure conditions. If sufficient bandwidth
provisioning to cope with the peak call load can be assured in net-
work working case conditions only (i.e. in normal operation with
no failures) then in all but the most trivial of topologies (i.e. those
that are non-resilient) CAC may be required to cover network ele-
ment (e.g. link or node) failure case conditions. In this case, dur-
ing network failures, CAC provides the capability to reject new or
rerouted service requests so that those already granted admission
continue to maintain their committed service. Without CAC, dur-
ing failure cases or downtime due to planned maintenance, for
example, congestion may occur which can degrade all calls.

Network planning and provisioning methods may be applied
which consider single element failures, ensuring that sufficient band-
width is provisioned when allowing for all single network element
failure conditions. In cases such as this, admission control may not
be required.

● Multiple network element failure conditions. Even where planning and
provisioning take single element failures into account, in some
topologies there can be unplanned failure cases (e.g. multiple simul-
taneous network element failures) where there is insufficient band-
width to support the service load even though IP connectivity exists.
In these cases, CAC may be required.

If sufficient bandwidth can be provisioned to allow for multiple
network element failures then admission control is not required;
if connectivity verification shows that connectivity exists, then
sufficient bandwidth must exist also. However, in meshed topolo-
gies, ensuring that sufficient bandwidth exists in multiple network
element failure cases may not be a viable approach. Multiple network
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element failure conditions may seem unlikely, however, in most
networks elements will be shut down for planned maintenance; a
failure during this time may constitute an instance of multiple 
network element failures.

Hence, network-by-network consideration is required to determine
whether the prevalence, duration and impact of events, such as net-
work element failures, which may lead to congestion resulting in serv-
ice degradation, is sufficient to justify the cost and complexity of
deploying admission control mechanisms.

ii. Service utility will degrade unacceptably as a consequence of
exceeding available capacity for that flow or class

For some applications, as the bandwidth available to an application
flow decreases, the utility of the application also reduces. When brows-
ing the web for example, if the available bandwidth is reduced, the
end-user experience may become less satisfactory, but may still be
acceptable. Such applications are generally termed elastic applications,
examples of which typically include TCP-based applications. An illus-
trative utility function plot for an elastic application is shown in
Figure 4.1.
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It is noted that even for elastic applications, there will be some
flow bandwidth threshold, below which the utility of the applica-
tion will be zero, i.e. the application is unusable. Admission control
is not generally required for elastic applications. There might be a
requirement for admission control for elastic applications if there were
the possibility of the application flow bandwidth being reduced to the
level of zero utility for a critical elastic application; however, in practice
such applications are not prevalent.

There are other applications for which utility is constant above a
per flow bandwidth threshold, but when the bandwidth available to
the flow falls below an acceptable level, the utility of the application
drops to zero. Such applications are generally termed inelastic appli-
cations, which typically include VoIP and packet video-based applica-
tions. For example, consider a link, which has class capacity to
support a maximum of twenty concurrent VoIP calls, within the
bounds of the required SLA; if a twenty-first call is allowed to be set
up, congestion will occur within that class and the service to all of the
calls will be degraded. An illustrative utility function plot for an
inelastic application is shown in Figure 4.2.

If there is the possibility of the application flow bandwidth being
reduced to the level of zero utility for a critical inelastic application,
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then admission control is required to deny a new call or stream if it
would reduce the utility of the existing flows, which have already been
successfully admitted. If admission control were used in the previous
example, it would provide the capability to block the twenty-first
call, thereby preventing the existing calls from being degraded and
potentially allowing the blocked call to be re-routed where there is suf-
ficient capacity. The mantra for applications which need admission
control is that it is much better to refuse a new call than to degrade
service for many calls in progress.

In practice, the main drivers for admission control are in support
of VoIP and packet video services, both of which are generally inelas-
tic applications. It is noted, however, that there are some VoIP and
video which applications may attempt to adjust their rate of sending
(and therefore their quality) dynamically based upon the perform-
ance they experience from the network (in terms of delay, jitter, and
loss), and hence which may be considered in some way elastic. The
existence of such applications, however, does not obviate the require-
ment for admission control. These applications still have minimum
bandwidth requirements (i.e. related to minimum quality require-
ments) and the decision about whether or not admission control is
required depends upon whether it is cost effective and practical to
ensure that the bandwidth for the flow or class is over-provisioned
with respect to the peak load. If it is not, then even for these “elastic”
VoIP and video applications, admission control may be required.

iii. The source application knows how to respond to an admission
control failure

Admission control is only useful if there is some way of communi-
cating an unsuccessful admission control decision back to the end-
system application such that it does not establish the requested flow
or stream, and such that it can communicate the failure back to the
end-user, e.g. for a VoIP call by returning a busy signal.

iv. It is acceptable from a service perspective to disallow a request
If, from a service perspective, it is not acceptable for admission control
to disallow a requested call or session, then rather than CAC, more
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bandwidth is needed, e.g. for a residential broadcast video service it
would generally be unacceptable to have a CAC failure when simply
changing channel.

4.1.2 A Taxonomy for Admission Control

As we discussed at the start of the chapter, there are a number of
approaches to admission control in IP networks; there are also a num-
ber of criteria by which they could be classified. We classify the main
approaches into three general classes, as follows:

● Endpoint measurement-based CAC. With endpoint measurement-
based admission control approaches, admission control decisions
are made by the application end points themselves. The end points
measure characteristics of traffic to other destination end points to
determine if new streams can be accepted to those end points.
This approach to admission control is discussed in Section 4.6.

● On-path network signaled CAC. With “on-path” or “path-coupled”
network signaled approaches to admission control, network nodes
on the media (bearer) path between application end points are
responsible for making the admission control decisions. This
requires a network level signaling protocol to request and reserve
resources along the same path that would be used by media traffic
for the requested reservation. Such on-path approaches, which
ensure that messages used for QOS signaling are routed only
through the nodes on the media path, are implicitly topology-
aware. Topology-aware approaches have a dynamic understand-
ing of the network topology and are therefore able to adapt to
changes in the available network capacity, due to network ele-
ment (e.g. link and node) failures, for example.

There are only two protocols, which are defined or being
defined, for on-path signaling of such QOS requests in IP net-
works: RSVP and NSIS.
●● RSVP. The only practical implementations of topology-aware

on-path admission control today use RSVP either as per flow
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RSVP (as described in Sections 4.4.1–4.4.4) or as in RSVP-TE (as
described in Section 4.4.6).

●● NSIS. An effort is currently underway within the IETF to standard-
ize a new suite of extensible IP signaling protocols, which can be
used for QOS signaling, and which are referred to generically as
“NSIS.” These are as described in more detail in Section 4.5.

● Off-path CAC. With “off-path” or “path-decoupled” admission con-
trol approaches, messages used for QOS signaling are routed through
nodes that need not be on the data path for the media traffic. Off-
path approaches can be either topology-aware or topology-unaware.
●● Topology-unaware off-path CAC. Topology-unaware off-path CAC

typically consists of applying predefining limits of the available
capacity between application endpoint pairs. Being topology-
unaware, such approaches have no view of the actual network
state, are not able to adapt dynamically to network changes, and
hence make inefficient use of the available capacity. This approach
to admission control is discussed in Section 4.2.

●● Topology-aware off-path CAC. There have been a number of
recent developments in off-path topology-aware admission con-
trol systems, which are also known as “bandwidth managers” or
“resource managers.” Being topology-aware, this approach can
adapt dynamically to the available network capacity and hence
does not suffer the bandwidth inefficiency of topology-unaware
approaches. This approach to admission control is discussed in
Section 4.3.

This admission control taxonomy is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
In addition to the criteria used for the taxonomy, there are a num-

ber of other characteristics and capabilities, which can be used to dif-
ferentiate different admission control approaches:

● Layer 3 only? Some admission control approaches only work in IP
environments, e.g. they could not be used to make admission con-
trol decisions in layer 2 network environments, such as bridged or
switched Ethernet networks, for example.
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● Unicast and multicast? IP unicast and multicast routing use funda-
mentally different forwarding paradigms. All admission control
approaches described in this chapter support admission control for
unicast applications. Although a number of the approaches
described could potentially support multicast applications, in prac-
tice RSVP is the only approach that currently has this capability.

● Unidirectional or bidirectional? Reservations may be unidirectional
or bidirectional. Some admission control approaches explicitly
support the concept of bidirectional reservations, while other
approaches require that bidirectional reservations be modeled as
two unidirectional reservations.

● Control plane or data plane resource reservation? In Chapter 2, Section
2.1.5, we differentiate between control and data plane QOS func-
tions. Resource admission control is associated with the reserva-
tion of resources; if a flow, stream, or connection is successfully
admitted, then if that admitted flow’s requirements are taken into
account before accepting new reservations, by implication resources
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were reserved for the flow. Depending upon the particular admis-
sion control approach that is used, resource reservation can be a
control plane only function or both a control plane and data
plane function, which for example configures the data plane QOS
functions to guarantee resources for successful admissions. Further,
depending upon whether the source is considered trusted or
untrusted, resource reservation may also be combined with the con-
figuration of data plane conditioning mechanisms to ensure the
source is only sending what it is permitted to send.

A summary of the key characteristics and capabilities of the different
admission control approaches is provided in Section 4.7.

4.1.3 What Information is Needed for Admission Control?

Whichever admission control approach is used, there is a common
set of information needed in order to make an admission control
decision:

● From where to where? For resources to be reserved, clearly there
must be some information to define where the reservation is from
and to. For IP-based approaches, this is normally defined by the
source and destination IP addresses of the requested reservation.

● Resources required? The problem of admission control may often
be stated as “is there enough capacity to support the requested reserva-
tion?” In practice, however, the admission control decision can use
parameterized or measurement-based approaches to specify the
resources required and determine if sufficient resources are available.
The differences between parameterized and measurement-based
algorithms are considered in Section 4.1.4.

● At what service level? A request for a reservation needs to define
the service level at which the prospective reservation is requested.
If reservations are being made in a Diffserv network for example, the
reservation request could state whether the request is for expedited
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forwarding (EF) or assured forwarding (AF) resources at each hop.
The Integrated Services architecture (Intserv) defines the guaran-
teed and controlled load service types (see Section 4.4).

● At what pre-emption priority level? Some admission control schemes
may optionally support the notion of pre-emption, with an asso-
ciated pre-emption level with each reservation request. If there
were insufficient capacity available to accept a new reservation
request in addition to all of the existing reservations in progress,
this would enable a request with a higher pre-emption priority to
be able to pre-empt reservations of a lower priority. This could be
used to allow emergency service calls, such as defined in [RFC
4542], to pre-empt standard calls, for example.

4.1.4 Parameterized or Measurements-based Algorithms

With many admission control approaches, there is a choice as to the
possible admission control algorithms they can use and whether
those algorithms are parameterized or measurement-based; hybrids,
which rely on a combination of both approaches, are also possible.

4.1.4.1 Parameterized Algorithms
Parameterized approaches to admission control use resource account-
ing, in order to make an admission control decision. With such
approaches, parameterized traffic descriptors are used to represent
resource requirements for requests and a comparable descriptor is
used to represent the available resources. The admission control sys-
tem maintains state information detailing the requests that have
been accepted and the remaining resources. When a new request is
received, the traffic descriptor for that request is aggregated with those
for requests previously admitted (and which are still in progress) and
the result is compared against the descriptor of available resources
to determine if the new request can be accepted. The performance
of such an approach depends upon the accuracy of the parameter-
ized descriptor used to represent traffic requirements and available
resources.
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The simplest parameterized resource descriptor uses a single vari-
able to describe the traffic profile of the requested reservation, which
could represent the peak rate of the reservation, for example. In this
case, if the total available capacity (i.e. if no reservation existed) is
defined by a (it is presumed that this limit defines the bounds at which
the required QOS can be met), the reserved capacity is defined by r,
and the capacity requested by a new reservation is n, the new reser-
vation is accepted if the following condition is true:

r � n �� a

Using a peak rate traffic descriptor, however, makes no allowance for
variation in the traffic profile over the duration of the reservation
and hence allows no provision for statistical multiplexing gain. For
constant bit rate applications this will not be an issue; however, for
variable bit rate applications this may result in inefficient use of
bandwidth. For variable bit rate applications the variation in traffic
profile may be taken into account using a token bucket traffic descrip-
tor, for example, with a specified average rate and a maximum burst
characteristic to define the traffic profile of the requested reservation.
It can be shown, however, that flows with different traffic profiles could
share the same average rate and burst characteristics, and hence func-
tions that aggregate these parameters across a number of flows may
not produce a result that accurately reflects the profile of the traffic
aggregate. The result of this effect is either that the aggregation func-
tions either need to be conservative (i.e. pessimistic), and hence sta-
tistical multiplexing gain is reduced, or inaccuracies may lead to an
incorrect decision to accept a new request when insufficient resources
are available, and hence SLA guarantees may be violated. This is
likely to be more of an issue with a relatively small number of flows;
however, where the law of large numbers applies the probability of
this issue occurring is low. Further, more complex traffic profile descrip-
tors and aggregation functions are possible [KNIGHTLY], which aim
to provide both a reasonable statistical multiplexing gain and statis-
tical QOS guarantees.
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4.1.4.2 Measurement-based Algorithms
Measurement-based admission control (MBAC) algorithms rely on
using measurements of characteristics, such as the delay, jitter, loss,
or utilization from traffic or elements on the path between two end-
systems in order to determine whether to accept new reservation
requests. MBAC algorithms can use measurements taken either from
application end points, or from intermediate nodes on the data path
between end-systems. Endpoint-based MBAC approaches can rely
either on active monitoring or on passive monitoring of media traf-
fic, and are considered further in Section 4.6.

MBAC approaches that use measurements from intermediate nodes
on the data path between end-systems use passive measurement of
statistics such as link or class utilizations, in order to estimate whether
there is sufficient capacity available to accept a new request. With
the simplest measurement-based approach, if the total available capac-
ity (i.e. if no reservation existed) is defined by a (it is presumed that
this limit defines the bounds at which the required QOS can be met),
the measured load over the past measurement interval is defined by
m, and the capacity requested by a new reservation is n, the new
reservation is accepted if the following condition is true:

m � n �� a

More complicated MBAC algorithms are described in [BRESLAU1,
JAMIN]. A benefit cited for measurement-based algorithms over para-
meterized algorithms is that they can achieve higher levels of network
utilization (and hence greater statistical multiplexing gain) while
meeting user quality of service requirements, as they do not require
a traffic descriptor for each reservation and therefore do not suffer
the potential issues associated with the aggregation of these traffic
descriptors described in the preceding section.

The fundamental assumption, however, that MBAC algorithms are
found upon is that measurements taken over the past measurement
interval can be used to make accurate admission control decisions in
the next measurement interval. This might be the case for high-speed
links, such as core links, where a large number of flows are aggregated;
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however, in cases where a small number of concurrent flows can
cause congestion, this assumption is clearly incorrect. If, for exam-
ple, multiple flows share a resource, but that resource only has suffi-
cient capacity for a single flow at any point in time, then it is possible
for multiple end points to determine that there is capacity available
based upon measurements from their past measurement intervals.
As a result, they may all start sending within their coincident cur-
rent measurement intervals, with the result that congestion will occur
and their QOS guarantees will be violated. Further, if the state of the
network has changed since the last measurement interval, due to a
network element failure, for example, then clearly end points may
make potentially incorrect decisions to accept new reservations, based
upon measurements that are no longer representative of the network’s
state. Therefore, measurement-based admission control approaches
cannot deterministically ensure that congestion does not occur and
hence that QOS guarantees will be assured; this is recognized in
[BRESLAU1]:

. . . traffic measurements are not always good predictors of future
behavior, and so the measurement-based approach to admission con-
trol can lead to occasional packet losses or delays that exceed desired
levels.

Further, from [JAMIN], which proposed “A measurement-based admis-
sion control algorithm for Integrated Service packet networks”:

Measurement-based approaches to admission control can only be used
in the context of service models that do not make guaranteed commit-
ments, such as the [Integrated Services] controlled-load service model.

Consequently, measurement-based admission control approaches are
not generally used for real-time applications such as voice and video
(and which would be supported by the Integrated Services guaranteed
service model, as described in Section 4.4), which are the main appli-
cations demanding admission control today, hence measurement-
based admission control is not widely deployed in practice.
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4.2 Topology-unaware Off-path CAC

Topology-unaware off-path CAC typically consists of applying pre-
defined limits of the available capacity between application end
point pairs. Such approaches can be implemented in a distributed
manner – on each VoIP gateway as a limit of the number of calls to
the other gateways, for example – or in a centralized bandwidth
management function, which could be an application server (e.g. video
server, call server etc.) or policy server. However this approach is imple-
mented, when a new request is received, it is compared against the
currently available capacity between that pair of end points. If suffi-
cient capacity exists, the request is admitted and the available capac-
ity is updated accordingly. If a request would result in the capacity
limit between that particular end point pair being exceeded, it
would be denied.

Consider the example shown in Figure 4.4. In Figure 4.4, the call
server maintains a table of available capacity, in terms of number of
calls, from each voice gateway to every other voice gateway. If a user
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connected to voice gateway A attempts to place a call to a user con-
nected to gateway B, in processing the call, the call server performs a
lookup in the admission control table. Assuming that there is suffi-
cient capacity available both from A to B, and from B to A as the call
is bidirectional, the call will be allowed and the available call capac-
ity in the admission control table would be reduced accordingly. If
there were insufficient capacity available for the call to the particular
destination, it could be blocked or could potentially be rerouted at
the application level to another destination gateway where capacity
was available. When the call ends, the admission control table is
updated to reflect the consequent increase in available call capacity
to the respective destination gateway. This example uses number of
calls as the measure of capacity, which may be an acceptable
approach where all calls are the same rate; however, where calls can
be different rates, a better approach would be to maintain a matrix of
the available bandwidth between gateways, and to compare that
against the requested bandwidth for new calls.

Topology-unaware off-path CAC represents one of the simplest
forms of admission control, but inevitably, it has a number of limita-
tions. This approach may be effective in simple topologies; however,
the key issue with all topology-unaware admission control approaches
in general is that they do not consider the availability of resources
along the specific network path that would be impacted by the request
and cannot adapt in real time to changes in network capacity, caused
by link or node failures for example. Therefore, in networks with
resilient paths, the threshold values used in the tables of available
admission control capacity need to defined taking network element
failures into account, in order to ensure that such failures will not cause
situations where a call is allowed to be placed but there is actually no
network capacity available to support the call. In normal network con-
ditions, when there are no failures, these low admission control thresh-
olds do not reflect the state of the network capacity and hence result in
inefficient use of available capacity. Consider the access links to gate-
way A in the example in Figure 4.4: the table shows 4 calls-worth of
available capacity between gateway A and gateway B; for this value to
be accurate in single element (link or node) failure cases then both of
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the access links to gateway A would need to be able to support 4 calls
independently, i.e. in normal working case conditions site A would be
capable of supporting 8 calls in total. If this is the case, but both links
are working, then only half of the available capacity can be used.
Further inefficiencies may occur where topology-unaware off-path
admission control is implemented in a distributed manner, but where
the different admission control systems (e.g. different call servers) can
share the same network resources and where each system has no visi-
bility of the bandwidth currently reserved by the other systems.

To limit the capacity inefficiencies of topology-unaware off-path
admission control approaches, as the network evolves, the tables of
available capacity need to be updated accordingly. In large meshed
topologies, the ongoing calculation and maintenance of these tables
could become a significant operational overhead.

Approaches, which are able to adjust dynamically to changes in
the network topology in real-time, overcome these issues. In prac-
tice, off-path topology-unaware admission control approaches are
only generally used in simple deployments, for example to perform
CAC for non-resilient access link connections.

4.3 Topology-aware Off-path CAC: “Bandwidth Manager”

Topology-aware off-path admission control systems, which are also
known as “bandwidth managers” or “resource managers,” act as an
intermediary between the application control plane (e.g. call server,
video on demand server etc.) and the network control plane, as shown
in Figure 4.5. Such systems track the status of the network and pro-
vide the capability to process topology-aware admission control
decisions on a per-call or per-stream basis. Being topology-aware, band-
width manager-based approaches can adapt dynamically to the
available network capacity and hence do not suffer the bandwidth
inefficiency of topology-unaware approaches. Such off-path topol-
ogy-aware admission control approaches could potentially provide a
solution for most deployment environments: for both the access
and for the core, for L2 and L3, for IP and MPLS.
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The bandwidth manager maintains a dynamic topology map of
the available network bandwidth resources, which in the context of
a Diffserv deployment can be maintained on a per-class (service)
basis. There are a number of ways that this topology map could be
populated, including via an interface to another OSS system in order
to extract the required information, or via a discovery process using
Telnet/CLI, SNMP or other device protocols, or by participating in
routing protocols such as OSPF, ISIS, or BGP. The bandwidth man-
ager also maintains a mapping between these network bandwidth
resources and IP addresses of application end points, which may be
derived dynamically, from router’s routing tables, for example. As
requests for resources are received, the bandwidth manager uses the
mapping to resolve the addresses of the end points that are passed in
the requests to determine which underlying bandwidth resources
are impacted by the request. The bandwidth manager verifies that
sufficient bandwidth is currently available to satisfy the request; this
could be based on bandwidth accounting or potentially use passive
measurement statistics retrieved from devices on the data path for
the requested reservation. The bandwidth manager then admits or
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denies the request as appropriate, replies to the application request and
updates the bandwidth resource map accordingly.

Effectively the bandwidth manager function is an area of network
policy control, making dynamic policy decisions based upon the avail-
ability of network bandwidth resources. “Bandwidth managers” can
also be considered a practical realization of a subset of the “bandwidth
broker” functionality outlined in [RFC 2638]. In addition to perform-
ing admission control – which is the key functionality performed by
a “bandwidth manager” – the “bandwidth broker” may apply data
plane conditioning policies at the ingress points to the network for
the requested reservation, and may also perform interdomain com-
munication with bandwidth brokers of adjacent domains.

Off-path resource and bandwidth management functionality has
been defined in a number of standards bodies, including the Telecoms
& Internet converged Services & Protocols for Advanced Networks
(TISPAN) working group within the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) [RACS], which currently addresses admission
control for the access network and the Multi Service Forum (MSF),
which currently addresses admission control for the core network
[MSF-TR-ARCH-005-FINAL].

The details of the bandwidth manager operation are most easily
illustrated with an example. There are differences in the detail of the
different standards in this area and some of the standards are still
evolving; hence, the example in the following section is designed
to illustrate some of the concepts and considerations of bandwidth
manager operation, rather than rigidly representing a particular 
standard’s implementation.

4.3.1 Example Bandwidth Manager Method of Operation: Next 
Generation Network Voice CAC

With the move to so-called “next generation networks” (NGNs), con-
ventional public switched telephony network (PSTN) voice services
are being migrated to IP/MPLS networks. The connection-oriented
network technologies traditionally used to support PSTN services
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implicitly have an admission control capability. One way to provide an
equivalent capability with NGNs is by augmenting an IP/MPLS network
with a bandwidth manager function, as described in this example.

It is noted that the bandwidth manager could be used in conjunc-
tion with a number of different network connectivity models. The
choice of network connectivity model has an impact on the charac-
teristics of the resultant admission control system, and affect how
the bandwidth manager models and tracks the network topology.

● IGP-based networks. In this context, we refer to “IGP-based net-
works” as networks where forwarding decisions at each hop are
determined by an interior gateway routing protocol (IGP), such as
OSPF or ISIS, and hence where there is no implicit connection ori-
entation, i.e. no end-to-end signaling function is used to set up
the data paths.

In IGP-based networks, it is possible for the bandwidth man-
ager to participate passively in the IGP routing protocol process in
order to model the network topology and to be able to predict the
route within the network that a flow would take between two
points. If such as system also has a view of the capacity on each of
the network’s links (either per-class or on aggregate) then it is pos-
sible that the system could perform network capacity admission
control, receiving and processing requests for network bandwidth
reservation and tracking the available capacity. It is noted, how-
ever, that the accuracy of such a system is dependent upon how
accurately the bandwidth manager predicts the actual behavior of
the network; inaccuracies will occur if there are multiple paths
with the same IGP metric cost between two end-systems and the
bandwidth manager does not model equal cost multipath (ECMP)
algorithms (which determine how traffic is load-balanced over the
equal cost paths) correctly, for example.

Further, with conventional IGP routing, in the time interval
immediately following network element failures, each router
behaves autonomously and hence it is possible that the IGP will
reroute traffic affected by the failure, before a new admission control
decision can be made by the bandwidth manager, hence transient
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congestion following network failures is possible with an IGP con-
nection model. This issue is not specific to bandwidth manager
deployments, but rather applies to any admission control approaches
when they are used with a connectionless IGP-based IP or MPLS
network.

● MPLS traffic engineering-based networks. MPLS TE (see Section 4.4.6)
is implicitly connection-oriented and MPLS TE tunnels provide
an explicit routing and signaled network level CAC capability.
These capabilities can be used to overcome the issue of transient
congestion following network element failures, which can hap-
pen with IGP-based network deployments, because re-routing of
MPLS TE tunnels cannot happen before a network level admis-
sion control decision is made.

Further, the use of TE tunnels abstracts the bandwidth manager
from the task of modeling the detail of the physical network topol-
ogy. When used in conjunction with a TE deployment the band-
width manager just needs to track the status of logical TE tunnels
and their available bandwidth.

A more detailed discussion on the characteristics of different network
level connectivity models when they are used in conjunction with a
bandwidth manager is provided in [MSF-TR-ARCH-008-FINAL].

The differences between these approaches highlight the impor-
tance of deciding whether CAC is required to cover working case or
network failure case scenarios in a particular network deployment; this
not only determines whether or not CAC is needed, but also deter-
mines which network connectivity models are required in conjunction
with the bandwidth manager. If CAC is needed to cover normal work-
ing case conditions, and transient congestion following network fail-
ures is acceptable, then the combination of a plain IGP deployment
in conjunction with a bandwidth manager may be acceptable. If, how-
ever, transient congestion following network failures is not acceptable,
then MPLS TE is needed in conjunction with the bandwidth man-
ager; MPLS TE also provides capabilities other than CAC, as discussed
in Chapter 6, Section 6.2.3.
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For this example, we assume an MPLS TE deployment, as shown
in Figure 4.6; Gateway A and gateway B each resiliently connect to
respective pairs of MPLS edge label switched routers (ELSRs). A full
mesh of TE tunnels is configured to interconnect all of the E-LSRs
(for simplicity two unidirectional tunnels are represented with a sin-
gle bidirectional arrow in Figure 4.6).

The bandwidth manager maintains a map of the key network
bandwidth resources needed to make valid admission control deci-
sions, such as contended access connections, core TE tunnels etc. This
approach abstracts the bandwidth manager from the detail of mod-
eling the entire network state; TE enables this abstraction for the core.
For example, an abstracted bandwidth manager representation of the
network from Figure 4.6 is shown in Figure 4.7.

The representation in Figure 4.7 shows symmetrical bidirectional
bandwidth resources; however, there is no requirement for bandwidth
symmetry and this approach could work with asymmetrical band-
width resources.

The interaction between the application server, e.g. call manager,
and the bandwidth manager will be dependent upon the particular
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application-signaling model used. In this example, we assume that
the session initiation protocol (SIP) [RFC 3261] is used for call signal-
ing, and that Diameter [RFC3588] is used between the call server (in
this case SIP proxies) and the bandwidth manager. Diameter is spec-
ified as the protocol used for this function by both ETSI/TISPAN
[Gq’] and the MSF [MSF2005.187]. Consider the simplified band-
width manager call flow for a successful two party call setup and tear
down shown in Figure 4.8 and the sequence of events that follows.

The call sequence of events is as follows:

● Steps 1–4. Conventional call signaling is used to set up a call from
SIP End point_A (e.g. Voice Gateway A) to End point_B (e.g. Voice
Gateway B).

● Step 5. The call server requests admission for a unidirectional call
to be set up from Gateway A to Gateway B. The request will con-
tain at least the following information:
1. IP address of source gateway A
2. IP address of destination gateway B
3. Bandwidth requested for the call (or could be the CODEC

used)
4. Call identifier.

Although this particular application-signaling model uses two
separate unidirectional requests to the bandwidth manager per
call, some application-signaling models may use a single bidi-
rectional request per call. Unidirectional reservations may also be
required for some applications other than voice, such as video-on-
demand streams.
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● Step 6. Upon receiving the request, the bandwidth manager uses
the source and destination gateway addresses to determine which
underlying bandwidth resources will be impacted by the request.
To do this the bandwidth manager uses an offline path computa-
tion function to determine which resources are impacted by the call;
this path computation function may rely on IGP or BGP routing
information to simulate the routing within the network. In this
example, we assume that the path computation function deter-
mines that the following resources are impacted by the call:
●● the access link from Gateway A to Router_W
●● the TE tunnel from Router_W to Router_Y
●● the access link from Router_Y to Gateway B.
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The bandwidth manager verifies that sufficient bandwidth is
available on these resources to support the request. This could poten-
tially use a parameterized or a measurement-based approach, as
described in Section 4.1.4. At this stage, the bandwidth manager
could also apply policy decisions, for example, that no more than
90% of resources will be used by normal services, allowing head-
room for emergency services, e.g. such as defined in [RFC 4542].

● Step 7. Assuming that sufficient bandwidth is available to support
the call the bandwidth manager replies positively to the call server.

If there were insufficient bandwidth available on one or more
of the resources affected by the call then a number of actions may
be performed by the bandwidth manager:
●● In the simplest case, the bandwidth manager is aware of the

resources in the network, tracks the state of those resources, and
manages admission control decisions into available bandwidth
accordingly. In this case, if there is insufficient bandwidth to sup-
port the request, the bandwidth manager would reply negatively
to the call server, and the call would be cleared down as a result.
Considering the TE tunnels specifically, either the TE tunnel head-
end routers or an offline system, known as a tunnel server or
path computation element (PCE) (as being defined by the PCE
working group within the IETF [PCE]) would be responsible for
tunnel path calculation (see Chapter 6). The head-end routers
or PCE perform a constraint-based shortest path first (CSFP)
computation to pick the least cost path that satisfies the config-
ured tunnel constraints, including available bandwidth. The
bandwidth manager would control admission to the TE tunnel
bandwidth and need track only the status of TE tunnels. SNMP,
for example, could be used by the bandwidth manager to dis-
cover what tunnels are configured on a head-end router and to
track the status of tunnels and access network resources.

●● A more complicated bandwidth manager implementation could
see the bandwidth manager attempt to trigger the resizing of some
of the resources dynamically, if possible, such that they could
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support the requested call. Clearly, an access link may represent
a physical bandwidth constraint, which may not be able to be
resized dynamically; the bandwidth manager may be able to
trigger the resizing of a TE tunnel, however.
For example, when a request is received, the bandwidth man-

ager resolves the request to the underlying resources impacted by
the request. If there is sufficient bandwidth available in an impacted
tunnel to support the call then the call is admitted; sufficient band-
width in this context means that the currently allocated tunnel
bandwidth is below a defined threshold. If there is not sufficient
bandwidth to support the call, then the bandwidth manager may
attempt to trigger the resizing (i.e. increasing) of the tunnel band-
width; the call will be admitted or denied based upon the success
or failure of the tunnel resizing. More complicated resizing regimes
are possible, e.g. if the currently allocated tunnel bandwidth is
greater than 80% utilized, but there is sufficient bandwidth to accept
the call, then accept the call AND attempt to increase the tunnel
bandwidth by 20%. Similar approaches could be applied to down-
size tunnels when calls are cleared.

● Step 8. Call signaling continues.

● Step 9. The call server requests admission for a unidirectional call
to be set up from Gateway B to Gateway A. The request will con-
tain at least the following information:
1. IP address of source gateway B
2. IP address of destination gateway A
3. Bandwidth requested for the call (or could be the CODEC

used)
4. Call identifier

● Step 10. Upon receiving the request, the bandwidth manager uses
the source and destination gateway addresses to determine which
underlying bandwidth resources will be impacted by the request
and verifies that sufficient bandwidth is available on these resources
to support the request. In this example, we assume that the path
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computation function determines that the following resources
are impacted by the call:
●● the access link from Gateway B to Router_Y
●● the TE tunnel from Router_Y to Router_W
●● the access link from Router_W to Gateway A.

● Step 11. Assuming that sufficient bandwidth is available to support
the call, the bandwidth manager replies positively to the call server.

● Steps 12–40. Call signaling continues. It is noted that the destina-
tion phone rings only after the available bandwidth is confirmed
in both directions. User B picks up the phone and the media ses-
sion is successfully established between gateways A and B.

● Step 41. User connected to Gateway B hangs-up and call signaling
starts to clear the call down.

● Step 42. The call server requests that the bandwidth manager
clears the reservation from Gateway A to Gateway B for the call.

● Step 43. The bandwidth manager clears the reservation from
Gateway A to Gateway B.

● Step 44. The bandwidth manager confirms that the reservation
has been cleared to the call server.

● Step 45. Call signaling continues to clear the call down.

● Step 46. The call server requests that the bandwidth manager
clears the reservation from Gateway B to Gateway A for the call.

● Step 47. The bandwidth manager clears the reservation from
Gateway B to Gateway A.

● Step 48. The bandwidth manager confirms that the reservation
has been cleared to the call server.

● Steps 49–52. Conventional call signaling continues and the call is
cleared down.
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4.4 The Integrated Services Architecture/RSVP

[RFC1633] laid out the philosophy of the Integrated Services or
“Intserv” IP QOS architecture. Intserv defines an architecture that sup-
ports admission control and resource reservation/allocation in IP
networks. It was designed to address the issues identified with IP
precedence and type of service (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2, provid-
ing the capabilities needed to support applications with bounded
SLA requirements, such as VoIP and video. Intserv tackles the prob-
lem of providing services level assurances to applications by explic-
itly managing bandwidth resources and schedulers on a per flow
basis; resources are reserved and admission control is performed for
each flow.

Intserv is defined by the following key facets:

● Classification. With Intserv, classification is performed on a per flow
basis; at each Intserv capable router, complex classification is per-
formed to identify a particular flow using the 5-tuple of source
and destination IP addresses, source and destination UDP/TCP
port numbers and IP protocol number. This requires per flow data
plane state at each Intserv hop.

● Scheduling. Intserv requires that scheduling resources are also
managed on a per flow basis, in order to ensure that the applica-
tion requirements for that flow are met. This does not mean that
scheduling resources (i.e. queues) have to be provisioned on a per
flow basis although they can be. Alternatively, a number of flows
may be mapped into a class, which is serviced from a single queue;
all packets in the class will then get the same treatment from the
scheduler.

● Admission control. In order to provide guarantees to each flow,
admission control is performed at each hop to ensure that there
are sufficient resources available to meet the requirements of the
flow. If there are sufficient resources, the flow is admitted, else the
flow is rejected. This requires per flow signaling and per flow con-
trol plane state at each Intserv hop.
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In theory, a number of potential mechanisms could be used to per-
form admission control and to set up the per flow classifiers and
queuing resources associated with an Intserv reservation. This could
conceivably be via a centralized management system or via an end-
to-end signaling protocol; signaling protocols exchange information
between nodes to establish, maintain, and remove control plane
state. In practice, however, the only way that Intserv has been imple-
mented is using the resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) as the end-
to-end signaling protocol used to set up the Intserv reservation. RSVP
was designed to support Intserv, hence Intserv has become synony-
mous with RSVP.

4.4.1 RSVP

RSVP [RFC2205] is defined by the following key characteristics:

● IP Protocol. RSVP does not use a transport layer protocol but rather
is identified by IP protocol number 46.

● Unidirectional reservations. RSVP provides the capability to establish
unidirectional reservations; if bidirectional reservations are required
then two RSVP reservations are required, one in each direction.

● Unicast and multicast. RSVP supports reservations for both unicast
and many-to-many multicast traffic. RSVP has capabilities for state
merging and different classification filter styles to support reser-
vations over a multicast distribution tree. Although RSVP sup-
ports multiple senders and receivers in support of many-to-many
multicast applications, throughout the rest of this section we refer
to sender and receiver (singular).

● Receiver-initiated reservations. RSVP reservations are initiated by the
receiver; to instantiate a reservation, an RSVP receiver sends an RSVP
reservation request (Resv) message upstream toward the sender.
Each RSVP capable router receiving a Resv message creates reserva-
tion state and forwards the message to the next upstream RSVP
router, until it reaches the sender. Receiver-initiated reservations are
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an optimization associated with the merging of reservations on the
multicast distribution tree as the reservations get closer to the sender.

Although RSVP reservations are set up by Resv messages which
are transmitted from the flow receiver toward the sender, in the
case of unicast reservations, a receiver implementation may choose
to use the receipt of Path messages sent from the sender as the trig-
ger for generating a Resv message, thereby effecting a source initi-
ated reservation.

● Routing. RSVP is not a routing protocol, but rather relies on con-
ventional unicast/multicast IP routing protocols for route deter-
mination. RSVP sets up and maintains reservations over an IP path
or multicast distribution tree determined by the routing protocol;
RSVP consults local routing tables to obtain routes. This approach
has three consequences:
●● Routed paths established by interior gateway IP routing protocols

(IGPs), such as OSPF and ISIS, may be asymmetrical; that is, the
path through the network from a source to a destination may be
different to the path from a destination to a source. Clearly then,
if the reservation is receiver initiated, some mechanism is needed
to ensure that the Resv signaling message from receiver to sender
follows the reverse network path to that the media flow would fol-
low from sender to receiver. The mechanism used in RSVP is to
transmit an RSVP Path message from the flow sender toward the
receiver; routers forward the Path message toward the receiver
using conventional routing tables and therefore the Path message
follows the same path as the media flow. The Path message sets up
forwarding state (called “path state”) on RSVP capable routers,
which is subsequently used when forwarding the Resv message to
ensure that it follows the reverse path to that the media flow will
follow from sender to receiver. The sole purpose of path state is to
ensure the correct forwarding of Resv messages along the reverse
path; reservation state is thereby associated with corresponding
path state.

●● If there are insufficient resources on the path chosen by the
routing protocol, then a reservation may fail even though there
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may be another path through the network with sufficient
resources to support the reservation. This issue may be overcome
with a constraint-based routing capability, which is provided
by MPLS traffic engineering (see Section 4.4.6), which also uses
RSVP as its signaling protocol.

●● Following network element failures, the IGP may reroute 
traffic affected by the failure. If there were flows from existing
RSVP reservations, which were rerouted consequently, they may
be rerouted before a new admission control decision can be made
and before a reservation can be established on the new path.
Hence, following network failures there may be a transient period
where the service that a flow receives is impacted pending a new
RSVP reservation being successfully established.

● Soft state. RSVP is a “soft state” protocol; this means that reserva-
tions time out if they are not refreshed; Path and Resv messages are
sent periodically to refresh the state for each reservation. In the
case of multicast flows, reservations can be one-to-many, and the
members of the multicast distribution tree can change over the life-
time of the reservation. The soft state model allows RSVP to adapt
resource reservations accordingly. The use of soft state also allows
RSVP to adapt to changes in network topology, due to network ele-
ment failures for example. Resending Path and Resv messages peri-
odically also makes RSVP resilient to limited message loss.

● L3 and L2. With the “subnet bandwidth manager” extension to
RSVP defined in [RFC2814], RSVP can provide admission control
over IEEE 802-style LANs.

The use of RSVP within the context of the Integrated Services archi-
tecture is defined in [RFC2210]. RFC2210 specifies the structure and
contents of the QOS parameters carried by RSVP, when setting up
Intserv reservations, which determine how RSVP capable network
elements will handle the flow’s data. RFC2210 specifies three end-
to-end reservation service types:

● Guaranteed service. The Intserv guaranteed service (GS) is defined
in [RFC2212]; it is intended to support inelastic applications with
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low-delay, low-jitter, low-loss, assured bandwidth requirements,
such as VoIP and video. By comparison, such applications are typ-
ically supported with an EF PHB where Diffserv is deployed.

● Controlled load service. The Intserv controlled load (CL) service is
defined in [RFC2211]; it is intended to support elastic applica-
tions with assured bandwidth requirements. By comparison, such
applications are typically supported with an AF PHB where Diffserv
is deployed. To quote RFC2211, the controlled load service provides:
“A QOS closely approximating the QOS that same flow would receive
from an unloaded network element, but uses capacity (admission) con-
trol to assure that this service is received even when the network 
element is overloaded.”

● Best-effort service. Best-effort service is defined as the service, which
flows receive that have neither had a successful GS or SL reserva-
tion established. The Intserv best-effort service is analogous to the
service that would be supported with the default PHB where Diffserv
is deployed.

The details of RSVP operation are most easily illustrated with an
example.

4.4.2 RSVP Example Reservation Setup

The following example considers a unicast reservation, where the
receipt of a Path message from the sender is used as the trigger for
the receiver to originate a corresponding Resv message. Refer to
Figure 4.9:

1. The sender application on the source host passes SENDER_TSPEC
and ADSPEC objects to the RSVP stack via the RSVP Application
Programmer Interface (API):
● The SENDER_TSPEC defines the quantity of resources required at

a particular service level (GS or GL). This is defined with a traffic
specifier, which uses a token bucket definition. The ENDER_TSPEC
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is generated at the sender and is never modified by intermedi-
ate RSVP-capable routers transited en route to the receiver.

● The ADSPEC is generated at the sender and is modified by inter-
mediate RSVP-capable routers transited en route to the receiver
to advertise to both the receivers and sender the QOS charac-
teristics of the end-to-end communication path. Receivers use
the ADSPEC object to make reservation decisions.

2. The sender generates an RSVP Path message containing the
SENDER_TSPEC and ADSPEC objects. In this example, the Path
message has an IP source address of 10.10.10.10 and a destination
address of 10.50.50.50. The previous hop (PHOP) object in the Path
message is set to the sender’s address (in this case 10.10.10.10);
this is used by the next RSVP hop to set up path state used for Resv
message reverse-path forwarding.

The Path message is forwarded to the next hop on the path
toward the IP destination address of the receiver; in this example
the next hop is Router 1, which is the sender’s default gateway.

3. The Path message is received by Router 1. The Path message has
the IP Router Alert Option [RFC2113] set, which alerts the routers
to look more closely and examine the contents of the packet,
rather than simply forwarding the packet to the destination. As
an RSVP capable router, Router 1 determines that the IP protocol
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number of the packet is 46, which indicates that it is an RSVP mes-
sage; the router then passes the Path message to its RSVP function
for processing.

In processing the Path message, “path state” is installed which
includes the unicast IP address of the previous hop upstream node;
this is used for reverse-path forwarding of corresponding Resv
messages. Further, the RSVP ADSPEC is passed to the RSVP traffic
control function; this is responsible for QOS functions including
classification, admission control, and scheduling. The traffic con-
trol function may optionally update the ADSPEC with informa-
tion about the QOS control capabilities available at that point in
the path, which might include delay and bandwidth availability
information. The updated ADSPEC is then returned to RSVP for
delivery to the next hop along the path.

4. Assuming no errors in RSVP processing, Router 1 forwards the Path
message, containing the updated ADSPEC object, on toward the des-
tination IP address (10.50.50.50), using its routing table to determine
the next hop (hence outbound interface), still with source IP
address 10.10.10.10 and destination IP address 10.50.50.50. The pre-
vious hop (PHOP) object in the Path message is set to Router 1’s
address (in this case 10.20.20.20); this is used by the next RSVP hop
to set up path state used for Resv message reverse-path forwarding.

If an error were to occur during the RSVP Path message 
processing – which could be caused if Router 1 has no route to the
destination, for example – Router 1 will return a PathErr message
to the sender; RSVP error messages are always hop-by-hop routed.

5. Router 2, on determining that the IP protocol number of the
packet is 46, as a non-RSVP capable router simply forwards RSVP
messages as though they were any other data packet; it uses its
routing table to determine the next hop (hence outbound inter-
face) toward the destination IP address (10.50.50.50) and for-
wards the packet on accordingly without changing it.

6. RSVP Path message processing is repeated at each RSVP capable
router as per step 3.
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7. Assuming no errors in RSVP processing, Router 3 forwards the Path
message, containing the updated ADSPEC object, on toward the
destination IP address (10.50.50.50), using its routing table to deter-
mine the next hop (hence outbound interface), still with source IP
address 10.10.10.10 and destination IP address 10.50.50.50. The pre-
vious hop (PHOP) object in the Path message is set to Router 3’s
address (in this case 10.40.40.40); this is used by the next RSVP hop
to set up path state used for Resv message reverse-path forwarding.

8. The Path message arrives at the receiver:
i. The SENDER_TSPEC and ADSPEC are given to the receiving

application via the RSVP API.
ii. Refer to Figure 4.10; the receiver application may use the ADSPEC

object to make decisions about the reservation it is about to make.
For example, if there were insufficient bandwidth available (as
advertised by the ADSPEC) to support a high-definition video
stream, the receiving application may decide to request a stan-
dard definition stream. The receiver application then supplies
RSVP with reservation parameters via the RSVP API, this includes:
● the requested service level for the reservation, i.e. guaran-

teed service (GS) or controlled load (CL) service
● the RECEIVER_TSPEC, which describes the quantity of traf-

fic for which resources should be reserved. This is defined
with a traffic specifier, which uses a token bucket definition.
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9. The receiver generates an RSVP Resv message which contains a
“flow descriptor”; the flow descriptor comprises:
● The FILTERSPEC, which specifies classification information by

which the network can recognize the particular traffic flow
that is to receive the QOS defined by the FLOWSPEC. The
classifier is defined by the 5-tuple: source IP address, destination
IP address, source port, destination port, and IP protocol.

● The FLOWSPEC, which carries the information generated by
the receiving application and which describes the Intserv
service characteristics desired for the stream sent by the source
in terms of the requested service level (GS or CL), the
RECEIVER_TSPEC, and possibly other optional objects.
The Resv message is forwarded upstream toward the sender.

To ensure that the Resv message follows the same path as the
Path message in reverse, the Resv message is hop-by-hop routed
using Path state information setup during the processing of the
Path message. Hence, in this example, the Resv message has an
IP source address of 10.50.50.50 and a destination address of
10.40.40.40. In this example, the Resv message is forwarded to
Router 3, which is the receiver’s default gateway.

10. Router 3 as an RSVP capable router receives the Resv message
addressed to it, identifies the RSVP message by IP protocol num-
ber 46, and hands the RSVP message over to its RSVP function
for processing.
i. The RSVP traffic control function performs the following

functions:
● Policy control may be performed to provide authorization

for the QOS request.
● Admission control is performed to determine if there are suf-

ficient resources available to satisfy the request at the service
level specified in the FLOWSPEC. In this example, the admis-
sion control decision would verify that sufficient resources
are available on the interface on which the Resv message was
received, i.e. the interface to the receiver, in the direction from
Router 3 toward the receiver. Available RSVP implementations
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generally used a parameterized approach, although a meas-
urement-based approach could potentially be used also, as
described in Section 4.1.4.

● Assuming the admission control decision is successful, per
flow classifiers are instantiated based upon the FILTERSPEC,
and per flow data plane scheduling resources are reserved to
assure the quality of service specified for the flow by the
FLOWSPEC. The reservation would be on the interface on
which the Resv message was received, i.e. the interface to the
receiver, in the direction from Router 3 toward the receiver.
For a successful GS request, this may consist of assigning the
flow to a strict priority queue; for a successful CL request, this
may consist of assigning the flow to its own queue within a
weighted fair queuinglike system, with a weighting defined
to give the flow its requested resources.

ii. State merging, message forwarding, and error handling pro-
ceed according to the rules of the RSVP protocol.

11. Assuming no errors in RSVP processing, Router 3 forwards the
Resv message upstream to the previous RSVP hop toward the
sender. To ensure that the Resv message follows the same path
as the Path message in reverse, the Resv message is hop-by-hop
routed using path state information set up during the process-
ing of the Path message. Hence, in this example, the Resv mes-
sage has an IP source address of 10.40.40.40 and a destination
address of 10.20.20.20 (i.e. Router 1) and Router 3 uses its rout-
ing table to determine how to forward the packet.

If an error were to occur during the RSVP Resv message process-
ing – which could be due to an admission control or policy control
failure, for example – Router 3 will return a ResvErr message to
the receiver; RSVP error messages are always hop-by-hop routed.

12. Assuming Router 2 – a non-RSVP capable router – receives the
Resv message (which may not be guaranteed if there is more
than one path between Router 1 and Router 3 as the IGP routing
between Router 1 and Router 3 could be asymmetrical), as the
router alert option is not set (it is only used in Path messages)
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and the message is addressed to Router 1, Router 2 simply for-
wards the message as any other normal IP datagram. It uses its
routing table to determine how to forward the packet on toward
the destination IP address (10.20.20.20) and forwards the packet
on accordingly without performing any RSVP processing.

Note that if the RSVP reservation for the flow is successfully
established, the flow will receive reservationless best-effort serv-
ice at non-RSVP capable routers.

13. RSVP Resv message processing is repeated at each RSVP capable
router as per step 10.

14. Assuming no errors in RSVP processing, Router 1 forwards the
Resv message toward the sender. To ensure that the Resv mes-
sage follows the same path as the Path message in reverse, the
Resv message is hop-by-hop routed using path state information
set up during the processing of the Path message. Hence, in this
example, the Resv message has an IP source address of 10.20.20.20
and a destination address of 10.10.10.10 and Router 1 uses its
routing table to determine how to forward the packet.

15. The Resv message reaches the sender and is delivered to the
application. The sending application receives the Resv message,
knows that the reservation is successful and can start sending
traffic belonging to the flow, knowing that the requested QOS is
assured.

If the Resv message contains an optional confirmation request object,
on receipt of the Resv message the sender will send a ResvConf message
back to the receiver. As RSVP is a soft state protocol, path, and reserva-
tion state is refreshed by periodic Path and Resv messages. The sender
or receiver can terminate the reservation at any time by sending a
PathTear or ResvTear message to release path and/or reservation state.

Although it has been standardized and supported by most operating
systems for a number of years, RSVP, as we have described it and as it
was originally defined, has neither been widely used by applications
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nor widely deployed. One of the main reasons cited for this is a lack of
confidence in the scalability of Intserv, caused by the requirement to
perform per flow processing and maintain per flow control plane state
(i.e. path and reservation state) and data plane state (i.e. per flow classi-
fiers and queuing resources) at each RSVP capable router. The amount
of state that each RSVP capable router has to maintain scales in propor-
tion to the number of concurrent reservations, which can potentially
be large on high-speed links. A number of developments have aimed to
overcome these control plane and data plane scaling concerns:

● Data plane scaling concerns have been addressed by develop-
ments that have defined how to support the Intserv architecture
over Diffserv; this is described in Section 4.4.4.

● Control plane scaling concerns have been addressed by several
efforts:
●● extensions aimed at reducing processing overhead require-

ments of refresh messages have been defined in [RFC2961]
●● methods for aggregating individual RSVP flow reservations over

aggregate RSVP reservations. This is described in Section 4.4.5.

4.4.3 Application Signaling Interaction

The interaction between the application signaling and RSVP signal-
ing will be dependent upon the particular application-signaling
model used. In this example, we assume that SIP [RFC3261] is used
for call signaling. Consider the call flow for a successful two party
call setup and tear down shown in Figure 4.11 and the sequence of
events that follows. The example considers a unicast reservation,
where the receipt of a Path message from the sender is used as the
trigger for the receiver to originate a corresponding Resv message.

The call sequence of events is as follows:

● Step 1. Conventional call signaling is used to set up a call from SIP
End point_A (e.g. Voice Gateway A) to End point_B (e.g. Voice
Gateway B).
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● Step 2. SIP End point A originates an RSVP Path message to SIP
End point_B.

● Step 3. SIP End point B responds with an RSVP Resv message back
SIP End point_A to set up the reservation from A to B. Assuming
that sufficient bandwidth is available to support the request, the
RSVP reservation is successful and the call signaling continues.

● Step 4: Call signaling continues.

● Step 5. SIP End point B originates an RSVP Path message to SIP
End point_A.

● Step 6. SIP End point A responds with an RSVP Resv message back
SIP End point_B to set up the reservation from B to A. Assuming
that sufficient bandwidth is available to support the request, the
RSVP reservation is successful and the call signaling continues.
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Figure 4.11 Bandwidth manager call flow: basic SIP call
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● Steps 7–15. It is noted that the destination phone rings only after
the available bandwidth is confirmed in both directions. User B
picks up the phone and the media session is successfully estab-
lished between gateways A and B.

● Step 16. User connected to Gateway B hangs-up and call signaling
starts to clear the call down.

● Step 17. SIP End point B originates an RSVP ResvTear message to
SIP End point_A, to release the reservation from B to A.

● Steps 18. Conventional call signaling continues and the call is
cleared down.

● Step 19. SIP End point A originates an RSVP ResvTear message to
SIP End point_B, to release the reservation from A to B.

4.4.4 Intserv over Diffserv

[RFC 2998] defines “A Framework for Integrated Services Operation
over Diffserv Networks” (a.k.a. “Intserv over Diffserv”); in this frame-
work a Diffserv network is viewed as a network element in the end-to-
end path of an Intserv reservation.

Consider Figure 4.12, which shows two Intserv regions intercon-
nected with a Diffserv region. Within the Intserv region, RSVP sig-
nals per flow resource requirements to the network elements, which
apply Intserv admission control to signaled requests. In addition,
per flow traffic classifiers and traffic control mechanisms are config-
ured on the network element to ensure that each admitted flow
receives the service requested in strict isolation from other traffic. In
contrast, within the Diffserv region, traffic is classified into one of a
small number of aggregated flows or classes, based on the Diffserv
codepoint (DSCP) in the packet’s IP header. Intserv over Diffserv
describes how end-to-end QOS could be provided in this context by
marking the DSCP of RSVP identified flows such that they receive
appropriate service within the Diffserv region.
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Consider, for example, what would happen for a successful
Intserv request for a flow from User 1 to User 2 in Figure 4.12:

1. Within User 1’s local Intserv region, the routers are RSVP capable
and normal Intserv/RSVP processing would occur.

2. Within the Diffserv region, the Diffserv-enabled routers would
classify traffic based upon the DSCP in the header of each of the
packets within the flow. Marking the DSCP of the packets within
the flow appropriately would ensure that the packets would be
serviced with a per-hop behavior (PHB) that will give them the
required service. For example, packets within a flow of an Intserv
guaranteed service reservation would be marked such that they
were serviced with an EF PHB within the Diffserv domain. This
marking could be done either at or close to the sender, or at the
routers on the boundary of the Intserv and Diffserv regions, which
in this example is at Router X and Router Y.

3. Within User 2’s local Intserv region, the routers are RSVP capable
and normal Intserv/RSVP processing would occur.
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RSVP takes care of admission control in the Intserv regions; how-
ever, a number of potential models could be applied for how admis-
sion control decisions are made across the Diffserv region:

1. No admission control over DS region. In this model, the Diffserv
region is statically provisioned and no devices within the Diffserv
region are RSVP aware. The routers in the Diffserv region simply
ignore RSVP messages. In order for the Intserv reservations to be
assured end-to-end the Diffserv region must be capable of sup-
porting the total amount of traffic that is admitted for each PHB.

2. Admission control at regional boundary only. In this model, the
Diffserv region is statically provisioned and no devices within the
Diffserv region are RSVP aware. The boundary routers on the bor-
der of the Intserv and Diffserv regions could be considered to
have two halves; an Intserv half connecting to the Intserv region
and a Diffserv half connecting to the Diffserv region. The border
routers maintain a static table of the available resources within
the Diffserv domain on a per-PHB basis. As Resv messages are
received from the Intserv region destined for the Diffserv region,
the border router maps the requested Intserv service level to a
Diffserv PHB and performs admission control based upon its table
of available resources for that PHB.

With this approach, the admission control across the Diffserv
region is not topology-aware, and therefore it suffers the same
issues as all topology-unaware approaches. As described in Section
4.2, they do not consider the availability of resources along the
specific path that would be impacted and cannot adapt in real
time to changes in network capacity, caused by link or node failures
for example, and therefore make inefficient use of the available
bandwidth.

3. Per flow admission control at every hop in DS region. In this model, all
routers within the Diffserv region are “RSVP aware” and are able to
participate in some form of RSVP signaling and admission control.
However, they classify and schedule traffic on aggregate, based on
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DSCP, not based on the per flow classification criteria used by stan-
dard RSVP/Intserv routers. RSVP signaling is used for admission
control only and per flow classification and scheduling are disabled;
effectively the control plane of the routers in the Diffserv region is
RSVP while their data plane is Diffserv. As Resv messages are
received by a router within the Diffserv region it maps the requested
Intserv service level to a Diffserv PHB and performs admission
control based upon the currently available resources for that PHB.

This approach provides per flow topology-aware admission con-
trol across the Diffserv region. Further, it exploits the signaled
admission control (i.e. control plane) benefits of RSVP signaling
while maintaining the data plane scalability of Diffserv through
aggregate classification, queuing and scheduling. This provides bet-
ter scaling than “traditional” RSVP because there is no requirement
to maintain per flow data plane state, i.e. for classification and
scheduling, and hence data plane scaling is independent of num-
ber of flows. Hence, Intserv over Diffserv addresses the data plane
scalability concerns of RSVP, but it does not address the control
plane scalability concerns.

The use of aggregate Diffserv-based classification has its own
consequences, however. Following network element failures, the
IGP may reroute traffic affected by the failure. If there were flows
from existing RSVP reservations that were rerouted as a conse-
quence, they may be rerouted before a new admission control deci-
sion can be made and before a new reservation can be established
on the new path. With Intserv over Diffserv, there is no isolation
between different flows using the same PHB, hence the rerouted
traffic may cause congestion within a class; this congestion would
impact both rerouted flows and flows that were already success-
fully admitted onto this path. This service impacting congestion
will last until some of the rerouted flows can be torn down. Hence,
with Intserv over Diffserv, there may be transient service impact-
ing congestion following network failures; the use of MPLS traffic
engineering overcomes this issue (see Section 4.4.6). 

It is noted that the example in Figure 4.12 shows distinct Intserv
regions interconnected by an Intserv over Diffserv region; however,
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it is possible that the Intserv over Diffserv region could extend
from end-system to end-system with Intserv over Diffserv used
end-to-end, which is a more likely deployment model in practice.

4. Admission control at every hop in DS region via aggregated reserva-
tions. This model aims to address the data plane scalability con-
cerns of RSVP by aggregating individual flow reservations over
aggregate RSVP reservations; this is described in more detail in
the proceeding section.

4.4.5 RSVP Aggregation

[RFC3175] defines “RSVP aggregation,” which allows a number of
RSVP reservations to be aggregated into a single larger reservation.
RFC3175 defines the concept of an aggregation region, across which
a number of end-to-end reservations, which share a common ingress
router to the aggregation region (the aggregator) and egress router
from the aggregation region (the de-aggregator), can be aggregated
into one larger reservation from ingress to egress. This is conceptu-
ally similar to the use of virtual paths (VPs) to aggregate virtual cir-
cuits (VCs) within ATM.

Consider, for example, what would happen for a successful Intserv
request for a flow from User 1 to User 2 across the example network
shown in Figure 4.13 and assume that path state has already been set up
as required. The following example considers a unicast reservation,
where the receipt of a Path message from the sender is used as the
trigger for the receiver to originate a corresponding Resv message.

1. As the sender, User 1 originates the Path message toward User 3,
the receiver. Within User 1’s local Intserv region, the routers are
RSVP capable and normal Intserv/RSVP processing occurs.

2. When the aggregation router on the ingress edge of the aggrega-
tion region (Router X) receives the Path message on an interface
connected to the non-aggregated Intserv region, it performs nor-
mal Intserv/RSVP processing and installs path state accordingly.
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Before sending the Path message onwards toward the receiver,
however, it changes the IP protocol number of the message from
46 (for RSVP) to 134, which is designated for RSVP-E2E-IGNORE.
It then forwards the Path message onwards toward the receiver,
which is into the aggregation RSVP region.

3. Within the aggregation region, RSVP capable routers that receive
Path messages with IP protocol RSVP-E2E-IGNORE (134), will
ignore them rather than performing any RSVP processing. No
path state will be installed and the Path messages will be for-
warded as any other IP packet.

4. When the de-aggregation router on the egress side of the aggrega-
tion region (Router Z) receives the Path messages on an interface
connected to the aggregated Intserv region, it installs path state,
installing the aggregation router (Router X) as the previous hop
upstream node.
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Before sending the Path message onwards toward the receiver,
however, it changes the IP protocol number of the message back
from RSVP-E2E-IGNORE (134) to RSVP (46). It then forwards the
Path message onwards toward the receiver, which is into the
non-aggregated RSVP region.

In order to determine that a de-aggregator is one part of an
aggregator/de-aggregator pair responsible for a particular aggre-
gate reservation, on receipt of a Path message from the aggrega-
tion region a de-aggregator also sends a PathErr message back to
aggregator, which enables end points for new aggregate reserva-
tions to be autodiscovered.

5. Within User 3’s local Intserv region, the routers are RSVP capa-
ble and normal Intserv/RSVP processing would occur. User 3
receives the Path message and originates a Resv message toward
the sender, User 1, in response.

6. When the de-aggregation router (Router Z) receives the Resv
message, it performs normal Intserv/RSVP processing for its
receiver-facing interface to the Intserv region, performing admis-
sion control and instantiating classifiers and scheduling resources
accordingly.

Assuming the Resv message processing is successful, i.e. sufficient
resources were available to accept the request, the de-aggregation
router then forwards the Resv message upstream to the previous
RSVP hop toward the sender, which in this case is Router X.

As the Resv message is hop-by-hop routed, routers in the aggre-
gated RSVP region will forward the messages as any other IP
packet, without performing any RSVP processing. For this rea-
son the IP protocol of the Resv message does not need to be
changed to RSVP-E2E-IGNORE.1

7. When the aggregation router (Router X) receives the Resv message,
assuming that it has a preexisting aggregate RSVP reservation to
the de-aggregator, it performs admission control for that request.
At the aggregator, however, this admission control decision is not
performed against the available resources on its receiverfacing
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interface, but rather against the available resources on the aggre-
gate RSVP reservation to the de-aggregator. If the aggregate
reservation has not already been established, the receipt of the
Resv message could be the trigger to set it up.

If the admission control decision is successful, i.e. if there are
sufficient of the aggregate reservation resources available, the
aggregation router then forwards the Resv message upstream to
the previous RSVP hop toward the sender. If the admission con-
trol decision is unsuccessful, this could trigger a resizing on the
aggregate reservation.

8. Within User 1’s local Intserv region, the routers are RSVP capa-
ble and normal Intserv/RSVP processing would occur. Assuming
User 1 receives the Resv message, it knows that the requested
QOS is assured end-to-end and starts sending traffic associated
to the request.

The aggregate RSVP reservation is set up within the aggregation region
using an IP protocol of RSVP (46) rather than RSVP-E2E-IGNORE (134)
and hence RSVP processing for the aggregate reservation is performed
within the RSVP aggregate region. The main difference between the
processing of an aggregate reservation and that of a normal reserva-
tion is that the data packets associated with the end-to-end reserva-
tions do not carry the same IP addresses as the aggregate path and
Resv messages and hence cannot be classified using the 5-tuple used
with conventional RSVP processing. There are several possible ways
that traffic on an RSVP reservation may be classified:

● Intserv over Diffserv. If Intserv over Diffserv (see Section 4.4.4) is
used in the aggregation region, per flow classification is not required
but the DSCP of traffic on aggregate RSVP reservations would be
marked such that they receive appropriate service within the Diffserv
region.

An issue with this approach is that there is no guarantee that the
traffic from the end-to-end reservations using a particular aggregate
reservation will follow the same path within the aggregation region
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as the aggregate reservation itself. From the previous example, this
would require that the forwarding path used through the aggrega-
tion region for traffic from User 1 to User 3 follows the same path
as the Path messages for the aggregate reservation, from the aggre-
gator to the de-aggregator. This may not be the case if there are
multiple paths with the same IGP metric cost between Router X
and Router W and equal cost multipath (ECMP) algorithms are used,
which commonly rely on hashing functions using contexts such
as source and destination addresses to determine how traffic is load-
balanced over the equal cost paths, for example. Clearly if traffic from
the end-to-end reservations follows a path other than that of their
aggregate reservation, their QOS on that other path may not be
assured. The routing design within a particular deployment may
be able to be adjusted to ensure that there are no equal cost paths,
and hence that this does not happen. Alternatively, tunneling can
be used between the aggregator and de-aggregator.

● Tunneling. Traffic using an aggregate reservation may be tunneling
from the aggregator to the de-aggregator, using IP-in-IP tunnels, GRE
tunnels, or MPLS TE tunnels [draft-ietf-tsvwg-rsvp-dste-02.txt], for
example. If tunneling is used, the traffic using an aggregate reser-
vation may be classified by identifying the particular “tunnel” asso-
ciated with that reservation or Intserv over Diffserv may be used.

With tunneling approaches, implicitly traffic from the end-
to-end reservations using a particular aggregate reservation fol-
lows the same path within the aggregation region as the aggregate
reservation itself.

The size of the aggregate reservation needs to be sufficient to sup-
port the guarantees of all of the end-to-end reservations that use
that particular aggregate reservation. The size of aggregate reser-
vations could be statically configured or dynamically determined
using parameterized (i.e. sum the token buckets specified in the
SENDER_TSPECs of the end-to-end reservations using that aggre-
gate reservation) or measurement-based approaches, as described
in Section 4.1.4. To reduce the frequency of resizing and churn,
the aggregate reservation may be resized slowly in bandwidth
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chunks, with hysteresis being applied to size increases and decreases.
For example, if the currently allocated bandwidth from the aggre-
gate reservation is greater than 80% utilized, but there is sufficient
bandwidth to accept the call, then accept the call AND attempt to
increase the tunnel bandwidth by 20%. Similar approaches could
be applied to downsize aggregate reservations when end-to-end
reservations are cleared down. Clearly, more complicated sizing
schemes and heuristics are possible.

Where RSVP aggregation is used, the control plane (path and reser-
vation) state and data plane (classification and scheduling) state
required within the aggregation region is dependent upon the num-
ber of aggregate reservations and independent of the number of end-
to-end reservations. If this is combined with Intserv over Diffserv,
the data plane state it is also independent of the number of aggre-
gate reservations. Further, RSVP aggregation supports the concept of
recursive aggregation, allowing aggregate reservations themselves to
be further aggregated. This could potentially reduce control plane
state even further, at the cost of incurring the complexity of an addi-
tional level of aggregation.

4.4.6 RSVP Traffic Engineering

RSVP was originally designed to support an anticipated widespread
demand for real-time applications over the Internet, such as telecon-
ferencing. That anticipated demand has not materialized in practice
and the widespread deployment of RSVP – at least RSVP as it has
been described in the preceding sections, that is – has not resulted.
However, the traffic engineering (TE) extension for RSVP [RFC 3209],
referred to as RSVP-TE, has been widely deployed by a large number
of network service providers.

RSVP-TE is used for traffic engineering within multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS) networks. Used in this context, there are some sig-
nificant differences from RSVP as it has been described in the previ-
ous sections. The most significant difference is that rather than
using paths already established by the IGP, RSVP-TE is used to set up
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the data path; RSVP-TE establishes MPLS label switched paths (LSPs),
in addition to performing resource reservation and admission control.

In the context of admission control, there are several ways that
RSVP-TE could be deployed:

● RSVP-TE could be used in conjunction with MPLS as the tunnel-
ing technology underlying RSVP aggregation as described in
Section 4.4.5.

● RSVP-TE could be used to provide end-to-end reservations for
MPLS attached end-systems, which support MPLS and RSVP-TE.
In practice, this type of deployment is most likely in service
provider network environments, between large-scale voice-over
IP gateways for example.

● RSVP-TE is widely used for traffic engineering within service
provider networks; in this context, it provides admission control
for traffic “trunks” across the network, where a “trunk” is an aggre-
gation of traffic from an ingress point to an egress point. In this
context, the capability provided is not one of real-time admission
control, providing feedback to end-system applications, but of
capacity management within the core of an IP/MPLS network;
traffic engineering in this context is described in Chapter 6,
Section 6.2.3.

4.5 NSIS

An effort is currently underway within the Next Steps in Signaling
(NSIS) [NSIS] Working Group within the IETF to standardize a new
suite of extensible IP signaling protocols, which are referred to generi-
cally as “NSIS.” QOS signaling is the first explicit use case that the
NSIS protocols have addressed; however, they have been designed with
the ability to support other use cases such as configuring firewall pin-
holes and network address translation (NAT) bindings. The NSIS frame-
work is defined in [RFC4080].
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NSIS consists of two protocol layers. The lower layer is a generic
transport protocol layer referred to as the NSIS Transport Layer Protocol
(NTLP); the General Internet Signaling Protocol (GIST) [GIST] is the
protocol specified for the NTLP layer. GIST could be used by a num-
ber of NSIS Signaling Layer Protocols (NSLPs) at the signaling layer,
although currently only two such protocols are defined: an NSLP for
QOS Signaling [QNLSP] and a NAT/Firewall NSLP [NNLSP].

Similarly, to RSVP – when augmented with the various enhance-
ments to the original specification, that is – NSIS relies on conventional
routing protocols, uses a 5-tuple flow identifier, uses soft state and
supports the aggregation of reservations. The NSIS QOS NLSP can
also provide signaling capabilities for any QOS model or architec-
ture, including Intserv and Diffserv.

However, NSIS has the following significant differences from RSVP:

● Bidirectional reservations. NSIS supports both unidirectional and
bidirectional reservations, while RSVP supports unidirectional
reservations only.

● Unicast only. RSVP supports both unicast and multicast traffic
reservations. However, as multicast has not been widely deployed
and support for multicast reservations added significantly to the
complexity of RSVP, NSIS made the decision to support unicast
reservations only.

● Sender or receiver-initiated reservations. Unlike RSVP which supports
receiver-initiated reservations, NSIS supports both sender and
receiver-initiated reservations.

● L3 only. NSIS provides no equivalent to the RSVP subnet band-
width manager functionality, and can be used to make admission
control decisions in IP networks only.

NSIS has also been designed to provide mobility and support stan-
dard IP security protocols.

NSIS has been designed from the outset with the benefit of knowl-
edge of the issues experienced during the development and deployment
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of RVSP; however, it is yet to be seen whether the functional capabil-
ities that NSIS provides in addition to those already provided by
RSVP will lead to its widespread deployment.

4.6 End-system Measurement-based Admission Control

IP endpoint measurement-based admission control (MBAC), which
was first documented in [GIBBONS], relies on application end points
to make admission control decisions themselves. End point use
measurements of characteristics of traffic to other destination end
points, in order to infer the state of the network and hence deter-
mine whether new streams can be established to those respective
destinations with the required QOS. Endpoint MBAC can rely either
on passive or active traffic monitoring (the use of passive and active
approaches for network monitoring is discussed in Chapter 5); hybrid
approaches are also possible:

● Active monitoring. Active network monitoring involves sending
synthetic test streams of “probe” packets across the network to
characterize the network performance. Endpoint MBAC using
active monitoring relies on measuring characteristics of active
monitoring probes – such as delay, jitter, loss or number of ECN
marked (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4.4) probes [KELLY] – sent
between end-systems, and using these measurements as basis for
making an admission control decision. When an end point needs
to set up a new flow, the previously measured characteristics are
compared against defined thresholds to determine whether the
flow will receive the required QOS and hence can be accepted.

● Passive monitoring. Endpoint MBAC using passive monitoring
relies on measuring characteristics of pre-existing media streams
between end-systems. Where the real-time protocol (RTP) [RFC
3550] is used, for example, the timestamp and sequence number
information in the RTP header could be used to determine the
delay, jitter, and loss of the received stream at the receiving end-
system. As with the active measurement-based approach, these
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measured characteristics can be used as the basis for making an
admission control decision. ECN marking could also be used as an
input to the admission control decision with a passive monitor-
ing approach.

A purely passive monitoring approach presumes that there is
already an active stream between the two end-systems, i.e. such
that there is some current measurement data when a new flow
needs to be established, and a new admission control decision is
required. If this presumption is not correct then this approach
could be augmented with the addition of an active monitoring
stream, when there are no bearer streams active.

End-system measurement-based admission control approaches are
implicitly topology-aware (assuming that active measurement
probes follow the same path as the media traffic; with passive mea-
surement this is implicit), hence can adapt to the available network
capacity, and therefore do not suffer the bandwidth inefficiency of
topology-unaware approaches. In addition, end-system-based MBAC
approaches rely on end-to-end media or probe traffic at layer 4 or
above; hence they can provide admission control capabilities trans-
parently of the underlying layers.

Endpoint MBAC suffers the same potential issues as other 
measurement-based approaches (as discussed in Section 4.1.4.2), that
measurements taken over the past measurement interval may not
provide a good indication on which to base admission control deci-
sions in the next measurement interval. Hence, despite significant
research in endpoint-based admission control schemes [KEY, GANESH,
BRESLAU2, BAIN], endpoint MBAC is not yet widely deployed, and it
remains to be seen whether endpoint MBAC can provide the determin-
istic characteristics demanded by real-time applications such as voice
and video.

4.7 Summary

At the start of this chapter, we highlighted that there are a number of
approaches to capacity admission control, none of which is universally
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deployed today. Due to the variety of potential deployment scenarios,
applications, and services, there is currently no “one size fits all” solu-
tion to the problem of capacity admission control, and as a result, some
technologies for admission control are still evolving. Hence, we sum-
marize the key characteristics of the different admission control solu-
tions, which are likely to affect their applicability to a particular
deployment, in the table in Figure 4.14.

It is noted that admission control need not be implemented end-to-
end through the network but rather is only required in those parts of
the network where congestion may occur, and then only for those
types of traffic that need it. For example, explicit admission control
mechanisms may be deployed at the edges of the network, where
bandwidth is scarce, and over-provisioning may be relied on in the
core of the network. Further, the different approaches to admission
control need not be mutually exclusive; it is possible for one approach
to be used in the core of the network and another in the access.
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World Wide Web. All Universal Resource Locators (URLs) have been
checked and were correct at the time of going to press, but their
longevity cannot be guaranteed.
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SLA and Network Monitoring

5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the technologies and techniques available for
SLA and network monitoring in QOS-enabled IP networks. There are
two main approaches, which are generally used in concert to moni-
tor the performance of a QOS-enabled network service in order to
determine whether SLAs have been or can be met:

● Passive network monitoring. With passive network monitoring, network
devices record statistics on network traffic, which can provide an
indication of the status at a particular network element. Periodic
polling is typically used to gather this data for reporting and analysis.
This is a micromeasure which looks at each device in isolation; by
looking at multiple network elements an aggregate view of the status of
a network service may be deduced. Passive network monitoring does
not require any additional traffic be used for measurement purposes.

● Active network monitoring. Unlike passive monitoring, active monitor-
ing involves sending additional traffic into the network. Synthetic
test streams comprising “probe” packets are sent across the network
solely for the purpose of characterizing the network performance;
analysis of the received streams is used for this characterization.
Active monitoring provides a macromeasure of network SLAs in
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that it reports the measured performance across a number of net-
work elements as a system.

Passive and active network monitoring systems may be deployed for
a number of reasons:

● For monitoring and reporting that the network service offered is
achieving the committed SLA targets, this may include:
●● proactive network and SLA monitoring
●● long-term trending of the relative changes in network SLA per-

formance over time.
For network service providers (SPs), active and passive network

monitoring provide potential value-added service opportunities
as end customers look to outsource their end-to-end WAN-related
capacity management. Hence, the SP may report enough informa-
tion to the customer to let them assess their network usage and how
well their SLAs were met.

● For monitoring that network performance is sufficient to meet
the required application quality of experience (QOE) targets.

● As a feedback loop to network capacity planning processes, results
from passive and active monitoring may provide heuristics, allow-
ing capacity planning thresholds to be tuned based upon correla-
tion between network or per-class load and SLA probing reports of
delay, jitter, and loss. Capacity planning is discussed in detail in
Chapter 6, Section 6.1.

Passive and active network monitoring are discussed in more detail
in the following sections.

5.2 Passive Network Monitoring

From a QOS perspective, passive network monitoring involves polling
the network devices for statistics which they maintain for QOS func-
tions they perform, such as packet and byte counts, or queue depths, for
example. This is typically performed using the Simple Network Manage-
ment Protocol (SNMP) [RFC1157], to poll for information contained
in management information bases or MIBs. The considerations on
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polling and the types of statistics polled are described in the follow-
ing sections.

5.2.1 How Often to Poll?

Any polling of network devices for statistics raises the question of
how frequently to poll? In practice, this represents a balance between
the polling capacity of the network management system (NMS), the
number of devices that need to be polled, the load incurred on the
polled devices, and the impact of the polling traffic on the network.

Many of the retrieved statistics will be in the form of packet and byte
counts; these can be used to determine the average traffic demands
over the previous sampling interval. Longer polling intervals implicitly
have a larger sample size and may be acceptable for trending purposes;
however, the polled data will implicitly be averaged over a longer time
and hence issues may be hidden. Therefore, shorter intervals are pre-
ferred where measurements that are more granular are required,
although this has to be balanced against the increased polling load.

For troubleshooting, proactive measurement and SLA reporting,
within the bounds of the NMS and network constraints and capabil-
ities, QOS statistics should be polled as often as possible to prevent
visibility of SLA affecting network issues being lost due to the effects
of averaging. If the polling is frequent, the data can always be aver-
aged over longer timeframes.

For trending, it may be more appropriate to poll every hour. Longer
duration measurements make the comparison between days, months,
and years easier and more statistically relevant.

5.2.2 Per-link Statistics

Per-link QOS statistics can be used for different purposes, depending
upon from where in the network they are recorded:

● Access links. Network access links can be both the boundary of a
Diffserv domain and a customer/provider boundary. Hence, access
link QOS statistics are used both for faultfinding and for reporting
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statistics to customers of end-services such that they can provision
their edge QOS classes adequately.

● Core links. On core links, per-link QOS statistics are used both for
faultfinding and as an input to the core network capacity plan-
ning processes. Capacity planning is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 6, Section 6.1.

Most vendors implement proprietary MIBs, which can be used to
retrieve the relevant per-link statistics. They could also be retrieved from
the Diffserv MIB [RFC3289], although this is not widely implemented
by network equipment vendors. Where it is supported, the Diffserv MIB
may be used for both monitoring and configuration of a router or switch
that is capable of Differentiated Services functionality. As the Diffserv
MIB is designed to be generic across vendors, vendor proprietary MIBs
may provide information on QOS statistics that are specific to their
implementation, and hence which are not available in RFC3289.

The following sections describe the most important per-link QOS
statistics for monitoring Diffserv deployments in terms of the QOS
functions and mechanisms that are applied. Consideration is also
provided on how these statistics should be interpreted to assure the
performance of a QOS-enabled network service. In some cases, it may
not be necessary to monitor all of the statistics that are described;  some
of the statistics are interrelated and hence may be deduced from others
without requiring explicit monitoring. This duplication can be use-
ful in providing a means for cross-verifying the retrieved statistics.

5.2.2.1 Monitoring Classification
A router may classify a number of traffic streams into a single traffic
class, to which actions may subsequently be applied. The following
classification statistics are useful in understanding the offered traffic
load in each class, and the constituents of that traffic class:

● Per-classification rule. If multiple rules are used to classify traffic
streams into a single class, it may be useful to know the total num-
ber of packets and their cumulative byte count that have been
classified per rule. For example, if traffic marked DSCP 18 (i.e. AF21)
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and DCSP 20 (i.e. AF22) is to be classified into the same class, which
is serviced with an AF PHB, then it may be useful to know how
much AF21 traffic (which could, for example represent the 
“in-contract” traffic) and how much AF22 traffic (which could
represent the “out-of-contract” traffic) there is within the class.

Further, by knowing both the number of packets and bytes clas-
sified into a class, it is possible to estimate the average packet size for
the class. This information can be useful for ensuring that only small
VoIP packets are being classified into a voice class, for example.
Hence, in general for most QOS statistics polled, the results retrieved
include both a packet and a byte count.

● On aggregate. Per-traffic class, it is also important to know the total
number of packets and bytes that have been classified on aggre-
gate (i.e. across all classification rules) into that particular class.

The main use for classification statistics is to verify that traffic is
being correctly classified in the appropriate class. Classification sta-
tistics can also be used to verify or deduce other statistics; for exam-
ple, the total number of packets dropped and transmitted by the
other functions applied to a particular class after classification must
equal the total number of packets classified into that class.

5.2.2.2 Monitoring Policing
Policers may be applied for a number of reasons as described in
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3. Which statistics are relevant when moni-
toring policers depends upon the way in which they are used.

● Enforcing a maximum rate for a voice class. The single rate three color
marker (SR-TCM) defined in [RFC2697] is commonly applied to
police the maximum rate of a voice class. This may be used both on
core and access links. On core links policers are commonly applied
to voice classes to ensure the voice class cannot starve other classes
of bandwidth, as per the example in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2.3.1.
On access links policers are used both to prevent starvation of other
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classes and to enforce a Diffserv edge traffic conditioning agreement
(TCA), ensuring that only voice traffic which conforms to the voice
class TCA is admitted into the Diffserv network.

In either case when the SR-TCM is used to police a voice class it
would typically have a defined CIR and CBS, with EBS � 0, a vio-
late (i.e. red) action of transmit and a conform (i.e. green) action of
drop. Applied in this way the SR-TCM would enforce a maximum
rate of CIR and a burst of CBS on the voice class and any traffic in
violation of this would be dropped.

Wherever a policer is applied to a voice class, the following sta-
tistics should be monitored per policer:
●● Number of packets and bytes conforming (i.e. green). This is the

number of packets and bytes transmitted by the policer.
●● Number of packets and bytes violating (i.e. red). This is the number

of packets and bytes dropped by the policer. Wherever a policer
is used to enforce a maximum rate for a voice class, the policer
is meant as a protective measure. If the policer actually drops
voice packets there is an issue somewhere, which is affecting
the service (assuming that the policer has been correctly config-
ured that is) and voice call quality will be affected, hence ide-
ally there should be no packets violating the SR-TCM policer
definition. If there are, the resulting actions will depend upon
where the policer is being used:
– Access links. To resolve drops by a voice class policer on an

access link, either the bandwidth provisioned for the voice
class (and hence the policer rate) needs to be increased, or
controls need to be put in place to limit the offered voice
traffic load, e.g. using admission control.

– Core links. Drops by a voice class policer are an indication of
either a capacity planning failure, or a major network failure
or a network attack. In either case, the occurrence of such
drops should trigger further investigation to determine the
cause of the drops and to prevent a reoccurrence.

● Marking in- and out-of-contract. Either the SR-TCM or the two rate
three color marker (TR-TCM) defined in [RFC2698] are commonly
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applied to AF classes to mark certain amounts of traffic in-contract
and out-of-contract as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3. When
deployed in this way, which statistics are important depends upon
whether the SR-TCM or TR-TCM is used:
●● SR-TCM. The SR-TCM is commonly used for in-/out-of-contract

marking with EBS � 0, a green action of {transmit � mark
in-contract} and a red action of {transmit � mark out-of-contract},
as per the example in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.4.5. Applied in
this way the SR-TCM would enforce a maximum rate of CIR and
a burst of CBS on the traffic stream. Conforming traffic would be
marked in-contract and any traffic in violation of this would be
marked out-of-contract. When deployed in this way the impor-
tant statistics are:
– Number of packets and bytes conforming (i.e. green). This is the

number of packets marked in-contract by the policer, and
their respective byte count.

– Number of packets and bytes violating (i.e. red). This is the num-
ber of packets marked out-of-contract by the policer, and
their respective byte count.

The purpose of marking certain amounts of traffic in-/out-of-
contract is to be able to offer a committed SLA for a defined 
“in-contract” rate, and to allow traffic in excess of this rate to be
transmitted but to mark it differently to indicate that it is “out-of-
contract” such that it may potentially be given a less stringent SLA.
Hence, when the SR-TCM is applied in this way, the main use for
statistics of packets and bytes conforming and violating is for
reporting to customers of end-services such that they can provision
their edge QOS classes adequately, rather than for faultfinding.
●● TR-TCM. The TR-TCM can be used to mark a certain amount of

a traffic class as in-contract, and everything above that as out-
of-contract, up to a maximum rate above which all traffic is
dropped, by applying a green action of transmit, yellow action
of {transmit � mark out-of-contract} and red action of drop.
Applied in this way the TR-TCM would enforce a maximum rate
of CIR and a burst of CBS on the traffic stream; any traffic in
excess would then be marked out-of-contract up to a maximum
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rate of PIR and a burst of PBS. When deployed in this way the
important statistics are:
– Number of packets and bytes conforming (i.e. green). This is the

number of packets marked in-contract by the policer, and
their respective byte count.

– Number of packets and bytes exceeding (i.e. yellow). This is the
number of packets marked out-of-contract by the policer, and
their respective byte count.

– Number of packets and bytes violating (i.e. red). This is the num-
ber of packets and bytes dropped by the policer.

Similarly to where the SR-TCM is used for in-/out-of-contract
marking, where the TR-TCM is used for this purpose, the main use
for statistics of packets and bytes conforming and exceeding is for
reporting to customers of end-services. However, if there are a sig-
nificant number of packets which are violating, i.e. dropped, rela-
tive to the number of packets transmitted, i.e. conforming �

exceeding; this is an indication that the class load is exceeding the
available capacity and the performance of all applications within
that class may be affected. Hence, consideration should be given
to increasing the PIR configured for that class or to reducing the
traffic load within the class.

5.2.2.3 Monitoring Queuing and Dropping
For all queuing classes, it is normal to monitor the following
statistics:

● Number of packets and bytes transmitted. This is the number of
packets successfully transmitted from the queue by the scheduler,
and their respective byte count.

● Number of packets and bytes dropped. This is the number of packets
dropped by queue management functions acting on that queue,
and their respective byte count. The statistics that matter with
respect to dropping mechanisms depend upon the particular drop-
ping mechanisms that are used.
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5.2.2.3.1 Monitoring Tail Drop
If simple tail drop is used to enforce a queue limit (see Chapter 2,
Section 2.2.4.2.1) then a count of the number of packets and bytes
dropped per queue should be monitored.

If a queue limit is applied to a voice or video class queue, it is normal
practice for the queue limit to be at least as great as the burst size for the
policer configured for the class. In this case, the policer burst should
constrain the class burst and there should be no tail drops experienced
for that queue; if tail drops are experienced, this would be an indica-
tion of an issue. If the queue limit were set less than the policer burst
and tail drops were experienced, then the same actions should be taken
as if policer drops had occurred as described in Section 5.2.2.2.

If a queue limit is applied to a data class queue and the measured
drop rate – that is, the ratio of packets and bytes dropped to packets
and bytes transmitted – is high (where high is dependent upon the
impact on application performance, as discussed in Chapter 1) then
this indicates one of the following:

● either that the queue is operating in significant congestion and
hence consideration should be given both to increasing the band-
width assurance offered to that queue, and to reducing the traffic
load within the queue

● or that the queue limit is set too low to accommodate the burst pro-
file of the offered traffic load and hence the queue limit may need
retuning.

5.2.2.3.2 Monitoring Weighted Tail Drop
Weighted tail drop is sometimes applied to AF class queues to discard
a subset of the traffic within the queue preferentially if congestion is
experienced within the queue. This can be used to differentiate
between traffic that has been differentially marked as in- and out-of-
contract (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.2.2). Traffic that is marked out-
of-contract is subjected to a lower queue limit and hence is discarded
in preference to traffic that is marked in-contract and which is subject
to a higher queue limit.
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If weighted tail drop is used, then statistics of the number of pack-
ets and bytes dropped and transmitted per weighted tail drop profile
should be monitored. If the intent of deploying weighted tail drop
in this way is to ensure that in-contract traffic has a low loss rate,
then the drop rate for the in-contract (i.e. higher) queue limit should
be very low, where low is defined by the in-contract SLA for loss. If
this is not the case then the indications and rectifying actions that
should be taken with respect to the in-contract traffic are the same
as for simple tail drop as described in Section 5.2.2.3.1.

When weighted tail drop is used, it would be expected that the drop
rate for out-of-contract traffic would be higher than for in-contract
traffic. It should be noted, however, that individual flows might have
some packets marked as in-contract and others as out-of-contract.
Therefore, if the drop rate for out-of-contract packets is too high, the
performance of all applications using that queue may be affected
and the indications and rectifying actions that should be taken with
respect to the in-contract traffic are the same as for simple tail drop
as described in Section 5.2.2.3.1.

5.2.2.3.3 Monitoring RED
Random early detection or RED is an active queue management
mechanism, which was designed to improve overall throughput for
TCP-based applications; RED is described in Chapter 2, Section
2.2.4.2.3. If RED is applied to a data class queue, then the following
statistics should be monitored:

● The number of packets and bytes enqueued. This is the number of
packets subjected to this RED profile that were successfully
enqueued, and their respective byte count. Where only a single
RED profile is active on the queue, this should be the same as the
number of packets and bytes transmitted from the queue. 

● The number of packets and bytes random dropped. “Random drops”
are RED drops which occur when the measured average queue
depth is between the configured minimum threshold and maxi-
mum threshold for that particular RED profile. If RED is configured
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and working correctly then the majority of dropped packets should
be random drops. If the drop rate for all RED drops is high relative
to the number of packets transmitted then this indicates one of the
following:
●● either that the queue is operating in significant congestion and

hence consideration should be given to increasing the band-
width assurance offered to that queue, or to reducing the traffic
load within the queue

●● or the configured minimum and maximum thresholds, or expo-
nential weighting constant for that queue are set too aggressively
(i.e. too low) to accommodate the burst profile of the offered
traffic load and hence may need retuning (see RED tuning in
Chapter 3, Section 3.4).

●● or there are applications in that queue, which are not respond-
ing to random drops and consideration should be given to
whether these applications may be better serviced from a dif-
ferent class queue.

● The number of packets and bytes force dropped. Drops that occur when
the measured average queue depth is above the configured maxi-
mum threshold are referred to as “forced drops.” If RED is config-
ured and operating correctly, then random drops should ensure
that the average queue limit is below the configured maximum
threshold and hence there should be very few forced drops. If there
are a significant number of forced drops relative to the total number
of RED drops then the possible causes and rectifying actions that
should be taken are as described above for high RED drops.

● Average queue depth. Polling for the measured RED average queue
depth is not essential but provides additional data, which can be
used to supplement the RED other statistics. If the measured aver-
age queue depth is frequently close to or above the configured
RED maximum threshold then this is also an indication that
either the queue is operating in significant congestion or the RED
configuration is set too aggressively and rectifying actions that
should be taken are as for described above for high RED drops.
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5.2.2.3.4 Monitoring WRED
Weighted RED (WRED) is commonly applied to AF queues to differ-
entiate between in- and out-of-contract traffic (see Chapter 2, Section
2.2.4.2.4). To achieve this two RED profiles are applied to the same
queue and traffic marked out-of-contract is subjected to the more
aggressive RED profile (i.e. with lower minimum threshold and max-
imum threshold) and hence in congestion is discarded in preference
to traffic which is marked in-contract and which is subject to a RED
profile with higher minimum and maximum thresholds.

Where WRED is used, then the number of packets and bytes dropped
and transmitted per RED profile is required. The sum of the packets
successfully enqueued across all RED profiles should be the same as
the number of packets and bytes transmitted from the queue.

As for weighted tail drop, the intent of deploying WRED in this
way is to ensure that in-contract traffic has a low loss rate, then the
drop rate for the in-contract RED profile should be very low, where
low is determined by the in-contract SLA for loss. If this is not the case
then the indications and rectifying actions that should be taken with
respect to the in-contract traffic are the same as for RED as described
in Section 5.2.2.3.3.

As for weighted tail drop, if the drop rate for out-of-contract pack-
ets is too high the performance of all applications using that queue
may be affected and the indications and rectifying actions that should
be taken with respect to the in-contract traffic are the same as for
RED as described in Section 5.2.2.3.3.

5.2.3 System Monitoring

Ideally, all packet drops within a router are handled intelligently by the
QOS functions configured on that router, which may be applied out-
bound on each interface, for example. In practice, however, depending
upon how a particular router is architected and implemented, there
may be cases where drops can occur on other parts of the system, due
to system constraints. If, in the part of the system where these drops
occur, there is no understanding of the class of the traffic being
dropped, then traffic may be dropped indiscriminately of traffic class.
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Clearly, systems should be designed to try to minimize the occurrence
of such indiscriminate traffic drops; however, in cases where they can
occur it is essential to monitor for them because they can provide an
indication of serious system issues that can potentially affect the SLAs
across all traffic classes.

The system drops that can occur will depend upon the implemen-
tation of a particular device; however, some of the most common
types of system drops are as described below:

● No buffer drops. In Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.2 we explained the differ-
ence between buffers and queues. Where buffer memory is shared
between queues in a system, there may be cases where a packet
arrives and there is insufficient packet buffer memory available to
store the packet, in which case there is no alternative but to drop the
packet. Such “no buffer drops” should be an exception in any well-
designed system, rather than the norm; however, the occurrence of
“no buffer drops” can be exacerbated in a heavily congested system
if RED and queue limit settings are excessively high.

● Input drops/ignores. Input drops, which are also known as ignores,
occur when there are insufficient packet buffers to store a packet
even before a routing or switching decision can be made. Input
drops are a symptom of an oversubscribed system, e.g. where the
packets per second forwarding performance of the system or com-
ponent is being exceeded.

System drops such as no buffer drops and input drops will generally
need to be monitored using vendor-specific MIBs, as system specific
statistics are not available from the Diffserv MIB. Due to the impact
they can have on the SLAs of all traffic classes, the occurrence of any
such system drops should trigger further investigation to determine
the cause of the drops and to prevent a re-occurrence.

5.2.4 Core Traffic Matrix

The core traffic demand matrix is the matrix of ingress to egress traf-
fic demands across the core network. Traffic matrices can be measured
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or estimated from statistics gathered using passive monitoring tech-
niques. The main benefit of the core traffic matrix is for core network
capacity planning, in that it can be used to predict the impact that
demand growths can have, and in the simulation of “what-if” scenar-
ios, to predict the impact that the failure of core network elements
can have on the utilization of the rest of the network. There are a
number of techniques for gathering the core traffic matrix; the appli-
cation of these techniques and their use in capacity planning is dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

5.3 Active Network Monitoring

Ideally, it would be possible to measure the delay, jitter, loss, and
throughput that actual traffic experiences as it traverses a network. In
some cases, it may be possible to retrieve this information from the
application end-systems. Where the real-time protocol (RTP) [RFC
3550] is used, for example, the timestamp and sequence number
information in the RTP header could be used to determine the delay,
jitter, and loss of the received stream at the receiving end-system. This
is not generally possible in practice, however, due to the following rea-
sons: many applications do not use RTP; retrieving such statistics
from all application end-systems would be unscalable; the end-systems
may not be under the same administrative responsibility as the net-
work elements. Further, to provide this information at the network
level would require the network elements to identify uniquely a packet
at every single hop and to timestamp it very accurately, which is not
possible in practice.

Network level active network monitoring is an alternative approach,
which is more generally applicable. Active monitoring uses specially
tailored synthetic traffic test streams comprising “probe” packets –
that aim to emulate actual network traffic – which are sent between
active monitoring devices in order to characterize network perform-
ance and thereby infer the performance experienced by the emulated
traffic. In Diffserv deployments, active monitoring can be used to
measure the performance of all classes of traffic.
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Active network monitoring requires the deployment of an active
SLA probing system, supporting capabilities such as those defined by
the IP performance metrics (IPPM) working group [IPPM] within the
IETF. In such a system, active monitoring agents are deployed (poten-
tially on existing network elements) and test streams are sent between
the agents. The agents measure the received streams and typically
keep a statistical analysis of the measured results, which can then be
retrieved periodically from the active measuring devices, via SNMP
for example. In addition, the active monitoring devices may proac-
tively issue traps, if defined thresholds for the measured performance
of the test streams are exceeded.

In deploying an active monitoring system, consideration should
be given to the following questions, which are addressed in the pro-
ceeding sections:

● What test streams should be used?

● How often should testing be undertaken and for how long?

● What metrics should be measured for the received streams?

● Where should active monitoring devices be deployed and what
paths should the active monitoring streams monitor?

To avoid confusion, we differentiate between the active monitoring
traffic, i.e. the active measurement probes, and the monitored traffic,
the performance of which the active monitoring traffic is trying to
estimate.

5.3.1 Test Stream Parameters

The characteristics of the test stream will affect the characteristics of
the network that the test stream will measure. These measured test
stream results are only useful if they are in some way representative
of the performance experienced by the monitored application or traf-
fic class. This gives rise to the question of what test stream parameters
are required to ensure that the measured characteristics of the active
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measurement stream accurately reflects the characteristics (e.g. delay,
jitter, loss, packet re-ordering, and availability) of the traffic from the
monitored application or traffic class? The answer to this question is
still the subject of further study; however, the following sections con-
sider the key parameters to define for an active measurement stream.
It is noted that the term “accurately” in this context does not mean
that the difference between measured test stream characteristics and
the characteristics of the traffic must be small, but is does mean that
the two results must be highly correlated, such that it is possible to
predict the measured traffic performance from test stream measure-
ments with high fidelity.

5.3.1.1 Packet Size
There are two general approaches to the setting of packet sizes for
active monitoring probes:

● Same size as monitored traffic. One approach is to use probe packets
that are the same size as the packets of the monitored traffic.
There are two justifications for this approach:
●● As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2.4.1, packet size has a

more significant impact on serialization delay with lower-speed
links, hence using packets the same size as the packets of the
monitored traffic will potentially provide a more accurate meas-
urement of delay. It is noted, however, that if the link speeds on
the path are known, adjustments can be made to take differ-
ences in serialization delay between monitoring and monitored
traffic into account.

●● Packets larger or smaller than the packets of the monitored traf-
fic may experience a different loss than the monitored traffic
itself; if congestion occurs in part of the network, as the queue
depth increases a smaller packet is more likely to be enqueued
than a larger one.

● Small sized packets. An alternative approach is to use small sized
packets, for two reasons:
●● In environments where there are very low speed links, such as

in some mobile environments where the bandwidth is scarce
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and expensive, the smallest possible sized packets are used for
bandwidth economy.

●● Where a high rate of test packets is needed to achieve measure-
ment accuracy, the use of larger packets may have a significant
impact on the traffic being measured. In this case, small sized
packets are used to minimize the potential impact.

There is no industry consensus on which approach is best; however,
we note the following conclusions from research in this area:

● From simulations studying the effectiveness of active SLA moni-
toring on a 2 Mbps link, [HILL] concludes that: “The accuracy of the
probes is not really affected by probe size. Both sizes [41-bytes and 850-
bytes] show equally good correlation coefficients for delay and loss.” He
also concludes that larger sized probes have significantly greater
impact on the delay and jitter of the traffic whose performance the
test stream is trying to estimate. Therefore, he recommends that
probes should be small such that the active monitoring traffic has
less impact on the other traffic.

● [SOLANGE] also found no evidence that packet size affected the
measurements of packet loss.

In practice, however, most deployments use the same packet size for
test streams that are used by the applications they are emulating. It
is further noted that on higher speed links, where the impact of seri-
alization delay is less, and the traffic is more highly aggregated, the
impact of probe packet sizing is likely to be less significant.

5.3.1.2 Sampling Strategy
The probe sampling strategy determines the distribution of the delay
separating consecutive test packets. There are three general probe
sampling strategies that may be used:

● Periodic sampling. Periodic sampling consists of sending probes at
equally spaced intervals, i.e. every n seconds. Opponents of this
approach argue that one cannot fully characterize the network
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behavior by “sampling” at regular intervals. There might be some
cases where unforeseen synchronization between the sending of
probe packets, or possibly other network events, could potentially
lead to inaccuracies. This kind of phenomenon, although theo-
retically possible, is rarely seen in practice. [RFC 3432] describes a
methodology for network performance measurement with periodic
streams.

● Random sampling. Random sampling consists of sending a probe at
random intervals, where the interval is regulated by a probability
density function. Most commonly, a Poisson process is used to dis-
tribute the probe packets, meaning that the interarrivals between
probing packets should be independent and exponentially distrib-
uted with the same mean. This approach provides an unbiased esti-
mate of the desired time average, which is a property referred to as
“Poisson Arrivals See Time Average” or PASTA [WOLFF]. This approach
is suggested by the IETF, where [RFC 2679] and [RFC 2680] stan-
dardize metrics based on Poisson sampling processes. Consequently,
the IPPM working group has made the support of Poisson streams
mandatory for their one-way active measurement protocol (OWAMP)
[RFC4656]. The counterpoint to the use of a variable inter-packet
delay is based upon the fact that most of the real world applica-
tions, which require tightly bounded delay and jitter and hence
which are often a focus of active monitoring, do not have a
Poisson distributed interpacket delay. Voice and video applica-
tions, for instance, commonly have streams with a constant inter-
packet delay and so why attempt to measure the performance of
these applications on the network with something other than a
stream that emulates the application?

A variation on random sampling is to divide the total sampling
period into fixed time intervals and then to send a probe within
each interval with a random offset from the start of the interval,
where the offset is regulated by a probability density function.
The benefit of this approach is that the sample size within a
defined number of intervals is known. This approach is referred
to as stratified random sampling, where each interval represents a
stratum.
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● Batch sampling. With batch sampling, rather than sending indi-
vidual probe packets, probes are sent in bursts, where the spacing
between bursts may be periodic or random.

These different sampling regimes are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Several works have attempted to compare both approaches to find

if there is a tangible difference between the methods:

● In “Poisson versus Periodic Path Probing (or, Does PASTA Matter?”
[TARIQ], the authors conclude that: “The experimental results in this
paper indicate that there may not be a significant difference between
Poisson and Periodic probing, at least in the context of real Internet
measurements.”

● [SOLANGE] conclude that “... for similar probing rates and coloring,
a periodic pattern leads to a slightly better [delay] and [loss] match than
Poisson patterns.”

● [HILL] concludes that both random and periodic sampling provide
acceptable accuracy for measuring delay and loss for VoIP and
TCP, but also concludes that neither approach provides accept-
able accuracy for measuring jitter.

● [HILL] suggests that batch sampling be considered to improve jitter
measurement (Section 5.3.2.2), while [SOLANGE], who investi-
gated the use of batch sampling, conclude that: “... when compared
[to Poisson] with similar rates, [batch sampling] produced better esti-
mates of delay, jitter and loss.”
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In practice, however, periodic test streams with a constant inter-
packet delay are most commonly used because this approach is easier
to implement and interpret and because it most closely emulates the
applications that the active monitoring is targeting. In recognition of
this, [RFC 3432] states: “Poisson sampling produces an unbiased sample
for the various IP performance metrics, yet there are situations where alter-
native sampling methods are advantageous.... Predictability and some
forms of synchronization can be mitigated through the use of random start
times and limited stream duration over a test interval.”

5.3.1.3 Test Rate
The test rate determines the amount of packets sent within the test
duration, and consequently, it affects the perturbation introduced
by the measurement stream on the actual network traffic. For instance,
sending a large amount of test traffic over a path with small band-
width may potentially interfere with the delivery of the actual measured
traffic stream that the active monitoring is trying to monitor. Such
an effect would clearly invalidate the measured results. Conversely,
if the test rate is too low, the measured characteristics of the test stream
may not reflect the characteristics of the measured traffic stream
itself. Therefore, determining an appropriate test rate is a balance
between testing with a high enough rate that the measured result is
an accurate reflection of the measured traffic stream, while ensuring
that the measuring stream does not interfere with the measured traf-
fic stream significantly, such that it affects the very characteristics it
is trying to measure.

There is no general answer to the question of what test rate to use,
but rather it depends upon the characteristics of the application or
class being monitored.

● Based upon simulations of a 2 Mbps bottleneck link, using both
periodic and random sampling, [HILL] concludes that “both delay
and loss can be measured accurately (taking into account the systematic
[underestimation]) at around a probe rate of 10 probes per second.” He
also notes that “... higher probe rates report more accurate traffic results
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for [delay and loss],” but suggests using the following rates in order
to measure delay and loss (for jitter, see Section 5.3.2.2):
●● “For TCP traffic the optimum strategy was to send ... [probes] at a

mean rate of ten probes per second,” i.e. approximately 0.2% of the
link rate with probe 41-byte packets.

●● “For VoIP traffic, the optimum strategy was to send in probes at a
rate of 5 probes per second,” i.e. approximately 0.1% of the link rate
with probe 41-byte packets.

● [SOLANGE] conclude that for EF traffic, using Poisson random
sampling, as low as 2 probes per second (pps) are effective for
measuring delay and jitter, based upon simulations of a 34 Mbps
bottleneck link, i.e. approximately 0.01% of the link rate with
100-byte probe packets.

However, they report that for AF classes subject to loss and more
significant jitter, at these probing rates using random sampling there
is significant overestimation of jitter (see Section 5.3.2.2) and some
loss events are missed altogether. They also note that while higher
probing rates improve the measurement accuracy of delay and jitter,
even at probing rates of 192 pps, some loss events are missed. Hence,
although higher probing rates provide an improvement, due to the
overhead incurred and the failure of loss estimation at higher probe
rates, they suggest that the use of an alternative sampling scheme,
such as batch sampling, should be considered instead.

5.3.1.4 Test Duration and Frequency
The test duration defines how long an active measurement test case
will run. The test frequency determines how many times the test will
repeat within a specified time window.

Assuming a given test traffic rate, the test duration and frequency
need to be high enough that the measured result is an accurate
reflection of the measured traffic stream. The lower the (duration x
frequency) in any given time window, the greater the probability that
significant events will be missed, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

If the active monitoring devices do not keep the raw data of the
individual probes, but rather keep a statistical representation of the
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results over the test duration, as is commonly the case, then assuming
a given test traffic rate the test duration will implicitly impact the
measured statistics, as shown in Figure 5.3.

Similarly to the discussion on the passive monitoring polling inter-
val in Section 5.2.1, longer active monitoring test durations may be
acceptable for trending purposes; however, shorter durations are pre-
ferred where more granular measurements are required, although
this has to be balanced against the increased polling load. A possible
polling scheme could be as follows:

● For troubleshooting, proactive measurement and SLA reporting,
a network segment could be measured constantly with a test dura-
tion of 2 minutes.
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● For trending, it may be more appropriate to measure for one hour
every day, during the peak hour previously determined by the
more granular measurements. Longer duration measurements make
the comparison between days, months and years easier and more
statistically relevant.

5.3.1.5 Protocols, Ports, and Applications
In order to ensure that the network characteristics determined by a
measuring traffic stream are representative of the traffic stream they
are measuring, it is important that the measuring stream is classified
the same as the target stream along the end-to-end network path.
If Diffserv is deployed the network performance experienced by
applications will depend upon how the traffic is classified within the
network; if measurement probes are classified differently than the emu-
lated stream in any part of the network, they may experience differ-
ent delay, jitter, and loss, and hence will not provide representative
results.

Where simple classification is used, the probe packets should share
the same marking (be it DSCP, IP precedence or even 802.1p based) as
the target stream, but need not necessarily share the same IP address-
ing or protocol as the target stream.

Where complex classification is used (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1.2),
the criteria used for complex classification should produce the same
results for the measuring test stream as for the measured application.
If, for example, VoIP traffic is classified by a combination of identify-
ing UDP packets, with even UDP port numbers (e.g. representing RTP
data) and from a specific source IP address, then headers of the probe
packets should be such that they also match these criteria. If the target
traffic stream is TCP-based and complex classification is used, the IP
protocol number of the probe packets may also need to be set to 6 to
indicate that the packets are TCP.

Where Diffserv is deployed with AF classes supporting the concept
of in- and out-of-contract as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4.2.2,
the in-contract traffic has a lower probability of packet loss than the
traffic. Hence, if monitoring of the in-contract SLA is required, it is
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important that any policers used to mark traffic as in- or out-of-con-
tract do not re-mark the in-contract probes, else they may be wrongly
classified and may not be report the in-contract SLA correctly.

Some probing systems may attempt to characterize application as
well as network performance. For example, a probe may record the
response time of a DNS query to a particular DNS server or an HTTP
GET of a specific web page. In these cases, the results will capture mul-
tiple components such as session establishment, end-system process-
ing, sending, and receiving multiple packets between the client and the
server, and closing the connection. This kind of application-oriented
operation may be useful to measure the user experience, but gives no
visibility of the performance of the individual components that make
up the measured response.

5.3.2 Active Measurement Metrics

The SLA metrics that are important for defining IP service perform-
ance are described in detail in Chapter 1, Section 1.2. Once the
appropriate test stream for your particular application has been iden-
tified, consideration needs to be given to which metrics to measure,
how they are measured and to how the resultant measurements should
be interpreted. Multiple metrics can be determined from a single test
stream.

5.3.2.1 Delay
Delay can be quantified either as one-way delay, or as round trip delay
(round trip time or RTT). Measurement of RTT requires that probes are
sent from a sending active monitoring agent to a responder and then
back to the sender. In this case the RTT can be determined if the sender
timestamps the probes when it sends them (the timestamp is carried
in the data of the probe packet) and subtracts this value from the cor-
responding timestamp when it receives the probe response. Measure-
ment of one-way delay requires that the sender and receiver’s local
time clocks are synchronized such that the one-way delay can be
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determined at the receiver, if the receiver also timestamps the probe
packets on receipt; the difference between the sending timestamp and
receiving timestamp is the one-way delay. Ensuring synchronization
between sender and receiver with acceptable accuracy poses challenges;
this is discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.3.4. RTT is easier to
implement and measure than one-way delay, and may provide suffi-
ciently measurement utility for many applications.

For applications such as VoIP or interactive video conferencing,
the important delay metric when considering the engineering of the
network is the one-way end-to-end delay in each direction from end-
system to end-system. From a monitoring perspective, however, it
may be acceptable to monitor the RTT between the end-systems as
from a service perspective, it may not matter in which direction
excess delay is experienced; if excess is experienced at all, then the
service will be impacted. If SLA violations for delay occur, however,
RTT hides the detail of in which direction the issue causing the vio-
lation occurred. Hence, measurement of one-way delay may be more
useful for network troubleshooting.

Delay can provide a number for important indicators of network
performance. Most active monitoring end-systems will analyze the
received probes and present statistics on the resulting data set, but
which statistics are important with respect to delay measurement?

● Minimum delay. The minimum network delay is the network delay
“baseline,” providing an indication of the delay that traffic will expe-
rience when the path from source to destination is lightly loaded.
This will largely be composed of propagation delay, switching delay,
and serialization delay. Delay values above the minimum provide
an indication of the congestion experienced along the path. Consid-
ering the percentile delay for a low percentile (e.g. 0.1 percentile),
will provide an indication of the minimum delay experienced while
discounting outliers, e.g. spuriously low results due to measurement
system glitches.

● High percentile delay. The maximum delay across a network may
not be interesting if it is caused by on a very small percentage of
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outliers; considering the percentile delay for a high percentile (e.g.
99.9 percentile), will provide an indication of the maximum delay
experienced while discounting outliers.

● Threshold exceeded count. For applications which have a stringent
requirement on delay, it may be useful to count the number of
probe packets out of the total which experienced a delay in excess
of a defined threshold, set to indicate when a packet arrived too
late to be useful.

● Average delay. The average delay may be interesting for trending
purposes, but for purposes of comparison should be recorded
together with the standard deviation of the sample; higher than
normal standard deviations may be indicative of spurious issues
rather than of a trend.

5.3.2.2 Delay-jitter
Delay-jitter (which is also known as jitter), as described in Chapter 1,
is generally considered to be the variation of the one-way delay for
two consecutive packets. Measurement of one-way delay requires time-
stamping at both sending and receiving devices, which requires syn-
chronization between sender and receiver; this is difficult for the
reasons discussed in Section 5.3.3.4. Fortunately, to calculate jitter
there is no need to know the individual one-way delays: instead, this
can be calculated from the difference between timestamps taken on
single devices. No operation need be performed between timestamps
on two different devices, which makes measurement of one-way
delay-jitter simpler than measurement of one-way delay. Consider that
Ts[n] is the time when the packet n was sent, and Tr[n] is the time
when the packet n was received; the one-way delay of this packet is
denoted as D[n]. Then, the jitter J between packets n and n � 1 can
therefore be calculated as:

J [n, n � 1] � D[n � 1] � D[n]

� (Tr[n � 1] � Ts[n � 1]) � (Tr[n] � Ts[n])

� (Tr[n � 1]� Tr[n]) � (Ts[n � 1] � Ts[n])
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The most important statistics to report with respect to jitter are high
percentile jitter, threshold exceeded count, and average jitter. It is
noted that the higher the rate of the traffic stream, the lower will be
the measured jitter, as illustrated in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, which show
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the variation in queuing delay within a queue, and the resulting jit-
ter measured by probes within that queue, for different probe rates.

Hence, measurements streams at rates below that of the measured
traffic will likely report higher jitter than that actually experienced
by the traffic itself. This is supported by the findings in [HILL], who
suggests a batch sampling strategy to overcome this problem, and
[SOLANGE], who concluded that batch sampling produced a better
estimate of jitter than random Poisson sampling.

5.3.2.3 Packet Loss
In order to determine packet loss there needs to be a way to distin-
guish between a lost packet and a packet with a large but finite delay.
In practice, depending upon application and end-system implemen-
tations, packets delayed beyond a certain threshold will be of no use
and hence can be considered lost; acceptable delay thresholds for dif-
ferent applications are discussed in Chapter 1. The loss of an individ-
ual packet is a binary measure, however, SLAs for loss are generally
defined statistically and hence loss commitments need to be provided
over a defined time interval.

The measure of the percentage of packets dropped may be useful
for trending purposes; however, it does not say anything about how
those packets were dropped. Hence, it is not possible to understand
the potential impact on applications from this measure alone. [RFC
3357] introduces some additional metrics, which describe loss pat-
terns and can be used to analyze the possible impact on applications:

● Loss period. The loss period defines the frequency and length (loss
burst) of loss once it starts

● Loss distance. The loss distance defines the spacing between the loss
periods.

It is therefore recommended that the loss period and loss distance
are measured and compared against application-specific thresholds
indicating where the measured loss will unacceptably affect application
performance. The impact of packet loss on different applications is
discussed in Chapter 1.
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5.3.2.4 Bandwidth and Throughput
Application throughput is dependent upon many factors, which can
vary widely depending upon end-system implementations and traffic
profiles. Hence, active monitoring systems generally do not attempt
to characterize application throughput explicitly. Rather, application
throughput is generally inferred. Considering TCP for example, TCP
performance can be inferred from the measured network RTT and
packet loss rate, as discussed in Chapter 1, Sections 1.3.3.1.5–1.3.3.1.7.
Active monitoring systems may send packets which appear to be TCP
packets (i.e. use IP protocol 6), but they need not – and commonly do
not – implement a TCP stack, i.e. the transmission of the packets is
not controlled by TCP’s flow and congestion control mechanisms.

5.3.2.5 Re-ordering
IP does not guarantee that packets are delivered in the order in which
they were sent; as discussed in Chapter 1, packet re-ordering can have
an adverse impact on the performance of many applications.

Re-ordering within an active monitoring test stream is determined
by adding sequence numbers to the packets transmitted in the stream
and then comparing the sequence numbers of the received packets
with the order in which they are received. If a packet arrives with a
sequence number smaller than its predecessor’s then that packet would
be defined as out-of-order, or re-ordered.

The simplest metric by which to measure the magnitude of
re-ordering is as a re-ordering ratio, which is the ratio of re-ordered
packets that arrived, relative to the total number of packets received. A
number of other metrics for quantifying the magnitude of re-ordering
are defined in [RFC4737].

5.3.2.6 Availability
Availability for IP services is generally defined either as network avail-
ability or as service availability, as described in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.6.

● Network availability. Bidirectional network availability or connec-
tivity between two active monitoring devices can be determined
using probes sent from a sender to a responder and then back to
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the sender; for each response successfully received the network is
considered available and for each not received the network is con-
sidered unavailable. As with packet loss, a delay threshold needs
to be defined after which a response is considered “lost.”

● Service availability. Service availability is a compound metric defin-
ing when a service is available between a specified ingress point
and a specified egress point within the bounds of the committed
SLA metrics for the service, e.g. delay, jitter, and loss. This is dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.6.2.

5.3.2.7 Quality of Experience
Active monitoring end-systems do not normally implement the full
end-system behavior for the applications they are trying to measure.
Some active monitoring devices, however, will interpret the metrics of
a received stream in order to provide an objective measure of the qual-
ity of the application performance that will be experienced from the
perspective of the end-users, which is also known as the user “quality
of experience” or QOE. The most common QOE measure is the “mean
opinion score” or MOS, which provides a subjective numeric measure
of the QOE of a voice call. ITU standard [G.107] uses a number of
measured network parameters to determine a “rating factor,” which
can be transformed to give estimates of the MOS for calls, which use
that network service. QOE is discussed in more detail in Chapter 1,
Section 1.2.7.

5.3.3 Deployment Considerations

5.3.3.1 External versus Embedded Agents
An active measurement system uses active monitoring agents to send
and receive probe packets. These agents may be implemented in dedi-
cated active monitoring devices or alternatively may be embedded
into existing network devices:

● External agents. External agents are implemented in dedicated active
monitoring devices, which may either use specialized hardware or
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dedicated but off the shelf computers running active monitoring
software. This approach decouples the forwarding path (routers and
switches) from the measurement devices; the dedicated active
monitoring devices appear as customers connected to the network
and hence this approach may provide the closest view to the end-
customer experience. The use of dedicated devices, however, requires
addition network equipment, which incurs additional cost in terms
of capital expenditure, accommodation, power, management, and
maintenance. Hence, for end-user or small branch office locations
the use of dedicated active monitoring devices is generally not viable.

● Embedded agents. Some network hardware vendors implement
software active monitoring agents embedded in products, which
may be network devices such as routers or switches or could be
end-systems such as IP phones. The use of embedded agents in
devices which are already on the data switching path allows the
installed base of network equipment to be leveraged, enabling
the rapid roll-out of an active SLA monitoring system without
requiring the deployment of new network equipment.

5.3.3.2 Active Monitoring Topologies
When deploying an active monitoring system, a key question is where
to deploy the active monitoring devices, be they external or embed-
ded agents. In general, the measurements from active monitoring
should represent the application’s experience, and hence the active
monitoring devices should be as close to the application end-system
as possible. In all deployments, however, there are constraints, which
limit the location of such devices; there may be parts of the network
that are not under the control of the measuring organization, for
example. In large deployments, scalability of the active monitoring
system is an additional consideration.

The selection of the active monitoring topology depends upon
these constraints. Consider the example physical network topology
shown in Figure 5.6. A number of different active SLA monitoring
topologies – where the active SLA monitoring topology is defined by
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the sources and destinations of the active monitoring test streams –
can be overlaid on this physical topology:

● Full mesh. A full mesh requires probes from every active monitor-
ing location to every other active monitoring location, as shown
in Figure 5.7. This approach is the most accurate because it meas-
ures end-to-end paths between all locations and gives full net-
work coverage.

In practice, however, the full mesh approach does not scale
well; as the number of active monitoring nodes (n) increases, the
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number of bidirectional active monitoring test streams required
to interconnect them is n * (n � 1)/2, which increases more than
linearly with the number of nodes. Beyond a few nodes, the full
mesh approach may result in a configuration burden, the test
streams may use a significant amount of bandwidth and the
retrieval of the measurement data from all nodes may incur sig-
nificant management system overhead. For these reasons, a full
mesh active monitoring topology is only used where there are a
limited number of sites to be monitored.

● Partial mesh. A partial mesh involves running a mesh of test streams
on a subset of the topology. For example, this could be a hub and
spoke active monitoring topology in networks where remote sites
(the spokes) only communicate with the head offices (the hubs),
as shown in Figure 5.8. 

A partial mesh reduces the number of test streams required and
provides end-to-end monitoring between a subset of locations. In
a hub and spoke topology, if round-trip active monitoring is used,
the hub sites may be configured as the active monitoring probe
senders, with the spoke sites acting as responders; in this case, the
active monitoring measurement data need only be retrieved from
the hub sites.
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● Hierarchical mesh. In networks with any-to-any communication
between sites, a full mesh may be unscalable, while a partial mesh
may not provide sufficient network coverage. In these cases, a
hierarchical mesh may be used; with a hierarchical mesh, the active
monitoring is segmented. In a typical deployment, centralized
active measurement devices are located in each point of presence
(POP) and test streams are run from each POP to their connected
remote sites in a hub and spoke active monitoring topology. Test
streams are then run in a full mesh from each POP to every other
POP, as shown in Figure 5.9.

This approach facilitates the scaling of a network-wide active
monitoring system and hence it is commonly used in practice; it
significantly reduces the number of test streams required com-
pared to a full mesh, while providing full network coverage and
being relatively easy to manage. If the POP active monitoring devices
are configured as senders for round-trip probes, with their respec-
tive remote sites monitoring devices acting as responders, then
the active monitoring measurement data need only be retrieved
from the central sites and there is no need to access the remote
sites.

This approach gives segmented measurements for the access
links and across the core network and maps well to the concept of
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a segmented SLA discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.4.1. The disad-
vantage of this approach is that it does not provide end-to-end
monitoring. Hence, if measurements between two sites A1 and B1
were required, they would need to be statistically estimated by
combining, where possible, the measured results for each segment
in the end-to-end path, i.e. from site A1 to POP A, from POP A to
POP B, and from POP B to site B1. For example, it is possible to
estimate the average (or a specific percentile) end-to-end delay by
summing the average (or specific percentile) measured delay for
each segment. To estimate the end-to-end packet loss probability,
if the probability of packet loss on segment x is given by Px, then
the end-to-end packet loss probability (P) across n segments is:

P � 1 � [(1 � P1) � (1 � P2) � ... � (1 � Pn)]

It is not, however, possible to estimate end-to-end jitter from the
measured jitter of the segments on the end-to-end path because
the measured jitter in IP networks is not statistically additive in
practice (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1.3). Where a measure of end-to-
end jitter is required, end-to-end monitoring should be selectively
deployed.

5.3.3.3 Measuring Equal Cost Multiple Paths
Many networks have multiple paths between different parts of the
network, for reasons of both resilience and capacity provision. Interior
Gateway routing Protocols (IGPs) such as OSPF [RFC 2328] and ISIS
[RFC1142] determine which paths will be used between any two
points in the network by choosing whichever path has the least total
cost, where the path cost is calculated by summing the individual
metrics (which express the preference of a link) of the links along the
path. If there is more than one least cost path, then the routing pro-
tocol will potentially distribute the traffic between the two points
across all of those paths. The algorithms that balance the load across
the paths are generally referred to as equal cost multi-path (ECMP)
algorithms. ECMP algorithms are generally proprietary to each ven-
dor. Different vendors will use different criteria to determine which
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path will be used for a particular packet, although a common imple-
mentation is to perform a hash function using inputs including fields
within the packet header, such as source IP address, destination
IP address, protocol number, source UDP/TCP port, and destination
UDP/TCP port.

ECMP poses a significant issue for active monitoring for which
there is no ideal answer; a single measurement can only use one of
the many possible paths and not all of them. There are a number of
potential resolutions to this issue; however, none of them is a panacea
that will provide a solution in all circumstances. It may be possible
to vary the source and destination IP addresses and UDP/TCP port
numbers of sent probes in order to try to use more than one of the
paths. In practice, however, ECMP algorithms can be difficult to pre-
dict (some also use a random seed as an input to the hash), hence it
may not be possible to guarantee that all paths are being tested.
Alternatively, if the test is run from the load-balancing router itself,
then it may be possible to force probe packets via each of the load-
balancing interfaces in turn; however, this will not guarantee that
response probe packets use all return paths also.

5.3.3.4 Clock Synchronization
To achieve highly accurate one-way delay measurements, the clocks
on all the network elements participating in the test must be syn-
chronized; any synchronization error will result in an error in the meas-
ured one-way delay. Network devices maintain local time using on
board clocks, which provide time to the device operating system.
There are a number of potential ways that the local clocks on net-
work devices can be synchronized.

The most accurate way to synchronize clocks on network devices
is to synchronize each device with an accurate “stratum 1”1 external
clock source such as a GPS clock or radio clock. This is, however, an
expensive approach and while it may be viable for devices within
the core of the network, it would not be viable for end-user or small
branch office locations.

An alternative approach is to distribute stratum 1 time using a
protocol, such as the network time protocol (NTP) [RFC 1305]. NTP 
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synchronizes clocks between network devices by exchanging time-
stamped messages between a server and its clients. NTP seeks long-
term accuracy at the expense of the short-term accuracy; it will, for
instance, slow or accelerate the internal clock (or add/subtract time
quanta) to adjust the local clock progressively to what it believes is the
true time. If measurements are taking place during those adjustments,
strange results like negative delay might be observed. NTP can usually
maintain time to within 10 ms in wide area networks; this does not
generally provide a sufficient level of accuracy for those applications
with tight delay bound requirements, which require one-way delay
monitoring such as VoIP and video streaming. In local area networks,
under good conditions, NTP can usually maintain time to 1 ms or bet-
ter, which may be sufficient for active monitoring purposes.

Due to the constraints and costs of interdevice clock synchroniza-
tion, a common deployment model is to distribute time from a stra-
tum 1 clock source to all the devices within a point of presence (POP)
using a separate network (commonly the management network), to
ensure synchronization via NTP to within 1 ms or better. This enables
the measurement of one-way delay between POPs. Synchronization
of access routers via NTP is generally not accurate enough and the use
of stratum 1 clock sources in these locations is generally not viable,
hence SLA reporting of the access links from POP to access router is
commonly reported as RTT rather than one-way delay.
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Core Capacity Planning and
Traffic Engineering

This chapter addresses core capacity planning and how traffic engineer-
ing can be used as a tool to make more efficient use of network capacity.

6.1 Core Network Capacity Planning

Capacity planning of the core network is the process of ensuring
that sufficient bandwidth is provisioned such that the committed
core network SLA targets of delay, jitter, loss, and availability can be
met. In the core network where link bandwidths are high and traffic
is highly aggregated, the SLA requirements for a traffic class can be
translated into bandwidth requirements, and the problem of SLA
assurance can effectively be reduced to that of bandwidth provision-
ing. Hence, the ability to assure SLAs is dependent upon ensuring
that core network bandwidth is adequately provisioned, which is in
turn dependent upon core capacity planning.

The simplest core capacity planning processes use passive mea-
surements of core link utilization statistics (i.e. as described in Chapter
5, Section 5.2) and apply rules of thumb, such as upgrading links
when they reach 50% average utilization, or some other such general
utilization target. The aim of such simple processes is to attempt to
ensure that the core links are always significantly over-provisioned 
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relative to the offered average load, on the assumption that this will
ensure that they are also sufficiently over-provisioned relative to the
peak load, that congestion will not occur, and hence the SLA require-
ments will be met. There are, however, two significant consequences
of such a simple approach. Firstly, without a network-wide under-
standing of the traffic demands, even an approach which upgrades
links when they reach 50% average utilization may not be able to
ensure that the links are still sufficiently provisioned when network
element (e.g. link and node) failures occur, in order to ensure that
the committed SLA targets continue to be met. Secondly, and con-
versely, rule of thumb approaches such as this may result in more
capacity being provisioned than is actually needed.

Effective core capacity planning can overcome both of these issues.
Effective core capacity planning requires a way of measuring the cur-
rent network load, and a way of determining how much bandwidth
should be provisioned relative to the measured load in order to
achieve the committed SLAs. Hence, in this section we present a
holistic methodology for capacity planning of the core network,
which takes the core traffic demand matrix and the network topol-
ogy into account to determine how much capacity is needed in the
network, in order to meet the committed SLA requirements, taking
network element failures into account if necessary, while minimiz-
ing the capacity and cost associated with over-provisioning.

The methodology presented in this section can be applied
whether Diffserv is deployed in the core or not. Where Diffserv is
not deployed, capacity planning is performed on aggregate. Where
Diffserv is deployed, while the fundamental principles remain the
same, capacity planning per traffic class is needed to ensure that
class SLA targets are not violated.

6.1.1 Capacity Planning Methodology

We distinguish the following steps in the process of capacity planning:

1. Collect the core traffic demand matrices (either on aggregate or
per class) and add traffic growth predictions to create a traffic
demand forecast. This step is described in Section 6.1.2.
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2. Determine the appropriate bandwidth over-provisioning factors
(either on aggregate or per class) relative to the measured demand
matrices, which are required to ensure that committed SLAs can
be met. This step is described in Section 6.1.3.

3. Run simulations to overlay the forecasted demands onto the net-
work topology, taking failure cases into account if necessary, to
determine the forecasted link loadings. Analyze the results, compar-
ing the forecasted link loadings against the provisioned bandwidth
and taking the calculated over-provisioning factors into account, to
determine the future capacity provisioning plan required to achieve
the desired SLAs. This step is described in Section 6.1.2.

This capacity planning process is illustrated by Figure 6.1. The steps
in the capacity planning process are described in detail in the pro-
ceeding sections.

6.1.2 Collecting the Traffic Demand Matrices

The core traffic demand matrix is the matrix of ingress to egress traffic
demands across the core network. Traffic matrices can be measured
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or estimated to different levels of aggregation: by IP prefix, by router,
by point of presence (POP), or by autonomous system (AS). The ben-
efit of a core traffic matrix over simple per-link statistics is that the
demand matrix can be used in conjunction with an understanding
of the network routing model to predict the impact that demand
growths can have and to simulate “what-if” scenarios, in order to
understand the impact that the failure of core network elements can
have on the (aggregate or per-class) utilization of the rest of the links
in the network. With simple per-link statistics, when a link or node
fails, in all but very simple topologies it may not be possible to know
over which links the traffic impacted by the failure will be rerouted.
Core network capacity is increasingly being provisioned taking sin-
gle network element failure cases into account. To understand traffic
rerouting in failure cases a traffic matrix is needed which aggregates
traffic at the router-to-router level. If Diffserv is deployed, a per-class
of service core traffic matrix is highly desirable.

The core traffic demand matrix can be an internal traffic matrix,
i.e. router-to-router, or an external traffic matrix, i.e. router to AS, as
illustrated in Figure 6.2, which shows the internal traffic demand
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matrix from one distribution router (DR), and the external traffic
demand matrix from another.

The internal traffic matrix is useful for understanding the impact
that internal network element failures will have on the traffic load-
ing within the core. An internal matrix could also be edge-to-edge
(e.g. DR to DR), or just across the inner core (e.g. CR to CR); a DR to
DR matrix is preferred, as this can also be used to determine the
impact of failures within a POP. The external traffic matrix provides
additional context, which could be useful for managing peering con-
nection capacity provision, and for understanding where internal
network failures might impact in the external traffic matrix, due to
closest-exit (a.k.a. “hot potato”) routing.

There are a number of possible approaches for collecting the core
traffic demand matrix statistics. The approaches differ in terms of
their ability to provide an internal or external matrix, whether they
can be applied to IP or MPLS, and whether they can provide a per-
class of service traffic matrix. Further, the capabilities of network devices
to provide information required to determine the core traffic matrix
can vary depending upon the details of the particular vendor’s imple-
mentation. Some of the possible approaches for determining the core
traffic demand matrix are as follows:

● IP flow statistics aggregation. The Internet Protocol Flow Information
eXport (IPFIX) protocol [IPFIX] is being defined within the IETF as
a standard for the export of IP flow information from routers, probes,
and other devices. If edge devices such as distribution routers are
capable of accounting at a flow level (i.e. in terms of packet and byte
counts), then a number of potential criteria could be used to aggre-
gate this flow information – potentially locally on the device – in
order to produce a traffic matrix.

Where the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [RFC4271] is used
within an AS, for example, each router at the edge of the AS is
referred to as a BGP “peer.” For each IP destination address that a
peer advertises via BGP it also advertises a BGP next hop IP address,
which is used when forwarding packets to that destination. In
order to forward a packet to that destination, another BGP router
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within the AS needs to perform a recursive lookup, firstly looking
in its BGP table to retrieve the BGP next hop address associated
with that destination address, and then looking in its Interior
Gateway Routing Protocol (IGP) routing table to determine how
to get to that particular BGP next hop address (for further under-
standing on the workings of BGP, see [HALABI]). Hence, aggregat-
ing IPFIX flow statistics based upon the BGP next hop IP address
used to reach a particular destination would produce an edge
router to edge router traffic matrix.

● MPLS LSP accounting. Where MPLS is used, a label switch path
(LSP) implicitly represents an aggregate traffic demand. Where BGP
is deployed in conjunction with label distribution by the Label
Distribution Protocol (LDP) [RFC3036], in the context of a BGP MPLS
VPN service [RFC4364] for example, and each Provider Edge (PE)
router1 is a BGP peer, an LSP from one PE to another implicitly
represents the PE-to-PE traffic demand. Hence, if traffic account-
ing statistics are maintained per LSP, these can be retrieved, using
SNMP for example, to produce the PE-to-PE core traffic matrix.

If MPLS traffic engineering is deployed (see Section 6.2.3) with
a full mesh of TE tunnels, then each TE tunnel LSP implicitly rep-
resents the aggregate demand of traffic from the head-end router
at the source of the tunnel, to the tail-end router at the tunnel des-
tination. Hence, if traffic accounting statistics are maintained per
TE tunnel LSP, these can be retrieved, using SNMP for example, to
understand the core traffic matrix. If Diffserv-aware TE is deployed
(see Section 6.2.3.2) with a full mesh of TE tunnels per class of
service, the same technique could be used to retrieve a per-traffic
class traffic matrix.

● Demand estimation. Demand estimation is the application of math-
ematical methods to measurements taken from the network, such
as core link usage statistics, in order to infer the traffic demand
matrix that generated those usage statistics. There are a number of
methods that have been proposed for deriving traffic matrices from
link measurements and other easily measured data [VARDI, TEBALDI,
MEDINA, ZHANG], and there are a number of commercially
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available tools that use these, or similar, techniques in order to
derive the core traffic demand matrix. If link statistics are avail-
able on a per-traffic class basis, then these techniques can be
applied to estimate the per-class of service traffic matrix.

Further details on the options for deriving a core traffic matrix are
provided in [TELKAMP1].

Whichever approach is used for determining the core traffic matrix,
the next decision that needs to be made is how often to retrieve the
measured statistics from the network. The retrieved statistics will nor-
mally be in the form of packet and byte counts, which can be used
to determine the average traffic demands over the previous sampling
interval. The longer the sampling interval, i.e. the less frequently the
statistics are retrieved, the greater the possibility that significant vari-
ation in the traffic during the sampling interval may be hidden due
to the effects of averaging. Conversely, the more frequently the sta-
tistics are retrieved, the greater the load on the system retrieving the
data, the greater the load on the device being polled, and the greater
the polling traffic on the network. Hence, in practice the frequency
with which the statistics are retrieved is a balance, which depends upon
the size of the network; in backbone networks it is common to collect
these statistics every 5, 10, or 15 minutes.

The measured statistics can then be used to determine the traffic
demand matrix during each interval. In order to make the subsequent
stages of the process manageable, it may be necessary to select some
traffic matrices from the collected data set. A number of possible selec-
tion criteria could be applied; one possible approach is to sum the
individual (i.e. router to router) traffic demands within each interval,
and to take the interval that has the greatest total traffic demand, i.e.
the peak. Alternatively, in order to be sensitive to outliers (e.g. due to
possible measurement errors), a high percentile interval such as the
95th percentile (P-95) could be taken, that is the interval for which
more than 95% of the intervals have a lower value. In order to be rep-
resentative, the total data set should be taken over at least a week, or
preferably over a month, to ensure that trends in the traffic demand
matrices are captured. In the case of a small network, it might be feasible
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to use all measurement intervals (e.g. all 288 daily measurements for
5-minute intervals), rather than to only use the peak (or percentile
of peak) interval; this will give the most accurate simulation results
for the network.

In geographically diverse networks, regional peaks in the traffic
demand matrix may occur, such that most links in a specific region
are near their daily maximum, at a time of the day when the total
traffic in the network is not at its maximum. In a global network for
example, in morning office hours in Europe, the European region
may be busy, while the North American region is relatively lightly
loaded. It is not very easy to detect regional peaks automatically, and
one alternative approach is to define administrative capacity plan-
ning network regions (e.g. USA, Europe, Asia), and apply the previ-
ously described procedure per region, to give a selected per region
traffic matrix.

Once the traffic matrix has been determined, other factors may
need to be taken into account, such as anticipated traffic growth.
Capacity planning will typically be performed looking sufficiently far
in advance that new bandwidth could be provisioned before the net-
work loading exceeds acceptable levels. If it takes 3 months to provi-
sion or upgrade a new core link, for example, and capacity planning
is performed monthly, then the capacity planning process would
need to try and predict at least 4 months in advance. If the expected
network traffic growth within the next 4 months was 10%, for exam-
ple, then the current traffic demand matrix would need to be multi-
plied with a factor of at least 1.1. Service subscription forecasts may
be able to provide more granular predictions of future demand
growth, possibly predicting the increase of particular traffic demands.

6.1.3 Determine Appropriate Over-provisioning Factors

The derived traffic matrices described in the previous section are
averages taken over the sample interval, hence they lack informa-
tion on the variation in traffic demands within each interval. There
will invariably be bursts within the measurement interval that are
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above the average rate; if traffic bursts are sufficiently large tempo-
rary congestion may occur, causing delay, jitter, and loss, which may
result in the violation of SLA commitments even though the link is
on average not 100% utilized. To ensure that bursts above the aver-
age do not impact the SLAs, the actual bandwidth may need to be
over-provisioned relative to the measure average rates. Hence, a key
capacity planning consideration is to determine by how much band-
width needs to be over-provisioned relative to the measured average
rate, in order to meet a defined SLA target for delay, jitter, and loss;
we define this as the over-provisioning factor (OP).

The over-provisioning factor required to achieve a particular SLA
target depends upon the arrival distribution of the traffic on the
link, and the link speed. Opinions remain divided on what arrival
distribution describes traffic in IP networks. One view is that traffic
is self-similar, which means that it is bursty on many or all
timescales, i.e. whatever time period the traffic is measured over the
variation in the average rate of the traffic stream is the same. An
alternative view is that IP traffic arrivals follow a Poisson (or more gen-
erally Markovian) arrival process. For Poisson distributed traffic, the
longer the time period over which the traffic stream is measured, the
less variation there is in the average rate of the traffic stream.
Conversely, the shorter the time interval over which the stream is
measured, the greater the visibility of burst or the burstiness of the traf-
fic stream. The differences in the resulting measured average utiliza-
tion between self-similar and Poisson traffic, when measured over
different timescales, are shown in Figure 6.3.

For Poisson traffic, queuing theory shows that as link speeds increase
and traffic is more highly aggregated, queuing delays reduce for a
given level of utilization. For self-similar traffic, however, if the traffic
is truly bursty at all timescales, the queuing delay would not decrease
with increased traffic aggregation. However, while views on whether
IP network traffic tends toward self-similar [PAXON, SAHINOGLU],
or Poisson [CAO, ZHANG] are still split, this does not fundamentally
impact the capacity planning methodology we are describing. Rather,
the impact of these observations is that, for high-speed links, the over-
provisioning factor required to achieve a specified SLA target would
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need to be significantly greater for self-similar traffic, than for Poisson
traffic.

Caveat Lector. A number of studies, both theoretical and empirical, have
sought to quantify the bandwidth provisioning required to achieve a particu-
lar target for delay, jitter, and loss [FRALEIGH, BONALD, CHARNY, CAO,
TELKAMP2], although none of these studies has yet been accepted as defini-
tive. In the rest of this section, by way of example, we use the results attained
in the study described in [TELKAMP2], to illustrate the capacity planning
methodology. We chose these results because they probably represent the most
widely used guidance with respect to core network over-provisioning.

In order to investigate bandwidth provisioning requirements, the
authors of [TELKAMP2] captured a number of sets of packet level meas-
urements from an operational IP backbone, carrying Internet and VPN
traffic. The traces were used in simulation to determine the bursting
and queuing of traffic at small timescales over this interval, to identify
the relationship between measures of link utilization that can be easily
obtained with capacity planning techniques (e.g. 5-minute average uti-
lizations), and queuing delays experienced in much smaller timeframes,
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in order to determine the over-provisioning factors required to achieve
various SLA targets. By using traces of actual traffic they avoided the
need to make assumptions about the nature of the traffic distribution.

Each set of packet measurements or “trace” contained timestamps
in microseconds of the arrival time for every packet on a link, over an
interval of minutes. The traces, each of different average rates, were
then used in a simulation where multiple traces were multiplexed
together and the resulting trace was run through a simulated fixed
speed queue, e.g. at 622 Mbps, as shown in Figure 6.4.

In the example in Figure 6.4, three traces with 5-minute average
rates of 126 Mbps, 206 Mbps, and 240 Mbps respectively are multi-
plexed together resulting in a trace with a 5 minute average rate of
572 Mbps, which is run through a 622 Mbps queue, i.e. at a 5-minute
average utilization of 92%. The queue depth was monitored during
the simulation to determine how much queuing delay was experienced.
This process was then repeated, with different mixes of traffic; as each
mix had a different average utilization, multiple data points were pro-
duced for a specific interface speed.

After performing this process for multiple interface speeds, results
were derived showing the relationship between average link utiliza-
tion and the probability of queuing delay. The graph in Figure 6.5
uses the results of this study to show the relationship between the
measured 5-minute average link utilization and queuing delay for a
number of link speeds. The delay value shown is the P99.9 delay, mean-
ing that 999 out of 1000 packets will have a delay caused by queuing
which is lower than this value.
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The x-axis in Figure 6.5 represents the 5-minute average link utiliza-
tion; the y-axis represents the P99.9 delay. The lines show fitted func-
tions to the simulation results for various link speeds, from 155 Mbps
to 2.5 Gbps. Note that other relationships would result if the meas-
ured utilization was averaged over longer time periods, e.g. 10 minutes
or 15 minutes, as in these cases there may be greater variations that
are hidden by averaging, and hence lower average utilizations would
be needed to achieve the same delay. The results in Figure 6.5 show
that for the same relative levels of utilization, lower delays are expe-
riences for 1 Gbps links than for 622 Mbps links, i.e. the level of over-
provisioning required to achieve a particular delay target reduces as
link bandwidth increases, which is indicative of Poisson traffic.

Taking these results as an example, we can use them to determine
the over-provisioning factor that is required to achieve particular SLA
objectives. For example, if we assume that Diffserv is not deployed
in the core network and want to achieve a target P99.9 queuing delay
of 2 ms on a 155 Mbps link, then from Figure 6.5, the 5-minute aver-
age link utilization should not be higher than approximately 70% or
�109 Mbps, i.e. an OP of 1/0.7 � 1.42 is required, meaning that the
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provisioned link bandwidth should be at least 1.42 times the 5-minute
average link utilization. To achieve the same objective for a 1 Gbps
link the 5-minute average utilization should be no more than �96%
or �960 Mbps (i.e. OP � 1.04). Although the study from [TELKAMP2]
did not focus on voice traffic, in similar studies by the same authors
for VoIP-only traffic (with silence suppression) the OP factors required
to achieve the same delay targets were similar.

We can apply the same principle on a per-class basis where Diffserv
is deployed. To assure a P99.9 queuing delay of 1 ms for a class serviced
with an assured forwarding (AF) PHB providing a minimum band-
width assurance of 622 Mbps (i.e. 25% of a 2.5 Gbps link), the 5-minute
average utilization for the class should not be higher than approxi-
mately 85% or �529 Mbps. Considering another example, to assure
a P99.9 queuing delay of 500 µs for a class serviced with an expedited
forwarding (EF) per-hop behavior (PHB) implemented with a strict
priority queue on a 2.5 Gbps link, as the scheduler servicing rate of
the strict priority queue is 2.5 Gbps, the 5-minute average utilization
for the class should not be higher than approximately 92% or
�2.3 Gbps (i.e. OP � 1.09) of the link rate. Note that these results are
for queuing delay only and exclude the possible delay impact on EF
traffic due to the scheduler and the interface FIFO as described in
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.1.3.

The delay that has been discussed so far is per-link and not end-to-
end across the core. In most cases, traffic will traverse multiple links
in the network, and hence will potentially be subject to queuing
delays multiple times. Based upon the results from [TELKAMP2], the
P99.9 delay was not additive over multiple hops; rather, the table in
Figure 6.6 shows the delay “multiplication factor” experienced over
a number of hops, relative to the delay over a single hop.

If the delay objective across the core is known, the over-provisioning
factor that needs to be maintained per-link can be determined. The
core delay objective is divided by the multiplication factor from the
table in Figure 6.6 to find the per-hop delay objective. This delay can
then be looked up in the graphs in Figure 6.5 to find the maximum
utilization for a specific link capacity that will meet this per-hop
queuing delay objective. Consider for example, a network comprising
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Number of hops Delay multiplication factor

1 1.0

2 1.7

3 1.9

4 2.2

5 2.5

6 2.8

7 3.0

8 3.3

155 Mbps links with a P99.9 delay objective across the core network
of 10 ms, and a maximum of 8 hops. From Figure 6.5, the 8 hops cause
a multiplication of the per-link number by 3.3, so the per-link objec-
tive becomes 10 ms/3.3 � 3 ms. From Figure 6.6, the 3 ms line inter-
sects with the 155 Mbps utilization curve at 80%. So the conclusion
is that the 5-minute average utilization on the 155 Mbps links in the
network should not be more than approximately 80% or �124 Mbps
(i.e. OP � 1.25) to achieve the goal of 10 ms delay across the core.

6.1.4 Simulation and Analysis

After obtaining the demand matrix, allowing for growth, and deter-
mining the over-provisioning factors required to achieve specific
SLA targets, the final step in the capacity planning process is to over-
lay the traffic demands onto the network topology. This requires both
an understanding of the network routing model – e.g. whether an
interior gateway routing protocol (IGP), such as ISIS or OSPF, is used
or whether MPLS traffic engineering is used – and an understanding of
the logical network topology – i.e. link metrics and routing protocol
areas – in order to understand the routing through the network that
demands would take and hence to correctly map the demands to the
topology. There are a number of commercially available tools, which
can perform this function. Some such tools can also run failure case
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simulations, which consider the loading on the links in network ele-
ment failures; it is common to model for single element failures, where
an element could be a link, a node, or a shared risk link group (SRLG).
SRLGs can be used to group together links that might fail simultane-
ously; to represent the failure of unprotected interfaces sharing a com-
mon linecard or circuits sharing a common fiber duct, for example.
The concept of SRLGs can also be applied to more than just links,
grouping links and nodes which may represent a shared risk, in order
to consider what would happen to the network loading in the presence
of the failure of a complete POP, for example.

The results of the simulation provide indications of the expected
loading of the links in the network; this could be the aggregate loading
or the per-class loading if Diffserv is deployed. The forecasted link load-
ings can then be compared against the provisioned link capacity, tak-
ing the calculated overprovisioning factors into account, to determine
the future bandwidth provisioning plan required to achieve the desired
SLAs. The capacity planner can then use this information to identify
links which may be overloaded, such that SLAs will be violated, or
areas where more capacity is provisioned than is actually needed.

6.2 IP Traffic Engineering

Capacity planning, as discussed in the proceeding section, is the process
of ensuring that sufficient bandwidth is provisioned to assure that
the committed core SLA targets can be met. IP traffic engineering is
the logical process of manipulating traffic on an IP network to make
better use of the network capacity, by making use of capacity that would
otherwise be unused, for example. Hence, traffic engineering is a tool
that can be used to ensure that the available network capacity is appro-
priately provisioned.

We contrast traffic engineering to network engineering, which is
the physical process of manipulating a network to suit the traffic
load, by putting in a new link between two POPs to support a traffic
demand between them, for example. Clearly, network engineering and
traffic engineering are linked; however, in this section we focus on
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the options for traffic engineering in an IP network. The outcome of
the capacity planning process described in the previous section may
drive the need for traffic engineering within a network.

In IP-based networks, traffic engineering is often considered syn-
onymous with MPLS traffic engineering (TE) in particular, which is
described in Section 6.2.3; however, there are other approaches in IP
networks, including traffic engineering through the manipulation of
Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGP) metrics – which is described
in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 The Problem

In conventional IP networks IGPs such as OSPF [RFC2328] and IS-IS
[RFC1142] forward IP packets on the shortest cost path toward the
destination IP subnet address of each IP packet. The computation of
the shortest cost path is based upon a simple additive metric (also
known as weight or cost), where each link has an applied metric, and
the cost for a path is the sum of the link metrics on the path. Avail-
ability of network resources, such as bandwidth, is not taken into
account and, consequently, traffic can aggregate on the shortest (i.e.
lowest cost) path, potentially causing links on the shortest path to be
congested while links on alternative paths are under-utilized. This prop-
erty of conventional IP routing protocols, of traffic aggregation on
the shortest path, can cause suboptimal use of network resources, and
can consequently impact the SLAs that can be offered, or require more
network capacity than is optimally required.

Consider, for example, the network in Figure 6.7, where each link
is 2.5 Gbps and each link has the same metric (assume a metric of 1).
If there were a traffic demand of 1 Gbps from R1 to R8, and a traffic
demand of 2 Gbps from R2 to R8, then the IGP would pick the same
route for both traffic demands, i.e. R1/R2 : R3 : R4 : R7 : R8,
because it has a metric of 4 (summing the metric of 1 for each of the
links traversed) and hence is the shortest path.

Therefore, in this example, the decision to route both traffic
demands by the top path (R3 : R4 : R7) may result in the path being
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congested, with a total offered load of 3 Gbps, while there is capacity
available on the bottom path (R3 : R5 : R6 : R7). Traffic engineering
aims to provide a solution to this problem.

The problem of traffic engineering can be defined as a mathemat-
ical optimization problem; that is, a computational problem in which
the objective is to find the best of all possible solutions. Given a fixed
network topology and a fixed source-to-destination traffic demand
matrix to be carried, the optimization problem could be defined as
determining the routing of flows that makes most effective use of
(either aggregate or per-class) capacity. In order to solve this prob-
lem, however, it is important to define what is meant by the objec-
tive “most effective:” this could be to minimize the maximum link/
class utilization in normal network working case conditions, i.e. when
there are no network element failures. Alternatively the optimization
objective could be to minimize the maximum link/class utilization
under network element failure case conditions; typically single element
(i.e. link, node, or SRLG) failure conditions are considered.

In considering the deployment of traffic engineering mechanisms,
it is imperative that the primary optimization objective is defined, in
order to understand what benefits the different options for traffic engi-
neering can provide, and where traffic engineering will not help, but
rather more bandwidth is required. Other optimization objectives are
possible, such as minimizing propagation delay; however, if considered
these are normally secondary objectives.
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If we apply the primary optimization objective of minimizing the
maximum link utilization in network working case (i.e. normal oper-
ating) conditions to the network shown in Figure 6.7 then the solution
would be to route some subset of the traffic over the top path (R3 :

R4 : R7) and the remainder over the bottom path (R3 : R5 :

R6 : R7) such that congestion on the top path is prevented. If, how-
ever, we apply the primary optimization objective of minimizing the
maximum link utilization during single network element failure case
conditions, then on the failure of the link between R3 and R4, for
example, both traffic demands R1 to R8 and R2 to R8 will be rerouted
onto the bottom path (R3 : R5 : R6 : R7), which would be con-
gested, as shown in Figure 6.8.

The example in Figure 6.8 is an illustration that traffic engineering can-
not create capacity and that in some topologies, and possibly dependent
upon the optimization objective, traffic engineering may not help. In net-
work topologies that have only two paths available in normal network
working case conditions, such as ring-based topologies, it is not possible
to apply traffic engineering with a primary optimization objective of
minimizing the maximum link utilization during network element fail-
ure case conditions; there is no scope for sophisticated traffic engineer-
ing decisions in network failure case conditions; if a link on one path
fails, the other path is taken. In these cases, if congestion occurs during
failure conditions then more capacity is simply required. More meshed
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network topologies may allow scope for traffic engineering in network
element failure case conditions.

The chief benefit of traffic engineering is one of cost saving. Traffic
engineering gives the network designer flexibility in how to manage
their backbone bandwidth in order to achieve their SLAs. The more
effective use of bandwidth potentially allows higher SLA targets to be
offered with the existing backbone bandwidth. Alternatively, it offers
the potential to achieve the existing SLA targets with less backbone
bandwidth or to delay the time until bandwidth upgrades are required.
The following conditions can all be drivers for the deployment of traf-
fic engineering mechanisms:

● Network asymmetry. Asymmetrical network topologies can often lead
to traffic being aggregated on the shortest path while other viable
paths are under-utilized. Network designers will often try to ensure
that networks are symmetrical such that where parallel paths exist,
they are of equal cost and hence the load can be balanced across
them using conventional IGPs, which support load balancing across
multiple equal cost paths. Ensuring network symmetry, however, is
not always possible due to economic or topological constraints; traf-
fic engineering offers potential benefits in these cases.

● Unexpected demands. In the presence of unexpected traffic demands
(e.g. due to some new popular content), there may not be enough
capacity on the shortest path (or paths) to satisfy the demand. There
may be capacity available on non-shortest paths, however, and
hence traffic engineering can provide benefit.

● Long bandwidth lead-times. There may be instances when new traf-
fic demands are expected and new capacity is required to satisfy
the demand, but is not available in suitable timescales. In these
cases, traffic engineering can be used to make use of available
bandwidth on non-shortest path links.

The potential benefit of different approaches to traffic engineering can
be quantified by using a holistic approach to capacity planning, such
as described in Section 6.1, which is able to overlay the network traffic
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matrix on the network topology, while simulating the relative network
loading taking into account different traffic engineering schemes. A
network-by-network analysis is required to determine whether the
potential TE benefit will justify the additional deployment and opera-
tional cost associated with the deployment of these technologies.

Traffic engineering can potentially be performed at layer 2 (i.e. by
traffic engineering the underlying transport infrastructure) or at
layer 3. In focussing on layer 3, in the following sections we consider
possible approaches for IP traffic engineering, and consider traffic
engineering at layer 2 to be an inception of network engineering
when considered from a layer 3 perspective.

6.2.2 IGP Metric-based Traffic Engineering

The tactical and ad hoc tweaking of IGP metrics to change the routing
of traffic and relieve congested hotspots has long been practiced in IP
backbone networks. For a long time, however, this approach was not
considered viable for systematic network-wide traffic engineering and
it was often cited that changing the link metrics just moves the prob-
lem of congestion around the network. If we consider the network from
Figure 6.7, by changing the metric of the link from R3 to R4 from 1 to
3, as can be seen in Figure 6.9, the traffic demands both from R1 
to R and from R2 to R8 are now routed over the bottom path 
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(R3 : R5 : R6 : R7), which is now the least cost path (cost of 5). In
this case the congestion has moved to the bottom path.

If instead, the metric of the link from R3 to R4 was changed from
1 to 2 (rather than 1 to 3), however, then the top path (R3 : R4 : R7)
and the bottom path (R3 : R5 : R6 : R7) would have equal path
costs of 5, as shown in Figure 6.10.

Where equal cost IGP paths exist, equal costs multipath (ECMP)
algorithms are used to balance the load across the equal cost paths.
There are no standards defining how ECMP algorithms should balance
traffic across equal cost paths and different vendors may implement
different algorithms. ECMP algorithms typically, however, perform a
hash function on fields in the header of the received IP packets to deter-
mine which one of the paths should be used for a particular packet.
A common approach is to perform the hash function using the 5-tuple
of IP protocol, source IP address, destination IP address, source UDP/
TCP port, and destination UDP/TCP as inputs. The result of such a
hash function is that load balancing across equal cost paths would
be achieved for general distributions of IP addresses and ports. Such
approaches also ensure that packets within a single flow are con-
sistently hashed to the same path, which is important to prevent 
resequencing within a flow due to the adverse impact that packet 
re-ordering can have on the performance of some applications (this
is discussed in more detail in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.5).
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If such an ECMP algorithm were used in the example shown in
Figure 6.10, and assuming a general distribution of addresses and ports,
the 3 Gbps aggregate demand from R1 and R2 to R8, would be evenly
distributed with approximately 1.5 Gbps on the top path and approx-
imately 1.5 Gbps on the bottom path, and therefore the bandwidth
would be used effectively and congestion would be avoided. Hence,
the mantra that tweaking IGP metrics just moves the problem of con-
gestion around the network is a generalization that is not always true
in practice. For some symmetrical network topologies and matrices
of traffic, ECMP algorithms may be able to distribute the load effectively
without the need for other traffic engineering approaches at all.

In recognition of the possible application of metric-based traffic
engineering, there has been a significant recent increase in research in
the approach of systematic (i.e. network-wide) traffic engineering by
manipulating IGP metrics [FORTZ1, LORENZ, BURIOL, ERICSSON,
AMEUR]. Further, IGP metric-based traffic engineering has been real-
ized in the development of automated planning tools, which take
inputs of the network logical (i.e. IGP) and physical topology, together
with the network traffic demand matrix and derive a more optimal
set of link metrics based upon a defined optimization goal. These opti-
mization goals may be to minimize the maximum utilization on aggre-
gate, or per-class.

IGP metric-based traffic engineering provides less granular traffic
control capabilities than MPLS traffic engineering (see Section 6.2.3).
The effectiveness of IGP metric-based traffic engineering is dependent
upon the network topology, the traffic demand matrix, and the opti-
mization goal. [FORTZ2] shows that, for the proposed AT&T WorldNet
backbone, they found weight settings that performed within a few
percent of the optimal general routing, which is where the flow for
each demand is optimally distributed2 over all paths between source
and destination. Studies by [GOUS] conclude that in the six networks
they study, metric-based TE can be �80–90% as efficient as the theo-
retical optimal general routing. Further, they surmise that the greatest
relative difference in performance between IGP metric-based traffic
engineering and traffic engineering via explicit routing (such as pro-
vided by MPLS traffic engineering) occurs in large networks with
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heterogeneous link speeds, i.e. where ECMP cannot be readily used
to split traffic between parallel circuits with different capacities.

6.2.3 MPLS Traffic Engineering

Unlike conventional IP routing, which uses pure destination-based
forwarding, multiprotocol label switching (MPLS), traffic engineering
(TE) uses the implicit MPLS characteristic of separation between the
data plane (also known as the forwarding plane) and the control
plane to allow routing decisions to be made on criteria other than the
destination address in the IP packet header, such as available link
bandwidth. MPLS TE provides constraint-based path computation
and explicit routing capabilities at layer 3, which can be used to
divert traffic away from congested parts of the network to links where
bandwidth is available and hence make more optimal use of available
capacity. Label switched paths (LSPs), which are termed “traffic engi-
neering tunnels” in the context of MPLS TE, are used to steer traffic
through the network allowing links to be used which are not on the
IGP shortest path to the destination.

It is noted that, as well as being used to solve the traffic engineer-
ing problem, MPLS TE has other applications including admission
control (as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.6), route pinning,3

and MPLS TE Fast Reroute (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6).

6.2.3.1 MPLS TE Example Tunnel Establishment
Consider the network in Figure 6.11, where every link is 2.5 Gbps
and each has the same metric (assume a metric of 1), and where a
single MPLS TE tunnel of 1 Gbps is already established from LSR1 to
LSR8, using the path LSR1 : LSR3 : LSR4 : LSR7 : LSR8, because
it is the shortest path (path cost � 4) with available bandwidth. In this
example, it is assumed that the entire network has been enabled for
MPLS TE, and that the full bandwidth on each interface is used for
MPLS TE.

The following example sequence of events considers the estab-
lishment of another TE tunnel, a 2 Gbps tunnel from LSR2 to LSR8.
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1. Resource/policy information distribution. Each router within the net-
work floods information on the available bandwidth resources for
its connected links, together with administrative policy constraint
information, throughout the network by means of extensions to
link-state based IGP routing protocols such as IS-IS [RFC3784] and
OSPF [RFC3630].

As TE tunnels are unidirectional, each TE-enabled router main-
tains a pool of available (i.e. currently unused) TE bandwidth in
the egress direction for each interface that it has. Considering LSR3
for example, because the tunnel from LSR1 to LSR8 has already
reserved 1 Gbps of bandwidth on the interface to LSR4, LSR3 will
only advertise 1.5 Gbps worth of available bandwidth for that inter-
face. For all of its other interfaces, LSR3 will advertise 2.5 Gbps of
available bandwidth.

2. Constraint-based path computation. All of the routers within the
MPLS TE area will receive the information on the available net-
work resources, advertised via IS-IS or OSPF. With MPLS TE, tun-
nel paths can be specified manually, but more commonly are either
dynamically calculated online in a distributed fashion by the TE
tunnel sources (known as tunnel “head-ends”) themselves or deter-
mined by an offline centralized function (also know as a tunnel
server or path computation element) which then specifies the
explicit tunnel path a head-end should use for a particular tunnel.
With either approach, constraint-based routing is performed using
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a constraint-based shortest path first (CSPF) algorithm to deter-
mine the path that a particular tunnel will take based upon a fit
between the available network bandwidth resources (and option-
ally policy constraints) and the required bandwidth (and policies)
for that tunnel. This CSPF algorithm is similar to a conventional
IGP shortest path first (SPF) algorithm, but also takes into
account bandwidth and administrative constraints, pruning links
from the topology if they advertised insufficient resources, i.e.
not enough bandwidth for the tunnel, or if they violate tunnel
policy constraints. The shortest (i.e. lowest cost) path is then
selected from the remaining topology. Whether online or offline
path calculation is used, the output is an explicit route object (ERO)
which defines the hop-by-hop path the tunnel should take and
which is handed over to RSVP in order to signal the tunnel label
switched path (LSP).

We assume online path calculation by the tunnel head-end, in this
case LSR2. There are two possible paths from LSR2 to LSR8, either the
top path (LSR2 : LSR3 : LSR4 : LSR7 : LSR8) or the bottom path
(LSR2 : LSR3 : LSR5 : LSR6 : LSR7 : LSR8). As the tunnel from
LSR2 to LSR8 is for 2 Gbps, there is insufficient bandwidth currently
available (1.5 Gbps only) on the links from LSR3 : LSR4 and from
LSR4 : LSR7 and hence the top path is discounted by the CSPF algo-
rithm. Therefore, in this example the bottom path is the only possi-
ble path for the tunnel from LSR2 to LSR8, and output of the CSPF
algorithm is an ERO which specifies the IP addresses of the hops on
the path, i.e. LSR2 : LSR3 : LSR5 : LSR6 : LSR7 : LSR8.

3. RSVP for tunnel signaling. The Resource ReSerVation Protocol
(RSVP) [RFC2205], with enhancements for MPLS TE [RFC3209], is
used to signal the TE tunnel. RSVP is used differently in the con-
text of MPLS TE than it is for per flow admission control, as
described in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1.

RSVP uses two signaling messages, a Path message and a Resv
message.

i. The Path message carries the ERO and other information
including the requested bandwidth for the tunnel, which is
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used for admission control. An RSVP Path message is sent from
the tunnel head-end to the tunnel tail-end, as shown in Figure
6.12, explicitly routed hop-by-hop using the ERO.
At each router that receives the Path message an admission

control decision is made to verify that the outbound interface that
will be used to forward the Path message to the next hop defined
by the ERO, has sufficient resources available to accept the requested
bandwidth for the tunnel. This admission control decision may
seem redundant as the CSPF algorithm has already picked a path
with sufficient bandwidth; however, it is required because it is
possible that the head-end router may have performed the CSPF
algorithm on information which is now out of date, for example,
if another tunnel has been set up in the intervening period since
the tunnel path was calculated.

If the admission control decision is successful, the path message
is forwarded to the next hop defined by the ERO, until the path
message reaches the tail-end router. MPLS TE supports the concept
of pre-emption and a lower priority tunnel may be pre-empted to
allow a higher priority tunnel to be set up. If the admission control
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decision is unsuccessful at any hop, a PathErr message is returned
to the tunnel head-end.

It is noted that where RSVP is used for per flow admission control,
rather than for MPLS TE tunnel signaling, the admission control
decision is made in response to the receipt of the Resv message.

If the tail-end receives the Path message, then the admission
control decisions must have been successful at each hop on the
tunnel path. In response, the tail-end router originates a reserva-
tion (Resv) message which follows the path defined by the ERO in
reverse in order to establish the LSP that defines the tunnel, as
shown in Figure 6.13.

At each hop on the tunnel path that receives the Resv message,
the tunnel reservation is confirmed. In order to set up the tunnel
LSP, the Resv message is then forwarded to the upstream (i.e. closer
to head-end) neighbor on the tunnel path, together with MPLS label
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value that this router expects to be used for traffic on the tunnel
received from the upstream neighbor.

In this example, penultimate hop popping (PHP) is assumed and
LSR8, as the final hop on the tunnel path, advertises an implicit
null label to LSR7 accordingly. LSR7 then advertises label value 12
to LSR6, and so on, until the Resv message reaches the tunnel
head-end. This is an example of downstream on demand label
binding with upstream label distribution, where upstream/down-
stream is with reference to the direction of the flow packets on
the LSP.

4. Assigning traffic to tunnels. When the Resv message reaches the
head-end, the tunnel LSP has been successfully established and it
can be used for traffic forwarding. There are a number of ways to
determine when traffic should use the TE tunnel rather than the
conventional IGP path. The simplest is to use static routing with a
static route defining that traffic to a particular destination subnet
address should use the tunnel rather than the conventional IGP
route. Some vendors also support the capability to automatically
calculate IP routes to forward traffic over MPLS TE tunnels, by
adapting Dijkstra’s SPF algorithm as described in [RFC3906].

Having decided to forward some traffic onto the tunnel, the
head-end router, in this case LSR2 assigns traffic to that tunnel by
forwarding it on the tunnel LSP. It forwards traffic on the TE tun-
nel by sending it toward LSR3 with label value 30 as shown in
Figure 6.14.

LSR3 receives the labeled packet, and label switches it to LSR5
swapping the label from 30 to 57. Note that LSR3 uses only the
label to determine how to forward the packet, i.e. it does not look
at the underlying IP destination address. The tunneled packet
continues on the LSP until it reaches LSR7, which as the penulti-
mate hop, pops off the outer label and forwards it to LSR8, which
is the tunnel tail-end. If a label stack is not used, the tail-end router
looks at the IP destination address to determine how to forward
the received packet; if a label stack is used (e.g. in the context 
of BGP MPLS VPNs as per RFC4364), the tail-end router uses the
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outermost of the remaining labels to determine how to forward
the received packet.

5. TE tunnel control and maintenance. Periodic RSVP Path/Resv mes-
sages maintain the tunnel state. Unlike tunnel setup, Path/Resv
messages used for tunnel maintenance are sent independently
and asynchronously.

The tunnel head-end can tear down a tunnel by sending a PathTear
message. If a network element (link or node) on the tunnel path
should fail, the adjacent upstream neighboring router on the tunnel
path will send a PathErr message to the head-end, which will then
attempt to recalculate a new tunnel path around the failed element.
Similarly, if a tunnel is pre-empted, a PathErr message will be sent to
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the head-end, which will then attempt to recalculate a new tunnel
path where bandwidth is available.

6.2.3.2 Diffserv-aware MPLS Traffic Engineering
MPLS TE and Diffserv can be deployed concurrently in an IP back-
bone, with TE determining the path that traffic takes on aggregate
based upon aggregate bandwidth constraints, and Diffserv mecha-
nisms being used on each link for differential scheduling of packets
on a per-class of service basis. TE and Diffserv are orthogonal tech-
nologies which can be used in concert for combined benefit: TE
allows distribution of traffic on non-shortest paths for more efficient
use of available bandwidth, while Diffserv allows SLA differentiation
on a per-class basis. As it was initially defined and has been
described in the previous section, however, MPLS TE computes tun-
nel paths for aggregates across all traffic classes and hence traffic
from different classes may use the same TE tunnels. In this form
MPLS TE is aware of only a single aggregate pool of available band-
width per link and is unaware of what specific link bandwidth
resources are allocated to which queues, and hence to which classes.

Diffserv-aware MPLS TE (DS-TE) extends the basic capabilities of TE
to allow constraint-based path computation, explicit routing and
admission control to be performed separately for different classes of
service. DS-TE provides the capability to enforce different bandwidth
constraints for different classes of traffic through the addition of more
pools of available bandwidth on each link. These bandwidth pools are
sub-pools of the aggregate TE bandwidth constraint, i.e. the sub-pools
are a portion of the aggregate pool. This allows a bandwidth sub-pool
to be used for a particular class of traffic, such that constraint-based
routing and admission control can be performed for tunnels carrying
traffic of that class, with the aggregate pool used to enforce an aggre-
gate constraint across all classes of traffic. There are two different mod-
els that define how the sub-pool bandwidth constraints are applied:

● Maximum allocation model. [RFC4127] defines the maximum allo-
cation bandwidth constraints model (MAM) for Diffserv-aware
MPLS TE. With the MAM, independent sub-pool constraints can
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be applied to each class, and an aggregate constraint can be applied
across all classes.

● Russian doll model. [RFC4125] defines the Russian dolls bandwidth
constraints model (RDM) for Diffserv-aware MPLS TE. With the
RDM, a hierarchy of constraints is defined, which consists of an
aggregate constraint (global pool), and a number of sub-constraints
(sub-pools) where constraint 1 is a sub-pool of constraint 0, con-
straint 2 is a sub-pool of constraint 1, and so on.

The choice of which bandwidth allocation model to use depends
upon the way in which bandwidth allocation and pre-emption will
be managed between tunnels of different classes. It is noted that if
traffic engineering is required for only one of the deployed traffic
classes, e.g. for EF traffic only, then DS-TE is not required and stan-
dard single bandwidth pool TE is sufficient.

In support of DS-TE, extensions have been added to IS-IS and OSPF
[RFC4124] to advertise the available sub-pool bandwidth per link. In
addition, the TE constraint-based routing algorithms have been
enhanced for DS-TE in order to take into account the constraint of
available sub-pool bandwidth in computing the path of sub-pool tun-
nels. RSVP has also been extended [RFC4124] to indicate the con-
straint model and the bandwidth pool, for which a tunnel is being
signaled.

As described in Section 6.1.3, setting an upper bound on the EF
class (e.g. VoIP) utilization per link is necessary to bound the delay
for that class and therefore to ensure that the SLA can be met. DS-TE
can be used to assure that this upper bound is not exceeded. For
example, consider the network in Figure 6.15, where each link is
2.5 Gbps and an IGP and TE metric value of one is applied to each link.

DS-TE could be used to ensure that traffic is routed over the net-
work so that, on every link, there is never more than a defined per-
centage of the link capacity for EF class traffic, while there can be up
to 100% of the link capacity for EF and AF class traffic in total. In
this example, for illustration we assume that the defined maximum
percentage for EF traffic per link is 50%. LSR1 is sending an aggregate
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of 1 Gbps of traffic to LSR8, and R2 is also sending an aggregate of
1 Gbps of traffic to LSR8. In this case, both the IGP (i.e. if TE were not
deployed) and non-Diffserv aware TE would pick the same route. The
IGP would pick the top route (R1/R2 : R3 : R4 : R5 : R8) because
it is the shortest path (with a metric of 4). Assuming 1 Gbps tunnels
were used from both LSR1 and LSR2 to LSR8, TE would also pick the
top route, because it is the shortest path that has sufficient band-
width available (metric of 4, 2.5 Gbps bandwidth available, 2 Gbps
required). The decision to route both traffic aggregates via the top
path may not seem appropriate if we examine the composition of
the aggregate traffic flows.

If each of the aggregate flows were composed of 250 Mbps of VoIP
traffic and 750 Mbps of standard data traffic, then in this case the total
VoIP traffic load on the top links would be 500 Mbps, which is within
our EF class per link bound of 50% � 1 Gbps. If, however, each traffic
aggregate is comprised of 750 Mbps of VoIP and 250 Mbps of standard
data traffic then such routing would aggregate 1.5 Gbps of VoIP traffic
on the R3 : R4 : R5 links, thereby exceeding our EF class bound of 50%.
DS-TE can be used to overcome this problem if, for example, each link
is configured with an available aggregate bandwidth pool of 2.5 Gbps,
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and an available VoIP class sub-pool bandwidth of 1.25 Gbps (i.e. 50%
of 2.5 Gbps). A VoIP class sub-pool tunnel of 750 Mbps is then config-
ured from R1 to R8, together with a standard class aggregate pool tun-
nel of 250 Mbps. Similarly, from R2 to R8 a VoIP class sub-pool tunnel
of 750 Mbps and a standard class aggregate pool tunnel of 250 Mbps
are configured from R2 to R8. The DS-TE constraint-based routing algo-
rithm would then route the VoIP sub-pool tunnels to ensure that the
1.25 Gbps bound is not exceeded on any link, and of the tunnels from
R1 and R2 to R8, one VoIP sub-pool tunnel would be routed via the top
path (R1/R2 : R3 : R4 : R5 : R8) and the other via the bottom path
(R1/R2 : R6 : R7 : R5 : R8).4 In this particular case, there would be
enough available bandwidth for both aggregate pool tunnels to be routed
via the top path (R1/R2 : R3 : R4 : R5 : R8), which is the shortest
path with available aggregate bandwidth, possibly as shown in Figure
6.16, for example.

Hence, DS-TE allows separate route computation and admission
control for different classes of traffic, which enables the distribution of
EF and AF class load over all available EF and AF class capacity making
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optimal use of available capacity. It also provides a tool for constrain-
ing the class utilization per link to a specified maximum thus ensuring
that the class SLAs can be met. In order to provide these benefits, how-
ever, the configured bandwidth for the sub-pools must align to the
queuing resources that are available for traffic-engineered traffic.

6.2.3.3 MPLS TE Deployment Models and Considerations
MPLS TE can be deployed either in an ad hoc fashion, with selective
tunnels configured tactically to move a subset of traffic away from
congested links, or systematically, with all backbone traffic trans-
ported in TE tunnels.

6.2.3.3.1 Tactical TE Deployment
MPLS TE can be used tactically in order to offload traffic from con-
gestion hotspots; this is an ad hoc approach, aimed at fixing current
problems and as such is generally a short-term reactive operational/
engineering process. When used in this way, rather than all traffic
being subjected to traffic engineering, TE tunnels are deployed to
reroute a subset of the network traffic from a congested part of the net-
work, to a part where there is more capacity. This can be done by explic-
itly defining the path that a tunnel should take on a head-end router.

Consider Figure 6.17, for example; in this case there are two links
of unequal capacity providing the connectivity between two POPs;
one 622 Mbps, the other 2.5 Gbps. Using IGP metrics proportional to
link capacity, e.g. a link cost of 1 for the 2.5 Gbps links and a link
cost of 4 for 622 Mbps link, in normal working case conditions, the
bottom path would be the lowest cost path and the top path would
remain unused. Hence, even though there is over 3 Gbps of capacity
between the POPs, this capacity could not all be used. If, however,
two TE tunnels were configured between LSR 1 and LSR 2, one explic-
itly defined to use the top path and the other the bottom path, then
as MPLS TE supports unequal cost load balancing (which normal IGP
routing does not), the traffic demand between Router 1 and Router 2
could be balanced over the tunnels in proportion to the bandwidths
of those paths, i.e. 1/5 of the total demand using the top path and
4/5 of the total demand on the bottom path.
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6.2.3.3.2 Systematic TE Deployment
With a systematic TE deployment, all traffic is subjected to traffic
engineering within the core; this is a long-term proactive engineer-
ing/planning process aimed at cost savings. Such a systematic
approach requires that a mesh of TE tunnels be configured, hence
one of the key considerations for a systematic MPLS TE deployment
is tunnel scaling; a router incurs control plane processing overhead
for each tunnel that it has some responsibility for, either as head-
end, mid-point, or tail-end of that tunnel. The main metrics that are
considered with respect to TE tunnel scalability are the number of
tunnels per head-end and the number of tunnels traversing a tunnel
mid-point. We consider the key scaling characteristics of a number
of different systematic MPLS TE deployment models:

● Outer core mesh. In considering a full mesh from edge-to-edge
across the core (i.e. from distribution router to distribution router),
as MPLS TE tunnels are unidirectional, two tunnels are required
between each pair of edge routers hence n * (n � 1) tunnels are
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required in total where n is the number of edge routers or head-
ends. The example in Figure 6.18 shows the tunnels that would
be required from the distribution routers within one POP to form
a mesh to the distribution routers in other POPs.

If TE is required for m classes of traffic each using Diffserv-aware
TE then m * n * (n � 1) tunnels would be required.

● Inner core mesh. Creating a core mesh of tunnels, i.e. from core
routers to core routers, can make tunnel scaling independent of
the number of distribution routers (there are normally more distri-
bution routers than core routers), as shown in Figure 6.19, which
illustrates the tunnels that would be required from the core routers
within one POP to form a mesh to the core routers in other POPs.

● Regional meshes. Another way of reducing the number of tunnels
required and therefore improving the tunnel scalability is to
break the topology up into regions of meshed routers; adjacent
tunnel meshes would be connected by routers which are part of
both meshes, as shown in Figure 6.20, which shows meshes within
each of two regions. Although this reduces the number of tunnels
required, it may result in less optimal routing and less optimal use
of available capacity.
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To put these options into context, the largest TE deployments at the
time of publication have a full mesh between �120 head-ends,
which results in �1202 � �14 400 tunnels in total with a maximum
of �120 tunnels per head-end and a maximum of �1500 tunnels 
traversing a mid-point.
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6.2.3.4 Setting Tunnel Bandwidth
Having decided on a particular MPLS TE deployment model, the
next most significant decision is how to set the bandwidth requested
for TE tunnels. The bandwidth of tunnels is a logical (i.e. control
plane) constraint, rather than a physical constraint, hence if the
actual tunnel load exceeds the reserved bandwidth, congestion can
occur. Conversely, if a tunnel reservation is greater than the actual
tunnel load, more bandwidth may be reserved than is required,
which may lead to needless rejection of other tunnels and hence
underutilization of the network.

The same principles of over-provisioning discussed in Section
6.1.3 could be applied to traffic engineering deployments. The band-
width pools on each link should be set taking the required over-
provisioning ratios into account for that particular link speed. For
example, if Diffserv is not deployed in the core network and an OP
of 1.42 is determined to be required to achieve a target P99.9 queu-
ing delay of 2 ms on a 155 Mbps link, then the aggregate TE band-
width pool should be set to 155/1.42 � 109 Mbps. Each tunnel (which
represents a traffic demand across the network) should then be sized
based upon the measured average tunnel load (or a percentile thereof,
as described for the core traffic demand matrices in Section 6.1.2).
This will ensure that the measured average aggregate load on each link
will be controlled such that the per-link over-provisioning factor is
always met, and hence the target SLAs can be achieved, even when
there are potentially multiple tunnels that may traverse the link.

Tunnel resizing can be performed online, by the head-end routers
themselves, or by an offline system. When online tunnel resizing is
used, algorithms run on the head-end routers to automatically and
dynamically resize the tunnels which originate from them, based
upon some measure of the traffic load on the tunnel over previous
measurement periods. Simple algorithms can lead to inefficiencies,
however. Consider, for example, an algorithm that sizes the tunnel
based upon the peak of the 5-minute average tunnel loads in the
previous interval; when traffic is ramping up during the day, the algo-
rithm needs to take into account the traffic growth during the next
interval, or else it will under-provision the tunnel. Consequently, 
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in the interval following the peak interval of the day, significantly
more tunnel bandwidth will be reserved than is necessary, as illus-
trated by the example in Figure 6.21.

Figure 6.21 plots the total traffic load across all TE tunnels (black
line) in a network with a TE tunnel full mesh during a single day.
The corresponding sum of the reserved TE tunnel bandwidth is plot-
ted in grey. The tunnel resizing algorithm used in this case resized
each tunnel every 2 hours to a multiple of the peak of the 
5-minute average load for that tunnel experienced during the preced-
ing 2 hour period. In order to cope with the rapid ramp up in traffic
load before the daily peak, a high multiple needed to be used; in this
case the multiple was 1.2 times. As a consequence, the reserved tun-
nel bandwidth is significantly greater than the actual tunnel load dur-
ing the period after the daily peak load, due to the resizing lag. Hence,
tunnel resizing algorithms are most efficient when they rely on a longer
history of measurements for tunnel sizing, i.e. day, week, or month.
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Notes

1. The distribution routers in the generalized network reference
model we use in this book will normally be provider edge (PE)
routers in the context of an MPLS VPN deployment.

2. Defined by the solution to the maximum multicommodity flow
problem, where the total flow summed over all commodities is to
be maximized.

3. Route pinning is the ability to explicitly define the exact path
that a particular traffic flow may take through the network.

4. A propagation-delay constraint can also be specified for the sub-
pool tunnels to ensure that the chosen path exhibits a propaga-
tion delay smaller or equal to the specified value [RFC3785].

5. The nature of the networking industry and community means
that some of the sources referred to in this book exist only on the
World Wide Web. All universal resource locators (URLs) have been
checked and were correct at the time of going to press, but their
longevity cannot be guaranteed.
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Middleware processing, 45
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Minimum queue thresholds, 268, 270–1
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38–40, 47, 49–51, 55–6
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MPLS see Multi-protocol label switching
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284, 304
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(MLPPP), 141
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Multi-protocol tunnels, 165, 175–81
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Network address translation, 326
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Network engineering, 198–9, 389–90
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Network losses, 59, 69–70
Network monitoring, 335–73

active, 335–6, 348–71
passive, 335, 336–48

Network routing model, 388–9
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Network transmission delays, 41, 42, 

43, 45
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327
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Off-path CAC, 283
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Packet loss, 9–11, 24–5, 33–6, 362
Packet marking, 93, 99–111
Packet numbers, 340–5
Packet re-ordering, 19, 37, 57, 363
Packet size, 350–1
Parameterized algorithms, 286–7
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CAC, 328–9
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core traffic matrices, 347–8
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polling, 337, 345
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coupling, 282–3
message processing, 308–14
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PDB see Per-Domain Behaviors
Percentile delay, 359–60
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality

(PESQ), 23
Per-class core capacity planning, 387
Per-classification rules, 338–9
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Performance metrics, 349
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Per-link statistics, 337–8
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“P” frames, 39
PHB see Per-Hop Behaviors
Physical redundancy, 53
Pipesize, 270–1
Pipe tunneling model, 16–18, 168–70,

178–81
Play-out delay: VoIP, 31–3
Point-of-presence (POP), 378
Poisson sampling, 352, 353, 354
Poisson traffic, 383–4
Policing, 100–11, 186, 222, 339–42
Policy: information distribution, 398
Polling, 337, 345
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Ports, 357–8
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retransmission, 60–1
Precedence, 144–5, 146
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Pre-emption priority levels, 286
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(Prm-delay), 233–7, 261–2
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261–3

edge Diffserv, 223, 233–9
Premium data throughput-optimized

class (Prm-th), 213, 217–18, 223,
233–9, 262

Prioritized Diffserv, 254–6
Priority scheduling, 93, 114–15, 125–6,

240, 286
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Prm see Premium data

Prm-delay see Premium data delay-
optimized class

Prm-loss see Premium data loss-optimized
class

Prm-th see Premium data throughput-
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Probability of delay/discard, 268, 271,
385–6

Probe packets, 348
Processing delays, 6, 8, 71–2
Professional-MPEG [PRO-MPEG] forum,

49–51
Propagation delay, 5–6, 8, 216, 417
Protocols, 357–8

see also individual protocols
Public switched telephony networks

(PSTN), 294–302
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QoE see Quality of experience
QOS see Quality of service
QOS Signaling: CAC, 327
Quality of experience (QoE), 22–4, 58, 364
Quality of service (QOS): 

best-effort service, 89–90
CAC, 327
classification, 93, 94–9
class of service, 88–9
complementary technologies, 197–8
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definition, 87–94
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introduction, 2–3
Intserv, 79
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time frames, 90–1
toolsets, 91–141
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FIFO, 112–13
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234–5
simulations, 385–6
SLA metrics, 6, 8, 15
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see also Scheduling
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258–9
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Received stream metric measurements, 349
Receiver-initiated reservations, 304–5, 327
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RED see Random early detection
Regional boundaries, 318
Regional meshes, 410–11
Remote control video streaming, 41, 44
Re-ordering packets, 19, 37, 57, 363
Reroute technologies, 198
ReSerVation Protocol see RSVP
ReSerVation Protocol-traffic engineering

see RSVP-TE
Reservation setup, 307–14
Resizing, 324–5
Resource information distribution, 398
Resource managers, 292–302
Resource requirements, 285
Responsiveness, 281–2
ResvConf messages, 334
Round robin, 116–19, 121–3
Round trip time (RTT) delay, 4–5, 358
Route pinning, 417
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CAC, 305–6
edge Diffserv, 230–3, 242–3
protocol classes, 242–3
quality of service, 183–9

RSVP (ReSerVation Protocol): 
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application signaling interaction,

314–16
CAC, 282–3, 303–26
definitions, 304–7
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MPLS QOS architectures, 172–3
MPLS TE, 399–402
reservation setup, 307–14
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RSVP-TE (ReSerVation Protocol-traffic
engineering), 325–6

RT see Real-time
RTT see Real-time transmission; Round

trip time
Russian doll models, 405
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Secure tunneling, 165
Security protocols, 327–8
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Self-induced VoIP queuing delay, 246–9
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Sender-initiated reservations, 327
Sequence preservation, 18–19
Serialization delay, 6–7, 8
Server-side processing delays, 71
Service availability, 21–2, 364
Service classes, 213–18, 221–5, 253–6,

258–61
Service level agreements (SLA), 1–4

active monitoring, 335–6, 348–71
application requirements, 24–76

data applications, 58–75
video, 38–58
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availability factors, 20–2
backbone Diffserv, 253–6
bandwidth, 12–18
CAC, 285–6
differentiation, 242
Diffserv, 78–9, 211–18, 233–7, 241–2,

253–6
edge Diffserv, 212–18, 233–4, 236–7,

241
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engineered versus marketed, 76–8
Intserv, 78–9
marketed versus engineered, 76–8
metrics, 3–24, 349, 358–64

availability factors, 20–2
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network delay, 4–7
packet loss, 9–11
per-flow sequence preservation,

18–19
quality of experience, 22–4
sequence preservation, 18–19
throughput, 12–18

network delay, 4–7
network monitoring, 335–73
packet loss, 9–11
passive monitoring, 335, 336–48
premium data classes, 233–4, 236–7
quality of experience, 22–4
requirements, 211
sequence preservation, 18–19
specifications, 78, 212–18, 233–7, 241,

253–6
throughput, 12–18
video, 38–58
Voice over IP, 26–37

Service octets, 96–8, 142–4, 145–6
Service types, 142–4, 145–6
Session establishment, 60
Setting tunnel bandwidth, 412–13
Set-top-box (STB) processing, 41, 42, 44–5
Shaping: 

ATM layer 2 QOS, 192
data plane QOS mechanisms, 102,

137–40
edge Diffserv design, 228–30
frame relay layer 2 QOS, 195
policers, 137–8
SLA metrics, 15

Short pipe tunneling model, 181
Signaling, 243, 314–16, 326–8
Silence suppression: VoIP, 36
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Source marking, 99
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backbone Diffserv, 254, 256, 260–1
edge Diffserv, 213, 218, 224–5

Standard definition (SD) format, 54–5
Stateful inspection, 96
STB see Set-top-box
Std see Standard classes
Stratified random sampling, 352–3
Stream/streaming, 47, 57, 95, 348–50

see also Video streaming
Strict priority, 125–6
Subjective measures, 23, 24
Switching delay, 6, 8, 216
Synchronizing clocks, 370–1
Synthetic traffic test streams, 348
Systematic TE deployment, 396, 409–11
System monitoring, 346–7

Tactical TE deployment: MPLS TE, 408–9
Tail drop, 129–32, 186, 222, 343–4
Taxonomy of CAC, 282–5
TCM see Three-color markers

TCP see Transmission Control Protocol
Telephony networks, 294–302
Temporal redundancy, 53–4
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duration, 355–7
frequency, 349, 354–7
test rates, 354–5
test streams, 348–50

Three-color markers (TCM), 106–8, 239,
340–2

Threshold exceeded count delay, 360
Throughput: 

active network monitoring, 363
SLA metrics, 12–18
TCP applications, 59–70
video streaming, 54–6
VoIP, 36–7

Tight SLA services, 211–12
Time frames, 90–1
Token bucket mechanisms, 101–8, 138
Toolsets for QOS, 91–141
Topologies: active monitoring, 365–9
Topology-awareness, 283, 290–302, 319
TOS see Type of service
Traffic assignment to tunnels, 402–5
Traffic classes, 95, 97
Traffic classification, 147–8
Traffic conditioning, 78–9, 147–8, 340
Traffic demand matrices, 376, 377–82
Traffic engineering, 389–413

bandwidth, 376–7, 382–8, 393, 412–13
CAC, 325–6
deployment, 391–4
Diffserv-aware MPLS TE, 404–8
IGP based, 390, 394–7
multi-protocol label switching, 397–413
RSVP, 325–6
tunnels, 300, 402–5

Traffic management classes, 242–3
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Unmanaged access router services, 230–3
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Utility functions, 279–80
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VC see Virtual circuits
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edge Diffserv design, 239–40
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loss impacts, 47–54
packet re-ordering, 57
throughput, 54–6
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Virtual paths (VP), 320
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Voice class maximum rate enforcement,
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delay, 29–33
edge Diffserv, 213, 214–17, 221–3,

232–3, 240, 245–9
jitter, 31–3
loss impacts, 33–6
packet re-ordering, 37
SLA requirements, 26–37
throughput, 36–7

VPN see Virtual private networks
VP (Virtual paths), 320

Weighted bandwidth scheduling, 
115–25

Weighted fair queuing (WFQ), 119–21
Weighted random early detection

(WRED): 
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data plane QOS mechanisms, 136, 137
Diffserv deployment, 239, 263, 268–72
passive monitoring, 346
router QOS implementation, 186

Weighted round robin (WRR), 116–19
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detection
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